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PREFACE.

The follo^ving pages, prepared with the hope of

contributing, in some humble way, toward circu-

lating information with regard to India, and pro

moting an interest in its welfare, were commu-

nicated to the Wesleyan Methodist Magazine.

Hundreds of persons who read them in that pe-

riodical have requested that they should be sepa-

rately published, and a respectable New York

journal has deemed them worthy of reproduction.

To these encoiiragements, and not to any previous

resolution, is due their appearance in the present

form.

The reader should be apprized that, as the views

of Hindu mind and manners he will here find,

were formed through familiar intercourse with the

people of a district remote from any European

station, they will probably differ, in some points,

from those of writers who have resided only in

the Presidencies or other centres of Enghsh in-

fluence. It should also be remembered that India
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is SO vast a region, that a trait prominent in the

character of one Hindu nation, may be faint, or

even undlscoverable, in another.

In extenuation of defects beyond those incident

to a first attempt at authorship, all the usual pleas

mio^ht be ur<]red, -with more than usual truth.

But apologies would neither enrich the matter nor

improve the style ; and where neglect may rea-

sonably be apprehended, it w^ould be gratuitous

to raise a shield against criticism. With whatever

success, the Writer has desired, throughout, to

avoid equally the extreme of those who from a

culpable prejudice exaggerate ever}- blemish of

Hindu society, overlooking every grace, and the

more tempting extreme of those Avho from a

generous prejudice exaggerate ever}"^ grace, over-

looking every blemish. To give fair representa-

tions, and to promote good ends, has been honestly

meant, and the attempt is humbly commended to

the blessing of God.
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CHAPTER I.

THE VOYAGE.

iJedkation

—

The Embarkation—The Ship and the Company

—

The Sabbath Eell—The Congrcjiation—^.laderia—The Bui-ial

—The Whale—The Tropical Sky—The Tropical Night-
Stars and Anthems—The French Frigate—The Procession

—

The liazur—The Douche Bath—Pleasm-e and Progress

—

Studies and Tossings—Motives— Sport—The Gale—The
Height of the Storm—The Lesson—Ease and Monev—The
( aim—The Shark—The Sight of Land—Tlic Coast of Lrdia
—Ma.-;ts and S])ires.

Ox the afternoon of Sunday, April 14th, 1839, the

" holy and beautiful house,"' at City-road, was thronged

with a devout multitude, met for the purpose of com-

mending to the Lord of the harvest, four labourers for

his field in the East. It was the Centenary year ; and

the Rev. Thomas Jackson, then President of the Con-

ference, Avho conducted the service, diffused through it

the influence of that special unction, wherewith the

Head of the church had endowed him, for the duties of

that memorable time : this, with Dr. Hannah's touching

and appropriate counsels, the mighty supplications of

Dr. Bimting, the fervent response of that Christian as-

sembly, and the emotions raised by the surrender of
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every early endearment, and the entrance on untold re-

sponsibilities, conspired to make it an hour never to be

forgotten by the departing Missionaries. Often since,

when ministering in the same sanctuary, have I longed

to recall the very feelings of that day of dedication.

The following morning, in company with Messrs.

Squarebridge, Garrett, and Pope, I embarked at Graves-

end on the " Essex," Captain Foord, bound for Madras.

The secretaries of the Missionary Society had accom-

panied us on board ; Avhere, assembling in one of our

cabins, Mr. Hoole and Dr. Bunting earnestly implored,

on our voyage and Mission, the blessing of that God in

whose name we were going forth. The latter then ad-

dressed lis in a few sentences of counsel, blending an

indescribable fatherliness with his characteristic wisdom.

The thoughts of the moment made our hearts tender

;

and the impression of those last kind words Avas deep

and enduring. They then took their leave : my eye

followed them till no longer discernible, and then turned

to the Friend who " forsaketh never."

Time was when a voyage to the East commanded

some such interest as will aAvait the journal of Mr.

Green's first aerial voyage across the Atlantic ; but,

living in less favoured days, we must be content to

proceed on our way accompanied only by such as may

be attracted by sympathy Avith our object, or Avho Avill

deign to fill up a vacant hoiu* by listening to our tale.

We found the " Essex," a fine neAV ship of nearly eight

hunch-ed tons, Avell officered, manned and provisioned.

There Avere about fifteen passengers, for Avhom the

accommodations Avere good, and the fare sumptuous.

About one hundred and fifty recruits for the ser-'-ice of
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the East India Company occupied one apartment be-

tween decks, their hammocks being suspended by cords

of different lengths, so as to form tiers one above ano-

ther ; thus they slept, and that they managed to exist

in the warm weather of the tropics was wonderful. In all

other respects they were well provided for. The spacious

poop, being free from hencoops, which usually encumber

that locality, served the passengers for an agreeable

promenade. At the bow was a similar erection, called

by the sailors " a top-gallant forecastle,'' under which

a multitude of geese, ducks, fowls, and guinea-fowls

were packed into coops " as closely as bottles in a

rack ;" here also a cow and calf had a comfortable

berth. In the space between the fore and main masts

stood the capacious long-boat, serving, for the time, as

a sheep-fold, while iinderneath it a number of pigs were

closely penned. Everything gave indication of plenty ;

and, on a long voyage, there is not a more welcome

shipmate.

A foul wind prevailing for some days, we were de-

tained off Deal in company with a numerous fleet,

which, weighing anchor simultaneously, gave us the

gratification to see our own vessel outsail all the others,

the last being one of the American line of packets,

which had a considerable advantage in starting. This

triumph completely established the " Essex," not only

in the confidence, but in the affections, of her crew.

For it is just as impossible for a sailor not to invest

his ship with personal attributes, as it is to traverse

a noble picture-gallery, and not forget that those elo-

quent groups, Avhich stir in turn every feeling of your

nature, are themselves devoid of emotion as the air

b2
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arovmd them. Basil Hall tells us, that the men of the

" Leander'' were in the habit of saying, the old ship

" could do anything but speak ;'' and I well remember

with what emphasis our boatswain exclaimed, after we

had cast anchor in Madras Eoads, "• She has done beau-

tiful." Thus, too often, our seamen, when brought to

" their desired haven," praise their ship, and forget

their God.

During our first Sabbath at sea, we were " beating

down Channel" in a thick fog, which so occupied all

hands as to prcAxnt an assembly for public worship :

but we had service twice in one of our own cabins.

On the second, the Atlantic was tossing us on its ma-

jestic waves, in such a way as to render a deck-service

impossible, and accordingly we assembled in the cuddy.

On the third, we were sailing before a mild breeze,

with the sea smooth and 'the sky bright ; so orders were

issued that all should " prepare for church." A few

minutes before the time, the ship's bell commenced to

ring exactly like the " church-going bell" of a village

Sabbath. This was unexpected, and brought crowding

before the mind many a memory of the past, and with

them those emotions Avhich only they can know avIio

have proved the susceptibilities awakened in the heart

by long distance from all who are dear, added to the

uncertainty of re-imion. Above, we found the larboard

quarter-deck occupied by the seamen sitting on tempo-

rary benches, and presenting in their beautifully clean

clothes a pleasing contrast to their ordinary appearance
;

on the opposite side stood the soldiers, rank and file,

each man furnished with a Bible and Prayer-book : the

officers and passengers were seated iipon chairs. The
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capstan was the pulpit, the British ensign its drapery.

A congregation so picturesque I have never seen, and

seldom one more attentive. These services were

continued every Sunday throughout the voyage ; on

deck, when the weather permitted ; and when too

boisterous, in the cuddy ; each of the Missionaries

officiating in turn. Our oppol'tunities of doing good

among the soldiers were restricted to visiting the sick,

and conversing with those whose attention we could

engage on such occasions. We found amongst them

two or three who had known something of the grace of

God, whom Ave brought to our weekly class-meetings,

and, when practicable, to our morning and evening

prayer. Christian fellowship is always sweet; but it

was doubly so when, far from sanctuaries, we weekly

met on the deep to recount the mercies of our God, and

to look forward with prayerful hope to the toils which

lay before us. Beside our regular class-meetings and
" family prayer," as we called it, we two or three times

joined with a few who were devout in commemorating

the Saviour's death.

After having struggled to the mouth of the Channel,

we were favoured Avith a fair breeze, Avhich never failed

till it had carried us Avithin the influence of the north-

east trade-Avind. The Bay of Biscay gave us a vigorous

tossing, Avhich caiised abundance of sea-sickness, and

ludicrous accidents at the dinner-table. In six days

after clearing the Channel, Madeira came in view, at

the distance of about tAventy miles ; reminding me in

its appearance of Clare Island, as it stretches across

the mouth of the incomparable ClcAv-Bay, sheltering its

hundreds of islets from the ocean, as of yore it screened
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the armaments of Granua Uile from her Saxon foes.

From this point the climate perceptibly changed, the

breeze became balmy, the sky cloudless, the sun fervid.

Shoals of porpoises occasionally gambolled round the

ship, seeming to take delight in racing with the gigantic

intruder on their home. It is hard to find a more viva-

cious exhibition than they display, as they dart along

the side, round the stem, before the bows, now under

their comrades, now over their backs ; as intent on pro-

gress and sport at the same time, as the children of a

%-illage school just let loose for dinner. Occasionally,

also, we saw the interesting little nautilus spreading

its graceful sail, as confident in the care of Him Avho

" holdeth the winds in his fist," as if that sail pro-

pelled a fleet, on which the hopes of a nation were at-

tent. Oiu" wake was often followed by the symmetrical

and many-hued dolphin, some of which were made to

increase the variety of our cuddy table. As we ad-

vanced, shoals of flying fish were seen to rise upon the

wing, and, after a brief airing, return to their native

tide. It seemed very plain that they took flight, not

from any danger, but from the impulse given by the

Creator to all his Avorks, to develope every power with

which they are endowed.

"While sailing in this beautiful region, a soldier be-

came dangerously ill. To afford him more air he was

carried on deck, where it formed a strange contrast to

the ordinary gloom of a sick chamber, to see the bright

sunbeams dancing not only on every object round the

poor invalid, but on the very features which death was

blanching. He had been a man of good character,

much respected among his comrades, and manifested
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deep feeling when spoken to on his religious state. His

prayers for mercy were fervent and touching ; and,

offering those prayers, he died. This caUed us to \\'it-

ness that scene which is always described as so melan-

choly,—a funeral at sea. It is certainly affecting, af-

fecting from its own solemnity, and perhaps still more

so from the contrast it presents to all you have been

wont to witness. You have death without any of those

attendant forms with which it seems so naturally to

harmonize. There is no sable bier : no dark train

moving slowly on a sad errand ; no passing from com-

mon groimd within the hallowed enclosure consecrated

to the memory of the dead, to the hope of the resur-

rection ; no grave before you yawning for its prey

;

none of the objects in which the eye usually recognises

Death. All his retinue is wanting ; but himself is

there, and his presence is the more startling because of

the every-day and life-like character of surrounding ap-

pearances. The body, wrapped in the hammock it had

been wont to occupy, was carried to the side of the

ship, and laid on a plank so placed as to incline toward

the water. Around this thronged a numerous group,

every countenance wearing the impress of thought and

tenderness. During the reading of the solemn serA^ce,

the reckless look of the young recruit gave way to one

of deep emotion ; the hardy -v-isage of the seaman re-

laxed, and his eye swam ; ever^" spectator shared and

manifested that " undefined and sudden thrill" which

the nearness of death does not fail to inspire. The

words, " We therefore commit his body," were not

followed by the usual thrice repeated hoUo^y sound

which rises from the grave as the decree of separation
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between the living and the dead ; but at those .Avord.s

the inner end of the plank, on which rested the corpse,

being raised, it glided slowly into the deep blue wave

that was heaving below.

" One sullen plunge, and the scene is o'er ;

The sea rolls on, as it rolled before."

In the case of another man, and also of a soldier's child,

this sad ceremony Avas twice repeated during the voyage,

with the same circumstances, except that in the last-

named instance the melancholy silence usually following

the " sidlen plunge" was broken by a mother's grief.

"We were now fairly in the tropics. The weather

had become extremely hot, but an awning pleasantly

shaded the poop ; here the passengers were u.sually to

be found, either in study or promenade ; these occu-

pations being sometimes varied by a game of leap-

frog or a lusty romp. One day, while stretched on

the deck reading, the man at the wheel cried out, " A
school o' whales."' HaAing never seen a Avhale, I started

up in great haste, but, placing my foot on a roimd

stick, left there by the sail maker, came down again

with greater, receiAing such an impression on the pro-

tuberant joints of one side, as served to remind me of

my first sight of a whale for a week after. The " school"

(shoal) proved to consist of several grampuses, and one

immense whale, which the sailors averred was as long

as the ship ; but that being about one hundred and

fortj' feet, seemed rather improbable. "We saw him fill

and blow several times ; which operation very much

resembles the first puffs of steam from a locomotive

engine just starting.

The marine scenery of the tropics exceeded in
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splendour and variety all my anticipations. During

the day the sky formed a superb dome of stainless

and polished azure ; while, lighted from above by its

one magnificent lamp, it constituted an object passing

beyond the beautiful to the highest order of the sublime.

At evening those two features of scenery were dis-

played in a combination scarcely attainable in any other

field of nature. As the sun sank to the ocean, heavy

clouds gathered about him, like sorrows round a death-

bed. But as the soul that is departing in faith makes

pain, feebleness, and poverty but the means of more

fully displaying its graces ; so the setting sun made

each cloud a prism whereby to analyze his golden light

and exhibit its variety of hue. The whole hemisphere

glowed with indescribable beauty. All roimd the ho-

rizon islets of gold were floating on the bright blue

surface of the " ocean hung on high ;" while, in the

west, the assemblage of gorgeous forms and dazzling

tints was such as to produce a be-ndldering ecstasy.

The prevailing hues were burnished gold and the pure

prismatic red ; but all the primitive colours were j^re-

sent, and formed themselves into combinations so lovely

and so various as equally to outstrip the vocabulary and

delight the eye : the " pale translucent green"* of Bishop

Heber was one of the most pleasing ; while the blue,

now combining with the red, now displaying its ovra.

brightest tints, exhibited every v-ariety, from the deep

purple of the pansy, to the lightsome blue of an in-

fant's eye. On the craggy sides of many a mountain

cloud were pencilled, mth inconceivable effect, every

hue that is delicate or brilliant, till the impoverished

expression is glad to escape the difficulty of specifying.
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by the aid of Mrs. Hemans's adroit summary, " the

rich hues of all glorious things."

The charms of the nocturnal heavens are not inferior.

Not only are new and brilliant constellations brought

within the field of vision, but the pellucid atmosphere

gives to the most familiar stars a larger disc and brighter

radiance ; while nimibers, barely discernible in our clime,

shine out from their retirement with modest lustre ; the

planets, and even some of the stars, casting on the

wave streaks of silver light. "UTien the moon is dark,

the sea itseK becomes an object of great interest.

^Mienever a wave curls, the broken waters emit a bril-

liant phosphoric light, supposed to proceed from ani-

malculse ; turn which way you ^\•ill, the eye rests on

numberless fires, seeming as altars of incense sending

up their grateful flame to heaven. Sometimes, as the

ship dashed along in her course, the spray cast from

her side sparkled with such hues, that you might have

imagined yourself on a sea of liquid jewels. This

marine phosphorescence is known in northern climates

chiefly to fishermen, who, on a dark night, after a

draught of herrings, have their humble boat glowing

with an illumination of more brilliant tints than the

proudest metropolitan saloon. If God has treasured up

such mines of enjoyment in every recess of a world

stained with sin, what will be the display of his re-

sources where trespass and defilement are unknown

!

I particularly remember, and shall never forget, one

Sabbath night in those glowing latitudes. On gaining

the deck, after our usual evening service, the scene

which met our eye was not calculated to dissipate, but
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to renew, the feelings of devotion. It was one of those

nights to be witnessed only on a tropical sea, when the

moon and stars seem so bright, so large, so near, as

almost to make you think yon are looking on other

things. Orion was stretching his giant frame across the

mid heaven, his " studded belt" seeming newly set

with richer gems. From the Avest Venus flung a long

stream of silver light, which danced on the wavelets

of the peaceful sea. In the extreme north hovered the

Great Bear, at once the memento of past scenes and

the ornament of the present. A few degrees above the

opposite horizon shone the four bright stars of the

Southern Cross. Marshalled under these leaders the

celestial host thronged in countless multitude around

their peerless queen ; and the Milky Way was spread

abroad, as the white banner of their peaceful march.

That host was sublime from its very numbers ; and the

impression became overwhelming by the thought that,

though the least of them all was a sun, and the nearest

at a distance too great to be measured, even by the

giant hand of modern science ;* yet all were made,

sustained, scrutinized, and ruled by the great Being,

whose presence at our lowly devotions had been shed-

ding such sweetness on our souls. We felt it was a time

to worship. The temple was not to be sought. One

of God's own rearing was encircling us, and " reason's

ear" heard, from the spheres suspended in its dome,

a silvery chime, summoning us to praise and prayer.

Yielding to the influence of our reflections, we sat dovm

on the tafirail, and, -with feelings not to be described,

* The successes of Bessel and Henderson were not then
kno-ma.
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sang Addison's inimitable version of the nineteenth

Psalm. Such was the effect produced by the " spangled

heavens" on Christian Missionaries: and yet the great

sceptic poet, when describing their beauty as they beam

on an eastern sea, asks,

" "NMio ever gazed upon tliem shining,

And tirnied to earth -without repining
:"

This is natural enough in a sceptic ; for to him, earth is

" a forsaken and fatherless world."' He must look on

the glories above, not as a child viewing the display of

his father's wealth, but as an exile gazing on the shore

from which he is excluded.

"^Mien approaching the Line, we fell in with two

French ships, one being a frigate homeward bound,

from the South Seas. We spoke her, and requested

to have a packet of letters forwarded, which was readily

granted. Accordingly, a boat from our ship boarded

her, manned by six noble-looking seamen, Avho might

have served as a specimen of British tars, and certainly

were calculated to make anything but a mean impres-

sion of their prowess. The two vessels lay nearly side

by side for some minutes ; and it was a pleasing sight

to \-iew the two formidable ensigns—the meeting of

which would once have been a signal for thunder and

blood—peacefully spreading their folds within a few

yards, and, as Campbell prettily expresses it, " wooing

social the ^vind."

Although quite prepared for a day of barbarous sport

on crossing the equator, I did not anticipate such a set

routine of fun and absurdity as really occurred. One

evening, when we were known to be very near the Line,
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it was generally reported that Xeptune would board

us. And accordingly, at nightfall a noise of the voice

species was heard proceeding from the bow,—loud,

gruff, and monster-like enough to have been that of

his Oceanic Majest}' when rebiiking the violence of

-tEolus. He demanded to know the ship's name and

destination. The chief mate answered, and invited him

to stay to tea. This he declined, on the score of haste
;

but promised to call in the morning, take a glass of

grog with the captain, and see " some of his children

who had never passed that way before." A vessel,

purporting to be his car, was then dropped into the

sea ; and as it floated past exhibited a tolerably formed

figure holding a trident, seated in a haK-barrel, nearly

filled with tar, which was blazing fiercely. The sea

was quiet; so that, as the car rose and sank on the

gentle waves, the alternate flash and darkness were

observable until lost in the distant horizon. The next

morning we found a kind of booth standing on the

waist of the ship, so constructed by means of tarpaul-

ings as to contain a considerable quantity of water.

Oyer it was a board bearing the inscription,—" Mr.

Nonsuch, esey shaver." After breakfast a procession

came aft, with a great display of mimic pomp. A gun-

carriage, decorated with flags, formed no despicable

chariot, on which was seated Xeptune,—an old sailor

dressed with some attempt at classical costume, and

smeared over \xixh. paint. Beside him a lusty young

tar, in female garb and richly rouged, personated Am-
phitrite ; while one of the boys, rejoicing in the title

of '• Master Xeptune," (Triton, I suppose,) shared the

royal seat. This august vehicle was drawn by eigHt
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brawny seamen, disguised with grotesque painting and

the most hideous masks. The charioteer, who, in all

other stages of the proceedings, seemed to act as Mer-

cury to the royal visitor, was so dressed as to look half

Negro, half monkey. An elderly man, in shabby black,

and wearing a hat cut into squares, with the words

" Doctor Syntax" chalked upon it, carried a portable

medicine chest suspended round his neck, in the fashion

of a street organ. Another, going on all-fours, and

covered with a sheepskin painted black, made a better

representation of a bear than would be thought attain-

able by the human form. This burlesque procession

moved slowly along the deck, and halted before the

cuddy-door, where the monarch was met by the chief

mate, with whom he interchanged civilities. Amphi-

trite then sang "Rule Britannia," all joining in the

chorus; and, in spite of the heathenish aspect of the

whole scene, when the full deep bass of so many manly

voices burst forth in the words of ovur national pride,

every tone thrilling with the impulse of patriotism, I

could not repress the heave of a strong emotion, nor

abstain from offering a prayer that Britons never might

be slaves, A dram was then circulated, which even

the monarch did not disdain ; nor did Ursa forego his

share. They next proceeded to the booth, beside which

Neptune took his seat ; the bear and his keeper making

their way into the inside, and standing in the water.

Outside, Mr. Nonsuch stationed himself, brandishing

a piece of hoop-iron, having one side smooth and the

other horribly rough. The smooth side he described

as a " splendid razor, prepared by Queen Victoria's own

barber :" this was for the passengers who would pay
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a fine. The rough side he called " a very good plain

razor:" this was for the use of those from whom no^

thing was to be expected but amusement. He was also

furnished with a copious lather,—of what composition

deponent saith not; but certainly not any of those

which are so frequently the theme of magniloquent

encomium in perfumery lists. These preliminaries ar-

ranged, Neptune, through his speaking trumpet, ordered

his children to be produced. Nearly all the passengers

had voluntarily chosen to submit to the uncouth ton-

sure, and were assembled in the steerage, waiting their

summons. The sailors who had drawn the chariot now
assumed the name of " constables ;" and, proceeding

down the after-hatch, speedily returned, leading the

surgeon by a bandage passed round the eyes, and held

tightly behind the head. A number of men had sta-

tioned themselves ready with buckets of water ; and

the moment he set foot on deck, dash went the contents

of the first in his face, then another, and another, and

another, in instant succession, until he was fairly seated

on the top of the booth, with his back toward the water

contained in it, where the bear and keeper were anxi-

ously awaiting his descent ; while he of the bandage

held him with " no maiden's hand," ready, at the signal,

to jerk him from his balance. Sundry ridiculous ques-

tions were then put, an ample lather applied, this scraped

vigorously with the hoop, and then the jerk given by

which he was precipitated backward into the water,

where bear and keeper, pouncing on him, rolled him

about till he managed to escape by climbing over the

side. After all the willing passengers had been at-

tended to, came the novices of the crew, who were
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much more roughly handled. Beside the rough razor,

and an increase in every other stage of torment, Dr,

S}"ntax put many considerate questions respecting their

health, and that of their family ; taking occasion of the

least motion of their lips in reply, to insert a nostrum

in the form of draught or pill. Their medical properties

were not stated ; but, from the distance, they seemed

to produce an instant and unique action of the muscles

of the face. In almost every case these inflictions were

borne with good humour : and when one or two showed

s}Tnptoms of resistance, hot and heavy was the retribu-

tion which befell them. It is impossible that a custom

so barbarous should continue to be tolerated, were it

not that the monotony of a long voyage induces an

ennui which makes any diversity acceptable to both

crew and passengers. Sir E. Parry tells of beguiling

the tedium of frozen winters in the northern latitudes

by theatrical entertainments got up on board. This,

no doubt, would afford amusement. But only imagine

the officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of the

royal navy, turned into mimic play actors and actresses !

Xo one will wonder at the ceremonies on crossirig the

Line, who has witnessed the equally ridiculous, and far

less modest, masquerade at Paris, on the Simday and

Tuesday preceding the commencement of Lent. That

takes place, not in a lonely ship, among rude sailors,

—

but in the chief promenades of the belle of capitals, on

the Sahhath-day ; is shared in by both sexes, and gazed

on by the haut ton of the country, whose glittering equi-

pages, filled with ladies, crowd to witness the silly,

contemptible, often indecent, exhibitions of thousands

of male and female buffoons. And this is part of their
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religious routine,—of what Mr. Keble would call their

" Christian year I"

Shortly after passing the line we were favoured with

the mild, steady breezes of the south- east trade-wind,

which frequently carried us along at the rate of eight

or nine knots per hour, on a sea smooth as a lake.

This kind of sailing is delightful in the extreme. There

is scarcely any motion ; the water, rushing past, like an

immense river, gives exhilarating impressions of pro-

gress ; the ship spreading her volumes of canvas to

the breeze, furnishes the eye with an object of no com-

mon majesty and grace,—exceeding her own appear-

ance under moderate sail as far as the tree in full bloom

does that of the early spring.

The regularity of hours, and absence of all tempta-

tion to wander, make a ship not disadvantageous for

study. Having learned a little of the Canarese gram-

mar before sailing, and being furnished with M'Ker-

rell's Grammar, Reeve's Dictionary, and a copy of St.

Luke's Gospel, I was able to occupy myself with the

language in which it would be my duty to preach. The

want of capital letters, of divisions between the words,

and of stops, makes the rudiments of Canarese perplex-

ing, without a living tutor. From the commencement of

a paragraph to its close there is no space between any

two letters ; so that you can no more tell, by the eye,

where one word or sentence ends and another begins,

than you can tell, on a railway, when you change coun-

ties. To be told that this custom obtains in the old

Greek manuscripts may satisfy the student of its anti-

quity, but even that does not make him feel it to be

convenient. Mr. Pope, my companion in the same

c
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cabin, was occupied with the acquisition of Tamil ; and

day and night Ave toiled side by side, without being

able to render each other any considerable assistance.

Like other students, we had often to pursue knowledge

under difficulties. Being young sailors, we did not

know how to provide ourselves with the articles neces-

sary to make a small cabin serve conveniently the double

purposes of bed-room and study. One item of furniture,

though not

" A bed by night, a chest of drawers by day,"

served me for nightly repose and daily employment

;

taking, in the latter case, the office of a sofa. Table I

had none ; so, seated on my couch, with Reeve's pon-

derous quarto of nearly fifteen hundred pages on my
knees, my feet raised upon the rail of a chair, the

Grammar by my side, the Gospel in my hand, and my
sea-lamp hanging overhead, many a long hour did I

spend in conquering the difficulties of our Lord's pa-

rable of the Prodigal Son. All went on pleasantly

enough when the ship was steady ; but when she la-

boured, it was no easy matter to preserve an eqiiili-

brium. What with the jolting of the books, the violent

swinging of the lamp, and the effort to hold on, one

was obliged to read by snatches, like boys in a class.

Occasionally a \dolent pitch would dash chair, books,

student, and all, to one side or other of the cabin;

while the effort to regain our former arrangement would

be twice or thrice foiled by similar catastrophes, before

it could be accomplished. These difficulties may look

formidable to one who has never passed beyond the

threshold of comfort ; but they are nothing in reality.
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He that has an object in view so exciting as the acqui-

sition of ability to preach Christ to the heathen, plods

along without one thought of weariness or inconveni-

ence ; loving to tread the rough furrows, because he

sees them strcAvn with the promise of many a sheaf.

The drudgery of conquering rudimental difficulties was

enlivened by reading the Avorks or memoirs of those

who, under greater disadvantages and fewer encourage-

ments, had trodden the same path, and attained noble

results. The young Missionary derives from the re-

cords of such heroes as Zeigenbalg, Carey, Swartz, and

Martyn, the same incitement to lofty aims and giant

toils which the noble Romans attributed to the statues

of their ancestry. Their example kindles an intense

flame. His heart burns to live as they lived ; the rem-

nants of worldly feeling are discovered in their lurking-

places, and warmed away ; while the fused affections

ai'e cast into form in the apostolic moidd.

Near the island of Trinidad the trade-wind failed us.

Up to this time our progress had been so rapid, that

the officers began to talk of completing the voyage in

thirteen weeks. But after losing our steady friend we

were baffled with light and contrary winds, so as to

make scarcely any progress for a fortnight. This

lengthening of the voyage wonderfully shortened the

temper of almost every one on board, except the sailors,

who said that the fair wind was the owner's wind, but

this wind was their wind ; for the longer the voyage,

the more money to draw. This view of the case sur-

prised me ; but it evidently comforted them. The re-

sult of the regular noon-day observations, by which is

ascertained the progress made during the twenty-foui-

c2
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hours, was always a matter of interest to the passen-

gers ; but now they Avere to be seen pressing round the

officers as eagerly as the politicians of a village round

the coach which arrives from the county town during a

contested election. At length, however, cloudy skies,

cold rough Avinds, turbulent seas, and the appearance

of several beautiful birds, called Cape-pigeons, indi-

cated an approach to the region of the Cape, the half-

way house of the Indian voyage. The passengers fre-

quently amused themselves by shooting the poor crea-

tures, Avhich never fell into their hands, and would have

been of no use if they had ; but, dropping into the

water, they must, when only wounded, have died a

lingering death. These torments were inflicted for

that cogent reason Avhich justifies all kinds of cruelty

to fish, fowl, and quadrupeds,—sport. Magic word

!

which transforms the ugliest barbarism into a capti-

vating pleasure ! The pigeons were joined by a large

dark bird, called the Cape-hen, and also by several

albatrosses. Of these latter two were caught, which

measured ten feet across the wings. This feathered

convoy bore us company for several weeks.

Not intending to touch at the Cape, we stood con-

siderably to the south ; and, in latitude 40^*, encountered

one of those gales for which that region is so notorious.

It blew for upwards of two days ; and Captain Foord,

though an officer of long standing in the Honourable

Company's service, stated that he had never seen it

worse. But, with a good ship, an admirable com-

mander, and competent crew, nothing occurred to ex-

cite grave alarm. The bulwarks were dashed to pieces

;
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a soldier had his leg fractured by the breaking loose of

a water-cask ; and a cadet who occupied one of the

awning cabins had it literally filled with water, while

he was asleep in his cot,—a sea having swept the ship,

carried away his dead-lights, and burst in upon him at

once through both window and door. He was almost

drowned ; and could scarcely believe himself Avhen,

gaining the deck, he found the ship gallantly riding the

waves. With the exception of falls, bruises, and co-

pious aspersions, we were preserved, by the mercy of

Providence, from injury.

I could not help comparing the storm, when at its

height, with the anticipations raised in my mind by de-

scriptions of that spectacle. In almost every case you

are told of mountain-waves, and that you cannot con-

ceive the terrors of the scene. Now, the fact is, you

find no wave anything like a mountain ; and, most pro-

bably, you have carried your conceptions to a pitch by

which the reality loses much of its effect. While you

remain below, the roaring of the wind and the rush of

the sea make the voice of the storm fearfully impres-

sive ; and to look at the waves from the narrow cabin

windows, you are obliged to assign their height by

imiigination, for you cannot by the eye. It is here,

where you feel the shock, and listen to the roar of the

tempest, without being able to watch its movements,

that the impression is most appalling. The ship pitches,

writhes, and trembles beneath you, every joint in her

giant frame groaning doleful complaints against the

violence with which she is assailed. The howling of

the wind, the rush of the seas making a highway of the
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deck, the moaning of the ship, sound like the shock of

the onset, the struggle of contending feet, and the cries

of the wounded.

On deck the scene is truly grand. The sky is black,

rugged, and shifting ; the wind terrible, with its alternate

gust, " seugh," and lull ; the sea heaped up into a

lidge of low hills on either side. The ship lies wriggling

in the dale, like a winter tree, the masts stripped of all

their clothing, the storm stay-sail being the only stitch

of canvass set. A billow is rushing forward, with its

Avhite crest shaking like a lion's mane. Nearing the

bow, it looks so lofty, that she must be overwhelmed
;

but, with mingled delight and apprehension, you see her

rear herself upon its base ; then rapidly mounting, till

the summit is gained, she dashes forward, as if rejoic-

ing in her escape. At that moment a cross sea strikes

on the weather-bow with a dull sound, like the stroke

of a battering ram : the noble bark shudders like a

child in a thunder-clap ; and while you are quivering by

spnpathy, a fierce surge careers along the deck, making

your firmest grasp needful to prevent being borne aT\ay.

When you emerge, the ship is reeling on the top of

another wave, as if to shake off the moisture of her last

immersion ; and just as this passes from under her, it

strikes fiercely on the counter, in seeming anger at

being foiled in its assault. "While staggering from the

effect of this after-blow, a broken sea, like an ambush

attacking in flank, dashes suddenly upon the weather-

beam. Instantly the top-masts seem nearly touching

the water ; the firmest hold of rope or bulwark can

scarcely save you from sliding down the almost vertical

deck ; it seems impossible the ship can right. Volumes
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of water rushing over you confirm the impression that

the moment of danger is come ; but a counter swing re-

stores you to your footing, and shows the bow plunging

bravely into another billow.

The whole scene is sufficiently awful ; and if one but

give way to fear or fancy, it must be easy enough to

make the waves mountains, the gusts artillery, and to

crowd the picture with gigantic forms of horror. The

lesson of a storm is one of humility. Each cloud may

be the engine of destruction
;
you cannot bid it burst

elsewhere. Each blast may bring the additional strength

necessary to crush you
;
you cannot divert its course.

Each sea may capsize or overwhelm your ark
;
you can-

not lighten its stroke by a single drop. Surrounded by

agents all potent to destroy, there is not one on which

your skill can work the least amelioration. The sky,

the wind, the wave, are eloquent with the announce-

ment,—" God is all in all." You can do nought but

meekly crave His compassion, or mutely await His wilL

And when the danger is past, man has had no hand in,

averting it. It came upon you, pressed you on every

side, brought you to your " wit's end," showed human

help to be vanity, and then disappeared. You are safe

again ; that safety is sealed with the hand of God, and

attests itself his o^vn gift. You see his agency through

no obstructive instrument
;
you have been dealing di-

rectly with your Maker. Therefore " being glad, be-

cause they are quiet, they praise the Lord for his good-

ness."

From this time we proceeded in almost a directly

eastern course ; until, having gained the longitude of

Madras, we turned northward, and began to look for-
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ward to the close of our voyage. The probable time

of landing, the people, manners, and productions of

India, now became exciting subjects of conversation.

We had some amusing instances of the difficulty with

which Missionary motives are understood by the world.

One evening a gentleman, Avho had spent several years

in India, said to me, " If you take my advice you will

go, not to the Mysore, but to the western coast." To
this I replied, that it was not my intention to say a

word to determine the station which might be assigned

me. This he strongly objected to, on the ground that

a young man ought not to leave himself in the hands

of others. " But why," I inquired, " should I prefer

the one country above the other?" "Why, for one

thing, you would have a much easier situation." " But

I don't want an easy situation ; I am going on purpose

to work, and intend to work as hard as I can." " Well,

but you could save a great deal more money, for it is a

much cheaper coimtry." " But I don't want to save

money : I intend to leave the country no richer than I

entered it." " Oh, then," was the final reply, " if you

don't want either ease or money, it doesn't matter where

you go." Another gentleman, in conversing on our

mission duties, said, " I suppose you will have a pretty

good thing of it." I replied, that, no doubt, our pro-

vision would be quite sufficient. " How many rupees

per month will you have ?" I was obliged to confess

my inability to answer this business-like question ; and

replied by simply stating, that, being confident our

committee would make a provision adequate to my
wants, it had never once occurred to me to ask what

that provision would be. This elicited a look of all
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but incredulity ; and he said, laughing, " Well, I never

before heard of a young man coming out to India with-

out knowing what was before him."' This conversa-

tion, being reported among the passengers, excited

some attention ; and possibly they regarded me as very

much of a simpleton, until they had discovered that

each of my three companions had been equally negli-

gent to inform himself respecting his financial prospects.

God forbid that our glorious mission work should ever

be committed to men who could wait to consult pros-

pects and negotiate terms ! INIarius aptly designated as

ho7ni7i€S prcejiosteri, those who first assumed the consu-

late, and afterwards commenced to study military tac-

tics. But exquisitely prepostrous as is an undrilled

general,—a mercenary missionary is abundantly more

so.

We soon re-entered the tropics ; and about that time

my sea-sickness, which had faithfully pursued me
hitherto, abated. At the second passing of the equator,

a calm detained us for two or three days. The sea was

glassy, but not still. Every ripple disappeared from

the surface ; but there were long, heavy swells, like

undulations in an extended sheet of tin. The smooth

surface strongly reflected the light of a blazing sun

:

the glare was dazzling, the air motionless, the heat op-

pressive. It was an imquiet sleep for the giant ship

;

she now lay perfectly still, now turned heavily on her

side. The canvass fretted upon the yards, and flapped

against the masts, like an impatient steed chafing his

bit. Every one looked the picture of ennui and lassi-

tude. The very atmosphere was languid and unable

to spread its wings, It is often said, that even a storm
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is preferable to a calm ; which is quite true, so long as

the storm keeps below the danger-point. During one

of those breathless nights I was called from my bed to

witness the capture of a shark. He had been dis-

covered, by the moonlight, sailing round the ship ; was

hooked, hauled up, and, after a stout resistance, de-

spatched. He proved about seven feet long ; and was

cooked by the sailors, who, with the soldiers, were glad

of some fresh food to vary their salt provisions. It

looked very coarse, but is eaten freely in the South

Seas ; and also, I believe, on some parts of the coast of

Spain.

Three months had just elapsed since our last glimpse

of land. During that time a few ships, birds, and

fishes were the only tokens that we were not alone in

the world. Day after day, Aveek after week, it had been

to our eyes as of yore to the Trojan exiles : Coelum tin-

diqiie, et undique pontus. After Captain Foord had

taken his usual noon-day observations, on the 30th of

August, he said, " If the -wind holds, we ought to see

the Friar's Hood (a movmtain in Ceylon) about three

o'clock." Some one expressed a doubt of his being

able to calculate so accurately. He replied, that it was

quite possible he might be out in his reckoning .'* a

handful of degrees ;" " but," said he, with a smile,

which did not indicate much doubt, " we shall see."

About half-past two, a man aloft cried, " Land on the

weather-beam." Instantly passengers, soldiers, sailors,

all, were straining their eyes in the direction indicated.

It was some time, however, before any landsman could

distinguish anything from the clouds. At length the

outline of an elevated coast disentangled itself, and
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the telescope shortly gratified the eye -with groves of

palm.—the region so long pursued was at length before

us. It was a moment of gratitude and joy. The me-

mory of dangers, apprehensions, and prayers ; of mer-

cies unnumbered, fears disappointed, and hopes ful-

filled ; came crowding upon the heart, and elicited a

burst of praise to God. After a while, the summit of

the Friar's Hood rose upon the view, fully attesting

the accuracy of Captain Foord, and offering an example

of the perfection to which navigation has attained, cer-

tainly not less striking than the case made so famous

by Captain Basil Hall.

The groves of tall and branchless palm were soon

visible to the naked eye, looking, in the distance, like

groups of Corinthian pillars, n"ith disproportioned capi-

tals. On the ridge of a wooded hill rose a huge volume

of smoke, showing that we were not gazing on soli-

tudes, but that men were there. We coidd not help

wondering how they were employed. "Were they

mourning over the conflagration of their tillage r Were
they gazing timidly in the distance on tracts of sun-

burnt grass, which a spark had ignited, and which the

flames were sweeping with resistless, haste r Were
they rioting in some heathen feast ? Were they per-

forming some occult sacrifice, far from the eye of civili-

zation and reproof ? We Avondered how it might be :

and while we wondered distance covered the hill.

Some journals had led us to expect that the shores

of the spice-bearing isle, now beneath our eye, would

greet us with aromatic gales. On naming this to Cap,

tain Foord, he smiled, and bade me ask the chief mate.

My application to him also produced a smile ; and,
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after a time, the explanation, that, in the earlier days

of -voyaging, sailors took great delight in imposing upon

the less-travelled landsmen. Accordingly, on nearing

the shores of Ceylon, a few sticks of cinnamon were

ignited, and carried to windward, so as to diffuse their

incense over the whole ship. The delighted olfactories

of sea-wearied passengers hailed, in this odoriferous

gale, the promise of voluptuous festivity.

The next day found us again out of sight of land,

sailing with a light breeze under a cloudless sky, and

directly vertical sun. On coming on deck the following

morning, I found a lengthened line of low coast close

upon our starboard. In the distance, apparently right

ahead, was what seemed to me a ridge of breakers

stretching into the sea. To this I called the attention

of the officer on watch, who said, " Why, that is the

tovm. of Pondicherry." That the town of Pondicherry !

I then felt that I Avas looking on the continent of India.

Leaning over the bulwark, and gazing on the extended

coast, the tufted palms, the shining surf, and the distant

city ; what a crowd of confused but exciting sugges-

tions rushed upon my mind ! Home, with its endear-

ments ; the dangers and mercies of the voyage ; the

duties and hopes of my mission ; native splendour, and

European enterprise ; Delhi, with its mosques; Benares,

with its pagodas ; Juggernauth, with its immolations
;

the suttee pjTe ; the pilgrim train ; the Thug banditti

;

Timour and his conquests ; Aurungzebe and his mag-

nificence ; Hastings, the changes of his lot, and elo-

quence of his impeachers ; Dupleix, his talents, victories,

and humiliation ; Clive, his meteor course and maniac

end ; Swartz, the John of the Indian Apostles, by meek-
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ness, integrity, and zeal, rising, without genius, to the

loftiest heights of character and achievement ; Hyder,

the Xapoleon of the East ; Tipu, uniting the natural

cruelty of Nero, with the religious bigotry of Mary

;

Carey, with the faith of Abraham and the powers of

Grotius ; Wellington, rising on the furthest horizon of

our empire, and culminating at the very steps of the

throne ; Mart}"n, with his seraphic piety glowing on

deep constitutional melancholy, like sheet-lightning on

a black sky ;—these, with images of heathen temples

and orgies. Christian congregations and sacraments, sped

across the mind in exciting disorder, and raised a state

of feeling which baffled analysis ; but the prevailing

elements were gratitude and hope.

It was a day of restless excitement. Every eye was

fixed on the shore, every glass extended, every voice busy

in discussing the probabilites of landing that night. All

were as impatient for Madras, as a school-boy for home,

when returning at his first vacation. The wind was

blamed for not being steady enough, the current for not

being strong enough, the ship for not being fast enough,

and the captain for not crowding sail enough. We
passed Pondicherry sufficiently near to see some vessels,

and to distinguish the governor's house. In the after-

noon a native boat hailed us. Then St. Thomas's Moimt

v>'as descried. Just as the sim. was setting in a gorgeous

horizon, the spire of St. Andrew's church was announced

in sight. This speedily congregated the passengers on

the forecastle : and it was not with ordinary pleasure

that, by the help of a glass, I traced the slender forms

of several masts, and three chiurch spires, pencilled on

the brilliant ground of the western sky. The Roads of
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Madras, thronged with English and native ships, were

presently in full view. Fort St. George and a line of

lofty buildings stretched behind them. The distinctive

flags were got ready to signal our name. We could

see the flag- staff on shore, and witness the hoisting of

what there could be no doubt was the question, " What
ship is that?" But the distance was too great to read

even the language of Marryatt's code. The light failed

rapidly. Our ready signal was laid aside. Just as night

fell we cast anchor opposite Fort St. George ; and made

up our minds to sleep once more in our sea-home.
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The night was moonless. The lighthouse lamp blazed

before us. The ^vell-kno^vn appearance of two lights,

in rapid transit, told us, ever and anon, that some fel-

low-countryman was whirling in his buggy along the

beach. Glimmers in the distant south indicated where

St. Thome stretched along the shore. The starlight

faintly showed the tall, unearthly forms of the English

ships, sluggishly rolling on the waves ; while, on the

other hand, a bristling underwood, barely traceable,

marked the situation of the " mosquito fleet," as our

sailors delight to call the native craft which throng the

northern portion of the Madras Roads. The scene was

strange, and still, as to all human sounds ; but the

hoarse voice of the surf roared in the distance, like a

storm upon a grove, with occasional lull, but instant
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repetition. A sudden flash crossed the scene, followed

by a peal of man's niiniic thunder. Then came the

roll of a drum beating to quarters the crew of a man-

of-war that lay close by.

Rising wild and high above the moan of the surf, a

harsh noise was heard from the direction of the shore,

which seemed to be vocal : but whether articulate or

inarticulate,—the strain of one voice, or the effort of

many,—was at first a mystery. As it neared. however,

a voice was distinctly heard perfoiTning a something.

I had heard lUting song and holy anthem, the glee

of niirth and the keena of bereavement,—but never

anything with which the strange tones of the imseen

warbler might be classed. Its vmcouth strains, sounding

in the darkness of that exciting scene, awoke strange

imaginings. One could not but wonder what would have

been the effect of such a phenomenon on the supersti-

tious crews of Columbus, had it ^isited them on that

anxious night when, after the first glimpse of the Caribb

lamp, they were held in doubt as to whether the morn-

ing sim woidd reveal that wondrous Ind which they

were pursuing, or only the blank of sea and sky opening

before them,—nature's silent reproof of their leaders

temerity.

We learned that the singing—for singing it was, but

such as only Tamul boatmen can achieve—proceeded

from a catamaran. It ceased by our ship's side ; and

presently we had on deck a man of Hght frame, nearly

jet black, and destitute of drapery, except a verj' scanty

morsel. On his head was a neat conical cap, of soft,

mat-like texture, made from the leaf of the palmyra-

tree. Doffing this, fi-om between the plies, of which it
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had two or three, he produced a note from the master

attendant to the captain. This was the first I had seen

of the people of that great country which was to be the

place of my future labours ; and never before had I

gazed on a human being with such feelings. I thought

of the multitudes he represented ; of the deep, deep

sinfulness in which they lay ; of the superstitions that

crushed, and the vices that polluted them ; of their

identity with ourselves in origin, fall, immortality, and

redemption : and, as I thought, my heart grew fidl and

hea^y. If ever I offered a prayer, it was then,—that

God would give me grace to preach the Gospel to these,

the brethren of my nature, but strangers to my hopes.

Charged with letters from almost every passenger, he

presently took his departure, with the same vAld chant

as before.

A catamaran (literally, " tied tree") is a raft formed

of three cocoa-nut trees lashed firmly together, the

middle one being a little longer than the other two,

and the whole so flattened on one side as to make a

surface nearly even, and to preserve the same side up-

permost under all accidents of weather. It measures

about fifteen feet, and carries two or three men; one

of whom, by means of a paddle, navigates with great

dexterity and ease. The body of the raft being almost

wholly submerged, the appearance from a distance is

very singular, the men seeming to tread the waters.

They are free and unencumbered navigators : no dra-

pery embarrasses their persons : their bark can spring

no leak, lose no rudder, nor sink in any sea. When
the terrors of the surf are not to be faced by any species

of boat, they venture mthout fear, are swept off by a

D
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wave, climb on again, are once more overwhelmed,

again remount, and so effect their passage, ^\^len at

any distance from the coast, dispensing with the paddle,

they show you a bro-wTi three-cornered saQ, with two

or three black men, skimming along the surface of the

sea in a style which recalls all the lake legends of fairy

skiffs. Those Avhose nautical excursions have never

carried them beyond the region of saloons, stewards,

and pantries, wiU not so much covet the position, as

they will honour the self-denial, of Mr. Percival, when

told that, in the prosecution of his mission duties, he

has, more than once, passed on these exposed and com-

fortless floats from Xegapatam on the continent, to

Jaffnapatam in Ceylon,—a distance, I beheve, of about

eighty miles.

The sound sleep that had followed a day of unequalled

excitement was broken at morning-light by a perfect

storm of the same wild songs which had formed one of

the wonders of the preceding evening. From the cabin-

^^'indow a crowd of awkward boats and black men were

seen thronging the ship's side. Hastening, without loss

of time, to the deck, I found a large number of natives
;

presenting, in their gracefid costumes, a pleasing con-

trast to the nude Neptime of the catamaran. To form

an idea of a respectable Hindu, take a man of the

middle size, ^vith a light, supple, graceful figure, the

complexion of a dai'k hazel-nut, a good forehead, small

but regular features, a black eye, quick, intelligent, and

curious, and a moustache covering the upper lip. On
a head closely shaven you place a turban of white

or turkey-red muslin, Avith stripes of gold ; a tight

frock-coat of calico, without any collar, and white as
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snow, clasps round the base of the bro^^^l neck ; a piece

of the same cloth, showing a broad stripe of gold or

crimson, forms a kind of flowing trousers, which cover

the person nearly to the feet in front, but behind leave

the bro'wn leg, from the calf do^vnwards, standing out

in contrast to their white folds. The costume is com-

pleted by a pair of red slippers, always do^vn at the

heel ; while the toe, spreading to a great width, turns

up in a curl. You are struck, at first, by a mark on

the forehead, indicative of the religious sect to which

he belongs : it is frequently in the form of a trident,

ha\'ing all the parts white but the central prong, which

is bright yellow. In other cases it consists of three

stripes, which cross the whole breadth of the forehead,

intersecting a dark circular mark in the centre. The

trident, or any vertical mark, designates a worshipper

of Vishtnu ; horizontal marks point out the votary of

Shiva ; and those sects which unite the worship of the

two rival divinities, combine both.

Of figures such as this a large number was peram-

bulating the deck, inqiusitively eyeing the new-come

Europeans, who stared at them not less inquiringly in

return. They made free offers of their services for dif-

ferent emplojTnents, exhibiting certificates of character,

and describing their qualifications in tolerable English.

The passengers, ha\dng been more anxious to see the

natives than to make a good impression, had con-

tented themselves wdth a hasty toilet, and were all in

morning attire. I stood amongst them in like garb,

without anything to designate my ofiSce. But a native,

after glancing round, walked right up to me, and said,

inquiringly, " Master Missionary ?" Being the only

D 2
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missionary at that moment on deck, this impressed me
strongly with his power of discernment. Further in-

tercourse with the people abimdantly confirmed that

impression. They are keen students of character. One

of the first things a Hindu does when introduced to an

Englishman, is to scan him thoroughly, mainly with

the \-iew of deciding in his own mind whether or not

he is a kopishtanu, " a man of anger." For, by some

means or other, they have got the impression that a

white face, though a very respectable thing in India, is

not in itself an absolute guarantee against infirmities of

temper.

The deck at this moment afibrded a scene of uncom-

mon variety and animation. There were the red coats

of the British soldier, and the blue of the British tar,

mingled with the light snowy costume of the Oriental,

and the unclad sable of the boatman. Presently pale-

faced Englishmen, in round jackets of Avhite calico,

jumped on deck, inquiring for their friends. Then

came joyous meetings. Some of the soldiers looked

wistfully on, and their eye seemed to say, " There is no

one to welcome me." The rising sun shone on Madras.

A line of noble buildings stretched along the northern

beach, their chunam fronts glistening in the morning

beam. The sombre fort was right in front, -wdth its

white lighthouse and church spire ; while the ensign

of England, wa\ing from the flagstafi", seemed to profier

us both welcome and defence. The minaret of Moham-

medan mosque, the tower of heathen temple, and the

spire of Christian church, were equally sharing in the

brightness of the neAV sun. To the left, the eye caught

sight of many detached dwellings scattered along the
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shore, and looking like the villas adjacent to English

towns. The city looked fair and beautiful; but the

pleasure of the prospect was repressed by the recollec-

tion that it was " given to idolatry."

Three missionary brethren, Messrs. Haswell, Male,

and Fox, soon welcomed us to India. Having taken

leave of our truly kind and gentlemanly captain, we left,

with hearts full of gratitude to our gracious God, the

ship where we had spent so many days and seen so

many mercies. Months of preservation on the sea, the

happy close of a long voyage, the presence of Christian

brethren, the knowledge that we were again amongst

sanctuaries, and the hope of shortly preaching among

the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ, were

thoughts under which the soul thrilled with no common
emotion. We looked to the ship with thanks, to the

shore •vnth. prayer.

We found ourselves seated in a large clumsy boat,

with high sides of rough plank. It was manned by a

crew of ten, eight men rowing with long thin sticks,

having a flat piece of Avood at the end, like the fluke of

an anchor; and these pimy oars, instead of playing freely

in the rower's hand, as with us, are tied to a pin in

such a way as to permit the performance of the neces-

sary evolutions, and yet secure them from escape in all

emergencies. They pulled with more energy than order,

and sang excruciating ditties all the while. These un-

gainly conveyances, called masoola boats, are rendered

necessary by the peculiar character of the landing-place.

Along the coast of Coromandel a surf of three succes-

sive waves rolls heaxdly upon the strand. Even in fine

weather it is loud and high ; but in a storm, terrific.
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No European boat can cross it. Its violence at Madras

has prevented the formation of any harbour, and com-

pels ships to anchor in the open roadstead, at the in-

convenient distance of a mile or upwards from the

shore. The masoola boat is the only safe medium of

communication. It is constructed of planks, which,

after being bent by fire, are not nailed to timbers, as in

English boats, but are fastened to one another by a

monster seam. The edges of each plank being pierced

with numerous holes, a cord of cocoa-nut fibre is em-

ployed as a thread, and thus they are literally sewed

together, although that term conveys an inadequate im-

pression of the strength and compactness of the frame.

Held together thus, they easily yield to the pressure of

the wave, when it is removed resuming their natural

shape, and in this way are able to dare the surf, in

which none of our boats can live, unless, indeed, the

new and beautifid process of building recently intro-

duced into Chatham dock-yard, in which timbers are dis-

pensed ^^'ith, be found to combine the requisite strength

and pliancy vdth the elegance of a British man-of-war's

boat.

The morning being perfectly mild, the surf was low
;

but the shock of its three waves was sufficient to accredit

the accounts given of its violence in stormy weather.

The power of these comparatively small waves, Avhere

there is an e'vddent progression of the water itself,

strongly confirms the hydrostatic theory which regards

the propagation of sea-waves, like those of a corn-field,

as not consisting of any progress of the agitated body,

but simply the progress of an undulating motion, while

the particles afiected by it vibrate in a vertical line.
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The dangers of those in-shore waves "which, though the

body of water is small, yet carry it in a forward direc-

tion, clearly show that, if the huge masses of elevated

water which form the waves of the open sea had a for-

ward motion of anything at all like the apparent velo-

city, not only must the very first of them overwhelm a

ship, but a violent storm in any part of the ocean would

be attended with consequences of a most destructive

character, even in remote provinces of the watery do-

main. The last of the three waves cast our boat aground

upon the beach, on which the men leaped out, and laid

hold to jirevent her being carried back by its return.

Two men from the shore then ran into the water, car-

rying a small arm-chair on their shoulders, which they

^iresented, and, receiving a passenger, hastened to the

dry beach, where, having discharged him, they returned

for another, and so on till we were all standing safely

and thankfully on the soil of India ; to which many

chjeerful faces of various hues gave us a hearty Christian

welcome.

In a few minutes Mr. Fox was driving me briskly

through Blacktown in his buggy. The streets are of

tolerable width, and occasionally lined with rows of

palm. The houses are for the most part built of mud,

flat roofed, only one story high, without windows, and

beautifully whitewashed, thus presenting a continuous

line of smooth white wall, broken only by narrow doors.

Projecting about two feet from the wall, a raised seat

of the same material, and similarly whitewashed, runs

along the whole extent of the street, and is broken by

a kind of pillow-like elevation, which divides unto each

house its share ; thus affording an agreeable o^Jen-air
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couch for the inhabitants. On these were seated a num-

ber of men, some cross-legged, like tailors ; others with

their black eyes peeping over the knees, which stood

up dusky and meagre, supporting the chin ; others

again, resting the weight of the whole body upon the

heels, a position which, though less disagreeable to the

eye of an European than the last named, is more dis-

tressing to his feelings, as he is put in pain for the poor

man's heels and toes. These are the usual positions of

the natives : the climate is so dry that no danger arises

from sitting on the ground, and consequently the use

of chairs Avould only be increasing the number of their

wants without any corresponding addition to their com-

forts. For, though we may think otherwise, they feel

more easy in their own posture than on a chair. I

have seen a native, on taking a chair, fidget from side

to side, backward and forward, and in every other Avay

by which he could exjiress uneasiness, until, taking

courage, he pulled up his legs, crossed them under him,

adjusted himself with an air of great complacency, and

so safe perched as we are wont to see eastern kings

painted on their musnuds.

Several Avomen Avere passing along the streets : they

are about the middle size, slender, symmetrical, and

broAvn ; the hair, long, glossy, and jet black, is gathered

into one heavy and ungraceful clump behind. An ele-

gant flowing garment co\-ers the person from the waist

doAvnwards ; from the right side a fold of the same

piece passes across the shoulders, leaA'ing the small of

the back exposed, but coA-ering the chest, and even the

face, Avhen the Avearer pleases. In some cases a very

small, tight bodice is added ; for Avithout this the other
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robe, like the Roman toga, requires the hand to pre-

serve it in position. The favourite colours are purple,

white, yeUow, and red ; frequently plain, but often also

in stripes or cheques ; while a broad border, of some

bright contrasting colour, is always disposed with great

taste. The dyes are, to an English eye, very striking,

as, probably from the advantages of climate, they have

a vividness which we cannot give ; while the white far

surpasses our finest bleach. Thus attired, with the

left hand supporting a waterpot on the head, and the

right carrying another, the Hindu housewife returns

from her morning errand with an air of considerable

grace, but defective vivacity, presenting a figure more

picturesque than animated. The waterpots are exactly

the shape you would obtain by taking a cabbage, cover-

ing it \vith brass, and leaving a large aperture at the

top of the form of a tulip. But no description, and no

European drawing, can give so accurate a view of the

natives of India as is afforded by their own drawings on

talc, where you have the colours of person and costume,

the shape of implements, and the air of easy listless-

ness, or pompous conceit, with amusing exactness

;

while the very defects in perspective seem to render

the picture all the more instructive. Besides the ladies

who had been ^\dth their Avaterpots to draw water, a

number of others were engaged in an occupation strange

to western eyes,—diligently gathering into baskets all

the cow-dung they could find on the streets. This is

as much a domestic duty as the former, and serves also

both cleanly and culinary purposes. It is spread in

broad patches on a wall for several months, to bake in

the sun, and then used for fuel. Part of it is employed.
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while fresh, to wash the floors and walls of the mud-
built dwellings ; for Avhich purpose it is highly service- ••

able, when plentifully diluted with water. Odd as this

may sound in English ears, every one who has proved

the difference between a dirty choultry and the cleanly

freshness of one just washed out with this strange pre-

paration, will bear testimony to its utility for that un-

likely purpose. Many other females appeared at the

doors sweeping their houses, or marking the ground

just before the entrance with white stripes of the ashes

of cow-dung, crossed into various cheques, according

to taste. This is done as a kind of cleanly ornament.

It is a favourite amusement with -smters on India to

rate at the natives for dirtiness ; but it is done in per-

fect ignorance of their domestic habits.

Though the whole scene was novel and interesting,

one aspect rested on it all ; one thought was continually

recurring,—it was a city given to idolatry. The men
and women before me were wont to worship and kneel

do-wTi, not 'before the Lord their Maker, but before

things themselves had made ; the houses I Avas passing

contained idols ; at that instant incense Avas ascending

to scores of miserable stocks ; and hundreds of ac-

covmtable immortals were in the act of prostration

before man-made gods. These were thoughts to chill

the heart ; to invest eternity AA'ith redoubled aAve ; and

to make the soul yearn for the time AA'hen God should

look doAA^n upon earth and see no riA-al to his claims,

no wanderer from his fold.

A short drive carried us through the northern gate

of the city into the subiurb of Royapuram, Avhere Ave

were most hospitably received at the house of Mr.
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Orme, who kindly became our host in the absence of

Mr. Crowi;her, then at Piilicat. We immediately sat

down to breakfast, which differed only from a bountiful

rej^ast of the same kind in England, by the addition of

several Indian fruits and such a profusion of dishes as

made it resemble the French dejeuner a la fourchette.

With tea and coffee, bread and butter, toast and eggs,

one seemed rather more at home than suited the idea

of an oriental meal ; but yet the strange fruits, the

crowd of black attendants, the play of switches protect-

ing you from flies, and the swing of the punkah above,

sufficiently attested a strange land. The favourite term

to describe a punkah among Indian tourists is a " large

fan." It is hard to imagine what idea A\'ill be formed,

by a person who has never seen one, of a fan large

enough to serve a whole company, and plajing over-

head. You have observed by the side of a country inn

a sign-board suspended so as to flap about A\-ith the

wind. Now just fancy one of these, instead of being

nearly square, extended so as to stretch the whole

length of a long dining-table
;
you suspend it from the

roof,—for ceiling there is none ; in place of the wind,

you use a line which, being attached to the punkah, is

carried through a doorless doorway into another room,

where stands a servant, and, by slow but constant

pulling, produces a refreshing motion of the air.

It is said that some of the patricians at Rome had

such a multitude of slaves, that one Avas constituted

nomenclator, being charged with the duty of reciting

to his master the names of the others, who were .«o

numerous as to require an official memory. I am not

aware that this ancient and reputable custom has yet
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been introduced among our countn-men in India ; but

certainly their retinue is such as to suggest its desira-

bleness. This arises partly from a Avillingness to live

in state, partly from the inactivity of the natives, who
believe the doctrine, that many hands make light work,

and partly from their habit of considering the several

offices of menial sers-ice as so many different trades.

The man who cooks the meat would as soon think of

washing the plates as would a milliner of making horse-

shoes ; and the man who grooms your horse would as

soon think of cutting grass for him, as a hosier would

of making hats. All the servants find, or profess to

find, their own provisions ; sleep about the verandahs

or outhouses, no one ever dreaming of affording them

apartments ; and receive wages ranging from five to

ten rupees a month, according to the dignity of their

office, and the wealth of their master.

After breakfast we were summoned to family wor-

ship. It is always refreshing to sanctify our mercies

by the word of God, and prayer ; but, on this occasion,

the hj-mn seemed passing sweet, the word flowed with

fresh imction ; and few can tell the feeling with which

the missionary breathes his first prayer on heathen

soil. The soul has no greater thoughts than those

with which such a moment supply him. Separated

from home and its joys, the world and its excitements,

he there gives up spirit, soul, and body to be employed

of God in conferring, by the Gospel, life and immor-

tality on multitudes who are hopeless and imholy. The

knowledge that he is doing God's will, the hope of

winning souls, and meeting them in heaven, fill his

breast with a lofty happiness, which must strangely
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contrast with the feelings of those who land on such

shores with no higher aim than to get a living, or make

a fortune, or earn a name.

During the morning we observed in the neighbour-

hood a high pole, with the appearance of some ma-

chinery at the top, on Avhich sat a large bird, of bright

brown plumage marked with white. The pole, we

learned, was erected for the barbarous uses of the

chettle-feast, about to be celebrated ; and the bird was

that species of vulture which receives divine honours

from the Bramhans, being that of Garurda, the steed

of Vishtnii. To look on those two objects, and think

of the worship the one was wont to receive, of the tor-

ments the other would be used to inflict, they seemed

a meet emblem of idolatry pedestaled on human woe.

Whilst walking in the verandah, some snake charm-

ers approached, and forthwith began to show us their

skill. They produced several bags and baskets, con-

taining serpents of the most poisonous kind,—the cobra

di capello ; then blew upon an instrument shaped like

a cocoa-nut, with a short tube inserted, and producing

music closely allied to that of the bagpipe. The ani-

mals were brought forth, raised themselves to the

music, spread out their head, showing the spectacle-

mark fully distended, and waved about with consider-

able grace, and little appearance of venom. The men
coquetted with them, and coiled them about their per-

sons, without any sign of either dislike or fear. This

power of dealing with creatures so deadly is ascribed

by the natives to magic. Europeans generally account

for it by saying, that the fangs are extracted. But the

most reasonable explanation seems to be, that when
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the snake is first caught, by a dextrous movement of

the charmer the hand is slipped along the body, until

it reaches the neck, Avhich he presses so firmly, as to

compel an ejection of the Airus,—thus destro}ing, for

a time, all power to harm ; and that this operation is

repeated as often as is necessary, to prevent the danger-

ous accumulation. If this be true,—and I believe it is,

—^nothing is necessary to the safe handling of these rep-

tiles, but a knowledge of the laws which regulate the

venomous secretion. The wonder seems to lie in the

power they possess of attracting the snakes by their

rude music, and seizing them, in the first instance.

But enough is known to make it evident that, in what

all natives and many Europeans regard as mysterious

and magical, there is nothing but experience, tact, and

courage.

"With a Hindu, the cobra is the most sacred of rep-

tiles. Most of the natives pay him divine honours ; in

some places he has temples consecrated to his special

worship ; and not even the charmers, who seize, im-

prison, and sport with him, will take away his life.

The grounds of this are several : Shiva makes him his

chief ornament ; Vishtnii reposes on his ample folds on

the sea of milk ; and the whole earth is sustained upon

his head, which has consequently a flatness observable

o-n the back part of it when distended. The native

Romanists are said to account for this by saying, he

was the serpent that tempted Eve ; and that she, re-

quiring help to reach the fruit, availed herself of the

ofier of his head, which the pressure of her foot flat-

tened. As illustrative at once of their astronomical

system, and their rare talent for flattery, the following
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circumstance may be named :—A Bramhan desirous of

a court appointment had obtained an introduction to

the celebrated Bhoja Raja ; and entering into learned

discussion, delighted his majesty by the display of su-

perior parts. After having exhausted his store of pro-

blems in the vain attempt to perplex the candidate, the

king, in despair, demanded to be told why the serpent

was made without ears. " Oh," said the pundit, nothing

at a loss, " the reason of that is very plain. When
Brumha was engaged in the work of creation, he fore-

saw that, in process of time, Bhoja Raja would arise,

and, by uneqiialled achievements, spread his fame

through the fourteen worlds. Some great Rishi, in his

delight, would hasten to Adi Shaysha, the serpent who
upholds the world, and recount the wonders that were

astounding the universe. Adi Shaysha, transported by

the matchless rehearsal, would forget his position, and,

as he does when delighted with music, would shake his

head, by which the world would be cast out of equili-

brium, and all things be reduced to confusion. To
prevent this, otherwise unavoidable, catastrophe, the

serpent was made without ears." But though they, m
theory, hold serpents to be deaf, they never walk in a

grassy place at night without making a noise to frighten

them away. And, notwithstanding their veneration, I

have known them to stand quietly by to see one killed
;

and the low-caste people make curry of the flesh, which

they pronounce a delicious dish.

We spent the night imder the same hospitable roof.

The beds used in India are very hard mattresses, gene-

rally of cocoa-nut fibre, with pillows of the same sub-

stance, so unyielding, that some one has himiorously
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compared them to petrified meal sacks. A single sheet

is the covering, and mosquito curtains of thin gauze

complete the equipment. It would be hard for the

Madras magistrates to impose a worse punishment than

to make a man lie (sleep if he could) on a good feather-

bed, w'ith Holland sheets, "Witney blankets, Marseilles

counterpane, and damask curtains. A comfortable bed

in England is a warm one, in India a cool one.

The next day we attended a prayer meeting, held in

the school-room imder our Blackto^voi chapel. The

larger part of the persons present Avere Indo-Britons ;*

and it was no small happiness to hear fervent thanks-

gi\-ings for our preservation, and prayers for oux useful-

ness, offered up to God by persons themselves the fruit

of missionary labour. For a full description of this

chapel, as well as for many particulars connected with

the mission in Madras, and the Tamul country gene-

rally, I would refer to the valuable and accurate Avork

of Mr. Hoole ; a Avork full of information on the cus-

toms, literature, and religion of the Hindus, and quite

free from the exaggeration and incorrectness by which

so many clever books on India are A'itiated.

At this meeting we first met Avith Mr. CroAvther,

Avho received us with a most affectionate welcome, and

conducted us to his oaa'u house, Avhere aa'C Avere kindly

entertained durmg the remainder of our stay. It was

on this occasion I first entered a palankeen, and shall

not easUy forget my excessiA-e discomfort at being car-

* To this class the name "Half-caste" is odious, and
" Country-born" distasteful. They like "East Indian," but

that is iminteUigible, for persons in Europe AA'ould siippose it

meant natiA-es. " Indo-Briton," is at once acceptable, and

significant.
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ried by my fellow-creatures. But when one learns

that the men are cheerful and content, have no other

means of linng, and are, physically, one of the finest

castes of men in the country, though he does not be-

come wholly reconciled to it, he feels it would be as

unreasonable to refuse to employ them, as to refuse to

bum coal in England, because your fellow-creatures

must live and toil underground to obtain it. To form an

idea of a palankeen, look at the body of an omnibus, and

you have the exact shape ; only just imagine it removed

from the wheels, and reduced to about six feet long,

"\\'ith a corresponding decrease of the other dimensions.

The entrance is on the side, which is open or close at

pleasure, by means of sliding doors. From the centre

of the end panel projects a thick pole, for about four

feet, behind and before. The passenger ha^"ing entered,

has the choice of lying full-length, sitting up as in a

bed, or, as the natives do, cross-legged ; but other

posture he cannot adopt. Three men seize the pole in

front, and raise it upon their shoidders : three more do

the same with the one behind ; the head-bearer strikes

up a song, and the whole start off at a quick trot.

On the Sunday morning I proceeded to Royapetta,

in order to be near St. Thome, where I had to preach

at night. Here first it was my happiness to see a native

Christian congregation, of which the number was small,

but the appearance devout and pleasing. Mr. Haswell

read the Liturgy and preached in Tamul ; and though I

could not understand a single sentence, yet the scene

awakened reflections which made it a season of surpass-

ing interest and profit. In the afternoon Mr. Haswell

went to distribute tracts, and converse A\'ith the multi-

E
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tude he knew would assemble in the immediate vicinity

to celebrate the chettle feast ; and I gladly embraced

the opportunity of accompanying him. We found an

immense crowd in an open place aroimd a pole, similar

to the one we had remarked at Royapiiram. They

received the tracts offered, and freely entered into con-

versation ; but all that passed was secret from me,

except so far as looks might happen to reveal it. It is

a fearful thing to see a number of men met together to

do evil. But when the evil is part of a system, when

it is accounted right and even religious, Avhen it includes

both dishonour to God and cruelty to man, when nations

are in S}Tnpathy with the deed, and when, standing

amidst them, you see them rush along the road that

leadeth to destruction, and are not able so much as to

say, "Turn ye, turn ye ;" Oh, then there is a pressure

upon the heart, the intensity of which none can tell,

but he that with a Christian's feehngs has looked

upon the abominations of heathenism perpetrated on

the Sabbath. A movement in the crowd presently

called our attention towards the pole. From a shed

placed near it, was led forth a man naked from the waist

up, but having round it a cloth so tied that a part of it

formed a kind of bag, which was filled with flowers.

A little below the shoulder appeared two large hooks,

inserted into the back, one on either side of the spine.

Across the top of the upright pole was another of great

length, and so affixed that it could revolve freely, and

either end be lowered or raised at pleasure. A rope

was attached to each extremity. One of these was

seized, the end of the cross-beam was lowered nearly to

the man, the rope was passed through the loop of the
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hooks, and tied fast. Four men began to pull upon the

rope attached to the opposite end, and thus gradually

raised that to which the poor \-ictim was attached.

He bent forward, was Kfted from the ground, and

hoisted into high air amid the plaudits of that great con-

course over whom he hung quivering. The men hold-

ing the rope then began to move slowly round, causing

a corresponding motion in the other end of the trans-

verse beam, by which the miserable object suspended

from it was made to describe a circle in the air ; where,

as he writhed and shuddered, he frequently took a

handful of flowers, and let them fall on the crowd below,

by whom they were caught up as if an angel were scat-

tering blossoms from the tree of life. After ha\-ing four

times traversed the circle, the poor -victim was taken

down, and led away. Mr. Haswell continued earnestly

conversing with the people, and distributing tracts at

such intervals of excitement as permitted the withdrawal

of their attention from the spectacle, until four persons

had submitted to this revolting penance. Disgust ren-

dered a longer stay impossible ; and as we left, I could

hardly prevent my desire for the ability to preach Christ

to those multitudes from heaving into impatience.

Sympathies, at once poignant and ennobling, are stirred

in the breast of a missionary standing amid masses of

heathen. The heart bleeds to think of their darkness
;

but finds large consolation in the assurance of being an

agent, however humble, in God's great plan for their

regeneration. Faith opens the view of better days,

when Jehovah shall be honoured and man blessed
;

hope exults in the prospect, and joy, unique and fer\'id,

glows upon the heart. Then does the Gospel seem

E 2
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glorious, and the commission to preach it an unspeakable

gift. \Vhen standing by the death-bed of the venerable

Henry Moore, I asked him, " Were you again young,

would you wish to apply your life to any other purpose

than that to which it has been devoted ?" The aged

servant of God, raising himself in his bed, and looking

me stedfastly in the face, said, warmly, "Xo, not at all,

not at all : the best thing a man can do, the very best,

is to preach the Gospel."* It is truth. To be employed

as God"s instrument in making men good, is the noblest,

happiest, most remunerative application of our brief

but momentous life. Would to God that every Christian

parent and every Christian youth felt it so ! Then we
should not see the oifer of a cadet's commission, a

merchant's partnership, or a civilian's appointment,

hailed as "a good thing," and a commission to preach

Christ to the Gentiles reluctantly yielded to with

speeches about heroism and sacrifice.

During our stay, the friends at Madras held their

Centenary Meeting, having purposely delayed it till our

arrival. It was numerously attended, and evinced the

same spirit of holy joj^ulness and gratitude which so

remarkably characterized like assemblies at home.

Many delightful testimonies were borne to the power of

saving grace. From some of the statements it appeared

that a few pious individuals had formed themselves into

a society, adopted rules very similar to those of the

Wesleys, and taken other measures remarkably coinci-

dent -with the usages of Methodism, before they had any

* The Bev. Henrj' Moore, the friend and biographer of John
Wesley, who died at the age of ninety-three.
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correct information of its character, and previous to any

of our missionaries reaching their shores.

During our stay, we visited St. Thomas's Mount,

Avhich, beside its religious celebrity, has a military im-

portance as the depot for the Company's troops. The

drive is said to be one of the finest in India, and cer-

tainly is the most interesting in the neighbourhood of

Madras. Leaving BlacktoAvn, you cross the spacious

esplanade which is flanked on the east by Fort St.

George, with its sloping glacis and all but impregnable

rampart, beyond which rises the roar of the "much-re-

sounding sea." You shortly pass Chantrey's noble

equestrian statue of Sir Thomas Munro, a man who, by

eminent talents, unswer^dng rectitude, and careful atten-

tion to the people's interests, in the various oflfices to

which his merits raised him, attained a reputation among

the natives of South India, far higher than that of any

other European. In the remote viEages the brilliant

name of Clive is forgotten, that of Wellington barely

kno^\'n ; but Munro's is cherished and dwelt upon with

the liveliest admiration. I have known a native sa}

,

with evident pride, when asked from what countrj' he

came, "I am from the country of Munro," meaning the

Ceded Districts. I once heard a Bramhan bitterly com-

plaining of the Madras authorities for placing his statue

in the open air, as he thought exposure a mark of de-

ficient respect ; and added, with as much feeling as if

resenting an insult offered to his mother, "I saw an un-

clean bird perched on the head of the illustrious Mimro.''

It is said that in the districts which were favoured so

long with his judicious government, the natives frc-
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quently call their children by his name ; and that, some-

where near Gooty, a likeness of him is kept, and treated

s^ith a veneration very similar to that paid to their

gods.

As you proceed, the way is crowded with pedestrians,

steeds, and equipages. The English soldier, the brown

native, and the Indo-Briton, •^'ith light garments and

leisurely pace, move along in continuous and pictu-

resque succession, a stream almost as constant, but not so

impetuous, as the torrents of Cheapside and the Strand.

Mingled -n-ith these are the light Arabian horse, the

stui-dy Persian, the sprightly Pegu pony, the bullock,

belled and caparisoned, and occasionally the taU, soft-

paced camel, bearing riders in the respective costumes

of England, Persia, and Hindustan. Then you have

the open carriage, with a black groom holding on by

either side, and keeping pace with the horses, however

fleet ; brandishing their switches the while, as a warn-

ing to all musquitoes ; buggies, with the master driving

and the servant pursvung on foot ; native carriages,

\\ith a dome-shaped roof supported on four pillars,

showing you the portly bust of some Hindu seated

cross-legged, while the coachman, perched upon the

pole, urges on two bullocks, each graced A^-ith a neck-

lace of tinkling bells : then there are palankeens, A^dth

their troop of singing bearers ; tonjons, with pale

children and black ayas, and of bandies no end. The

way, thus animated, is lined by rows of trees, among

which you recognise the aloe, the palmj-ra, yellow tulip,

mango, banyan, and lime. At every few perches a neat

gate opens into a cultivated enclosure A\-ith a handsome

residence, while a glow of intense sun-light sheds
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brightness over all the scene. The Armenian bridge of

Marmalong is an interesting object, near which is a

Romish church, said to stand on the spot where the

Apostle Thomas had his residence, and whence he took

his last flight when assailed by the heathen. The

Mount, distant from Madras about eight miles, is an

isolated cliff of granite, rising abruptly from a plain

near the shore, and crested by a simple but jjictm-esque

Romish chiu'ch. Steps have been cut in the rock to

facilitate the ascent, which they may do in the case of

the infirm or timid, many of Avhom doubtless are to be

found in the crowds of pilgrims resorting hither ; but

for my own part, I would much rather clamber a hill

side, however rugged, than cbag up flight after flight of

dull, heavy stone steps. The summit was the first place

from whence we obtained any extensive prospect of the

country. To our east spread the wide and placid sea,

fringed by the foaming surf, and agreeably spangled by

the strange sails of the dhonie and catamaran. Imme-

diately below us lay the cantonment, with its barracks

and bazaar, the noble English church, and our own

beautiful gothic chapel ; enlivened by figures in light

costume, and the evolutions of the soldiery at drill.

The view inland has but little interest, the land spread-

ing abroad in one extended flat, with a few hills in the

distance, scattered clumps of trees, and paddy-fields of

rich green ; but not anything to save the landscape from

an air of dulness and monotony. Persons at home are

apt to look at every thing oriental through an atmo-

sphere of beauty and romance, with which the books

read in childhood sun-ound them, and which those of

after-years too often leave undisturbed. Lands where
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the orange and lime, the banana and tulip-tree, the

talipot and banyan, flourish ; whose soil imbeds

diamonds and nourishes incense ; in whose forests ele-

phants range and peacocks glitter ; Avhere the tedious

night never abridges the day, nor the dew-drop chills to

fi'ost, where nature never puts on the hoary covering of

a barren age, but stands always dressed in the green of

prolific youth ;—such lands, it is thought, must be far

fairer than the common-place scenery at our o^^n doors.

But it is not so : our groves and gardens, our fields and

flowers, are lovelier than theirs. Palms are graceful

;

but when constantly before the eye, the branchless and

scaly shaft becomes monotonous : banyans, when many-

trunked, form an object of singular interest ; but their

occurrence in such sjiecimens is not so frequent as to

affect the general aspect of the scenery ; and, on the

whole, though the woods of India never are leafless as

ours in January, they are never equal to them in May,

either as regards appearance or perfume. Those who
have wandered in the woods of Bolton-Abbey, by the

banks of the Dart, the Avon, or the Wye, have stood

on Croagh-Patrick, or Richmond-HiU, or sailed on the

waters of Lough-Erne or Lough- Gill, need not sigh for

the region of cloudless suns, nor envy "the green of its

shores, or the blue of its skies."

But it was not possible to stand on St. Thomas's

Mount without other reflections than those suggested

by the landscape. On this spot tradition states, that

the Apostle, having fled from his usual dwelling-jjlace,

before referred to, was overtaken and slain. On the

strength of this tradition the church now standing

was erected by the Portuguese ; and time was when
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their war-ships never sighted the sacred place without

greeting it with the honours of a royal salute. A Chris-

tian missionary, then, was not likely to stand here

without asking, " From that plain below did the very

hand which our blessed Lord called to touch his sacred

woimds, point the eye of nations to their God ? And

did that hand, on this very spot, stiffen in a death in-

curred for love of Him whom once he doubted?" The

authenticity of the tradition is matter of dispute.* But

* Hamilton doubted not ; Bishop Heber believed it firmly ;

and Captain Swanston, in a paper on the " Primitive Chiistians

of Malayala," in the Royal Asiatic Society's Jounial, boldly

states, " This is not asserted on the authority of any obscru-e

tradition ; but unites in its favour all the proofs which can
waiTant its correctness ; the accumulated testimonies of the
fii'st ages of the church, of St. Jerome, of St. John, sm-named
Chr^'sostom, Athanasius, and Eusebius." !Mr. Hough, how-
ever, to whose historical researches Christianity in India is

greatly indebted, has given to the question a lengthened re%'iew,

and concludes decidedly agamst the tradition. He does show
that in the ancient ecclesiastical histories of the "West, it has a
very slender foundation ; but does not inform us of the records
held by the native churches, or what credit he supposes due
to them ; an omission which certainly weakens the impression
of his argument. His own pages, however, contain enough to

show that his conchision is no more free fi'om historical dijfi-

culties than the other ; nor, indeed, so much so. The tradition

exists, and has existed fiom a very early age : if we deny its

truth, it is but reasonable that we account for its origin. This
Mr. Hough endeavours to do by referring to two persons of the
name of Thomas, who, having an early connexion Mith the
native churches, might have been confounded with the apostle,

owing to the identity of name. It is not professed that either

of these introduced the Gospel into India ; for Mar Thomas
lived in the ninth century, and Thomas the Manichee in the
latter part of the thia'd ; a\ hereas ili\ Hough admits the exist-

ence of Christianity m India previous to the mission of Pan-
tacnus from Alexandi'ia, which occurred in the second. Now,
the existence of chiu-ches in the second century being proved,
it follows, they coidd not adopt the name of any labom-er sub-
sequent to that period, as the name of their founder : and that,

a adopted at all, it must be on accoimt of emiirent influence
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be the decision of history what it may, it was not to

be expected that Romanism should exist near a place

and reputation. But had any man attained such consideration
amongst them that they delighted to be called by his name,
they would surely not liave rejected his doctrines ; and there
being no kind of proof that these chinches embraced the heresy
of Manes, is strong presumptive evidence, that whosoever
might be the Thomas fi-om whom they took theu" name, he
was not a Manichee. All the infonnation given of such a mis-
sionarj' is, that Manes " is said to have sent one of his disciples,

named Thomas, into India to propagate his heresy ;" which
certainly is slender ground whereon to rest a grave conclusion.

As to Mar Thomas, Mr. Hough himself scarcely goes so far

as to attribute to him the origin of the name ; and that he
should at all cite him in the case is not easily accoxuited for,

when himself informs us, that in the seventh centtu-y the claims
of the Patriarch of Seleucia were disputed on the grounds that
" the Christians of Persia and India were Christians of St.

Thomas ;" a statement suthciently pro-\ing, that a person who
lived in the ninth centmy could have nothing to do \\ith gi'ving

them that name. Again, he notices the celebrated mission of

our own Alfred the Great to the "shiine of St. Thomas in

India," wliich, leaving England, as it did, in the same century
as that in which ^Mar Thomas flourished, proves that in the
West a belief prevailed that the apostle had laboiu'ed and died
in India, long before it could i^ossibly have arisen firom a con-
fusion of two persons separated fi'om each other by so many
centiu-ies. From whatever som-ce the prmiitive churches of

India derived the name of Chi-istians of St. Thomas, and what-
ever may have been the origin of the tradition which ascribes

that name to an apostle, it seems tolerably plain neither is to

be fomid in the persons from whom the historian of Chiistianity

in India supposes them to have aiisen.

But beside these matters of consideration furnished by Mr.
Hough's OAvni pages, there are others which go strongly to cor-

roborate the traclition. AYe must take into account the ancient

origin of those churches, their own confident belief that the

apostle fomided them, then- use of the S}Tiac language, and
the assertion of their own historians, (see Swanston's Treatise

as above,) that, up to the j-ear 34.5, there had been no foreign

bishop or clergjonan amongst them,—a fact which goes far to

confirm the ojDinion, that the India visited by Pantaenus was,

as so many good authorities suppose, not Hindustan, but Ethi-

opia. Another fact of great moment is, that the Jews on the

Malabar coast have a tradition stating that their fathers landed
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favoured -v^-ith such a rich mine of pious marvel as that

presented by this tradition, without adopting means to

develope its resources. Accordingly, after the Portu-

guese had established themselves in the neighbourhood,

their priests, as quaintly narrated by Hamilton, dis-

in India in the year of our Lord 69, and that the Apostle Tho-
mas had reached it seventeen years before, ha'S'ing arrived in

52. Xow, as this leaves a space of nineteen years after the

ascent of oiu* Lord, and mentions a time when the intercourse

with Lidia had just become greatly facilitated by the enter-

prise of Hippalus, there is about it an air of considerable pro-

babilitj'.

As Parthia is named by Eusebius as the sphere of St. Tho-
mas's ministiy, we should have been led naturally to expect
that he would penetrate into the north of India, which lay so

adjacent, to which attention had been long directed, and which
had been made comparatively knowai by the residence of Me-
gasthenes at Palibothra, which, notwithstanding the opuiion of

Robertson in favour of Allehabad, appears to have stood on the
site assigned by Major Remiell, at the jmiction of the Sone
Mith the Ganges near Patna. But the appearance of Chris-

tianity so near the apex of the peninsula, renders it very im-
probable that it was carried thither from the north ; and points

out the commerce vriih the west as the chamiel of its intro-

duction. Here lies the only difficulty of beheving that the
labours of Thomas called Didjauus, were the iu-st wliich ever

brought Chiist to the knowledge of Hindus. Bishop Heber
states that the passage from the Persian Gvdf was then quite

common ; a statement, however, which camiot apply to the
Persian ports, as there did not then exist any maritime com-
merce from that coimtr^-, in consequence of the religious aver-

sion to the sea entertained by its inhabitants ; an aversion

never overcome till, when, under Artaxerxes, they had tkro'WTi

off the Partliian yoke, which event did not occur tiU the third

century. Now, as no port was open on the Arabian Sea, or

the eastern shores of the Persian Gulf, the missionary must
have sailed from some port in Arabia or Egj-pt. To the former
country the ti-aditions of Malayala trace the apostle, so that

the only difficvdty Ls to reconcile the statement of Eusebius,
that his sphere was Parthia,—a veiy wide temi, with the fact

of his being found in Ai-abia some twenty years after the com-
mencement of his labom-s ; which difficulty, we apprehend,
will not be esteemed formidable.
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covered the lance with wliich the apostle had been slain,

and the cross stained with his blood, which, M^th other

relics equally genuine, are preserved to this day, and

occasionally exhibited for the edification of the pilgrims

resorting to the holy place. St. Thomas's Mount is to

the Romanists of India, what Croagh Patrick is to those

of Ireland, or a Becket's tomb once was in England.

On descending from this remarkable eminence we
foimd a good company assembled in our elegant little

chapel, where we held a missionary meeting, charac-

terized by lively feeling and liberality. I camiot refer

to this chapel without being reminded of a circumstance

which occurred at a subsequent visit, when, after the

service, a young man in artillery uniform came into the

vestry. He was introduced to me by Mr. Pope, as the

son of one of our ministers at home, a man of great

distinction and respect. His looks indicated a full

heart, and he said, " I have just heard from home.

My father is dead." He wept sore, reproaching himself

bitterly for conduct which he feared had shortened the

days of the excellent parent he was now lamentmg.

After his feelings had somewhat subsided, he told us

that, had this terrible news reached him only a short

time before, he feared to think what the consequences

might have been ; but that God had in mercy brought

him to a state of heart in which he was better able to

bear his self-reproach. " For some time," he said, " I

have felt the burden of my sins, and longed to become

a new creature ; but in the barrack-room I had little

opportunity to seek God, and was interrupted in every

attempt to pray. At last my desire became so earnest,

that I resolved to seek Him where I could du so in
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quiet : so, retiring to a grove of cocoa-nut trees, I there

knelt do^^^l, poured out my soid to God, cried for

mercy, and continued wrestling with him until he was

pleased to reveal Christ in my soul, and to give me the

sense of his pardoning love. Had it not been for this,

what shoiJd I have done now ?" There was every

token of sincerity and true penitence : we rejoiced over

him gi-eatly, but with trembling ; for, knowing the

temptations by which he was surrounded, it was im-

possible not to have apprehensions. The event, how-

ever, showed that the work was of God : he continued

stedfast, left the army, and obtained a respectable

situation. His health failed, he was ordered into the

interior, and on the journey was attacked by cholera.

His only attendant was his excellent wife, to whom he

had not long been united, and who now watched the

agonies she could not alleviate, closed his eyes in death,

and committed him to a lonely grave far from any place

where Christians bury. She has since been called to

follow ; but sur\'ived long enough to tell of the peace

and hope which comforted her husband during his last

struggle, and animated her amid the gloom of her ovm
bereavement. We doubt not that now father and son

are together before the throne of God and of the Lamb,

adoring his mercies, and rejoicing that he sent his

servants to the far covmtry whither the prodigal had

wandered.

During our stay at Madras, the missionaries of the

different denominations met, to spend an evening at Mr.

Crowther"s : this they are in the habit of doing monthly,

at one another's houses in turn, for the purpose of

mutual profit, by considering subjects connected with
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missionary enterprise, and offering united prayer. There

were present,—Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Independ-

ents, and Wesleyans, being all the Protestant denomi-

nations haA-ing establishments in Madras. This exhi-

bition of union and love is most refreshing, and yet it

is melancholy that our miserable littleness has reduced

us to a condition wherein even natural co-operation

assumes the aspect of an attainment, and wherein Ave

are pleased with ourselves for just beginning to be

something like what our religion requii'es.

Being ignorant of the Tamul language, the vernacular

at Madras, it was not possible for me, by personal obser-

vation, to learn much of the state of religion among the

natives. The oldest mission is that of the Romanists.

It is probable the Portuguese foimd some Christians on

their arrival at St. Thome, and managed to incorporate

them with their ovm. church. At one time they had

large numbers of natives who called themselves Chris-

tians ; but the disputes of the clergy amongst them-

selves so A^iolently agitated their congregations, and

brought upon them such reproach, as greatly to di-

minish their influence. ^Mien the EngKsh established

themselves in Madras, so far from taking any steps to

spread the truth, they thought the importance of their

place might be increased by a settlement of monks

;

and, accordingly, some Capuchins were in-vited. One

of these, not being sufficiently a Mary-worshipper to

suit the Romanism of India, was cajoled beyond the

English tenitory into St. Thome, there kidnapped,

hastened off to Goa, and immm-ed in the Inquisition.

Some time after, a partj- of English landed in that city,

and went about seeing the " lions" of the place ; among
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others, they wished to view this far-famed tribunal of

religious terror,—and were admitted ; but no sooner

had they gained an entrance, than, like Glenara's ac-

cusers,

" Each mantle, unfolding, a dagger displayed."

The gate was immediately secured ; then, rushing into

the presence of the Inquisitors, they presented to. that

astounded tribunal the unwonted alternative of instant

death or the surrender of their victim. Caught for once

in their ovm. snare, they yielded, and Father Euphrem

was borne back in triumph by his deliverers. The

Romish cause, thus befriended, has not languished,

although the number of their adherents has never re-

covered the loss occasioned by the wars of the monks.

In the year 1841 there were, in Madras, St. Thome,

and the neighbourhood, fourteen priests,—some Portu-

guese, and some from Maynooth. These two parties,

rekindling the embers of former fires, had been vigor-

ously contesting their rights, and suing each other in

the courts at Madras. They have several large churches.

The uniform testimony of every one, lay or clerical,

whom I consulted, as to the character of their converts,

was, that they are not superior to their heathen neigh-

bours in any point of enlightenment, ci\alization, or

morality ; that they wear heathen marks, maintain the

heathen institution of caste, and participate in heathen

festivals ; while they have many processions, and such

like, which are only accommodated heathen ceremonies,

adopted to conciliate, and remove all idea of difficulty

in passing from the rule of the bramhan ^o that of the

priest.

The Church of England has lonsr had a valuable
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mission at Vepery, a suburb of Madras, where there is

a noble Gotliic church, a printing-press, and a con-

siderable number of concerts. This establishment is

under the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in

Foreign Parts, which also has a station at St. Thome.

In BlacktoATO, the Church Missionary Society have a

large chapel in an important cause ; also an institution

for training natives and Indo-Britons for the work of

carrying the Gospel to their countrymen. There is

also a bishop, with several chaplains ; but as they re-

ceive their appointment and salary from the Company,

they are regarded as government officers, and confine

their labom-s to the English, none of them preaching in

the native tongues. ••'

The London Missionary Society has a large chapel

in Blacktown, and another in Vejjery. The American

brethren, besides several schools, have a large printing

establishment, which employs a considerable number of

presses, and is conferring incalculable benefit on the

coxmtry. The Church of Scotland had also three mis-

sionaries, who now belong to the Free Church. They

conduct an English school, in which an excellent edu-

cation is given, and every means taken to imbue the

minds of their pupils ^^dth Christian truth. Some re-

cent successes in their labom-s have so alarmed the

Bramhans, that steps were taken to agitate the whole

comitry against mission schools. Oiu: o'wti missionaries

have several schools, congregations, and small societies.

Taking all the labourers together, they are, as com-

pared ^^•ith the magnitude of the work, few, very few

;

* Tlie bishop, however, takes the supervision of the mis-
sionai-ies of the Church of Ens^land.
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but their faith is unshaken, their hope high, and their

resolve steadfast to proclaim Christ to the multitudes

who surround them, until, moved by his attractions,

they shake themselves from the dust, and rise to lay

hold ujjon his strength.

Swartz tells us, that, in his early days, he sought in

vain for a pious European in India ; and I have myself

heard an old missionary say, that Avhen he first was in

the country, he knew not one. At that time, English-

men were in the habit of saying they left their religion

at the Cape of Good Hope, where they should resume

it on their way home. They were faithful to the spirit

of this sun-ender : their state-religion was Paganism,

their private devotions paid at the shrine of ISIammon,

of Bacchus, and of Venus. But, by the blessing of

God on the word of his grace, there is now another

state of things. Profanity has growoi timid, intemper-

ance is awed into secresy, and the miserable copyist

of Eastern voluptuousness is a rare excrescence upon

Anglo-Indian society. Perhaps there is not any similar

number of our countrymen, among whom may be found

a larger proportion of persons truly converted to God,

than the civil and military servants of our Indian go-

vernment. The following extract from the work of a

French Avriter, M. De Warren, reviewed in the Church-

of-England Quarterly, though designed to caricature

the piety which (blessed be God) is cherished in the

hearts and families of so many of our countrymen in

India, yet affords an important testimony of its exist-

ence, and so delineates some of its features, that Chris-

tians at home Avill gratefully recognise the family like-

ness. Speaking of Madi-as, he says, " At my last visit,

F
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in 1840, I was struck with, the change that had fallen

upon all social relations. The saints, as they are called

in the country, have spread themselves like a leprosy

over all society. A dark fanaticism,—excusable when

it is sincere, but odious when it is a hypocritical mask,

assumed by avarice or ambition—^has invaded every-

thing. Merchants, and civil and military functionaries

of the highest rank, who desire to economize almost

the totality of the profits of their enormous salaries,

assume this mask voluntarily enough, in order to escape

from the obligation of contributing to the pleasure of

the community, and from the exercise of a ruinous

hospitality, which was once almost exacted from them.

In place of dinners and balls, which once cost them

much, they now entertain you with sermons, which

cost them nothing. Young men who wish to advance

in life also put on the same mask, (which suits them

even more indifferently still,) that they may find favour

with the powerful, and obtain appointments from them.

Thus, at Madras, a man had need to be upon his guard :

an invitation to a dinner, or even to a soiree, is nothing

but a trap. Immediately after the repast, or previous

to the inti'oduction of the refreshments, the master of

the house compels you to purchase or to expiate your

pleasures, by keeping you at least an hour on your

knees, while he gives forth a sermon, under the guise

of a prayer, with all the nasal recitative of the Roimd-

heads of the time of Cromwell. In my preceding ^•isits

to Madras, I considered that I had fairly to complain

that the English seldom spoke ; but, like the father of

the dumb girl in the Medecin malgre lui, I confess

that I preferred their silence of former days, to their
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rhapsodies of the present ; and I would, with all my
heart, have rendered them as dumb as they were used

to be."

On the last day of the sixteenth century, that spring-

time of great men and great events,—the century ot

Luther and Knox, Galileo and Bacon, Tasso and Spen-

ser,—the virgin Queen of England affixed her name to

a deed, incorporating " the Governors and Company of

the Merchants of London trading to the East Indies."

Little thought the clear-sighted Elizabeth that such a

transaction was destined, in the providence of God, to

give a wider sweep to the sceptre of her successors

than any other of her reign. Little thought the " mer-

chant adventurers" that, in the scroll then presented,

they laid the first stone of a monument to their country's

prowess far more colossal than any her Edwards or

Henrys had reared. And little did the century that

followed promise such wonders. The early days of

British enterprise in the East—like the youth of Clive,

who first raised it from adventure to empire—were re-

markable only for a Avant of promise. Overawed by

the Portuguese, beaten by the Dutch, circumvented by

the French, and despised by the natives, our country-

men maintained a precarious existence of little measures

and great murmurings. The islands were their main

desire ; but, driven by the jealous Dutch from one post

after another, they sought refuge on the coast of Coro-

mandel. Here, again, pursued by their rivals, they

were compelled to abandon their first settlements at

Masulipatam and Pulicat. At length they found rest

at Armegon ; but that settlement proved imsuitable for

trade, and another was desired. Thirty years after the

E 2
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signing of the first charter, powers to purchase land

for a new town were granted to Mr. Day, the English

agent at Armegon, by Shri Ranga, Raja of Chandrag-

heri. At the place assigned was a local naik, whose

father was named Chinappa ; in deference to the wishes

of this officer, the new town was, after his father, called

Chinappa Patam, or the city of Chinappa ; under which

name, contracted into Chinapatam, it is still kno^vn

among the natives. The origin of this great city, like

that of others more ancient and more renowned, was

sufficiently humble. " At the Company's first begin-

ning to build a fort," wrote the local agency to the

Presidency of Surat, " there were only the French

padres, and about six fishermen's houses ; so, to entice

the inhabitants to people the place, proclamation was

made, in the Company's name, that, for the term of

thirty years, no custom of anything to be eaten, drunk,

or worn, shoidd be taken of any of the town-dweUers."*

But the Theseus of Coromandel, intent, like his Athenian

prototype, on an aggregated population, did not con-

fine his inducements to mere fiscal immunities, but pro-

ceeded to add ecclesiastical attractions. He, as already

stated, encouraged the settlement of Capuchin monks

;

not, as Mr. Hough very naturally supposes, with the

view of afibrding the benefit of their instructions to the

members of their own community already settled in

the Company's territory, but for a reason, to him, far

more cogent ; namely, " in order to di-aw the Portu-

guese from San Thome, who, being considered as Eu-

ropeans, would add to the military reputation of Madras,

consequently attract the resort of the natives, and with

* See Onne's Fragments, Note xxxviii.
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them an increase of trade."* Thus, at the foundation

of our oldest existing presidency, religion was made

the handmaid of secular advantage,—a procedure which,

however derogatory to our national character, has, un-

happily, not been confined to obscure factors and strug-

gling enterprise, but been too often adopted by exalted

dignitaries, ruling an empire, the very magnitude of

which might have made salutary impressions of respon-

sibility.

Fourteen years after its foundation, the new city had

attained such importance, as led to its being erected

into a presidency, having Bengal dependent. During

the early part of its existence, the whole Carnatic was

swept by the armies of Viziapore and Golconda ; but it

was too insignificant to excite their jealousy, and there-

fore escaped unhurt. The first enemy who threatened

its peace was Doudd Khan, one of Aurengzebe's gene-

rals, who, in 1702, laid inefiectual siege to it; after

which time it enjoyed forty years of peace, rapidly in-

creasing in commerce and importance. In September,

1746, Labourdonnais arrived on the coast ; a man who,

by genius, courage, enterprise and moderation, was

equally fitted to conquer or govern : and who, had his

employers in France only possessed similar foresight,

and had he met with a coadjutor, instead of a rival, in

Dupleix, would, in all human probability, have crushed

the nascent power of England in the East. He had

imported to the Mauritius a number of Africans, called,

in the histories of the times, " CafFres," but more likely

Mosambiques ; had them trained in military discipline
;

and, with an army consisting of one thousand French,

* See Orme's Fragments, Note xxxviii.
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four hundred sepoys, and four hundred Africans, aided

by a fleet from which the English admiral commanding

in those seas had run away, he commenced a vigorous

investment of the place. Five days reduced the gar-

rison, consisting of two hundred men, to the necessity

of signing articles of capitulation, by which it was

agreed that the French should take formal possession,

receive a stipulated ransom, and then deliver up the

place to the English. But Dupleix, having already

formed the project of an Eastern empire, with France

for its head, and himself for its executive, foresaw that

the English wo\xld be dangerous rivals ; and, in direct

opposition to the honourable remonstrances of Labour-

donnais, violated the agreement, marched the Madras

authorities in triumph through Pondicherry, bravely

repulsed the Nabob of the Carnatic, who appeared

^vith a large force to claim fulfilment of a promise that

Madras should be his reward for services rendered to

the French against the English, and retained the place

for three years, imtil compelled to resign it by the

treaty of Aix la Chapelle. Though these proceedings

were for the time so disastrous to the British, yet to

them may be traced the foundation of that pre-eminence

which they shortly after began to acquire, and have*

since maintained. Up to this time, they were vmder

awe of the Mogul armies, and formed their ovm. solely

of Europeans. Dupleix defeated a Mogul force by one

of very inferior numbers, and had in his ranks an effi-

cient auxiliary, formed of natives whom he had trained

to the European mode of warfare. Thus he taught his

opponents, as Peter the Great said Charles XII. did

the Russians, the way to beat himself: the English
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learned the superiority of European to native valour

and discipline, as also the possibility of raising from

the natives a valuable force ; they were not slow to

practise these lessons, and by so doing have become

masters of India.

The flight of ten short years brought another French

armament under the walls of Fort St. George. Count

de Lally was a man of great bravery and talent, whose

enmity to the English was not the result of national

jealousy, as in the case of Labourdonnais, or of per-

sonal ambition, as in that of Dupleix ; but of that fierce

religious rancour which characterized the Irish Papist

of his days, and is yet far from being extinguished. He
landed in India with the full intention of extirpating the

British from that country ; marched on Fort St. David,

where they had been sheltered during the time that

Madras was in the hands of the French, took it, and

razed it to the ground; occupied Arcot; assailed Madras,

taking Blacktown, and laying formal siege to the fort.

The siege was active, the defence resolute : two months

elapsed before any decisive advantage was gained. The

breach was reported practicable, the assault ordered for

the hour when the moon should set ; Lally was exulting

in the hope of a triumphant tomorrow, the besieged

determined to repel him or die ; when Admiral Pocock

appeared with an English fleet ; the besiegers broke up

precipitately, and fled ; their opponents became assail-

ants in turn. After several minor actions, Lally sus-

tained a decisive defeat at Wandewash, and the power

which a few years before had been paramount in the

Deccan and Camatic, was reduced to dependency on

the Mysorean usurper. Since that time the thunders of
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Fort St. George have reposed ; and the place where, only

two centuries ago, there were " about six fishermen's

huts," has for many years been the second city of

Hindustan, giving a home to nearly half a million

inhabitants, presiding over a territory wider than some

of the great kingdoms of Europe, and boasting an army

of above seventy thousand men.

The climate of Madras is hot, the thermometer often

rising to lOO'' in the shade ; sometimes being known

to reach 110°
; and in the coldest night of winter not

falling below 65°. But, as the absence of marshy

ground prevents those exhalations so deadly in the

tropics, and as the wide Bay of Bengal both protects it

on the east from all noxious influences, and serves to

fan its inhabitants by cool, refreshing gales, it is more

salubrious than many a more temperate place ; and not

a few " old Indians" prefer it, with all its heat, to the

cooler regions of the Mysore. The most unpleasant

part of the year is in the month of May, when the sun

is vertical; and, concurrently with this, a wind from the

west brings all the heated air of the peninsula in a

scorching current, like a furnace-blast, producing a dis-

agreeable irritation of the skin, kno^^•n by the name of

"prickly heat; " so that to drink a cup of tea at that

time, subjects you to a sensation like the simiJtaneous

prick of a thousand needle-points. It is a familiar fact,

that wherever two portions of atmosphere are at different

temperatures, the dense air of the cooler region will

press in upon the space occupied by the lighter air of

the heated one ; as every one knows who has ever sat

at the window of a crowded place of worship, or other

warm room. Now, as this principle acts equally on the
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large scale as on the small, its effects are very obser\'able

in the winds which prevail in those regions of the earth

where climate is not subject to endless \"icissitudes, but

annually exhibits its phases with little variations. Thus

at Madras, when, shortly after the summer solstice, the

lands to the north become greatly heated, the winds

naturally tend in that direction, and thus the westerly

gale becomes south-west, which wind brings from the

Indian Ocean immense quantities of rain, the clouds

carrjing which break against the western Ghauts, or

are expended on the table-lands of the Mysore, trans-

mitting only occasional showers as far as Madras.

Again, after the autumnal equinox, the regions lying

southAvard become more heated, and the consequent

rarefaction of the atmosphere in that direction demands

a supply from the north. To meet this, vast currents

of air rush southward, and, receiving in their course the

natural trade-wind direction, blow from the north-east,

and burst upon Madras, in the month of October, with

terrific effect. The barometer falls half an inch, the air

becomes still and oppressive, portentous clouds load the

sky, and the monsoon opens with thunder, lightning,

and rain, which far surpass anything witnessed beyond

the tropics ; while the wind beats fearfully, and the

roaring of the surf makes Avrathful interchange -w-ith the

peals of thunder. For more than six weeks there is a

succession of such storms, with bright intervals ; and

then succeeds a period of dry, clear, and, for Madras,

cool, weather. So accurately is the commencement of

this season of tempests reckoned on, that, on the loth

of October, the flag-staff at the Fort is annually struck,

as a warning to ships in the Roads, that their anchorage
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is no longer safe ; and when any are hardy enough to

delay their escape for a day or two, they not unfrequently

suffer shipwreck for their temerity. Besides these un-

failing annual phenomena, God has made a daily pro-

vision for moderating the temperature of those sun-

burnt shores. The sea does not absorb heat so rapidly

as the land : consequently, vmder the sun's rays, the

atmosphere of the latter becomes warmer, and thus the

denser air of the sea presses in upon the land, causing

an agreeable current, kno^^^l by the name of the sea-

breeze, which rises before noon, and blows steadily till

evening cools the land. Again : the land radiates its

heat more rapidly than the sea, and thus, in the sun's

absence, sinks to a lower temperature ; so that its at-

mosphere, in turn, becomes cooler, consequently more

dense, and so presses out upon the sea, making what is

called the land-breeze, which rises about midnight, and

blows from the shore till morning. These arrangements

of divine Providence beautifully exemplify the truth,

that God "rejoices in the habitable parts of his earth,

and his delights are with the sons of men." Did he

not care that the earth should be peopled, and that men
should live in comfort, how differently might he have

arranged the distribution of land and sea, and so ren-

dered whole continents, if habitable at all, the arid

niirsery of a miserable and complaining population!

We find that, in ti-aversing the surface of the globe,

the equator wholly escapes the great continents of Asia

and Europe, crosses Africa and America at points where

the breadth of the land suddenly decreases, and touches

no great island but Borneo and Sumatra. Thus by far

the greater portion of the earth's surface lying within
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the tropics exposes to their torrid heats, not the habitable

plains, which drought would desolate, but the pathless

and homeless sea, whose waters yield to the same in-

fluence those abundant evaporations which serve to

fertilize the land that our Father's care has gathered

beneath milder skies. By this gracious arrangement

the continents are both saved from destructive heat, and

provided with copious irrigation. But were it other-

^vise,—were the great continents spread around the

ton-id zone, and the oceans now so beneficially occu-

pying that region transferred nearer to the poles,—then

the aggregation of such masses of land beneath tropical

suns would engender a heat, in all likelihood, destruc-

tive to animal life ; while, on the other hand, the waters,

acted on by more languid suns, would have but a slow

evaporation, and consequently the supplies of rain

become scanty, as the necessity for their profuseness in-

creased. Under such a distribution, extreme heat and

defective moisture must induce wide-spread sterility,

and if not destroy, at least sorely embitter, all existence.

The same benign Avisdom is also manifested in the

allocation of the great ranges of the Mountains of the

Moon, the Himalaya, and Andes, in those parts of the

three continents where the copious rains and large rivers,

which they attract and originate, are most necessary to

constitute the adjacent countries " habitable parts."* In

our favoured clime these reflections are not so likely to

arise, as where fiery suns, "in a hot and copper sky,"

make one feel that if Providence had not provided means

to "abundantly water the earth," life must shortly lan-

* The same benevolent design is conspicuous in the elevation

of immense plateaus in Asia, Africa, and South America.
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guish. There the eye is far more open to the records,

and the ear to the voice, by which nature proclaims the

mercies of her Author. The bright testimony, " God
is love," is seen equally emblazoned on ocean and plain.

"The trees of the field clap their hands, the floods lift

up their voice," even "the movmtains and hills break

forth into singing," and all creation speaks eloquently

of His wisdom and grace from whom it sprang.
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CHAPTER III.

THE JOimXEY " UP COrXTRY."

Bearers and CooKes—Bungalows

—

Bad Taste

—

^The Landscape
—Beauty and Sadness—Convict Gangs—Crime and Punish-
ment—^Tlie BreakdGw^l—The Storm—Cauvery-Pauk—As-
tronomy—Geogi-aphy—Inspii-ation— Difference of Opinion

—

Tanks—IiTigation—Virtues of Water—Theory of the Heart
—Wallajanuggur—Ai-cot—The young Nabob—The daring
Clerk—The Siege—The Onslaixght— The Triumph—The
Lesson— Hydur and Coote— The YUlagc Carnage— The
Revenge— Imputations— Refutations— An Alternative—
Missionary Views—Native Jealousy—A Discovery—A Ser-
mon once for all-—The Ascent of the Ghauts—The Ghauts

—

The Plateau—The Glory of Natiu-e—The Shame of Man

—

The Adaptations of Providence—Diverse Tongues—A boim-
tiful Alphabet—An unfair Description—A great Boon—

A

clerical Goth—Leisurely Labouis—Chunam—Hydur—His
Rule—His End—Sights by the Way—Families en Route

—

Pensive Retrospect
—

^The Arrival.

About sunset on the 27th of August, on the compound,

or grass-plat, in the front of Mr. Crowther's house stood

four palankeens, looking like dwarf omnibuses dis-

mounted. About fifty natives, with dusky skins, and

drapery of tarnished white, surrounded them. These

consisted of four sets of bearers, each numbering twelve

;

for, though only six carry at a time, they change every

seven or eight minutes, and thus require double the

number actually engaged. The spare men run beside

the others, and so rest. They were busy girding for

the journey. A piece of coarse, half-bleached calico,

several yards long, and about one and a half broad, is
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produced ; a man stands at either end ; it is doubled to

about half a yard's breadth ; then the one to be girded

passes his o^\^l end about his person, and, turning round

and round, while the other holds with all his might to

secure its tightness, he winds it up on his waist as in

factories they do on a roller. This preliminary accom-

plished, they are ready at a moment's warning. Each

set of bearers has a musaljee, a gentleman bearing in

one hand a tin vessel, like a small gasometer, with a

spout, and, in the other, an instrument which at first

sight you are ready to imagine a cigar, intended for

some illustrious Brobdignag. The vessel, you learn,

contains oil, and the monster cigar is a flambeau, which,

though looking very like tobacco, is composed of rags

tightly rolled together into one hard stick of about

three feet long and several inches round. On the end

of this he pours a quantity of oil, ignites it, fans it by

running, till it flings on the pathway a broad and bril-

liant light. He feeds it with fresh oil, as regularly as

a student snuff's his candle : while its hardness is such

as to secure its lasting through the night. This cus-

tom beautifully illustrates the parable of the Ten Virgins,

as showing the folly of neglecting to take "oil in their

vessels with their lamps."

Then there were the Caverdi coolies, each man with

two tin boxes painted green, and shaped like a wooden

bee-hive, but rather larger. These contain the tra-

velling wardrobe, and are suspended from either end

of a long bamboo lath, which the coolie places on his

bare shoulder, and trots after the palankeen with one

box swinging before and the other behind. The

bearers also have coolies of their own, who carry in
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similar style a pyramid of round black earthenware

pots, wliicli constitute their itinerant kitchen. For,

being particular in caste matters, they will not eat any

food imless cooked in their own vessels. Shortly after

night, the flambeaux were lighted, the coolies took up

their loads, the bearers stood round their palankeens,

and the completion of the multiform preparations was

announced. Taking leave of our fellow-voyager, Mr.

Pope, who was appointed to stay in Madras, and of our

other kind friends, we each repaired to his o^\'n unsocial

vehicle. We were hoisted from the ground ; Bay-din,

hay-din, shouted, in a loud recitative, the head bearer

of the foremost palankeen ; and in a few minutes the

flash of torch-light, and the song of four dozen voices,

announced our progress along the "Great "Western"

road to Bangalore.

The example of the munificent usurper Shir has not

been wholly lost on our Indian Government. He was

a father to travellers ; ordered that they should be en-

tertained at the public expense, built caravanseras from

the Bay of Bengal to the Indus, planted the road \\-ith

trees to shade them, dug weUs every two miles to refresh

them, and erected splendid mosques to prompt and ac-

commodate their devotions.* The religious part of

these princely arrangements was not likely to find imi-

tators in our authorities ; but they have conferred on

travellers an invaluable boon by the erection of bun-

* Mill's " History of British India," by Wilson, vol. u.,

p. 328. It is a remarkable proof of the civilization of his

government, that about the middle of the sixteenth centurj-

he established a post system, by means of horses, " for the

more rapid conveyance of inteUigence to government, and for

the accommodation of trade and correspondence."
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galows at convenient distances, along tlie most fre-

quented roads. Bungalow is the term invariably used

in India to designate a house of one story, biiilt after

the style adopted by Europeans. In those provided for

the benefit of the wayfaring, you find a table, half a

dozen chairs, and an old pensioned sepoy, who, grace-

fully combining the native obeisance with our military

salute, makes a profound salaam, and proffers his

services to obtain any requisite articles of food. Of

these he presents you with a list provided by authority,

mth prices affixed, to prevent imposition. You are

amused to find a sheep stated at a rupee, (two shillings,)

and one of an inferior order at fourteen annas, one and

ninepence. The sheep of the Carnatic are small and

lean, without a particle of wool, the hide being just

like that of a calf ; but their mutton is tolerably good.

Almost every day during a journey a deputation from

the bearers, after very low salaams, present a request

for seej): the gift is not near so much as would be paid

to coachmen and guards at home for a night's travelling

;

but it is not claimed as a right, only sought as a favour,

and, when granted, they go away as pleased as school-

boys with a holiday.

Before daylight we were deposited in the verandah

of the bungalow at Streepermatoor, about twenty-seven

miles from Madras. By sunrise the coolies had arrived

with the changes of raiment, and culinary apparatus

;

the sepoy was in attendance : milk and eggs were pro-

cured, and Ave lacked nothing whereby to make com-

fortable the hours which the heat of the sun compelled

us to pass under shade. During the day the sepoy

laid on the table a small box containing books, all of
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which we found to be of a valuable and religious cha-

racter. This laudable custom is frequent in the bunga-

lows ; and I never saw one of those little libraries that

did not bear marks of having been well read. It is

true that in some places there are unseemly records of

distaste for such literature. I recollect one poetical

eflfusion complaining that they were

" Too dull to read, too good to tear."

But who can tell the benefit that may accrue even to a

traveller of this temper, from his consenting to relieve

the ennui of an idle, hot day in a lonely bungalow, by

reading a chapter of Doddridge's " Rise and Progress,''

or of James's " Anxious Inquirer r'

The country around answered ill to the descriptions

which authors delight to give of India. But h woiild

be well for readers of travels to remember that the po-

pularity of a book depends far more on eloquence than

accuracy. "SVhen looking on the tame flats and patches

of brown copse about Streepermatoor, it was hard to

believe that this was the Ind of history, fable, and

song :— the country by whose transit-commerce the

isolated TjTe rose to such fame ; and " Tadmor in the

wilderness," Solomon's " city of store," into that proud

Palmyra which, though sand-girt and without territory,

rivalled the first capitals of earth, subdued Mesopotamia,

Syria, and Egypt, won from Gallienus the right to array

its prince in imperial purple, and, under a woman's

leadership, tried well the strength of Rome, though

directed by the warlike Aurelian :—the country from

whose surplus treasures Alexandria, Genoa, and Venice

G
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derived their splendour ;'•" whence Sheabeddin is said

to have carried a booty of three thousand pounds weight

of diamonds ; and the monster, Thamas Kouli Khan,

seventy millions sterling :f—and, above all, that this

was the very Carnatic from the plunder of which the

eunuch Kafoor returned to his ambitious master Alia,

laden with a sum which even our o^\^l historians are

not disposed to reduce below one hundred millions.

But the tameness of one district, or the beauty of ano-

ther, is never to be taken as the type of a great country.

We do not judge of England either from the cheerless

fens through which the southern Ouse loiters toward

the sea, or from the exquisite pictures that adorn the

progress of the Wharf. India, though, on the whole, (

much inferior to England in beauty of landscape, has/^

many regions of exquisite attraction. But when looking

on those pleasant spots, you cannot but remember that

their beauty and their bounty are lost on those who
enjoy them ; that the eyes that look on their charms,;

,

and the hands that reap their produce, lay the thank-i!

offering of this year before an idol, and to it look for]

the fruits of the next. This reflection breaks in or|

your enjoyment like a knell among merry voices, grati-

fication yields to pensiveness, and the train of thought ,

that began in a lively sense of the beautiful or the

grand, ends in a mournful sympathy with the feeling ,

that wrested from the dissimilar minds of the sceptic

peer and the Christian bishop, when lingering on such

scenes, the twin sentiments,

—

* See Robertson's " Historical Disquisition concerning the
Knowledge which the Ancients had of India."

t Orme's " Military Transactions of the British in India."
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" All, save the spirit of man, is di\ine." \

" Only man is vile."

When the heat of the day had passed, we started,

two on horseback, and two in palankeen, two of the

latter conveyances having been sent back to Madras.

The road lay over a flat country, interspersed with

groves. In these were multitudes of crows, who chat-

tered and cawed just as they do at home ; the sweeter

voice of the dove mingled with their timeless clamour

;

flitting among the trees were numbers of those beau-

tiful little parroquets which abound in the coimtry,

whose plumage of sparkling green is a favourite simile

with native poets ; squirrels were gambolling nimbly

and merrily in the boughs ; crawling on the roots of

the trees, or squatting on a stone, you Avould see, every

now and then, an humble scion of " that most ancient

family of quadrupeds," as Dr. Buckland calls the li-

zards ; betraying, however, no consciousness of the an-

cestorial honours wherewith geological industry has

enriched them from the heraldic records of " former

worlds ;" and, in physical proportions, woefully degene-

rated from the Megalosauri, the Iguanodons, and other

distinguished founders of the "most ancient" house of

Lacertae, whose escutcheons stiU grace their former

homes in the Oolitic and Wealden formations.

We passed a body of convicts working on the roads,

guarded by peons, (native police,) and every man in

chains. This is one of the most common punishments

inflicted by our government for serious ofiences ; and,

to an English eye, the poor manacled ^vretches look suffi-

ciently miserable. Yet the natives frequently complain

that our administration of criminal law is too lenient,

G 2
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and that ovu- judges are excessively scrupidous about

convicting, unless the evidence is complete in every part.

A judge, in their estimation, ought to have some such

facility in detecting a culprit by his very appearance,

as Cuvier had in discovering, by a solitary bone, the

genus to which an animal belonged. They think he

ought not to wait ser^-ilely on the chain of evidence,

which may be interrupted by the absence of a witness,

or entangled by his dishonesty ; but to use his own
discretion, guided by the general aspect of the case.

In cases of theft, they consider this procedure impera-

tive. ""WTio," they ha^-e often said to me, "who ever

heard of a man calling witnesses when he was going to

steal ? To elude observation is the very perfection of

his art ; and to punish him only when he suffers him-

self to be seen, or leaves traces by which he may be

detected, looks very like pimishing him not for being a

thief, but for being a blunderer." All claims for justice

to the accused they get over with great ease ; and reject

as purely mischievous the principle of English law, that

it is better ninety-nine guilty persons should escape,

than one innocent man suffer. " And then," they will

say, " suppose a thief does bliuider, so that evidence is

found to bring guilt home, what do you do with him ?

Why, you just put him in a good house, set a guard

before the door to see that nobody hurts him, give him

rice twice a day, send him home not a pin the worse
;

and then call that punishing him ! Pretty punishment

for rogues that is I"' They can no more sympathize with

the feeling which looks on the loss of character and

privation of liberty, as themselves constituting a severe

pxuaishment, (except to persons of family and repute,)
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than a Turkish serf, viewing the comparative comfort in

which Charles XII. lived in his retreat at Bender, could

sympathize with the mighty dissatisfactions that stirred

in the breast of the fallen hero. In cases of petty theft,

their own laws award a fine as the punishment ; but in

graver ones, dreadful mutilation. Halhed's Gentoo

Code informs us, that " if one steal a horse, excellent in

all respects," his penalty is, that " the magistrate shall

cut off his hand and foot and buttock, and deprive him

of life." "Whether correctly or not, they complain that

petty theft increases under English rule ; as also a cer-

tain domestic crime for which our code provides no

commensurate punishment, and against which the exe-

cutive do not choose to administer the severities pre-

scribed by Menu.

The next evening we started with the intention of

reaching Cauvery-Pauk ; Mr. Crowther and Mr. Gar-

rett being in palankeen, and Mr. Squarebridge and

myself on horseback. Proceeding quietly along, with

Mr. Crowther a few paces in front, we heard a crash,

when down came the hindmost end of his palankeen on

the road, the pole having broken off at the point of

junction. The head-bearer, who was full six feet high,

thin, dusky, and stooping, gazed dovm. on the prostrate

vehicle with as great consternation as a child on a

broken plaything ; and, lifting up his hands, cried

Rumhu bamm, " Plenty of weight;" while Mr. Crow-

ther scrambled out upon the road, to learn the cause

of his sudden arrest. The breaking of reins or traces,

the loss of a horse-shoe or linchpin, are calamities in

their way ; but the breaking of a palankeen pole is to

lose your axletree, and place your vehicle in utter help-
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lessness. After several ineffectual attempts to repair

the damage, the poor bearers, mounting the body of

the palankeen on their shoulders, slowly proceeded to

the next village. The inhabitants gathered round, and

a multitude of things Avere said, but all unintelligible

to me. At length came a venerable-looking old Mus-

."^ulmaun, \nih broad turban, portly carriage, dark skin,

and floA\ing white beard, who seemed to give decisive

information to the effect, that neither carpenter nor

Avood was obtainable. Our only hope was Woocherry,

a bungalow some miles in advance ; so there was no

alternative left but to carrj- the dismantled vehicle

thither as best we could. The bearers cheerfully un-

dertook this tedious task ; but first demanded a bottle

of aiTac, a spirit commonly drunk in the country, and

obtamed by distillation from rice, sugar in its raw state,

or toddy, as the juice of the cocoa-nut tree is called.

Mr. CroA\i:her had been pro^-ident enough to bring with

him a spare pony ; so that, in case of accidents, we

might not be detained. But, on the present occasion,

not apprehending any need for his services, he had

been dispatched in advance. [My pony was resigned

to Mr. Crowther, while Mr. Squarebridge rode on to

order back the other, and Mr. Garrett proceeded to the

bungalow, to await our arrival. After a long walk, at

the miserably slow pace made necessary by the awkward

load on the bearers, the pony arrived, and I was again

mounted.

Throughout the day the sky had been cloudless ; its

irradiated sapphire looking calmly joyous as the coun-

tenance of one who had long had peace with God.

But, in advancing to the west, the sun flung other
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beauties round him ; and, as if conscious king of light,

marched royally to his chamber, arrayed in purple suf-

fused with gold. For the last few minutes he shone

from behind a bank of dark and Avatery clouds, too dense

to pennit of his body appearing through ; but exhibit-

ing on their upper edge a fringe of thrice-burnished

gold, that himg over the crags below with an effect

singularly majestic. At the same time, a radiance

streamed upwards from the invisible luminary, making

one think of the first stream of celestial light greeting

the ascending saint, ere yet the throne of presence has

opened on his eye. The clouds rapidly mounted, and

hung fiercely on the face of night. They grew black,

dense, low, till the very air, as if fearful to stir in such

a presence, hushed itself to perfect stillness. We en-

tered a wood ; every leaf stood motionless with the

same awe. The gloom was fearful, the silence broken

only by the bearers' hum. A flash gleamed across the

sky : its light was still lingering on horse's mane and

bearer's turban, on leafy mango and slender palm, when

a peal crashed over us, so nigh, so loud, that it seemed

the united voice of a hundred storms. Then the sound

of abundance of rain rustled in the trees, followed by

masses of crowded and ponderous drops, dashing head-

long to slake earth's greedy thirst. Amidst this deluge,

flash succeeded flash, and peal after peal roared fear-

fully ; each of which was followed by a thicker rain

;

as if the gleam had been struck from chains that bound

up the stores of Providence, and the thunder Avere the

crash of that rending which set them free to enrich the

earth. The horses shuddered and started ; the bearers

plodded on with a low, broken murmur ; the branches
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glowed in the almost continuous light, ti'embled A\-ith the

thunder, and stooped beneath the rain. The whole scene

vi^•idly recalled the Psalmist's words :
" He bowed the

heavens and came do^^Ti, and darkness was under his

feet. He made darkness his secret place : his paA-ilion

round about him were dark waters and thick clouds of

the sky." In that august pa'solion sat the power of the

Supreme. The scowl of its brow, the gleam of its eye,

the tones of its voice, were all furious as long-pent ven-

geance ; and yet its mission was not -vATath, but good-

ness ; not to wither, but refresh. So it is in the ways

of God : amid appearances that prove our nothingness,

he mildly works our weal.

Well drenched and weary, we reached the bungalow

at last. By the time a cup of coffee was prepared, a

slumber had seized me that no persuasion could break,

and from which I was released only by the broad light

of day. In the mean time the palankeen had been set

to rights, and we were ready to proceed. That morning

we reached Cauvery-Pauk, which, though a smaD place,

is celebrated as the scene of a night-battle, in which

Clive gained an important A^ictory over the French.

Among the natives it is famous as the residence of

learned Jotis/ios, or "astronomers," who annually pub-

lish almanacs, that are in great repute even as far away

as the western districts of the Mysore. In these,

eclipses are accurately calculated ; but they afford no

other astronomical information of value. It is mar-

vellous that, by any perversitj% men can manage to

combine the astuteness that distinguishes an educated

Hindu, with belief in the monstrous absiirdities which

their sacred books teach respecting the heavenly bodies. ;
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Being all considered as gods, the various phenomena

which they exhibit are accounted for, not by laws that

a presiding mind has impressed on passive matter, but

by myths w^hich seem equally to exhaust man's wits to

invent, and his credulity to receive them. The sensible

founder of Anglo-Indian history, Orme, tells us of "the

sun getting his teeth knocked out, and the moon having

her* face beat black and blue at a feast, at which the

gods quarrel and fight with the spirit of a mob. They

say the sun and moon carry in their faces, to this day,

the marks of this broil." And thus the Galileos and

Keplers of India have been saved the trouble of obser-

vation or conjecture as to the solar and lunar spots.

Eclipses are accounted for in a way equally satisfactory.

On one occasion Vishtnu was distributing the amrita, or

"food of immortality," among the gods, when, two

Asuras (the Titans of Hinduism) having obtained ad-

mittance in disguise, he ignorantly helped them to the

precious repast. Surya and Chandra, (the sun and

moon,) having discovered the fraud, apprized him of it

by a wink, when he instantly beheaded the intruders :

the bodies died; but the heads, having received the

death-preventing amrita, were immortal, and obtained

a place as planets in the sky. There they live ; and, in

the form of a red and black serpent, periodically seize

on Surya and Chandra, by whose untimely disclosures

they were prevented from acquiring perfect godship.

The waxing and waning of the moon, again, is readily

explained by the happy genius of Hinduism. On a

certain occasion Chandra was so unhappy as to aggrieve

He should have said " his ;" for the moon is not a goddess,
but a god, in Hindu mythology-.
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Datsha, the son of Brumha, who vented his fury in a

curse. That curse brought a rust on the silver counte-

nance of Chandra, which, by alternate increase and de-

crease, obscures or permits its radiance. The tides,

again, which have so sorely puzzled western sages, have

long been known in the East to depend on the heaving or
'

contraction of that enormous turtle into which Vishtnu

entered at the Kurma Avatara, when he descended

,

into the sea, to recover the lost Vedas : thus showing ,

that we have been all along mistaken in supposing that

the most distinguished service in which tortoiseshell

had ever been employed, was to cradle that illustrious

renegade, Henry the Great. Nor are their notions of

the permanent facts of astronomy less curious than

those of its periodical phenomena. The river Ganges

is considered as the earthly antit}'pe of a celestial origi-

nal. That heavenly Ganges is the Milky Way, which

is placed nearer the earth than even the sun, to Avhom,

however, the second place is assigned, and that at the

distance of just half a million of miles. The moon is

exactly twice as far off ; then come the stars, and after

them the planets, without any distinction between the in-

ferior and superior ones, although Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Jupiter, and Satvirn are placed in their proper order.

The suspicion that Earth is a member of this family,

is not once entertained. Farthest off of all is the pole-

star, who, however, is distant only seven and a half

millions of miles. These are not regarded as the de-

ductions of vulgar science ; but as authoritative revela-

tions on matters inaccessible to unaided research. It is

true that they strangely contradict the results of the

beautiful argument from parallax, on which we—who
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are not favoured with more direct methods of computing

celestial distances—are wont to look as about the

choicest effort of man's reason, and which leads to the

startling conclusion, that one of the "swift-winged ar-

rows of light," though travelling in a second eight times

tlie circumference of our globe, would spend three

wear}' years on its flight to the nighest star ; while to

the one first calculated by Bessel, the journey would

occupy ten.

As if conscious of parsimony in their celestial mea-

surements, the Hindu philosophers are munificent in

terrestrial dimensions. The earth, instead of the

twenty-four thousand miles to which our astronomers

reduce it, expands, under the warmth of Bramhanical

fancy, to a spacious orb of one thousand and twenty-

seven millions, having seven overgro^^Tl continents, each

with an ocean to match. These oceans are different in

composition as in dimensions from that which is familiar

to our groveling researches : the first is of salt-water

;

the other six consist respectively of wine, sugar-cane

juice, clarified butter, curds, milk, and fresh-water. In

the centre of Jambu, the first of the seven continents,

and the only one which exists elsewhere than in the

Puranas, stands Mount Meru, not shaped as vulgar hills,

but bearing the elegant form of a lotus. This moun-

tain measures in height four hiindred and twenty thou-

sand miles, its circumference at the base two hundred

and forty thousand, and at the top it spreads to double

that extent.* To support this gigantic world, three

different agencies are named,—a serpent, a turtle, and

* Yishtnu, Purana, Wilson. In all these computations I

take the yojana at five miles : it may be nine.
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eight elephants. What relation these sustain to each

other, which is higher or lower, hov/ their different

offices combine, I never could satisfactorily learn. The
fact seems to be, that different writers have assigned

the important duty of upholding the world to that ani-

mal which each has happened to regard with greatest

favour.

"WTien viewing the colossal nonsense whereby the

Hindu sages have endeavoured to build up their claim

to inspiration, it is impossible to resist a \ivid impression

that one has written of creation without being aban-

doned to his 0A\ai conjectures. There is a book Avritten

by one educated in the first Egyptian schools, and con-

sequently A'ersant in theft- system of cosmogony ; Avrit-

ten for a peojile still sunk in the ignorance attendant on

serfdom, and thus prepared to receive blindly any feasi-

ble speculations on subjects beyond their reach ; writ-

ten in a desert, where there were no schools to criticise,

no enlightenment to detect errors, no rivals to expose

them ; Avritten, in fine, under every imaginable tempta-

tion for the author to indulge his fancy, or display his

learning. Yet while the advancing stream of know-

ledge has swept into the sea of fiction all other early

records of creation, this one stands proudly amjd the

tides which fret against its borders, but bear not an atom

away. The very torrents that have overwhelmed its

counterfeits, flow around it an unfordable defence

;

while every tributary poured in from some new-sprung

source of knowledge only swells the stream that would

bear down an assailant. He who believes that any

man, by his unaided foresight, could have chronicled

creation's birth, in times when its system was grossly
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misconceived, without assuming principles, and hazard-

ing facts, which would be falsified by the discoveries of

subsequent ages, not only displays a capacious credence,

but forgets the character of all such chronicles but one.

But monstrous as are the chimeras of Hindu science,

I have been as much laughed at for crediting the facts of

our system, as we are disposed to laugh at them for en-

tertaining the follies of their own. To say that the sun,

which is so warm, is further off than the moon, which is

so cold ; that the world, which is so heavy, is " hung upon

nothing ;" that, though every one sees it to be flat, it is

round ; that, though a child may tell it is perfectly still,

it is whirling both round its own axis and the sun ; that

an eclipse of the moon comes of her getting into the

earth's shadow, which no one ever saw; that an eclipse

of the sun comes of the other luminary wandering be-

tween him and us, Avhen it is plainly farther off than he

;

and that the fixed stars are more than nineteen billions

of miles distant ; does appear an exhibition at once of

boldness and imbecility not to be adequately scorned.

They summarilj- dismiss all reasoning on our different

methods of arriving at conclusions, by saying, "We
trust the Shastras, which, as divine revelations, cannot

err
;
you trust to instruments and calculations, which

may easily mistake: our ground is sure, yours falla-

cious." We should entertain about the same opinion of

him who should tell us he had just completed a survey

of the moons of Uranus with chains and theodolites, as

docs the Bramhan of the European, who states that our

astronomers can calculate the apparent size of the earth

to an eye situated at the distance of the sun. The seven

seas might be thought a weak point, as requiring no-
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thing but travel to demonstrate their non-existence

;

but to all my objections about circumnavigators never

seeing oceans of curds, butter, or toddy, they used

coolly to reply, "That only proves that they have never

gone beyond the sea of salt water." Of all phenomena,

an annular eclipse of the sun enabled me to perplex

them most, as they could not account for it on the

serpent-seizing theory, and Avere constrained to admit,

that its appearances were such as would naturally result

from the combination of causes to which ours ascribes

it. It is perfectly true, that if you teach a man science,

you annihilate his faith in Hinduism. Astronomy is as

dangerous to the Shastras as the Vatican once deemed

it to the Bible. But it can never be taught by desul-

tory argument : its proofs must be exhibited in series,

and then conviction is inevitable. This, however, can-

not be extensively afforded to the adult population. In

dealing with them, my own experience utterly con-

tradicts the opinion, that it is best to approach them

first by exposures of the scientific blunders of the

Shastras, and so destroy their confidence in these, the

basis of their oaati religion, before advancing the truths

of which you require their acceptance. The Shastras

are equally assailable on moral as on scientific grounds

;

while in. the one case your appeal is to the man's con-

science, which decides for you ; but in the other, is to

facts he discredits, and to processes he can neither com-

prehend nor trust. The shortest Avay to his heart is to

"reason of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to

come," of the consequent need of pardon and sanctifi-

cation, the impotency of his gods to bestow it, and

Christ's glorious power to create anew.
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But to return to Cauvery-Pauk, whence we have been

beguiled by its astronomical fame : it has the advantage

of a noble tank three miles broad and eight in length.

Tanks are of two kinds, those which serve as public

baths, and those constructed for the purpose of imga-

tion. The former are nothing more than gigantic wells,

generally sunk to a great depth, with an upward open-

ing, shaped like the hopper of a corn-mill, which, being

lined on four sides with stone steps, affords an easy

descent to the water. These are to be found near most

towns, and every morning the respectable inhabitants,

especially the Bramhans, may be seen crowding the

steps, performing their ablutions, and the accompany-

ing devotional exercises. The erection of these is con-

sidered an act pre-eminently meritorious. But should

the projector be unhappy enough to fail in obtaining

water, or to find it of an inferior quality, he remains

for ever under the stigma of being frustrated in his at-

tempts to acquire merit in the present birth, by some

blot contracted in the last. They will not hear of

mineral causes modifying the supply ; and, as a tri-

umphant proof that it is regulated only by the merit of

the party seeking it, adduce instances in which two

persons having dug on the opposite sides of the same

road, the one obtained good water, the other bad. The

merit, however, no way depends on their virtues in the

present birth ; for I remember a Bramhan naming a

case in proof of his point, in which the parties being a

polygar, and one of his favourite temple women, the

latter was the successful candidate for " sweet water."

This gave rise to the question, If she were superior in

merit, how came it that the birth assigned her was not
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only female, but that in disreputable circumstances
;

while the other, though less meritorioxis, obtained the

male birth, and that in a position of honour? This

was a difficulty which the worthy disputant had not

seen, and covdd not solve. The tanks constructed for

agricultural purposes are usually placed on the bed of

some rivulet ; a strong embankment being run across

the line of its course, at a favourable place, sometimes

to the length of one or two miles. In the rainy season,

when the stream swells, this dam retains the water,

which forms a lake of greater or less extent, according

to the nature of the ground. Should the water over-

flow, arrangements are made to conduct it to another

tank, perhaps several miles below. All the ground

which the level ^yi]l command is parcelled out into

compartments of a few yards square, separated by low

ridges of earth. Narrow channels run between every

two rows of these compartments, having an inlet to

each. These are supplied by a large duct connected

^\"ith the tank. The rice, from the time of its solving

tUl on the point of shooting into ear, is kept in water

about ankle deep. Great ingenuity is manifested in all

these aiTangements.

The irrigation of gardens and smaller plats of groimd

is provided for by other means. Close by a well stands

a high pole, on the top of Avhich another is fixed trans-

versely, so as to play up and down. From one end of

this depends a long bamboo rod, reaching to the water,

with a leathern bag attached. A man mounts on the

transverse spar, and, starting from its junction with the

upright one, proceeds towards the extremity, like a sea-

man making for the yard-arm, only that he walks upon
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the spar itself; which, pressed by his whole weight,

sinks down, so raising the opposite end, and lifting the

vessel out of the water, which, gaining the top, strikes

against the edge, and empties its contents into a trough

prepared to carry them over the ground. He then

hastens back to the centre ; the spar, relieved from the

pressure, follows the weight of the bamboo and bag,

which latter becomes instantly immersed and filled

:

thus he proceeds backwards and forwards, adroitly

balancing himself on his dizzy footing. A less fre-

quent, because more expensive, method is, to place two

oxen with their backs to the well: a rope connected

Avith a large vessel is passed over a revolving axle and

attached to their traces. They being backed close to

the edge, the vessel is immersed and filled, on which

they are driven quickly forward, thus raising the vessel

to the top, where it upsets, and channels are prepared

to distribute the water. As these operations A-iA-idly

recall, and at the same time Ulustrate, much of the beau-

tiful imagery of Scripture, to observe them is peciJiarly

pleasing. Those who live under showery skies, little

think how precious is water where whole months to-

gether are cloudless, and the earth is scorched by fierce

red suns. Some one has truly said, " The luxuries of

India are cold air and cold water, when we can get

them." The people of India have only one fear,—

a

failure of water. Let but ProAidence vouchsafe that

priceless essential, and all their necessities are met, all

their labours productive. I remember, when there had

been no rain for some three months, and when it was

apprehended that a continuance of the drought for a

few days longer would be fatal to the crops, seeing a

H
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ryot clap his hands at the first drops of a shower ; and

as it descended richly, his satisfaction turned to joy,

—

" Delight o'er all his features stole :"

with the glee of a child, he cried out, " It is just as if

God had sent it!"

So far their estimate of water is natural and -n-ise

;

hut they carry it further than we shoxild be disposed to

go. Water is ever)i;hing. If they think of settKng in

a new place, the first question will he, " What kind of

Avater does it enjoy?" All the benefits Ave attribute to

a change of air, they seek in a change of water. If

healthy while resident in a strange neighbourhood, they

celebrate the virtues of the water : if biHous, or fever-

ish, or rheumatic, they lay all the blame on the water.

The most common complaint of an invalid is, " The

water disagrees with me." This is not to be wondered

at when, according to their physiological system, it is

water which, transmuted by internal processes, forms

the blood, while its more refined particles sustain the

respiration. And this is but a mild specimen of their

attainments in that branch of science ; flesh is formed

from corn and vegetables : oleaginous food supplies

bones, marrow, and the faculty of speech. The various

emotions and physical states ai'e regulated by certain

sylvan exercises of the soul, which dwells in the region

of the heart, where it is surrounded by sixteen leaves,

each possessing a distinct property : as it flits aroimd

this pericardial bower, it alights on leaf after leaf, each

change of perch being attended with a corresponding

change of state. On one it sins, on another sleeps, a

fourth transforms it to virtue, a fifth makes it wide
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awake, and so on. These are not all the wonders of

the Hindu heart ; for out of it proceed no fewer than a

hundred and one arteries, one of which, passing to the

cro'wn of the head, is of no small importance, as holy

men are capable of elevating the life to that point,

where it will remain during pleasure, without any aid

from food.* These absurdities could not, of course,

exist for a day were anatomy studied ; but that science

their religious prejudices induce them to regard with

about the same feelings as we entertain towards canni-

balism. The consequence is, they judge of our internal

structure and ojoerations on the most fanciful principles,

and arrive at conclusions which, though highly serious

as regards the treatment of disease, are so inimitably

ridiciilous, that to avoid laughter is impossible. I well

remember one day my moonshi asked leave to go home

sooner than usual, saying he was very bilious, and must

take remedies. I asked him Avhat medicine he used,

and whether he had any confidence in its efficacy. He
said, that as to its efficacy he had ample proof, but

seemed rather reluctant to name it : when pressed,

however, he told me it was an application he had often

successfully adopted, and of admirable properties, as all

skilful physicians knew ; and that it was simply to cut

an onion in two, and squeeze the juice into his eye.

After Cauvery-Pauk the next place of importance

was Wallajanuggur, a town built by the Nabob Mo-

hammed Ali Wallaja, called after him, and peopled from

the neighbouring town of Laidpet. Those who have

taken their impressions from certain wTiters, who repre-

* " Second Exposure of Hinduism, by Dr. Wilson, of Bom-
bay."

H 2
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sent every Hindu as an incarnation of idleness, would

look with surprise on such a to-\vn as Wallajanuggur.

The streets are beautifully clean, the houses white as

purest snow, and in many cases ornamented with streaks

of red. You have everywhere S}Tnptoms of stirring

commerce and various manufacture. Well-dressed mer-

chants, tidy artisans, shopmen in their bazaar, weavers

dressing their warp, or plying their loom, in open air

;

numbers of females assisting in the various opera-

tions ; all attest an active and well-employed popula-

tion. Goldsmith's Auburn, or Campbell's Wyoming,

could hardly exhibit greater cleanliness, industry, and

comfort. It is, however, the most busy town in that

part of the Carnatic ; the spirit of its merchants having

made it the entrepot for the commerce between the Pre-

sidency and Mysore. The betel-nut, the produce of

the beautifully tall and slender areka-palm, is a leading

article of traffic, being chewed by every native. It is a

powerful astringent, tasting somewhat like catechu.

But Wallajanuggur contained one object far more

attractive to us than any we had met with on our way.

Close by the town stood a neat bungalow, the residence

of Mr. Bilderbeck, an excellent missionary of the Lon-

don Society. He Avas, imhappily, from home, and thus

we lost the pleasure of seeing him and learning his pro-

gress. On this mission residence the Christian traveller

from Madras to Bangalore looks with mingled joy and

dissatisfaction. Joy to see one place where the God he

loves has an altar, and the Saviour who bought him a

herald. But dissatisfaction, deep dissatisfaction and

pain, to think that, though his road lies over two hun-

dred miles of populous country, through the important
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towns of Arcot, Vellore, Colar, and a multitude of

smaller ones ; near Arni, Amboordroog, and other places

celebrated in the history of India ; though our armies

have marched every step of the Avay many a time
;

though every \TLlage abounds with tales of our prowess,

and reposes imder our sway ;— yet, in the whole

distance, this is the only place where you can find a

man sent to instruct the people in our religion, and

lead them to our God. You are met everywhere by

proofs of the religious activity of the Mussulmauns

during the short time that they held this part of the

country, before western ambition snatched it from their

hold ; but look in vain for temples to attest that the

people who rule it now know or regard a God. Is this

wisej^or^iiltless ?

CJonsiderably after night we arrived at the far-famed

city of Arcot. Robertson supposes this to be the place

mentioned by Ptolemy as Arcati-Regia ; but the identity

is at least doubtful. There is reason to believe that no

town existed on the present site till 1716, when the

Moguls, driven from Gingee by its unhealthiness, en-

camped on the banks of the Palar, and built a town

which speedily rose into note, and became the capital

of their possessions in the Carnatic. In 1744, it wit-

nessed one of those tragedies with which Mohammedan
courts are so dreadfully familiar. The murdered nabob,

Subder Ali, had left a son named Seid Mahomed, whom
the nizam placed under the guardianship of his father's

successor in office, promising that when of age the

nabobship should be his o^vn. His youth, parentage,

misfortunes, and character, all conspired to make him

a favourite with the people. He was celebrating the
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nuptials of a relative with great pomp, and had in^dted

his guardian, Anwar Addin, to attend ; when he ap-

jiroached, the noble youth, to show all due respect,

proceeded to the foot of the steps before his house, in

order to receive him. Here a crowd had assembled,

among whom were some patans formerly in his father's

service. One of these advanced towards Seid Mahomed
in an humble posture, as if to crave forgiveness for

insolence he had lately shoMoi, and, when sufficiently

near, stabbed him to the heart. In an instant (to quote

Orme) " a thousand swords and daggers were di-awn;"

the assassin sank under countless wounds, and several

of his companions shared his lot. Suspicion instantly

fell on Mortiz Ali, uncle to the victim, and the mur-

derer of his father. The crowd rushed in search of

him, determined to avenge the crime. He was found

surrounded by a guard that defied attack, and proceeded

to his fortress at Vellore unharmed, except by the ma-

lediction of a Avhole city.

It so happened that we were in Arcot on the anni-

versary of that event which is the most important of

its history, as well as the first that, in the. words of

Morari Roa, taught the natives to " believe that the

English could fight." In 1751 Chanda Saheb, the na-

bob supported by the French, had reduced his rival,

whose pretensions our countrymen espoused, to the

single post of Trichinopoly. He led an army to besiege

this, leaving eleven himdred men to defend his capital.

The English, seeing their last hope threatened, de-

spatched a force against him. They encountered him,

but ran away from the attack, even while the natives

in their pay continued in action. Chanda Saheb pro-
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ceeded triumphant, the English had become despicable,

and everything portended their speedy extirpation. But

on the 30th of August, the garrison of Arcot were

astounded by intelligence, that a British force had been

seen marching towards the city, with perfect steadiness,

in the midst of a terrific thunder storm. This they

took both as indicative of great courage, and as an

omen favourable to their enterprise : they were awed

accordingly. The next day two hundred Europeans

and three hundred sepoys presented themselves before

the capital of the Carnatic. The heart of the garrison

failed : they quietly marched out of their stronghold

;

of which that handful of men took possession amidst

the mute and wondering gaze of the inhabitants.

That bold band was led by a young clerk of limited

education and unmanageable temper ; who, at the time,

according to his contemporary Orme, "had neither read

books, nor conversed mth men capable of giving him

much instruction in the military art." Dupleix's perfidy

at Madras tui-ned against him and his schemes those

prodigious passions which had sorely troubled Shrop-

shire pedagogues and Indian merchants. Clive, dis-

guised as a Mussulmaun, fled from the scene of the dis-

honoured treaty, reached Fort St. David, joined the

military, displayed matchless bravery, and, up to this

juncture, had alternated between battles and book-keep-

ing. By the siege of Trichinopoly, he saw assailed the

last stay of his country's interests. Roused himself, he

succeeded in rousing the lethargic government
;
pointed

out the seizure of Arcot as the only way to procure a

diversion ; offered to conduct the expedition ; obtained

five hundred men, under eight officers, of whom four
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left the desk, Avhile other two had never been in action
;

marched against a fortress manned by above double his

numbers, and took possession without firing a shot.

Property found, to the amount of half a million sterling,

he restored to the o\^Tiers ; conciliated the people by

moderation ; repaired the fort, and pro^•isioned it for a

siege ; made two successful sorties against the former

garrison, which lingered in the neighbourhood ; beat up

their whole camp in a night attack ; and, at a time

when all his men but eighty were dispatched to a dis-

tance, repelled an assault made by them mth the

knowledge of his weakness. Raja Saheb, the son of

Chanda, led against him four thousand men, who were

joined by the remains of the garrison, and also one

hundred and fifty French. They took possession of

the towTi : Clive made a sally, and drove them from the

street ; but was compelled to retire to his fort. The

next day, two thousand men, under Mortiz Ali, arrived,

to reinforce Raja Saheb. They commenced a vigorous

siege ; but the feeling within was indomitable : Eng-

lishman and sepoy were equally inflamed by the spirit

of their leader. Daring and skill so coimterbalanced

paltry numbers and wretched supplies, that it was fifty

days before the beleaguering host were prepared tc

storm. At the end of that time, two wide breaches in-

vited their advance. Raja Saheb sent to Clive a pro-

posal of honourable terms and costly presents, if he

would surrender, accompanied by severe threats in case

of resistance. Little did he know the mind Mith which

he had to deal. Danger awed Clive, just as darkness

shrouds phosphorus ; and to bend him by threats, was

as likely as to chisel from gi-anite a drapery of gauze.
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His soxil was unutterably proud, audacious, and inflam-

mable ; but acute, self-possessed, and generous the

while. At this juncture, his force Avas eighty English-

men, and one hundred and twenty sepoys : the general

who challenged him led a host of ten thousand. But

the answer was, that "he had a better oiiinion of his

prudence, than to believe that he would attempt to storm

till he had got better soldiers than the rabble of Avhich

his army was composed." Such a spirit within a fort,

is more terrible than a thousand men.

Even in times of peace, Mussulmaun breasts are

stirred wdth mighty passions, by the anniversary of the

day on which Hassein and Jassein were martjTed. That

day had come. Its memories fired the soldiery with ten-

fold hatred of the infidels ; while all whom the sword

should release from life, during its holy hours, were se-

cured instant reception to the realms of houri without

purgatorial delays. Bang, freely distributed, added in-

toxication to bigotry. Then the fierce stream of fanati-

cism and inebriety' was rolled against the weak defences.

The gates and both breaches were simultaneously as-

sailed. A steady fire made the elephants which led

the attack on the gates recoil, treading down in their

retreat the crowds that pressed behind them. The

party attacking the breach, Avhich lay across the wet

ditch, were foiled by the effective play of a gun which

Clive himself pointed. A mass that seemed resistless,

mounted the other breach ; Avhile a multitude coolly sat

down below to replace them if they should fall. Not

even at Badajoz was breach more efiectively counter-

worked, or more bravely defended. The stormers as-

cended without receiving a shot, gained the first trench
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that had been raised, and then were opened on by a fire

close, ceaseless, and deadly. The front ranks of the

defenders fired without intermission, being supplied from

behind with charged muskets. Every shot slew, they

fell in masses, were instantly replaced, their successors

fell as they ; Avhile shells, cast from the ramparts, were

spreading wide destruction and wider terror among the

crowd seated below. For a whole hour they passed on

to certain death, as doggedly as snow-flakes to the ocean.

For a whole hour every man that advanced perished in

that terrible fire. At length they faltered, wavered, and

withdrew. Their brave leader was left among the slain.

And heroic as were the deeds at Lutzen when Gusta^•us

fell, none equalled that of a soldier, who returned be-

neath the wall to rescue the body of his commander.

Forty muskets showered danger around him ; but he

flinched not, and bore away his generous burden un-

harmed. That night the siege was raised. Clive was

reinforced the next day, piirsued the enemy, defeated

them at Ai'ni, captured Conjeveram, and made the

English arms respected ; eventually, triumphant. Per-

haps the historians of future ages may say, that the

defence of Arcot bore the same relation to the Moham-

medan power in the East, as the battle of Tours in the

West ; and that Charles Martel and Clive were the in-

struments of Providence in giving the check, at those

extreme points, to the restless current by which that

system of lust and bloodshed had overswept the nations

;

and in commencing the reflux by which we now see it

falling back, -rtith rapid subsidence, on the centre whence

it originally sprang.

An instructive lesson is conveyed by the fate of those
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who conducted the struggle for an European empire in

India. Dupleix rose to splendid dignity ; became arbiter

of the Carnatic and Deccan ; was courted by eastern

kings, ennobled by his OAvn ; and then died the victim

of disappointment and poverty. Labourdonnais found

the reward of pre-eminent talents and services in the

Bastile, Lally, after displajdng bravery and zeal in the

cause of his adopted country, was drawn through Paris

in a dung-cart, to the guillotine.* Clive rose from an

obscure clerkship to be governor of Bengal, a Briti^

peer, the boast of his country, the hero of his age ; and,'

at the very moment when his sovereign was looking to

the talents he wielded as the only hope of saving

America, his life of victories, aggrandisement and fame

was closed by suicide. Such is the bliss of greatness !

The love of conquest, like Moore's Prophet, wears a

veil of transcendent lustre, to shroud features of ineffable

disgust. On that mask, poets and historians converge

the rays of glory, till it dazzles, fascinates, inflames.

But, ever and anon, such events as the suicide of Clive

lift the veil, and discover lineaments far fouler than

those which mar the less destructive, but less capari-

soned furies, Pestilence and Famine. How different is

his lot who toils under the same suns to turn men to

God! His deeds rejoice the hosts who little reck of

the battle's issue, but sing Avhen a soul is saved. His

name is written in letters bright as heaven's crystals,

incorruptible as its light. His reward is God's approval

upon earth ; and when earth is burnt up, a crown flash-

* Voltaire states that he was imprisoned in the same cell

of the Bastile where Labourdonnais had lain. Fragm, Historique
sur VInde.
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ing witli the glories that beam from Deity unshrouded

;

a throne that even eternity cannot crumble, and which

immortals whom his toil was the means of sa^•ing,

will joyfully surround. Let the merchant tell his gold,

the statesman sway his realm, the warrior trample on

his foe ; let the philosopher expound creation, the

scholar elaborate his tome, the poet attune his lay; but

let him that would have bliss for ever vmshom, go and

win souls !

Arcot has no missionary ; and, I believe, never had

any.

"The nest day," to quote Meir Hussein Ali Khan
Kirmani, the admiring and devoted biographer of Hydur

Ali,* "when the lion of the heavens at one leap or

bound had scattered the starry host like a flock of

sheep, and had risen from the East with his jaws and

claws stained with blood;" that is, as we common-place

occidentals shoiild say, when the sun rose, we were

urging our way to the celebrated fortress of Vellore.

Hitherto the country had been monotonous flats ; but

at this point several Mils started suddenly from the plain,

looking like gigantic haycocks on a level meadow.

Overlooked and partly embosomed by these eminences,

lies the stronghold which, in the contests of the last

century, was regarded as the key of the Camatic.

Turning roimd the base of a hill, the minarets and

dome of a noble mosque rear themselves from the midst

of a grove, ^^ith whose dark green foliage their forms

of glistening white stand in bold and picturesque con-

trast. Passing a native to^^'n of no attractions, you

* Historv of Hvdiir Naik. Translated from the Persian by
Colonel W.' Miles."
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find the citadel, so completely commanded by the hills,

on which traces of once formidable works are still dis-

cernible, that a six-pounder will pitch a ball beyond it.

The fortifications are of immense strength, and sur-

rounded by a deep, wide ditch, in which, as an addition

to the dangers of assault, a nimiber of alligators are

carefully kept and fed.

Vellore has full often been deluged with blood. Here

its notorious commandant, Mortiz Ali, obtained the as-

sassination of the nabob, while sleeping in imagined

security as his kinsman's guest, during the festi\"ities of

the Mohurrun. Here also Hydur Ali pressed close

sieges ; and the place was Uvice relieved by Sir E}Te

Coote, when reduced to extremities. Of the action

which preceded the first relief, Meir Hussein gives the

following characteristic account':—"The general left

his ground, and advanced to an extensive plain. He
had scarcely reached it, before the nawaub's cavalry,

with horses as swift as the wind, attacked him on all

sides ; and, giving up all consideration either of their

lives or those of others, surrounded the general's troops

in close combat ; and to what an extent did they not

exert their valour ? The nawaub himseK, with his ar-

tillery, took up a position on a high ground on the

general's route, and lighted up the fire of war in his

front. On the right flank, the prince (Tipu) determined

to imitate in his attack the battle of the Last Day ; and

a total dispersion of the troops, followers, and baggage

of the rear-guard ensued ; and, at one charge, thou-

sands of men and women passed under the edge of the

sword, perished by the arrow and musket-ball, or were

put to flight. The ofllicers of the musketeers, and
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ahsham, or irregular foot, with the breath of the musket

and rocket, lit up the fire of battle and slaughter, and

many were uselessly burned, and many drowned in a

river of their own blood. In fact, a great multitude of

officers and men, on both sides, slept on the field of

death. The army of the general in this action received

a severe blow ; a cannon-baU fi-om one of the nawaub's

gtms having broken the leg of Colonel Stuart, and

thereby caused the commander a deep affliction ; but,

more than this, another shot also struck the horse of

Syfe ul Moolk, by which he, Syfe ul Moolk, was thrown

cm the groimd, and his brave heart split in twain. In

short, it went very near that the stone of defeat and

dispersion wo\ild faU among the troops of the general,

when gloomy night suddenly arrived, and cast a veQ of

darkness over the world, and closed the contest of the

two fierce lions." He does not insinuate that a missile

so awkward as "the stone of defeat" fell among the

host of his own hero.

After the dj-nasty of Hydur had been hurled from

the Mysore throne, Vellore became the scene of an

atrocity which has ever since allied it with fearful asso-

ciations. At the death of Tipu, his family, consisting

of several sons and daughters, were removed to this

fortress, where, indulged \\'ith a princely income and

retinue, they lived far more in state than in captivity.

Four of the princesses had been married ; and amid

the splendid festi%"ities attending the nuptials of the

fifth, closed the 9th of July, 1806. About three o'clock

the next morning, the European troops, consisting of

four companies of the 64th Regiment, were awakened

by volleys of musketry crashing into their rooms. The
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assailants were the sepoys of the garrison, who re-

mained outside, pouring in a murderous fire, not daring

to encounter the bayonets of the Englishmen by attempt-

ing an entrance. Two colonels, thirteen officers, and

eighty-two men became their victims ; ninety-one others

were wounded. Some found shelter in nooks, Avhere the

shot could not reach them. A few managed to gain

the ramparts, and maintained themselves by desperate

valour. A fugitive carried the tidings to Arcot. The

19th Dragoons, under Colonel Gillespie, were ia instant

motion : the galloper-guns followed. By eight o'clock

the Dragoons were at the gate, but could not effect an

entrance. At ten the guns arrived : the gate was blown

open, the troopers dashed upon the crowd within, cut

them down by himdreds, and avenged the treachery

^vith an unsparing hand.

It is not to be wondered at that the alarmists of the

time shoidd find the cause of this horrible catastrophe

in a religious panic created by the labours of mission-

aries. But it is greatly to be regretted that, in the

present day, a name so distinguished as that of Pro-

fessor H. H. Wilson should be found giving its sanction

to that opinion. Our regret, however, would be greatly

moderated could we only make sure that every reader

of his able volvmie* would carefully weigh the state-

ments adduced by the learned professor in support of

his allegation. Dr. Buchanan, writing after consider-

able inquiry, said, " That the insurrection had no con-

nexion with the Christian religion, directly or indirectly,

immediately or remotely, is a truth which is capable

* " The Histor\- of British India ;" bein^ a continuation of

MiU.
^ ' o
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-of demonstration." This, with similar denials, Pro-

fessor Wilson characterizes as " wide of the truth,"

and says, " The essential and main-spring of the mutiny

was religious principle, although its occurrence was in-

fluenced, in the manner and season of its development,

by incidental and local excitement." To sustain this

statement, the following facts are brought forward :

—

" The sipahis (sepoys) were forbidden to appear on

parade with ear-rings, or the coloured marks on the

forehead and face significant of sectarial distinctions

;

and they were commanded to shave their beards, and

trim their moustaches, according to a standard model

Other innovations in their dress and accoutre-

ments, such as a particular undress jacket, black leather

stocks, and a tui-nscrew which some susceptible minds

had identified with a cross, had previously occasioned

wide-spread dissatisfaction ; and the last drop of the

cup was poured forth, when a new pattern for a turban

was devised, which, in the apprehension of the sipahis,

resembled a hat. This confirmed their fears, and insub-

ordination was the result." That insubordination was

a demur to wear the new tm-ban ; on which their officers

acted with great violence, and the commander-in-chief,

to whom the matter was referred, dealt most severely

with the offenders.

Now, this is really all that is said, and, we" presume,

all that can be said, to prove that the disaffection which

occasioned the mutiny was the result of missions. These

facts (for as such we cordially accept them) do prove

that Buchanan used a loose expression, when he said

the mutiny had no connexion with the Christian religion.

It had a connexion with it; but that connexion was
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simply this : the sepoys knew that the English were

Christians ; and identifying, as they do, costume with

caste and religion, naturally looked on the innovations

made Avith such reckless contempt of their feelings, as

steps towards breaking their caste, and coercing them

into the creed of their foreign masters. Harshness

turned jealousy to rage, to which the presence of the

captive princes gave point and direction. But what had

the missionaries to do with all this ? Was it they who
told the Mussulmauns that the English Avere Christians,

or who taught them to hate Christianity ? The religious

distrust was occasioned, not by missionaries, but by

the simple fact that the English held a diflferent creed

from the sepoys. The feeling thus created was roused

to exasperation by inconsiderate meddling with preju-

dices which, though silly as the whims of a child, are,

to those who cherish them, sacred as the postiilates of

a mathematician. Suppose—which would have been

far more reasonable in the climate—that the order had

been for the British soldiery to adopt the dress of the

sepoys ; that they should shave the cranium as close as

the chiin ; dismiss hats, and wrap up their heads in a

mass of calico ; and supersede their pantaloons by a

long loose cloth of the same fabric ; would they not have

remonstrated? and, if treated as mutineers for such

remonstrance, would they have been quite submissive,

even without the aggravations of opposed religion,

alien blood, recent conquest, and the presence of those

who represented illustrious leaders of their own race

and creed, to stimulate their disaffection, and point

their revenge ?

Surely the learned professor assigns causes for the

I
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mutiny sufficient to satisfy any reasonable man, without

seeking for it in the labours of the few Protestant mis-

sionaries, who Avere acting at a distance ; and of whom,
in all likelihood, most of the sepoys had never heard,

for at the time there was no Enylish missionary in the

Madras Presidency, and the Danes and Germans were

labouring at a great distance from VcUore. But he

does not prove, or adduce a single fact going to prove,

that the slightest connexion existed between the mis-

sions and the massacre. Had Buchanan only used the

definite term, " missionary efforts," instead of the vague

one, " the Christian religion," his position (for anything,

at least, that Professor Wilson has shown) Avould have

been unassailable ; for to show that the mutiny arose

from religious jealousy, is no proof that the jealousy

was either created or developcil by missions, in the

absence of any fact indicative of such connexion ; and

when, independently of it, there Avere ample causes and

bitter excitements. We may add, that though many

of our intelligent countrymen have regarded with sin-

gular timidity every attempt to teach the Hindus the

truths of their OAAai profession, Avatching missions as a

;

sailor watches a ti'oubled sky ; they have yet to prove
|

a single case in AA'hich the proceedings of Protestant'

missionaries haA'e liegotten hostility to the British go-

vernment. We cannot profess any sympathy with that

style of feeling which regards all the fears of our Eastern

rulers on this score as merely the expression of dislike

to the progress of Christianity, and of desire to perpe-

tuate the revenues so shamefully derived from idola-

trous rites. The fears were genuine
;

jiroduced, in

minds where the love of truth A\'as postponed to secular
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expediency, partly by the representations of native offi-

cials, or of English ones who had adopted native vices,

partly hy confounding the effects that woidd result from

their tolerating their own religion, with those that would

spring from their promulging it. Any attempt to con-

vert the HimUis by public interference, would be as

pregnant with mischief to our politics, as it would be

abortive of benefit to our religion. On such a course

the body of Protestant missionaries could not look

otherwise than with strong disapprobation. The reli-

gion they disseminate repudiates hollow adherents. It

seeks not a new ceremonial, but a new heart; not a

change of creed only, but a change of character. They

feel this. Conse([uently, they desire to approach the

strongholds of Hindmsm with the one weapon of fair

argument, wielded by vernacular addresses and publi-

cations ; and thus to lead the people to a purer faith

than that which their fathers taught; showing them,

at the same time, that they are armed with no power

to coerce or to rcAvard ; while, so far from seeking, they

woidd dread, compulsory disciples. Now, we think

that this mode of procedure, so far from being likely to

excite jealousy of the government, is the only means

of dissipating the suspicions naturally entertained re-

specting rulers of an alien religion, by giving just views

of the spiiit of Christianity, and of the relation in which

the executive stands to its propagation. And in this

conviction we confidently anticipate the concurrence of

every one whose knowledge of the Hindus has been

derived from a free intercourse with all classes of the

commimity, at a distance from those difficulties to ac-

c\irate views which are found in pundits, officials, and

I 2
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the sophisticated natives of the Presidencies ; who,

being the ordinary channels of information, soon learn

to impose all sorts of deceptions, which deceptions we

sometimes find re-produced in clever books.

On no point can any people be more sensitive, than

are the Hindus, to forcible interference with their caste

and religious customs. Any course indicating a desire

to violate these, Avould be the height of folly on the

part of government. At the same time, no people can

be more accessible to argument. Only address their

reason, no matter how pointedly, or with what discredit

of their most cherished dogmas, and they are never

enraged, but seldom offended. On discovering that the

people who rule them have a religion which can bear,

and even court, comparison with their own, their first

feeling is one rather of gratification than otherwise.

When the missionary has succeeded in con\'incing them

that he is no government officer, no fortune-seeking

adventurer,—that his sole object is to promulge truth,

and turn men from sin,—they freely accord him the re-

spect due to a noble intention and an elevated character.

Our authorities may rely upon this, that the more the

natives see of Protestant missionaries, the less will they

suspect any collusion between them and the govern-

ment, with a design unfriendly to their religious free-

dom. With profound respect for Professor Wilson's

pre-eminent accomplishments as an orientalist, we can-

not but deplore that, in his office of historian, he has

countenanced a habit of thinking little calculated to

'

accelerate what must come, if truth and righteousness

are not phantasms,—the extinction of Bramhanism, and
\

with it the regeneration of those fair provinces of the
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human kingdom, which that system of sublimated de-'|

pravity has so long enthralled, polluted, and accursed. \

After leaving Vellore, our next stages were Palli-

condah and Goriattam. When at the latter place, on a

subsequent visit, I found that the old sepoy attached

to the bungalow, having served in the Mysore, had a

slight blundering knowledge of Canarese, and asked

him if any jiersons in the neighbourhood could speak it.

He said, " Not one ;" but, after a while, returned to

tell me that there was a village of Canarese people at

the distance of about a mile and a half. Finding that

I intended to visit it, he offered to be my guide. Cross-

ing the broad sandy bed of the river, which was almost

free from water, we found a neat, sequestered \illage,

situated by a grove which shaded a handsome temple.

On entering a clean but narrow street, we found several

respectable-looking men of the mercantile castes, seated

outside the doors. They seemed not a little surprised

by my appearance,—never, most probably, having been

visited by a white man before ; but when addressed in

Canarese, they stared at one another as if I had been

uttering thunder. Soon, however, recovering that

easy self-possession in which a Hindu never fails, they

entered cheerfully into conversation. I learned that

they had been settled in this place nearly two hundred

years ; but still spoke their own language amongst

themselves, although it was of no use to them else-

where. This custom is maintained by all native fami-

lies, no matter how far removed from their original

country ; and ought to satisfy those sanguine Anglicans

who expect to make their mother-tongue the vernacular

of Hindustan ; if, indeed, satisfied they can be, who
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hear in vain the perpetual jar of Irish, Welsh, Manx,
and Gaelic, amidst the harmony of Anglo-Saxon vo-

cables. Certain forms of pronunciation leading me to

ask if they did not come from the Bellary district, they

replied, "From its immediate neighbourhood." During

this conversation a considerable number of men had

assembled roimd me, while some ATOmen stood looking

on in the distance, or came, and, casting a furtive glance

on the pale-faced stranger, rapidly disappeared. I then

opened my Bible, and read ; explained why I had sought

them out ; entered into a statement of the great truths

of religion ; and enforced them Avith feelings which he

only can tell who has found himself preaching Christ

to an audience who never heard of his grace before,

and who, likely, might never hear it preached again.

It was a moment to make one in earnest. They listened

with deep attention, and received some tracts with

wonder and delight. I earnestly implored the blessing

of the Holy Trinity on my feeble attempt to make Him
known ; and, after a cordial interchange of civilities,

closed my interesting "sisit, heartUy prajing that, some

other day, a messenger of the cross might find them

the enlightened worshippers of the only wise God.

At Laulpet, our next sto^jpiag-place, we found a

superb mausoleum, marking the resting-place of some

distinguished Mohammedan. Here, also, eager vendors

invite your attention to baskets uf small, sweet oranges,

brought from the adjacent gardens of Sautgur, a place

formerly of great note ; being, as Meir Hussein says,

" one of the greatest fortresses in the Carnatic ; and,

like the seven heavens in strength and height, towers

fearfully above all the rest." From this point the dark
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outline of the Ghauts stretches before you. Several

bluff hills are jutted out on the plain, as if redoubts of

the great citadel. Along the base of the ridge runs a

ravine, nearly dry in fine w^eather, but furious in times

of rain. A serpentine road, cut out of the mountain,

facilitates the ascent. A thick jungle covers the rugged

and precipitous hills. As we proceeded, the sun shone

cheerfully on the many-shaded foliage ; birds of bright

plumage glistened in his beams ; squirrels careered in

the trees with nimble glee; the bearers' song sounded

musically among the echoes ; a string of bullock-drawn

bandies were slowly and laboriously toiling up the

steep ; and native sportsmen, with long, rude, fragile-

looking matchlocks, were in pursuit of game. But,

amidst the mingled grandeur and vivacity, one thing

was wanting ; no lark Avas chanting its matin ; no note

of linnet or thrush, of goldfinch or blackbird, sounded

the Creator's bounty, or the creature's joy : of all the

birds that flitted about you, not one had a voice to sing.

It seemed as if idolatry had struck nature dumb.

I had climbed mountains before ; but there was a

strange sublimity in finding onesself on that wondrous

ridge, which, rising in Kandeish, stretches to Coimba-

tore, and, there turning northward, travels })ack to Cut-

tack ; thus extending, on both coasts of the peninsula,

through a distance of latitude greater, on either side,

than from Newcastle in the north of England, to Bour-

deaux in the south of France. Yet all this may be

considered as one huge mountain ; for the Avide area

embraced in its SAveep is not a holloAV between tAVO

ranges, but stands upheld on the shoulders of these

everlasting hills ; so that countries of vast territory
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and varied language are spread out in high air, one

enormous mountain-top.

Entering the Indian continent on its apex, you find,

a little above Cape Coniorin, " a bluff granite peak,

about two thousand feet high."'"^- Commencing from

this point, a chain of mountains extends northward

through Travencore and Cochin, terminating a little

below Cherpool Cherry. After a flat of about twenty

miles, you are met by a huger ridge, called the Neilgher-

ries, of which the highest peak towers eight thoxisand

seven hrmdred and sixty feet above the sea. This giant

stretches an arm of the same stem muscle as himself

for about seven hundred miles along either coast, and

holds aloft the wide regions encircled in their granitic

embrace. These arms are called, respectively, the

Eastern and Western Ghauts. Diverging, as they do,

to a distance of seA^eral hundred miles, and meeting the

traveller in directions exactly opposite, they might easily

be regarded as separate chains ; but are, in reality", one,

and connected in the way suggested by this illustration.

In their whole course, the only breaks of importance

are one lying in a direct line between Seringapatam and

Salem, through which the Cauvery descends from the

table-land to the plain ; the other at Naggery, above

fifty miles from Madras, at which point the eastern

range varies its direction. The tract on the two coasts

lying between the Ghauts and the sea, is called by the

Mussulmaims Payeen-Ghaut, or the foot of the Ghauts.

On the east this includes the Carnatic, with the country

* See an able article on the geology of Southern India, in a
number of the " Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," by
Captain Xewbold.
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known as the Northern Circars, and may he said to

extend from the mouth of the Mahanuddy, to that of

the Coleroon, a distance, in latitude, greater than the

whole length of the British isles, or than the breadth of

the European continent, taken from the Adriatic to the

Baltic, or from the Gulf of Genoa to the mouth of the

Rhine. These countries are flat, with " a sandy soil,

resting on a bed of black clay, embedding marine

shells,"* and thinly interspersed -N^ith detached hills of

graiutic rock. The breadth of this tract varies from a

few miles, as between Ganjam and Chicacole, to a hun-

dred or upwards, as towards its southern extremity.

The western Payeen-Ghaut includes Canara, the Portu-

guese territory of Goa, the state of Sa^vunt Warree,

(which has recently been disturbed,) the Concan as far

north as Damaun, with part of the Guickwar territory.

This, in some parts, is only a strip of land at the foot

of the mountains ; but, in others, acquires a breadth

exceeding fifty miles. The table-land comprises, in its

enormous plateau, the Mysore, the Ceded Districts, the

South Mahratta country, and the Deccan. The whole

of this has an inclination from west to east ; the West-

em Ghauts having an average height double that of the

Eastern, the intermediate region gradually slopes from

the one level to the other, like the roof of a hothouse.

This arrangement of Providence confers on the flat,

sandy countries of the eastern Payeen Ghaut the benefit

of a copious irrigation, by means of those noble rivers

(as the Godavery, Krishtna, and Coleroon) Avhich are

formed by the drainage of the elevated regions ; while

the narrow tracts of the western are provided for by the

* Newbold, tif supra.
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j^reater height of their adjacent Ghauts, and other pe-

culiarities of surface. The elevation varies at different

points of the plateau : at Hyderabad it is one thousand

eight hundred feet above the level of the sea ; at Ban-

galore, three thousand. Captain Newbold describes

the table-land of the Mysore as " hypogene schists
;"

that of the Ceded L)istricts as similar ; and that of the

Deccan as presenting, in some cases, overlying trap,

—

in others, blue, grey, and buff limestone, Avith extensive

tracts of granite and hypogene rocks, penetrated by

trap-dykes, and partially covered with regur.

With all respect for the geologists, it does tax one's

faith in the power of their •'incandescent elements," to

stand on the summit of the Ghauts, spread your thoughts

over the -w-ide regions they sustain, think of the king-

doms, the capitals, the tens of inilHons held up on the

top of this maimnuth mountain, and then ascribe its

elevation to the activity of forces wiihin the earth. The

mind is disposed to refer this stupendous phenomenon

to a direct exertion of the Creator's power. At the

same time, we must own that His hand is seen most

conspicuously in the endo^nneut of agents evidently

incapable of self-production or self-control, with the

ability to accomplish magnificent results. In the powers

of fire, light, and electricity, Ave have glorious proofs of

what God can do ; and who caa trace the serA'ices in

which he employs those mighty, but mindless, things,

without asking. To what style of achievement may he

not yet conduct the spirit of man, which daily demon-

strates its superiority to them by making them all its

instruments ? The man Avho discoA'ers and exhibits the

servants whom ovir Maker has been pleased to employ,
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helps me to adore more humbly his eternal power and

Godhead ; as also to take conceptions of the possible

attainments of my own soul, which more impress me

with the responsibility of its possession, with the need

to be sedulous in its cvdture. His industry deserAes,

and has, my gi'atitude. But if he descant on the won-

ders of agents which, after all, have neither will nor

judgment, no, not the knowledge of their own existence

,

without rising higher, he forces me to think of a

mechanic who woidd account for all the marvels of the

factory, the telegraph, or the calcidating-machine, by

referring you to the engine-room, the battery, or the

fi'amework, without one allusion to an inventive or pre-

siding mind. Light is at this moment rejoicing every

eye in a htmdred nations ; but it knows it not ; it has

no share in the A-i^'acity which it bestows on li\ing

things ; no sense of the beauty wherewith it decks the

inanimate. It is well to ponder the laws under which

nature operates. But laws never make themselves.

It was a touching and a mournfal thing, as, full of

such reflections, we pressed upon the giant hill, to see

the bearers groimd their palankeen, produce some cocoa-

nuts, turn aside to a small temple, and there reverently

present them to a miserable little image, as an offering

to propitiate his favour on their way. The surroimding

witnesses to the Creator's glory, and the idol's impo-

tence, were so numerous and so plain-spoken, that this

act made one feel he belonged to a race degraded indeed.

The stock's notlangness was inscribed on all you looked

at. The moimtains, swelling with a majesty it never

wore ; the light, gloAAing AAath a radiance it never gave

;

the vegetation, springing with a life it had long since
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lost ; the parroquet, clad with a loveliness it could

neither give nor prize ; the squirrel, gamboling with a

\-ivacity it could not share ; the very fruit, Ipng as its

offering, and rich with nutriment it could not impart,

could not even derive ; all, all lifted up their voice, and

witnessed against the madness, the wickedness of man.

To see the Almighty insulted so, amid the stupendous

monuments of his power ; and to think that, inane,

loathsome, as was the deed, yet half the millions of our

race would not blush to join in it ; awoke within, a

strife of shame, indignation, and pity, that tore the very

heart. O Lord God, holy and true, how long ? How
long will rational beings aflfront thy Godhead? How
long -will men, lost, contemn their Creator, and adore

his creatures? Earth and heaven answer, "How can

they call on Him of whom they have not heard ? And
how can they hear without a preacher ?" Oh where is

the youth with soul so earthy, that would rather spend

his days in gathering money, than in calling the cities

of heathendom to behold their God? And where is

the mother who would not thankfully devote her first-

bom to a work so holy ? And where is the man who
would rather reserve his thousands to tempt his children

when he is dead, than send them to bless his species

while he lives ?

At the head of the pass stands the bungalow of

Naikenary, surrounded by copse and low hills, without

an)-thing to indicate that, close by, an extensive country

is spread out on a level many hundreds of feet below

you. A change of temperature is at once perceptible.

The sun shines just as fiercely ; but the au* is not so

heated, and at night has a bracing coolness, not wholly

I
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lost even in May, at which season the night atmosphere

of the Payeen Ghaut is so languid, and sudorific, that

you are not surprised the author of the Jymani (a cele-

brated native poem) should, in one of his fancies, put

the question, "If the wind should grow so warm that

he began to perspire, who would be found to fan him?"'

One is much struck to find the sheep on the top of the

Ghauts having a covering of wool ; far short of the

luxurious garment of a Southdown or Leicester, but

quite sufficient to afford the inhabitants material where-

with to manufacture camblies, ("camlet,'") which the

cold incident to their elevated situation renders desirable,

and which they weave in long pieces, like Scotch plaids,

and use generally as a night-covering ; but in the cold

season, do not disdain its comfort even in the day.

This provision is forcibly illustrative of God's paternal

care, when you remember that, within two or three

hours' walk, on the jjlains below, sheep are browsing

with precisely the same kind of hide as the caK or foal

beside them ; because there, even in December, woollen

clothing would be only an incumbrance. The same

attention to our happiness which leads the All-giving to

ordain, that various climates shall produce each the

most suitable kind of sustenance, is equally manifest in

the distribution of material for covering : the delicate

silk, and cotton, so admirably suited to the regions of

balmy airs, we find to flourish there ; the substantial

wool, so well adapted to the changing heats of the tem-

perate zone, is in that zone profuse ; while for the furs,

that protect from extreme cold, we travel to the realms

of snow.

Just about the Ghauts, the language changes from
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Tamiil to Teloogoo : this latter continues to near

Hooscottah, where the Canarese begins. These three

languages have a strong affinity, but are not to be

regarded as dialects of the same tongue. The Canarese

and Teloogoo use a similar alphabet, but are as distinct

as French. an«l English. Only, the sensible usage of

having a letter for every elemental soxmd, and of wTiting

every word as it is pronounced, greatly facilitates the

acquisition of one when the other is known. The

Tamul alphabet is perfectly different, not having a single

letter the same, nor even the nimieral signs, which in

European languages are common ; while its letters in

number are only between two and three himdred,

whereas in the Canarese they are nearly seven. Per-

sons used only to the parsimonious alphabets of the

West take alann at this host of letters, regarding it as a

useless and embarrassing multiplicity. But it is the

most convenient arrangement of which orthography

admits. In English the learner is deluded into the

belief that there are five vowels, and then is rebuked,

not five nor fifty tunes, for pronovmcing each of them

just as he hail been taught to pronounce it half a minute

before. Every time he meets with the vowel A, it has

to be considered whether he will pronounce it like itself,

as in "bacon ;" or like e, as in "many;" or short, as

in "man ;"' or long, as in "mar;" or broad, as in "all;"'

or something else : and thus the time lost, and the

labour demanded, are incomparably greater than if, in

the first instance, he had been required to learn a

separate letter for every separate sound. In Canarese,

the vowels are sixteen ; the consonants thirty-three.

Every consonant adopts sixteen changes of form, each
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expressing its combination with a certain rowel. Thus

five hundred and twenty-eight compound letters are

really syllables, which, though they facilitate the A\Titing

of the language, yet, by miiltiplying the forms, increase

the tediousness and, consequently, the expense of print-

ing. This is the only inconvenience of the extended

alphabet ; and it is a serious one. But it arises not

from securing to each elemental sound a distinct sign,

but from the syllabic combinations. To the natives our

alphabet seems exquisitely absurd. They think its

framers must have been of remarkably ban-eu invention,

when they coidd afford only two dozen signs for all the

varieties of sound which language employs. They
complain bitterly, and no wonder, of the miserable un-

certainty entailed upon them as to whether they are

pronouncing a word right or wrong. Tlie lioys in one

of our Ceylon mission-schools archly called the letter

A "the lying letter," saving tliat it so constantly

changed, they could never trust it. The Canarese

alphabet affords four, to take the several posts, on all of

which, and some others to boot, we compel this one

overworked vowel to do iluty. Would the chemical

student deem his task hghtened, if, instead of ha^ing to

learn a name for each of the fifty-four elements, he

were obliged to use the sound sodium equally for the

one it now indicates, and for zinc, azote, and chlorine,

leaving the context to determine which was meant ?

Or would the juvenile musician be assisted by ha^ing

semibreves, minims, and quavers all expressed by one

sign, memory or judgment deciding the particular ai^pli-

cation ? Or woidd the master of ten workmen diminish

his trouble were he to get three John Joneses, three
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John Smiths, and three Thomas Browns, rather than

learn ten separate names ? Yet such is the principle on

which all the sounds of our copious tongue are com-

pelled to find expression, through the stinted and im-

poverished medium of the Roman alphabet.

A certain lively writer gives the following description

of Tamul :
—" This Tamul is a fearfully ugly language

;

clattering, twittering, chirping, sputtering, like a whole

poultry-yard let loose upon one, and not a singing-bird,

not a melodious sound, among them." This is far more

likely to be read and remembered than the sober de-

scriptions of those Avho are guilty of weighing words.

It is, however, mere humorous rattle, a playful way

of venting the annoyance so natural when hearing a

thousand things said that you cannot understand, and

when perplexed in attempts to learn what you are told

is very easy. I never spoke Tamul, and understood it

but very imperfectly ; but feel no hesitation in saying,

that were one who knew nothing of it, or English, or

French, to hear the tliree languages well spoken, he

would at least hesitate as to whether the palm of

euphony were not due to the " poultry-yard let loose."'

Teloogoo is remarkable for soft, agreeable soimds, and

is popularly called " the Italian of India." Canarese,

on the other hand, abounds in rugged combinations of

mutes and aspirates, which give it a character of force

and harshness."^ But though defective in melody, its

grammatical structure has a beautiful philosophical sim-

* I am aAvare that in this statement I clifFer from the Rev.
W. Campbell, who, in his work, " British India," &c., charac-

terises Canarese as " mellifluous in its sounds." It is capable
of softness ; bnt that is not its characteristic.
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plicity ; while, as a vehicle of knowledge and emotion,

it is admirable. Wealthy in native resources, and

abundantly replenished from the exhaustless Sanscrit,

it is copious, definitive, and nervous ; equally compe-

tent to express the boldest passion, or the softest sym-

pathy ; the tale of history, the flights of song, the

refinements of metaphysics, or the high and spiritual

discourses of theology. For the discussion of physical

science, it Avill require a liberal invention of techni-

calities.

The Canarese is spoken all over the Mysore, in the

provinces of Canara, and a considerable portion of the

Ceded Districts. The population using it is variously

estimated by Europeans at from ten to fifteen millions.

The natives state it higher ; but they are poor autho-

rities. Up to a quarter of a century ago, ev^ry book in

this many-tongued language was a heathen one. No
volume kindled the fancy of youth, or beguiled the

tedium of age, but stultified the intellects with drivelling

idolatry, and polluted the soul by foul and disgusting

recitals, A dark awe comes over one, to think of a

tongue spoken by civilized and populous nations, con-

tinually uttering men's cares, agitations, and joys; as

continually instilling doctrines, principles, facts ; but

dumb, wholly and for ages dumb, as to any sanctifying

truth, any saving message. Blessed be God, that, with

the Canarese, it is so no longer ! It is eloquent noAV with

every truth of that religion which is rich enough in

holiness to make even a Hindu pure ; rich enough in

love to melt the chains of centuries, and fuse all castes

into brotherhood ; rich enough in consolation to heal

the countless sorrows that follow strange gods. In

K
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1820 the Rev. John Hands, of the London Missionary-

Society, printed the New Testament at Bellary, and,

twelve years after, the Old. I cannot utter, nor yet

repress, the veneration with which such a boon to man-

kind inspires me. He that benefits his species is greater

than he that pleases or astoimds them. But to be the

benefactor of millions, and that to the end of time, is a

dignity conferred on few. Let others pay their honours

where they will : the profoimdest reverence, the liveliest

thanks I may offer to creature, shall be reserved from

genius, grandeur, heroism, but cheerfully rendered to

him by whose godly toU a wide-spoken tongue is first

made to utter the words whereby my Redeemer may
be kno^^n, my fellow-sinners may be saved. The deed

is too vast for the chronicles of earth, too pure for the

praise of men. Every letter of its record will be a

regenerated soul; every stone of its testimonial a re-

deemed family ; every note of its paean an angel's joy.

He who can pursue the sunbeams, and trace, ^N'ithout

one omission, every lineament of beauty they pencil on

tree, and flower, and li\ing thing, may tell the blessings

that accrue when the light of life is flung on the path-

way of millions, whom the darkness bewildered and

destroyed.

It is strikingly characteristic of the two systems, that,

while Protestantism has enriched the various tongues oi.

India by versions of the holy Scriptures, and is rapidly

adding the boon of a pure literature, Romanism found

sacred tomes in the custody of the native churches,

which would have been valuable both to the biblical

critic and the ecclesiastical historian ; but she con-

signed them to the flames by the hands of her infamous
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Archbishop Menezes ; who, with the soul both of an

Inquisitor and a Goth, was not content to inflict wrongs

on the SjTian Christians which associate his memory

with that of Pizzaro and Cortes, but must consummate

his barbarism by burning documents, whose antiquity

and sacred character, while they would have com-

manded veneration everywhere else, only served him

as a stronger motive to remove such undesirable impe-

diments to the assumptions of his church. Of his pro-

ceeding a full detail may be found in the Rev. James

Hough's " History of Christianity in India;" Avhile a

succinct and interesting summary is given in the second

edition of the Rev. E. Hoole's " Mission in Madras,

Mysore, and South India."

The second stage from Naikenary was Baitmunga-

lum, which lies within the Mysore boundary. Here

one of our horses having lost a shoe, we had the oppor-

tunity of seeing the operations of a native blacksmith.

He came with ready-made horse-shoes, hammers, fuel,

anvil, and bellows, all contained in one very portable

bundle. The fuel was charcoal, and the anvil tiny,

with a spike by which he drove it into the ground.

But the bellows were the most elaborate and ingenious

implement in his whole workshop. The pipe was an

iron tube, about one inch in diameter ; after a few

inches it branched into two, each of which terminated

in the corner of a leather bag, where it was tightly

tied. These bags were open at the top. The operator,

placing the pijie under the fuel, sat him quietly down,

and took the top of a bag in either hand. Thin slips

of wood ran along the edges to enable him to open and

close them more readily. Spreading his right hand to

K 2
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its full extent, and raising it at the same time, he both

opened and stretched the bag held by it, which, conse-

quently, filled with air. He then closed his hand firmly,

and, pressing dovm. the bag, forced the air contained

in it to escape through the pipe below. The left hand

then performed the same duty ; and the two plying in

regular alternation, sustained a blast sufficient for his

purpose. "WTien the shoe was heated, he shaped it on

his tiny an^il, still sitting on the ground ; his easy

quiet presenting a strange contrast to the sturdy mani-

pulations of ovir Vulcans at home. This habit of sitting

at work gives the Hindus an air of laziness to English

eyes. The bricklayer sits to build, the stonecutter sits

to chisel, the reaper sits to reap, the potter sits to turn

his wheel, and, from all appearances, the ploughman

would sit to plough, but that the erect posture is more

convenient for walking. It is usual, during the growth

of the rice, to rear a kind of platform to watch it against

the crows ; and there you may see a poor boy squatted,

for hours together, imder a sun hot enough to scorch

the board he sits on ; and yet he takes it as patiently

as though he were a portion of the wood.

Here, also, we saw part of the process of preparing

chunam. The lime, (generally made of shells,) after

being slacked, is sifted again and again through thin

cloth. A woman takes a quantity of this, and, sitting

down with a small pot of water and two stones, one

flat, the other round, places a little lime on the flat

stone, moistens it, and then rolls it with the other till

she thinks it impossible that the minutest particle can

have escaped. Then it is mixed with the white of eggs,

and also, I have been told, with sugar, after which the
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pounding is repeated. The plaster thus produced, when

carefully polished, has a surface singularly smooth, and

of a whiteness not so soft, but more intense, than the

finest Italian marble. Erections which have received

the highest chunam finish, afi'ord, in the massive purity

of glistening white, a species of architectural beauty not

to be found in Europe. The interior of some churches

at Madras look as if the plastic hand of some giant

modeller had shaped the whole from one Parian rock,

Avithout vein or joining. This majestic unity is far more

impressive than the agglomeration of gilding, painting,

sculpture, white marbles, coloured marbles, balustrades,

colonnades, angels and emperors, saints and crusaders,

which decks that paragon of magnificent bad taste, the

Madeleine at Paris.

Our next stage led us to Colar, at the entrance of

which two stately minarets, glistening in the morning

sun, and gracefully contrasting with the dark foliage of

a surrounding grove, indicated the spot where the re-

mains of that wonderful man, Hydur AH, had been

interred.* Of low extraction, utterly uneducated, and

spending up to his twenty-seventh year in idleness, he

managed to subvert the throne of Mysore, conquered

several adjacent countries, maintained long contests

with " the stormy and warlike English," as Meir Hus-

sein terms us, ravaged all their teiTitory, annihilated a

division of their army, eclipsed the glories of the hero

of Buxar, and dictated peace almost at the gates of

Madras. His bravery, enterprise, decision, and foresight

will bear comparison with those of Napoleon. His

power of giving simultaneous attention to several con-

* Afterwards removed to Seringapatam.
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cems exceeded that even of Ceesar. Yet he never could

read or write, his greatest literary attainment being

the ability to shape one letter, which he appended to

official documents, as his sign-manual ; and even this is

called by his laudatory biographer the result of " much

labour." This ignorance, doubtless, whetted the sus-

piciousness that exer curses a tyrant. Never were

countries ruled with a more coarse and relentless des-

potism, than those that fell beneath his sword. The

tales of his cruelty that circulate among the villages of

Mysore chill the blood, even at this distance of time.

His desires were large, and he lived for himself. The

pleasures of conquest, of wealth, and of the hareem,

moved his soul with resistless impulsion. In their way,

the faith of treaties, the rights of property, the sanctity

of homes, were but gossamer. He lived in battles and

in marches. His appearance in any neighbourhood

was a portent of Avoe to all who had aught to lose.

The wealthy were commanded to produce theii long-

kept treasure : reluctance was ruin. Those Avho had

beautiful daughters saw them torn away to swell his

hareem, or amuse his favourites. Woe to him who
murmured, no matter how deep his "WTongs ! The ears

of the tyrant were everywhere ; his spies numberless,

and unknown. The silence of Russia, on a topic in-

hibited by the Czar, is not more perfect than was that

of the dominions of Hydur on his oppressions. In

ruling men he used but one instrument,—terror, pure

and immasked. The faith of his ministers, the integrity

of his zemindars, the zeal of his spies, the pimctuality

of his horse-dealers, the very courage of his troops in

i
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the charge, were all secured by terror.^ The faithful

Meir Hussein, though asserting that " he was altogether

full of kindness and generosity," quietly admits that

" the backs and sides of his negligent and extortionate

servants were frequently softened by stripes of the

whip ;" an emollient to which he was very partial

:

while the author of the Ahwali Hydur hesitates not to

say, that " cutting off the nose and ears of any person

in his territories was the commonest thing imaginable :

and killing a man there was thought no more of than

treading on an ant."' The account of his death is very

characteristic ; and, to those who look on a dying man

^vith Christian eyes, very sad. " On the last day of the

Mohurrun il Huram," says Meir Hussein, (page 471,)

" he asked his attendants what was the date of the

month : f they replied, ' This is the last day of the

month Zi Huj, and to-night is the first of the Mohur-

run.' He then directed that water should be made

ready for him to bathe ; and although the physician

objected to his bathing, they turned him out of the

tent, and the nawaub bathed. Then, having put on

clean clothes, he repeated some prayer or invocation

on his fingers, rubbing his face, and at the same time

despatched two thousand horse to plunder and ravage

• "^Tien, stimulated and forced on by the abuse he gave

them, the horse had charged the enemy, he sent for the sanises

('grooms' or 'horse-keepers') of the cavabr^', and, giving them
bamboos or shoes, he placed them in line, himself taking post

in rear of the whole, and giving orders to them to stiike and
beat any who retreated." (Colonel Myles's Translation of the

^UiwaU Hydur.)

t He knew that he was dying, having been suffering for

some time ^\-ith a cancerous affection.
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the counti'y of the Polygers, north of Arkat ; and five

thousand horse towards Madras for the same purpose,

and to alarm the people there. He next sent for some

of his officers, and gave them strict orders for the regu-

lation of their departments, and afterwards swallowed

a little broth, and laid [lay] do^^^l to rest. The same

night his ever-victorious spirit took its flight to pa-

radise."

Such were the last deeds of a man who possessed

talents equal to any that the history of wars has de-

veloped ; while, in character, he combined the darkest

features of the tyrant, the libertine, and the lover of

pelf. "VVho woidd die under the curses of a whole

nation ? But the last moments of a hero are seldom

en\'iable. No one woidd covet Alexander's end. Caesar

had for his dying thought a biting sense of ingratitude

and friendlessness, William the Conqueror died with

tormenting recollections of the "many robberies" he

had committed, and his corpse lay rifled and exposed

on the floor for hours. '•' The proudest hero of our

navies, when he felt himseK smitten by death, cried,

" What will Lady Hamilton say :'' thus giving the last

thought of his great spirit to one whose disgustful life

should have made a common informer blush to name

her. Happy, happy, happy he, lowly or illustrious,

who in the final call can recognise the voice of Him
whom he sought in his youth, and served in his prime

!

Our journey was now dra"sving to a close. In India

the incidents of travel are few. The roads are anything

but crowded. You see now and then a string of bid-

lock-carts ; a sepoy on furlough, with native complexion

* See Pictorial History of France.
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and English attire ; a peon, with sword and tiger-skin

belt ; a barber sitting under a tree, and performing the

monthly tonsure on the heads and chins of patient-

looking victims ; a dram-seller in a shed, Avith bottle

and glass of English manufacture, and native vessels

for toddy ; or a religious mendicant ringing his gong,

sounding his shell, or bawling out the names of his

god. By a village at simrise you are sure to meet,

issuing out, a multitude of cows and buifaloes, which

are driven within the walls every night for greater se-

curity. The cows are generally small and ill fed ; but

the bullocks, being well cared for on account of their

value as beasts of draught and burden, are fine animals,

with a broad flowing dewlap, and large solid crest on

the shoulder, shaped not unlike a cock's comb, but

without the scalloping. Of all animals the buffalo is

least indebted to beauty. The hide is a dull, dingy

blue, without hair ; the head long, poking, and hori-

zontal ; the gait shambling and lazy ; the look ineffably

stupid. You are ready to imagine it an ill-shapen cow,

clothed in soiled slate, and feeling about as comfortable

in mad as the " man of brass" at the lord mayor's show.

Occasionally, on an ox, with decorated horns and neck-

lace of sounding bells, rides by a country gentleman,

with bright garments, rich turban, and expansive slip-

pers ; who looks, as country gentlemen sometimes do,

as if he were somebody, in his own neighbourhood.

Then you meet a family, the father walking before,

silent and haughty, the mother coming behind, silent

and craven, with a child slung at her back, and a

bundle, containing their household goods, on her head.

They go on and on in dead silence, with as little sign
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of mutual feeling as the fore and main masts of a ship.

For miles together the husband maintains his dogged

silence, the wife her humble distance. Sometimes you

see a pompous, swelling Mussulmaim, followed by a

pony supporting a white pyramid, which, when near, is

discovered to be a lady in a muslin bastile, with only a

small aperture at the eye for her to peep through.

Such poets as Mr. Monckton Milnes may commend the

atrocities of the hareem by singing,

—

" Within the gay kiosk reclined,

Above the scent of lemon groves,

WTiere bubbling fountains kiss the wind.

And birds make music to their loves,

She leads a kind of faery life.

In sisterhood of frtiits and flowers,

Unconscious of the outward strife.

That wears the palpitatmg hoiurs."

As if a human breast were to be freed from cares by

lemon-scents, fruits, flowers, and bubbles, when those

very things come to her in an isolation which remind

her of her o'rni, and show in their very form that she is

not allowed to wander in fields where their beauties

flourish, or trace the stream whose waters are free ; but

that, with Jealousy for her judge, and Contempt for her

jailor, she is captured and caged, a perpetual prisoner,

for the crime of being a woman ; and that, too, by the

man whose children she has borne ! Let those who

choose read and admire such elegant inanities. For

our own part, we honestly say, that they who could

look on such a monument to man's depra^•ity and wo-

man's degradation, as is afi"orded by a Mohammedan

lady in her itinerant prison, and recollect that her hu-
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miliation and wrongs are shared by the women of many

a nation, without being heart-stung, deserve, if men,

such affection as tyranny fosters, such peace as jealousy

brings ; if women, could such women be,

—

** If women, to Turkish serails let them speed.

And be mothers of Mussulmaun slaves."

Painful reflections arose in looking back on the way

we had passed. It is much frequented by our coimtry-

men ; but the spiritual interests of the population

lying along it are sadly overlooked. Villages, towns,

cities, are slumbering in imdisturbed idolatry. They

worship go3s~of wood and stone ; no one points them

to a greater. They seek purity by torture and ablution
;

no one tells them of the fountain that is opened for sin.
J

It is sad—and sad with shades of awe and sorrow not

easily depicted—to pass, one after another, through '

places where thousands dwell, and think of their chil-

dren, all imbibing errors that will vitiate their life, and

curse their eternity ; of their daughters, whose birth,

instead of being hailed as a father's joy, is endured as

fate's decree, who learn no letters, aspire not to equal

companionship, but live and die in ignorance and con-

tempt; of their mothers, who never share their husband's

board, and seldom see his smile ; of their widows,

whose bereavement is looked on not as a sorrow to

attract pity, but as a curse to mark them for execration

;

of their orphan girls, sold to the temple and infamy
;

and, saddest of all, of their old men, in whose eye no

hope kindles as they bow down to the grave. He that

knows the heart of a missionary, knows what anguish

these reflections bring ; but anguish is not all : ever

h
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and anon will stir within him an impetuous indignation

I at the supineness by which fields thus opened by Pro-

vidence are left untilled ; and the mind grows be-

wildered with questions as to what shall be the final

award of Christian men, who, aware of the Avorld's

state, prefer laying up for themselves treasures on earth,

to making millions rich for ever.

At Hooscottah, the last stage from Bangalore, we

were delighted to find Mr. Cryer and Mr. Jenkins wait-

ing to receive us. After a happy day spent in their

society, we started early in the afternoon. About an

hour after night, hedgerows skirting the broad, regular

roads, English-looking gates, lights shining from be-

tween clumps of trees, the Avhite fronts of houses

glistening in the brilliant moonlight, and the stir of

buggies hurrying hither and thither, told us that the

merciful care of our heavenly Father had conducted us

to the English capital of the Mysore.
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CHAPTER IV.

BANGALORE.

The first Sight—Martial appearances—Tamtil To-vvns—The
Metropolis of Monkeys—The wonderful Ape—The Siin in

Captivity—AU Life is the same—Gods many—The Pettah
—The Bazaar—Bankers, Drapers, Grocers, &c.—Wares—
The Welcome— Our Brethren—Labovu-s and Fruits—The
three Tongues—Piety among the English—The Tamid Work—^The tried Converts— The Canares Work—The sunrise

Service—The outdoor Audience—The Orphan School—The
Native Book—The Boy and the Book—A strange Christian

—My Moonshi—History of Bangalore— Improved Muster
Roll—Corruptions—The Revolution—A good Change—
Plainness and Dignity—The open Door.

\ The first object morning presented to our view, was

that which is always beautiful ; but doubly so in a land

I of idols. Surrounded by heathen dwellings, the house

; of God is welcome as a water-spring in the desert.

Just before the mission-house at Bangalore, stands a

chapel capable of accommodating about three hundred

persons, substantial and neat. It is situated in the very

centre of the cantonment, on a spot more eligible for

the English and Tamul communities than any in the

place. A large part of the cost of its erection was de-

frayed by the liberal contributions of the resident Eu-

ropean gentry, many of Avhom are ready with their aid

in every good work. A native gentleman, who had

acquired great wealth, and received a highly honourable

title from Lord William Bentinck, when Governor-

General, handsomely forwarded £100 towards the ex-
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pense of the building, accompanied by a letter to the

missionaries, in which he begged their acceptance of

'this sum as a token of his respect, and especially of his

^gratitude for the benefits derived by his grandson, who

tiad been educated in one of their schools.

In front of the chapel stretches an open esplanade

more than a mile long, and of considerable breadth.

Each of its sides is skirted by an avenue of trees, with

a fine broad road. Along the right-hand road extends

a series of barracks, capable of accommodating a regi-

ment of European cavalry, one of infantry, and two of

sepoys. The opposite road is lined Avith compounds, as

the garden-plots in which houses stand are invariably

called ; a large building for assembly-rooms terminating

the row at one end, and a spacious English church

adorning the other. At the head of the esplanade is

seen the residence of General Cubbon, the Chief of the

Commission for governing the Mysore territory, who, in

connexion with his colleagues, has administered that

responsible trust in a manner honourable to the English

name, and advantageous to the coimtry. Branching

from this centre, roads rim in every direction, pleasantly

skirted by compounds, each n'ith its smiling bungalow,

and not a few bearing marks of horticultural taste. At

a short distance on one side a regiment of native cavalry

is quartered, on the border of a smooth lake ; while in

a different direction you come upon the post of a large

body of artillery, horse and foot, English and native
;

each of these places forming an agreeable extension of

the military lines. The martial air of the place strikes

you at once. Your eye is constantly falling on a mili-

tary figure. In the early morning you have in one
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direction the brilliant mancruvring of the hussars : in

another a regiment of sepoys, like an assembly of bronze

statues, in red coats, turned into a huge automaton, and

performing rapid evolutions at the will of a mounted

operator : in another a squadron of brown lads in dark

trousers and white jackets, doing drill at the word of a

sepoy Serjeant, who is educating them in soldiership
;

that, when of proper age, they may be drafted into

regiments not as awkward recruits, but as veterans in

tactics, if not in campaign. On the left you hear the

angry artillery, practising its thunders on mock mud-

forts ; and on the other hand, the volleying of musketry

from some sham- fight or regiment in exercise. Then,

during the day, look where you will, into church,

draAnng-room, street, carriage, or palankeen, you are

almost sure to see either the scarlet of the line, the blue

of the artillery, the glitter of the hussar, or the bright

sky-colour of the native horse. In the evening every-

body is abroad, most of the carriages being dravni by a

pair of well-conditioned bidlocks. At this time the

sparkle of military costume, combined with the richness

of the foliage, the beauty of the sky, groups of natives,

palankeens, and an occasional train of elephants, gives

a romantic air to Bangalore. The faces, too, look more

English than those that are paled or browned by the

fiercer heats of Madras : you often see a child looking

rosy and merry, which is hardly ever the case below the

Ghauts. But the endless recurrence of war-dresses

brings no pleasing thoughts of the struggles through

which the country has toiled to its present peace, and of

the seeming distance of that day when men shall learn

war no more. At the same time it is delightful to feel
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that under many a military coat, beats a heart wherein

the love of Christ has implanted those principles, which,

when generally diffused, will make "peace to spring out

of the earth, and righteousness to look down from

heaven."

Close around this beautiful assemblage of European

dwellings, the Tamul population are congregated in

clusters of houses, some of which, as Alasoor, the Chuli,

and the Great Bazaar, swell into considerable towns.

This is what first meets the eye as Bangalore, and what

many of the residents regard as such, treating the Pettah

(the real Bangalore) as a mere appendage, which they

seldom see, some of them never. "A lady" states that,

on proposing to visit it, she was dissuaded from the step

on the ground that it was "quite native;"*' the very

reason that one would have thought would command

interest. All we have been describing is merely the

creation of the English, the clumps of Hindu dwellings

interspersing the cantonment being tenanted by foreign-

ers, who have come from the Tamul country in quest of

the trade and emplojTnent incident to the presence of a

large European force. It is a singular fact, that, though

the English have held the place for nearly half a cen-

tury, you scarcely find a single Mysorean among their

menial servants ; but, if employed at all, it is as gardener,

bearer, or wet-nurse. The other offices are filled by

Tamul people, or Mussulmauns. The Mysore ha"ving

been far less accustomed to foreign intercoui'se, and less

broken by foreign conquest than the countries on the

coast, its people are more shy of domestic connexion

* Letters from Madi'as.

I
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with strangers, and maintain a more independent

bearing.

Bangalore itself lies above two miles from the mili-

tary centre, and is, on that side, completely hidden by

a dense tope, (grove,) which stretches round it, and is

penetrated at different points by roads leading to the

gates. This grove is a perfect metropolis of monkeys.

They swarm in thousands, chasing each other on the

roads, capering on the hedges, chattering on the boughs,

and grinning hungrily at every one who passes with

any eatable. They are a constant pest to every house-

wife in the towTx, discovering imsuspected passages to

their stores, forestalling the meal, and making hasty

retreat. A native fable, in illustrating the danger of

mischievous companions, tells of a man who took a

journey, accompanied by his monkey and his goat,

taking with him rice and curds for a refreshment by

the way. Arrived at a tank, he resolved to bathe and

dine. Laying down the bundle with the provisions, he

tied the two animals to a bush, and went do"\vn to the

tank. No sooner had he disappeared than the monkey

took the bundle, untied it, disposed of the good things,

and then wiping his hands on the beard of the goat, so

as to leave plenty' of marks, sat do%vn solemnly at the

other side of the tree. The poor goat suffered the beat-

ing due to her arch companion. The endless gambols

of the monkeys would afford amusement, but that

idolatry invests them with an unnatural and repulsive

importance. They are the representatives of a delusion

that darkens countless souls. Their impunity in mis-

chief is not granted by the indifference of those they

infest; but is guaranteed by their ovm sacredness, a

L
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sacredness that would entail on one who killed them

all the odium of murder, and which often brings to

their ridiculous presence a man performing his na-

inaskara, (sign of religious veneration,) or presenting

his offering. All over the country you find temples
|

to Hanamunta, a monkey ; and before those wretched
\

images you see the child and the grandfather bowing. \^

The Ramayana, one of the Puranas, gives this ac-

count of the origin of monkey-Avorship. In the Tritha

Yuga, Vishtnu, (the preserver of aU worlds,) under

disguise of her husband, succeeded in seducing the

beautiful and virtuous Avife of Salantankasura. On
discovering her dishonour, she pronounced on him a

curse to the effect, that he should become a man, have

his wife stolen by giants, and rescue her with an army

of monkeys. In consequence of this curse, a part of

Vishtnu became incarnate as Rama. At the same time

Anjana Davi, (wife of the wind,) had a monkey son,

whom she called Hanamunta. He was an avatdra (in-

carnation) of part of Shiva, the destroyer. Rama mar-

ried Seeti, who had been originally bom from the pure

sound of the Veda. She was carried away from her

husband by Ravaima, a giant.king of Ceylon. Eacus,

when in trouble, obtained help by having ants elevated

into armies ; but Rama Avas assisted in his distress by

all the gods incarnating as monkeys. Hanamunta be-

came his general, and, as the host Avas approaching

Ceylon, undertook a mission to the island, discovered

the prison of Seeti, cheered her by the prospect of de-

liverance, received a token of her constancy to Rama,

and when bearing it back was seized by the giants, and

di-agged before their king. They set fu-e to his tail as
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a punishment ; but, (lashing through meadows, corn-

fields, stack-yards, and dwelling-houses, he spread ge-

neral conflagration, imtil, chased into the tower of a

temple, he threw it down on his pursuers, and then

extingilishing his tail in the sea, returned triumphant.

The army, interrupted by the strait which separates

Ceylon from the mainland, seize on mountains, and

hurl them into the sea till a bridge is formed. Ter-

rible conflicts ensue. Rama's host is nearly destroyed.

A council of war is held : one sage declares that an herb

is growing on the Himalaya, which, if applied before

the nest sunrise, will restore both dead and wounded.

Hanamimta offers to procure it. Three leaps carry

him over the fifteen hundred miles that intervene. After

spending hours in a vain search, he despairs of finding

the herb in time ; so he shakes the mountain, starts it

from its base, heaves it on his shoulders, and, with this

credible burden, hastens back. On his way he sees the

east reddening, and fearful lest the sun, rising before

his arrival, should nullify the virtue of the herb, speeds

to meet him, bows low, represents the pressure of the

case, and craves half an hour's delay. The proud day-

king denies him abruptly. But the captor of the Hi-

malaya is not to be daunted. He mounts the car of

Surya, seizes him by the hair, drags him from his seat,

gathers him under his arm, and, thus doubly freighted,

completes his journey. The specific is found, the army

restored, and the giants vanquished.

Such are the recitals which millions of our fellow-

subjects devoutly read as revelations fi-om God ! But i

it is not supposable that this rhodomontade is the real

'

origin of that reverence for the monkey race, which

x 2
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has for ages possessed the soul of whole nations. The

doctrine of metempsychosis is the natural source of all

the varieties of animal worship. " AU life is the same,"

is the great axiom of that monstrous theory. The

mo men a man assents to this dogma, nature is meta-

morphosed, all animation equalized, and a countless

brotherhood surrounds him. " All life is the same."

To him the same sovd that beams forth from the human
countenance, glares in the serpent's eye, speaks in the^

tiger's howl, guides the march of the ant, and the trunk '(

of the elephant ; animates the wing of the fire-fly, the I

beak of the vulture, the horse's limb, the scorpion's';

claw ; and all that crawl, or SAvim, or fly, or reason, \

difier only in the form under which the kindred spirits

are at present housed. This amuses the Englishman

as unadulterated absurdity. To the Hindu it is pon-

derous and overwhelming truth. It makes every form
j

he sees one of mystery. For aught he knows, the horse

he rides, the dog he beats, the worm he crushes, may
have been, not long ago, a poet, an orator, a priest

!

The parrot he teaches to chatter may be the man from

whom he learned letters ; the son whose birth he hails

may be the ant his own foot trampled ; the lamb that is

yeaned to him to-day may be the child he buried yester-

day ! He looks on the lizard that crosses his path,

Avithout any means of conjecturing which has been

greater in past history, it or he, or for which the better

lot is in reserve ! He may yet be a lizard, the lizard

may yet be a king ! Mohammedanism, incapable of

seeing indications of soul except in the gleam of the

sword Avhich Avoman Avields not, denies it to one half of

the human species. Hinduism, prodigal of that Avhich
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it cannot appreciate, lavishes it on every emmet. The

Mohammedan despises his wife as a perishable toy

;

the Hindu reveres his cow as a rightful equal. This

is amusing as a theory, but calamitous as a creed. It

rives from the human mind every dignity of birthright

or hope, and reduces it to timid fellowship with " fowls

of the air, and four-footed beasts, and creeping things."

Everything that loiters in the dust, or nibbles in the

pool, is its equal. " All life is the same." It fears all,

worships most. Low as the curse-smitten serpent wrig-

gles, man bows lower, and calls the reptile God ! It is

a bitter sight to see.

It is natural that those who hold this doctrine should

regard the monkey tribe as embodying their forefathers
;

a notion which must beget a reverence soon passing to

adoration. But it is not to be supposed that the Hindus

pay to animals, or even to subordinate gods, what some

reasoners on worship delight to call " divine honours ;"

that is, adore them as supreme. Idolatry never imagines

a plurality of supremes. Its principle is that the exe-

cutive of the universe is vested in the hands of " lords

many," to whom we should look not as each the su-

preme, but either as His deputies, each acting in a

certain province, or as the friends of man possessing a

certain degree of influence, and willing to exert it on

his behalf. Its sin does not consist in multiplying su-

premes ; but in interposing between the Supreme and

his servants, beings avowedly inferior ; as if His power

were too much taxed to meet every claim, or His good-

ness too lethargic to act without prompting. Its blas-

phemy consists not in avowing a second Almighty ; but

in raising many to a virtual equality as to knowledge
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and presence, and to a superiority as to grace. The

moment any being is declared a smtable object of uni-

A'ersal prayer, he is assumed to be not only omnipresent,

but omniscient ; for a million souls may be each pouring

into his ear a different prayer, at the same moment.

Then if he is moved by a feebler petition than would

move the Supreme, he outdoes Him in the attribute of

goodness. The true test of divinity is being to all men
the legitimate object of prayer. He who holds these

to be many, may, as does the Hindu, attempt to cover

his sin by distinctions ; but the sin is ujxin him. He
who o^^'ns many objects of universal prayer, owns many
gods.

On the inner edge of the grove whose vivacious te-

nantry have called forth these remarks, you have the

mud wall of the town. Within the gate a scene opens,

strongly contrasting with the broad avenues, the militarj'

groups, the intermingling of la"\vns, gardens and villas,

which grace the adjoining cantonment. Here you have

a native tOA\Ti in all its perfection. To conceive rightly

of this, it is necessary- to dismiss all the red bricks,

grey stones, drab stucco, storied houses, -nindows, bal-

conies, slates, pavements, and lamp-posts, which so

naturally introduce themselves ^dth the idea of a to^vn,

as if they were essential to it. There is none of them

here. You see a long, moderately narrow street, with

houses of one low story, flat-roofed, whitewashed, and

windowless. Parallel with them rims a thinly-planted

avenue of cocoa-nut trees. Monkeys countless are

scrambling up the side-walls, playing antics on the

roof, bounding from the houses to the trees, and peer-

ing everywhere in search of plunder. The street is
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thronged with turbaned men, some fully clad in shining

white, the majority bare from the waist up, some with

flowing beard, some with simple moustache, and some

with every hair shaved to the very eyebrow. There

are numbers of women, some bearing waterpots, some

baskets of fruit ; some having a child seated on the hip

with its face against the mother's side, and supported

by her arm ; beautifully illustrating the prophetic ex-

pression, " Daughters shall be nursed at thy side."

Occasionally a widow steals through the crowd in her

miserable dress of pale yellow, looking as if imder the

feeling that she had no right to live, or to obtrude het-

self on a world from which her religion would have

cast her, had not the kind hand of British Christianity

interposed.

On turning into the bazaar, if you have allowed your

expectations to be formed by the descriptions which

travellers in Persia give of the structures found in that

country, your disappointment will be woeful. Instead

of the grand buildings and glittering display which

would suit your Eastern notions, there is the same long,

narrow, low street, differing only in this,—that the

houses are not built up in front, but open in the fashion

of a coach-house. Indeed, you can hardly form a better

idea of an Indian bazaar, than to imagine a street of

small, doorless coach-houses, parted by whitewashed

mud walls, and roofed with red or black tiles. The

only dissimilarity is, that the floor of the shop is raised

above the level of the street, and the cross-beam sus-

taining the roof supported from below by two bamboos.

The front is often without any protection, the o^^^ler

withdrawing the goods at night into his house, which
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communicates with the shop by a door from behind.

In many cases, however, a piece of wicker-work, as

large as the whole front, is hinged on the beam which

supports the roof, and, being let down at night, forms

a covering, which is secured by a lock of construction

and workmanship far behind Chubb' s detector. During

the day it is lifted up, and forms a projecting shade.

On the floor of one of these shops you see the banker

seated, with a few small bags about him, scales to weigh

coins, and a stone whereby to test gold. Of this pre-

cious metal he tells you there are sixteen qualities, each

of which his stone instantly detects. All he judges

trustworthy may borrow at various rates of interest

;

the most equitable in the esteem of the people being

what they call one per cent, ; that is, per month, or

twelve per cent, per year. They say, if a man is not

willing to give one rupee to have a hundred for a whole

month, he cannot be in great need, and has no business

to borrow. A great many of the merchants trade on

capital entirely fictitious, Few families are found who

are not in one way or other suffering under the curse

of usiiry. The banker is money-changer also, not

giving rupees for a single pagoda, or annas for a single

rupee, without his deduction. Perhaps next door to

him sits the draper, surrounded by a few rude shelves,

covered with pieces of silk and cotton cloth. His stock

offers no great variety. One set of pieces is dresses

for women, another for men, another turbans, another

handkerchiefs ; and these, Avith perhaps a piece or two

of English goods, complete his store. The endless

variety of articles which a cold climate and changeful

fashions have introduced into Europe are tinknown
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where the breezes are kindly, and a man is content to

dress like his grandfather. Then the grocer has a host

of spices, for curry-powder, piled up in rough round

baskets, Avith sugars varying from a Avhiteness almost

equal to flour, to a dark hard substance like dirty glue.

A variety of grain is also displayed. They enumerate

nine kinds, several of Avhich, however, are properly

pulse. Rice is generally spoken of as the universal

food of India ; but in many districts it is comparatively

little used. In the Mysore, raagi (^cynosurus corocmius)

is the general food. It is a round seed, of reddish brown

colour, and much smaller than millet. It is ground,

made into a sort of thick pudding, rolled up between

the hands into long quids, which are dipped into a

condiment formed of several spices, and swallowed by

efforts that none can make who has not had the benefit

of an early training. They regard it as a far more sub-

stantial food than rice, speaking with no measured con-

tempt of the imbecile frames of those who eat only the

latter. It is as difficult of digestion as rice is easy.

" Sir," said a youth to me one day, in extolling his

country's food, as would a Scot bannocks, " Sir, an

hour after a meal of rice, you feel as if you had eaten

nothing ; it is melted and gone : but, after a meal of

raagi, it is just as if a cannon-ball had sat down in your

stomach ; it stands by you the livelong day." Yet all

who can afford it, eat rice once a day. Kaagi requires

no artificial irrigation, and is capable of being pre-

served, when buried in a hole dug in the ground, for

five years or more ; I have been told, for ten. The

people of Mysore say they have food enough buried in

their fields to serve for a year, even if the crops should
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fail ; but that, when a scarcity occurs, the people from

below the Ghauts flock to them, and " eat them up.''

Then you have the fruiterer, and the goldsmith, and

the coppersmith, whose wares consist of pots, lamps,

toys, and gods. Of these latter you may buy several

for a few pence ; for the image is of no account until

''[ it has been duly transubstantiated by a priest : after

that no price wiU win it from a really devout Hindu.

It stirs one's spirit within him, to see a man buying a

j
waterpot and a god from the same stall. The bazaars

I

of Bangalore give ample testimony to the prevalence of

idol-worship ; and, at the same time, indicate a rude

state of commerce, as compared with the superb temples

of traffic at home. The tradespeople themselves look

active and respectable. Close by the town is the fort,

containing a considerable number of inhabitants. In

it Tipu's palace is still standing ; but is now used for

government offices.

It is difficult to ascertain the population of the place.

I have heard intelligent natives state it at from half a

lac to two lacs ; that is, from fifty to two hundred thou-

sand. The best-informed Europeans estimate it at

from sixty to eighty thousand. Now, let any Christian

living in a considerable town conceive the place to be

suddenly changed. In the morning you walk out, and

find a low building, in which is a rude image of a bull^

Before that image a white-headed man, with his staffi,

in his hand, " for very age," is casting himself prostrate.!

'

You ask him why. He replies, " It is God." A little

further on, in a similar building, stands a cast of a hu-
|

man form, not larger than a child's plaything : before

it fathers are bowing, and teaching their children to i
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bow. You ask why. They say, " It is God."' The

men that meet you cany small silver boxes on their

chests. You ask, ""WTiat are these?" They say, " It

is God." Every man, woman, child you see, has a

lie in his right hand. They are calling stocks, birds,

beasts, reptiles,—God. Think how shame, that men
shoiild be so foolish, and horror that they should be so

wicked, would sting you to the soul ; think how you

Avould caU on the God they were forsaking, to save

them from their darkness ; think how you would throw

into that prayer aU the pang of a calamity, all the vigour

of a rescue : and then judge how the soul of a good

man mourns as he threads his way through multitudes,

each one of whom bears on his forehead marks that he

knows not Him whom to know is life eternal

!

On the morning after our arrival, we received a ^'isit

from the Rev. Messrs. Hands and Rice, of the London

Missionary Society, who were about to hold their an-

nual missionary meeting the same evening. They hailed

with joy the arrival of more labourers in their wide,

neglected field. The venerable Mr. Hands referred,

,

with touching gratitude, to the advances made by the
i

cause of God since he landed, thirty years before. At '

that time a missionary was as welcome in India as a

preacher of freedom in Carolina. The government saw-

plots, mutinies, insurrections, all kinds of political dis-

orders attending the man Avho would attempt to break
'

the long repose of superstition in Hindostan. Mr.

Hands' arrival caused no small stir. He was cited be-

fore the authorities more than once. They cautiously

resolved to remove so dangerous a visitor from shores

they had taboiied to idolatry, and to send him back
|
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whither he had come. The influence of an excellent

chaplain saved them from doing themselves that dis-

grace. But things were altered now ; the country was

wide before us ; the authorities favourable, the people

attentive ; and all the facilities that Providence could

furnish, were inviting us to preach the Gospel to every

creature. At that time an European professing religion

was as rare as a white Negro ; now they were to be

found in every little community. " What," said Mr.

Hands, " What hath God wrought !"

That evening, in the beautiful chapel of the London

Missionary Society, was held a numerous meeting, cha-

racterized by spiritual feeling, and high confidence in

the victory of the Gospel over the giant errors with

which it is grappling. One most pleasing feature of

the meeting was, the truly Christian co-operation of

some gentlemen connected with the government,—men
representing a class once unknown in India, but now,

happily, numerous, who combine all the qualities of

valuable public officers, with piety based on a scriptural

conversion, and manifested by open and consistent ac-

knowledgment of God.

Our brethren of the London Society have the honour

of being the first Protestant missionaries who sought

out the millions whose tongue is the Canarese. In

1810, Mr. Hands opened the mission at Bellary. It

has been prosecuted with admirable zeal. Good men
have fallen ; others have been forced to retire shattered :

but their toils have not been in vain. At Bellary they

have gathered a native church, numbering about sixty.

In the surrounding districts a wide spread has been

given to Christian light, and no small influence exerted
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on the people, tending to the abrogation of Hinduism,

and the acceptance of the holy faith. They have also

translated the entire Scriptures, issued a number of

valuable publications, and prepared a copious lexicon

of the language : thus both placing the word of God
within reach of the people, and providing greater faci-

lities for every successor in the field. Many a time,

when my heart has been " hot within me," either from

impatience for the ability to preach freely, or from joy

in the assurance that God would make the truth I was

uttering to effect something towards the regeneration

of India, have I invoked a blessing on Mr. Hands and

Mr. Reeve, by whose toilsome years of translation and

lexicography the difficulties of mastering the language

had been so greatly liquidated. In Bangalore they

have a handsome and spacious chapel in the canton-

ment, with a smaller one in the pettah, as the town is

called.* Their native church numbers upwards of fifty.

Mr. Crisp is at the head of a seminary designed for the

training of native agents. They have also day, Sabbath,

and infant schools. Their female schools contain above

fifty girls, all the children of caste parents. In the

schools of the Wesleyan mission are above seventy

girls ; thus in Bangalore more than a hundred Hindu

females are under Christian instruction,— a circum-

stance both delightful and sm-prising to those who

know the prejudices universally entertained, by the na-

tives, against female education. The e^il power that

reared those munitions of iniquity Math which the social

code of India everywhere abounds, contrived that edu-

* The term " pettah" is used -nith regard to ever}' town with
a fort attached, aiid distinguishes the town from the fort.
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cation should be allowed to no female but such as

would use it to grace impure attractions. For ages,

female education and female infamy have been associ-

ated in the mind of every Hindu. This has been a law

of entail securing to every family in the land an in-/

alienable heritage of narro^^^less of mind and obdurate

prejudice. Every man bom in all the nations of Indi^

has been doomed to be the son of a mother studiously

consigned to unmitigated ignorance. Every breach in

this system is a high joy to those who long for the day

when the sons of India and her daughters shall rejoice

together in light.

Of the commencement of the Wesleyan mission in

Bangalore, Mr. Hoole, who was one of its foimders,

has given a full account in his work. As our brethren

had learned the Tamul, and found in Bangalore a po-

piilation using that language quite sufficient to engage

all their attention, and were too few to detach any of

their number for a new sphere, many years passed before

they were able to include the Canarese people in their

labours. During the residence of Mr. England a chapel

was built, which stood until shortly before our arrival,

when 'Ml. Cryer had it taken down to make way for

the more spacious one now occupying the same site.

Two of our brethren had been appointed to Calcutta.

After a short time that post was, rm.happily, abandoned.

Mr. Hodson, one of the withdrawn missionaries, was

sent to Bangalore. He directed his attention to the

Canarese ; and, by urgent representations to our home-

committee, prevailed upon them to undertake opera-

tions in that language. And since that time onr work

has proceeded in three separate departments,—English,
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Tamul, and Canaresc. In each of these languages the

Gospel is preached, the sacraments administered, Chris-
!

tian publications diffused, and schools maintained.

For English services we have three places,—the large

chapel, a very small one close by the fort, and one ex-

tremely small in the cavalry lines. In the last service

is held one night in the week ; and in both the others

once on the Sabbath, and once in the week. There are

also class and prayer meetings. The congregations are

good, and highly interesting. They are composed, al-

most exclusively, of officers and soldiers, with their

families. In that far land many a prodigal, on whom
warnings had been wasted at home, has come to his

right mind, and with astonishment found himself

received in his Father's mercy. Many whose soixls

dwelt in darkness while the day of English Christianity

was glowing around them, have here, in the very shadow

of death, seen a great light. It is most touching to

mark the joyful wonder of a man who, amid Christian

privileges, had lived as a heathen, but amidst heathen

darkness finds his God. I once or twice met an English

class, composed mainly of soldiers, and was delighted

by their simple experience of the Saviour's love, and

their warm devotion to his service. The fruit of our

English labours has been highly encouraging ; and yet

young ministers at home will, perhaps, be surprised to

learn that, of all departments of their work, the mis-

sionaries are least attached to this. For though in such

a land the soul is glad to commune with those who

have learned the will of God from youth, the wants of

the natives are so crying, and the joy of meeting those

wants so pure, that I found our brethren, without ex-
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ception, to jDrefer that, above every other work. This

is their great calling : the English duties they regard as

extra. But they are constrained to sustain them by the

con-siction that it would be 'OTong to leave undone any-

thing they can effect fox the spiritual welfare of our own

countrjTnen, and also that the labour bestowed on them

tends to facilitate the conversion of the heathen by pre-

senting to their view more attractive examples of Chris-

tian life. The London Mission has also English services,

and the garrison has two chaplains appointed by

government. The effect of these agencies on the En-

glish communit)' at Bangalore has been tirdy blessed.

In that community at present, may be foimd a large

amount of scriptural piety. The experience of many

hearts, and the life of both individuals and families, is

such as to elicit the warmest gratitude to God from any

who rejoices in the spread of Christ's kingdom.

The TamvJ department presents much interest and

encouragement. Beside the large chapel, there are

several preaching-places in the bazaars. The aspect of

the congregation on the Sabbath is beautifully clean,

and reverent. I heard many mention with delight the

impression made upon their minds at the watch-night

se^^-ice, at the close of the year 1840, on which occa-

sion Mr. Hardey assembled the members of the native

church at the same time with their English brethren.

During my visits to Bangalore, I was greatly pleased to

see candidates for baptism coming regularly to the

mission-house, that they might receive instruction.

Nathaniel, the native assistant, was a man of decided

piety, and active zeal. He had been converted from a

family purely heathen ; but the blessing of God had so
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attended his example and his arguments, that they were,

,

one by one, becoming partakers of like precious faith. !

Many instances have arisen in which the converts have

withstood opposition such as none have ever to encoun-

ter in a Christian land. One case is mentioned byi

Mr. Hardey, in which a man and his wife, after baptism,

were assailed by their relatives with vexatious opposi-

tion. They were firm ; but, in the heat of the strife,

one of their children was seized with convulsive fits,

;

and died. The heartless relations exulted, declaring

that they had influenced the devil to kill the child, as

a punishment for their apostasy. The poor mother was

overcome by grief and conflict : her reason fled. The

man lost his employment. But while stung to the soul

by the death of his child, the frenzies of his wife, the

failure of his subsistence, and the restless assaults of his

kinsfolk, he " did not," to use Mr. Hardey's own words,

" waver for a moment;" but, standing still in his faith,

he saw the salvation of God. His wife was perfectly

restored, his employment recovered, and his trials ended

in peace. In another case a Christian mother had a\

prodigal son, who had forsaken his home. She heard

that he was at Vellore. She had other children, over

whom she watched with motherly tenderness ; but her

heart yearned after the prodigal : he was her first-born.

She determined to make the long journey, hoping that

his mother's presence would melt him, and that she

should win her son. She stated her intention to Mr.

Hardey, who reminded her of the claims of her other

children, of how faint was the prospect of success, and

of the hardships attending such a journey on foot.

" He is my son, my child stUl, and I must go," was

IS.
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the mother's reply. She went, she found the prodigal;

but her toils and her tears were vain. Weary and

broken-hearted, she returned ; and shortly after, " being

warned of God in a dream" that her end was nigh, she

diligently put her house in order, was taken Ul, and

died, peacefully resting on her Redeemer. At one Sab-

bath-morning's service Mr. Hardey baptized four adults,

of whom three were people of caste, who declared that

they fully and for ever abandoned " everi- part of that

heathenish system." On one occasion Mr. Hardey met

the people on the day previous to the administration of

the Lord's supper. He remarked strongly on the guilt

of any who, while sinning against the Lord Jesus, came

to take those emblems of his sorrows. The next day,

thirty-seven natives celebrated the Sa^'iour"s death under

an influence deeply hallowed. But one was wanting,

who had been with them on the Saturday. Inquiry

being made as to the cause, it was found that he had

been living in secret sin. The w^ord of rebuke had

pierced his heai-t : he durst not go to the holy sacra-

ment ; and thus was saved from continued hj-pocrisy,

and the church from the guilt of such a member. God

has given our brethren who have laboured in this field,

many proofs of his approbation. Mr. Cryer was Mr.

Hardey's predecessor ; and I have seldom seen any one

more afiected than was he when parting from his be-

loved Tamid flock. Their evidences of fervent attach-

ment quite melted him ; and it was easy to see that

between him and them subsisted warmly all the afiec-

tions that endear pastor and people. In cormexion with

this branch of the mission, are five day and two Sabbath

schools.
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The third, and most important, branch of our opera-

tions in Bangalore, is the Canarese.--' About three miles

distant from the Tamul mission-house, and just outside

one of the gates of the to-woi, Mr. Hodson obtained a

piece of ground. At first there was no missionary to

occupy it ; and, as the only measure then practicable,

a school was built, -ndth a small house for the master's

residence. The education given was in English, and

the attendance became considerable. Afterwards, Mr.

Webber, an excellent and gifted Indo-Briton, was sent

to labour on the station. In the year 1840, Mr. Jenkins

and Mr. Garrett were appointed as Canarese mission-

aries, mth authority to build a mission-house and print-

ing-office. The English gentry subscribed most libe-

rally to the new erections, which in a few months were

completed. The mission-family took up their abode

close by the town, and the printing-press was put into

immediate operation. The coolness of the morning air,

the early habits of the country, and the comparative

freedom of the people from occupation about sunrise,

point out that time, or shortly afterwards, as the most

favourable for preaching to the natives. Having been

obliged to spend some time in Bangalore under medical

treatment, which was not to be obtained nearer my own
station, I had many opportunities of witnessing and \

sharing the labours of our brethren in the Canarese de-

partment. Going into some street, they would select a
\

favourable place, open the Scriptures, and read. Wbile

thus engaged, the people gather round. The missionary

then selects a text, and proceeds to preach. The sub-

* This word ought to be Canarda ; but the coiTupt form is

current.

M 2
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jects are generally of the most elementary kind. The

unity of God, his spirituality and holiness, the corrupt

heart and guilty life of man, the certainty that these

will entg^ punishment, the incompetence of penance or

idols to save, and the wonderful atonement of Christ,

whereby pardon is made just, and renewal of heart

possible, are the truths I have often heard Mr. Jenkins

proclaiming in the streets of Bangalore, and often at-

tempted to proclaim. Few things are more affecting

than to see a messenger of the cross take his stand in

some thoroughfare of a great heathen city, and begin

to set forth the truth of God. A crowd of dark faces

soon surrounds him, some sneering, some deeply at-

tentive, the greater number with a look of pure curi-

osity. They hear strange things
;
you see on their

countenances a constant play of wonder, reluctant con-

currence, or resolute dissent. Sometimes the simplest

truths in religion, or the plainest duties in morals, are

strenuously controverted. The missionary needs to be

prepared with a ready answer to an ingenious cavil,

and with a placid temper, to meet biting reproach, or

startling blasphemy. But in general he has the candid

attention of the people, and by far the greater number

admit the beautiful purity of his doctrine. They rarely

assail Christianity, except on the ground of the immo-

rality of Englishmen, or that of Romanism, whose dis-

ciples, though Christians, are as great idolaters as they.

So difficidt is it to make them believe that Popery and

Protestantism are different religions, that I have very

little fear of injurioiis effects arising from the labours

of different evangelical churches, whose faith and Avor-

ship are one : unless, indeed, the agents of those churches
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should be guUty of seeking to make their distinctions

prominent, and their claims exclusive. The congrega-

tions are frequently numerous. I have preached to

hundreds in the busiest parts of the city. Sometimes

a discourse is heard, from beginning to end, without a

word of interruption. The missionary never preaches

without the clear conviction that the truth he is de-

livering will, in. God's hand, speed that change by which

the people of a continent will rise into the glorious

liberty of the children of God. Of all the combinations

which, in our strange world, grief makes with hope and

joy, none is more exciting than that in the breast of a

Christian man looking on a city of idols, and employing

for its regeneration the means appointed of God. Be-

sides their labours in the city, our brethren visit the

neighbouring villages, to the distance of six or seven

miles, reaching them at such an hour as will permit

them time to preach, and return before breakfast. They

preach to the heathen every morning in the year, and

frequently have evening service in addition.

In the Canarese department of our work at Banga-

lore are one Sabbath and six day schools. One of the

latter receives a grant monthly from government towards

its support. The recent decision, by which public em-

ployment is opened only to those who shall have ac-

quired a comjjetent education, will do much to increase

the efficiency of this branch of Christian operations.

Many more will send their sons ; and progress will now
be so essential, that the attendance will not be sus-

pended by every native holiday, which has hitherto

been the case, and has proved a serious counteraction

to the good received at school. These effects, I learn
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from my esteemed friend, Mr, GaiTatt, are even now
observable. Mrs. Garratt has established a school of a

character peculiarly interesting. Of all the objects pre-

sented to the eye of Christian kindness in India, there

is scarcely one more pitiable than an orphan girl. They

are sold for a trifle. Traders in iniquity buy them,

teach them to read, sing, and dance, and at an early

age devote them to the service of some temple ; that is,

to infamy. Mrs. Garratt has undertaken a girls' orphan

school, in which she not only educates, but entirely

supports, them ; thus averting the hateful destiny to

which they, most likely, would have fallen, and early

imbuing them with Christiaji truth.

Although this mission is of recent establishment,

first-fi"uits have already been gathered. Mr. Jenkins

had not laboured upon it much above a year, when ill-

ness compelled him to return to England. But on the

last Sabbath of his stay he had the delight of baptizing

two persons, on whom he looked ^vith joyful hope, as

the promise of a rich harvest. Since his return, he has

heard that one of these has testified, in death, to the

Redeemer's grace. Mr. Garrett continues on the sta-

tion. Under his most eihcient management, the print-

ing-press has efiected important ser\-ices. I have in

my possession a variety of works issued from it, all of

which are calculated to be useful. In Bangalore we '

have one himdred and twenty-one church members, ,

eleven schools, and five hundred and seven scholars.
,

The operations of the missionaries are aided by a !

Tract Society, and a School-book Society. I had the

pleasure of being present at the formation of the latter,
'

which has for its object the preparation of valuable
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scliool-bboks in Canarese, as also to keep on sale a

stock of Tamul and English school-books, mth various

articles of stationery ; thus affording the natives ever)'

facility for the pursuit of education. This society has

proceeded -svith great vigour and success. They have

published many valuable works, and brought others

into circulation. This is a field of labour eminently

important ; for even where no more direct Christian

agencies can act upon the people, their own vicious

books may be supplanted, and their youth, instead of

wading through filthy mythology, receive solid informa-

tion cast in a Christian mould. This is not so difficult

as might be supposed. The native books are written

on the leaves of the palmyra-tree, which are from nine

to eighteen inches long, and from two to three broad.

Each leaf is pierced ^^'ith a round hole, through which

runs a cord, serving to bind them altogether, but per-

mitting them to be held loosely when the book is used.

They can only be multiplied by copying ; and the wT-iting

is performed by an iron style, like a large skewer, which

is held upright in the hand, and scrapes marks on the

soft leaf. The wTiter proceeds rapidly ; his letters are

well formed ; and though both sides of the leaf are

deeply indented, there is never a perforation. But

however you may admire the scribe, his book-making

is slow and expensive ; and, when finished, it is a

clumsy thing, compared with the compact and beautifid

production of the printer. In elegance, portableness,

and economy, the European book at once asserts its

superiority. The natives are sensible of this : they ad-

mire it amazingly. It is as great an advance in litera-

ture, as in travelling the locomotive is on the stage-
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coach. They covet a book ; and I have seen them, on

receiving one, squat them do\\'n then and there, and

begin to pore over those pages so mysteriously multi-

plied, and yet so unaccountably correct. With ade-

quate funds and agencies, it would not be difficult to

introduce our school-books into almost every native

school in the country. A proper system of colportage

would effect it. One day a fine Bramhan boy came into

my study at Goobbee, and asked for a book. I denied

him ; but he repeatedly \irged his request. I still de-

clined ; saying, my few books must be kept for grown

persons, as boys were Hkely to misuse them. He would

not be refused. I said, " If you are so anxious to have

t)ur books, why don't you come to our school:" He
replied, -nith -sivacitj", " I wish to do so, but my father

won't let me." "Then to what school do you go?"

He mentioned one, of which the master had always

evinced the utmost bigotry, strenuously resisting all our

attempts to approach either himself or his scholars. I

then asked, " "\Miat are you reading at school :"' " Just

at present we are reading ' Strictures on Hinduism ;'
"

that being a tract by Mr. Rice, of Bangalore, ably ex-

posing the sins and follies of that system, of which this

boy was born a priest. On another occasion I was

preaching under shade of a jack-fruit tree, {artocarpxis

integrifoUa.) in the market-place of a town called Bid-

diri. On my left arm was a pUe of tracts and portions of

Scripture, intended for distribution. At the close of a

long discourse, I began to give away the books, when

almost every hand and voice in the crowd was raised.

Men and boys strained and shouted to gain a book.

Low salaams, huge compliments, and right lofty titles
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were lavished upon me, in hope of catching my atten-

tion. " Can you read r" I would ask one. " Yes, I

can read ;" and, seizing the book I handed, he would

begin, in a low recitative, to show his scholarship.

" Can you read r" I would ask another. " Yes," But

when told to do so,
—" No, I can't read ; but my son

can." In the crowd I observed a tall country lad plying

elbows and shoulders with all imaginable spirit, in the

vain hope of forcing a passage. At length, despairing

of success, he reached over the shoiilders of a man, and

cried, at the top of his voice, " Sir ! Sir ! you must keep

one for me, sir
;
you must keep one for me !" Amused

at his earnestness, I said, " "WTiy one for you, above all

others r" " Oh, sir, we want it for our school ; we want

it for our school !" This at once arrested my attention
;

and he told me that he lived in a village some miles

distant, in which a missionary had never been ; that

some of their people had got books from us during a

former visit to Biddiri market ; that these had been in-

troduced to the school instead of those in use before

;

that they were wonderfully pleased with their booclhi,

" sense ;" but that they wanted some more to complete

the set ; and the schoolmaster hearing that we had been

at Chayloor, a neighbouring town, the day before, con-

cluded we should be that day at Biddiri, and accord-

ingly had sent him on purpose to obtain them. These

instances show how easily the Christian school-book^

may gain access, even where both master and pupils*

are heathen. Could such a society as the Bangalore

School-book Society only command funds, to send their

publications through every village in the country, offer-

ing them for sale at very low prices, it is most probable
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the people would greedily receive them, and that they

would go far towards paving the way for the advance

of Christianity.

The Romanists have long had a mission at Bangalore.

The only effects of it which came under my notice were

these : one day when entering the pettah, near the fort,

I observed a rude erection, something like the booths

built by mountebanks in fairs, and on asking \\hat it

meant, Avas told that it was the Christians, who where

getting up a play, in connexion with some of their re-

ligious feasts. From the hints I received as to the

subject, it appeared to be, the holy family, or the

SaA^our's history. The Romish priests have carried

into India the profane habit obtaining in Popish coun-

tries of making the holiest themes bf Scripture subjects

for the drama, and the Hindus learn to judge of the

purity and the dignity of our religion, from barbarous

theatricals. One morning in approaching the same

gate, I overtook an old man, and began my conversation

M-ith him in a way which was very much my custom, by

asking, ""Who is your god?" He said, Nanagay An-

toicnay dai/varu, "Antownay is my God." I observed

that, of aU the gods with whose names I was familiar.

I had never heard of that one before, and repeated my
question. He simply replied, " Anto-^vnay is my god."

Puzzled, but resolved to learn who this new god was, I

said, "What caste are you of?" "I am of the Roman

caste," said the man ; and in a moment I saw that the

strange name was Anthony, that Portuguese saint being

a favourite among his fellow countrymen in India. Still,;

it seemed impossible that the man could mean what he'

had said ; and I asked, " Do you say that he is your
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god?" "Yes," replied this Clvistian, Antownay dayvaru,

"Anthony is God." I asked where he was, what made

of, and what size. He said he was in the chapel, made

of clay, about as high as his breast, and painted white,

yellow, black, and red. "But," I asked, "have you no

other god?" "No." ""What, no other god but An-

thony?" His dogged reply was, "They talk about

Maryama ;* but Anthony is the god." This is a me-

lancholy, a horrifying fact, and ^\'ill completely remove

the surprise that any may have felt, that Protestant

missionaries in New-Zealand and elsewhere should have

raised the question as to whether they ought to re-

baptize those who, having been Romanists, seek admis-

sion to their communion. Is a man baptized, by the

water and the words, Avhen he does not know where-

unto he was baptized, does not so much as know
" whether there be any Holy Ghost?" Is baptism, ad-

ministered to a man who has no kind of Christian faith,

and no knowledge to foxmd that faith upon, a sacrament

or a profanation ?

Before proceeding to my station, I was detained in

Bangalore for nearly a month. Having obtained a Bram-

han moonshi, I daily prosecuted the study of the lan-

guage under his tuition. Feeling the importance of a

correct pronunciation, and the difficulty of obtaining it,

I made use of him almost exclusively for this purpose,

making him read word by word, and repeating each

after him, with an attempt to imitate his tones. After

a while, this extended to clauses, and then to whole

sentences. It soon appeared that he was no way scru-

* This is the very name of the heathen goddess of disease.
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pulous in correcting mistakes, and urging him to. be so

produced nothing but large promises. To meet this, I

often made a slip intentionally, and, when it was per-

mitted to pass, reproved him sharply ; this produced

some little amendment. But he seemed to think it was

not quite respectful to expose every little blunder ; as

if one were to be offended at his doing the verj' thing

he was paid to do. He knew English, and liked to

talk it ; so that my object being, not to improve him in

English, but to learn to preach in Canarese, it became

evident that the better way would be to get a man with

whom it would not be possible to communicate except

in that tongue. Through the kindness of Mr. Jenkins,

I secured the services of a Bramhan li\ing in a remote

village, with some reputation both as a scholar and as

an author, and who had not an English word or an En-

glish idea in his head. He promised to join me at my
station.

The earliest historical notice of Bangalore which I

have found is, that Shajee, father to Shivajee, the cele-

brated founder of the Mahratta empire, had here the

seat of a government which he held vmder Viziapore.*

The to^^•n of Mysore, distant about ninety miles, was

the capital of petty rajahs, who gradually extended

their territory northward, tiU it embraced Toomkoor and

Chayloor; and thus the possession of Bangalore became

desirable. Chick Dio, who reigned towards the close

of the seventeenth century, was a man of considerable

enterprise. He consolidated the growing kingdom by

establishing post-offices all over it, and making every

* "NVilke's Historical Sketches.
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postnuister a spy. To gain Bangalore, he agreed to pay

three lacs of rupees, £30,000. The terms were con-

cluded with Eccojee, brother to Shivajee ; but before the

transfer had taken place, Kasseim Khan, one of Aureng-

zebe's generals, stepped in, took the place, accepted

the stipulated price, and handed over his capture to the

Mysore king. "VNTien the old race had fallen under

that decrepitude which soon overtakes heathen and

Mohammedan dynasties, Hydur seized the country with

lion gripe. Soon perceiving the importance of Banga-

lore, he erected a fort, in which his son Tipu had such

confidence, that in 1755, he transferred his hareem

thither from Seringapatam. But when, in 1791, the

Marquis of Cornwallis approached at the head of an

English army, his confidence gave way, and, instead

of devoting himself to military preparations, he was

occupied in personally superintending the removal of

the same precious charge back to the island capital.

The first stroke of the British was to storm the pettah.

Meir Hussein, in his amusing Life of Tipu, says,

"Colonel Moorhouse and General Meadows, with a

strong body of troops, attacked the town ; and after the

sacrifice of thousands of men on both sides, and after

an attack of six hours, the town was, with great gal-

lantry, taken, and so large a quantity of spoil, such as

gold, jewels, kc, fell into the hands of the captors,

that penury and want were thenceforward discharged or

struck off from the muster-roll of the English army.

After this the English army commenced raising batte-

ries, and for fourteen days they battered the fort continu-

ally." The result of this battering was a breach,

which Lord Cornwallis stormed at night. The next
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morning a thousand lifeless bodies showed how dili-

gently both assailant and defender had done the work

of death. The peace of the next year placed Bangalore

again under the flag of Tipu, who had so completely

lost his confidence in the fort, that he caused it to be

dismantled.

At his downfall, the lineal representative of the ancient

kings was restored to the throne. But oui- government

reserved to themselves the right to "interfere to any

extent in the internal administration of the coimtry, or

even to take the unlimited management of it to them-

selves;"* stipulating, also, that the entire military force

of the kingdom should be drawn from their own armies.

For the head-quarters of this force Bangalore was

marked as highly eligible, equally by its importance as

a city, its position toward the realm to be protected, the

salubrity of its climate, and its accessibleness from the

Carnatic. On it the choice fell, a choice which greatly

increased its importance, and provided the Madras

army with a station whose climate furnishes a welcome

relief from the fiery heats, under which they sufier at

many of their posts.

The new rajah was a boy. The administration fell

into the hands of Bramlians, who continued to hold all

real power, even after he had attained his majority.

Those endless corruptions and rapacities indigenous to

Hindu governments flourished among the officials, both

metropolitan and provincial. The poor ryots were

mulcted and oppressed on every hand. To complain

of wrong, was to incur ruin. The net of official influ-

ence surrounded every village ; and woe to him who,

* iliil.
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in the frenzy of his griefs, attempted to rend a single

mesh. In a country where property is sacred and

actions free, it is impossible to credit the tales Avhich

the Mysore ryots tell of the heartless cupidity with

which the Bramhans were accustomed, during this

period, to seize on their little possessions, and of the

imperturbable vindictiveness with which they hunted to

beggary any " village Hampden " that ventured upon

resistance. A ryot hates a Bramhan as a Negro hates

a slave-driver. And yet he dreads him in his soul.

Behind his back he calls him haaruva, " a jumper ;" to

his face, swaami, or dayvaru, " god." The name

"jimiper," they say, was given because a Bramhan

could never be caught in an offence ; no matter how

clear the evidence against him, no matter how notorious

his crimes or his extortions, no matter how many the

witnesses prepared to prove his guilt ; by bribery, by

cunning, or by interest, he always leaped over the in-

closure of difficulties in which his victims thought him

to be inextricably bound. At length, even Hindu en-

durance was worn out. The ryots became maddened,

they rose, seized twenty Bramhans, and hanged them

on trees. The whole country was disturbed, and every

eye turned to the British Resident as the only person

possessing the power to terminate these disasters. A
Bramhan has told me, such was the state of feeling,

that in Nuggur, a party of herd-boys, who were in the

habit of beguiling their time with some rude drama,

catching the spirit of the day, began to act the charac-

ters then most conspicuous in the national politics.

Some were ministers, some provincial officers, some

ryots ; one was the British resident. On him the
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clamorous ryots cast the principal blame, alleging he

could end their AVTongs but would not; on him the one

appointed judge declared the blame to rest, and sen-

tenced him to die ; and so thoroughly had they caught

the spirit of their piece, that the nnfortunate boy was

actually hanged. At length, the supreme government

interposed. To the rajah a princely income was se-

cured ; but they took into their own hands the entire

administration of the country. The people say, that

the rajah was much affected on learning this decision
;

and that his principal officers, appearing before him in

high excitement, urged him to take up arms, promising

to spill the last drop of their blood in maintaining his

rights. But he wisely answered, " The Company are

my father : they gave me my kingdom, and they have

a right to take it back. Besides, what king has fought

with the Company and succeeded ? I will not fight

with the Company." He quietly submitted to the

change, lives in comparative retirement ; but retains all

the insignia of royalty, and enjoys ample revenues. To

conduct the afiairs of the kingdom, a Commission was

appointed, consisting of eight gentlemen, most of them

military men. To us, with our notions of representa-

tion, liberty, and so on, it seems strange that a country

which had been disturbed under its own prince should

settle down into peace under eight foreigners, unprac-

tised in the duties of statesmen or magistrates. But

such has been the case. The people have sometimes

said to me, " We can hardly believe ourselves : we lie

down at night, and rise up in the morning, and find our

cattle safe, our crops safe, everything just as wo left it,

and this for year after year ! Formerly it Avas con-
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stantly, an army here, a foray there, and we never knew
what was our own. The Company have done a great

thing." But they murmur sorely at the amount of

power still left Avith the Haaruvaru, " Bramhans," say-

ing, that in spite of all possible vigilance on the part

of the Commissioners, there is vast extortion in the

collection of village revenues. This complaint they

incessantly urge ; but, beside it, I found entire satis-

faction with their new rulers, except an occasional

murmur that the land-charge was too heavy, and fre-

quent expressions of dissatisfaction at the impunity

afforded to offenders against the marriage vow, and the

insufficient punishment, as they deem it, of theft.

General Cubbon and the other Commissioners deserve

the highest credit for the temper, judgment, and in-

tegrity with, which they have discharged their onerous

trust.

In connexion with this change, Lord William Ben-

tinck—the best of India's governor-generals—visited

the Mysore. The country-people from the neighbour-

hood through which he passed have told me, in terms

of unbounded wonder, that they saw him riding in his

palankeen like a private gentleman, without escort or

pomp. And their admiration was equal to their won-

der. One coiJd hardly believe that this circumstance

would have made so deep and favourable an impression

upon their minds ; but, from the language they used,

it was obvious that no amount of display could have

given them such views of the greatness of his own
mind, or of our national character. Closing their tale,

they would say, " Among us, if only a little Polygar

had to go to the next village, he must have guards, and

N
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heralds, and all tlie rest of it ; but here the man that

rules from the Himalaya to Ramisseram comes as if he

Avere nobody at all ; ahah ! ahah ! yentah janaru neewu!
' wonderful, wonderful, what a people you are !

'
" If

anything were surprising, it would surpass belief that

a gentleman could be found to write the history of

India, and bestow on Lord William Bentinck such

parsimonious commendation and such liberal censure,

as he has received from Mr. Thornton. But Mr.

Thornton belongs to that class of historians who ad-

mire nothing but conquests, and Lord William per-

formed no great fights. Notwithstanding this, both

his statesmanship and his philanthropy will be vene-

rated by nations, when the censures of Mr. Thornton

will be forgotten.

The climate of Bangalore is a combination of the

tropical and the temperate. It has the svm of India,

with the airs of southern Europe, The thermometer

seldom exceeds 88° in the shade, and in the cool season

I have known it at 64'' at noon-day. During a great

part of the year, the sky is covered with clouds, which

gently shade you from the burning sain—a term reaUy

significant in India. At these seasons the gales are

cool and bracing ; so that those who come from Madras

almost fancy that they recognise English breezes. The

situation of the country secures it a share in both the

south-west and the north-east monsoons, which shed

down copious, but not inxmdating rains. The soil yields,

with cheerful profusion, the various fruits of India and

very many of Europe. The orange and the potato,

the yam and the apple, the strawberry and the cocoa-

nut, the mangoe and peach, with gooseberries and
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guavas, grapes and pineapples, are among the produc-

tions of this charming climate.

At the change of government, the whole Mysore \

became open to Christian missionaries ; and it may be

fairly asserted, that there is no country on the face of

the earth where their labours are more free. By the

way-side or in the public street, at the temple-door or

in the tradesman's shop, in the thickest of a feast or the

busiest of a market, the minister of Christ may open,

the Bible, preach the Gospel, and offer prayer to God.

In city, or to\vn, or \'illage, he is heard without moles-

tation, and often with profound attention. Our mis-

sionaries have already preached Jesus and the resurrec-

tion, from the palace of the king do\\Ti to the hut of

the outcast. The kingdom contains thirty-three thou-

sand towns and \-iUages. Of these, four have mission-

aries ! All the others are equally open ; but there is

no one to enter in. The labourers are few.

K 2
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CHAPTER V.

MY CIECiriX.

The pleasant Peep—^The Photograph—^The Droogs—The Mis-
sion House

—
^The Landscape—A noble Banyan—Mr. Hod-

son's Tour—The useful Umbrella—Goobbee and its People

—

Forts and Tomtis—The Out-castes— Medicant Monks

—

Female Finery—Youthful Widows—Native Schools—The
Temple—Nunjangood— Goobbee Appa—Apotheosis—The
Miracle—The daily Sacrifice—Temple Service—The Parashe
—Goobbee Appa's Lameness—The Female Procession—The
Muntapa—^The holy Water—The Moment of Joy—Succes-
sive Processions—Simple Furniture—A strange God—Yel-
lama—The Honours of the Ox—Bala Eama—The Lord of

De-sils—The God "Collector"—Honovu-to Implements—The
sacred Ytdture—The Snake Temple—Death of a Deity

—

The Cobra—The Earth adored—Sacrifices to the Earth

—

Domestic difficulties of the Sun—^The Moon, the Sea, and
the Wind—Sacred Trees—A dark Soid—Our Yillages—The
lonely Tomb—Coongull—The Bigot-maker—Population of

ovu: Circuit—A wide Field waste—Touching Contrasts

—

Opportunity, Piety, and Hope.

The Mysore is never so lovely as in the month of

October. The rains have just fallen ; the fields are all

green, the tanks full, and the emerald of the trees luxu-

rious. It was on a cloudless afternoon of this month,

that Mr. Jenkins and myself, riding along the road from

Bangalore to Belgaum, approached the hill-pass of

Hully Nidjgul. At this point the road intersects a chain

of hills which rims across the country, ofiering a bold

variety to its gentle undulations ; and, at some points,

jutting up to moimtain height ; as in the case of Shiva-

gunga, a high conical peak, not less sacred here than
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the scene of St. Patrick's miracle on the coast of Mayo.

We dismounted, and walked slowly up a declivity,

between fields of the castor-oil plant, conversing about

our mission work. When nearly entering the pass, Mr.

Jenkins said, " Now in a few moments you will see

into your circuit." The words were thrilling: joy, and

hope, and prayer rose together, and went up to God.

We were now at the head of the pass : on either hand

rose the hills. Up their sides crowded thick woods,

with varied and intensely beautiful foliage ; but they

were capped with bald domes of dark rock, like a

weather-beaten helmet surmounting holiday apparel.

At the foot of the hill spread several old banyans, their

branches in difierent places forming Gothic arches,

through which the sun darted gloA\dng beams, that, by

the aid of the grey stems and green leaves, produced a

novel beauty, strangely blending the efi'ect of architec-

ture with that of painting, and rare, unhackneyed

landscape. Beyond, the country stretched to the western

horizon, seeming at first a long bright glen, resting

between two ranges of guardian hills, but, as you

advanced, spreading out into a verdant imdulating

vale. The sun was near setting, and his eye kindled

to see the charms of his own pencilling. Numerous

tanks sparkled among the bright green rice-fields.

Water in India is not merely beautiful—it is precious.

It may not be really a lovelier feature in a landscape

than at home ; but it is far more efiective. It touches

two chords instead of one : awaking at once the joy of

beauty, and the thrill of gratitude. In an English

landscape it is only the complexion ; in an Indian one,

the eye. Those broad sheets of water lay imder the
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evening light, some of them blushing red, as if they had

been turned to ^\dne to rejoice in a day so fair ; some

with a delicate radiance on their still surface, beautiful

as the light of genius on a pale countenance. Not a

man, not an animal was to be seen—^not even the song

of a bird, or the smoke of a cottage, to indicate life.

All was peace and solitude. The sun might have kept

the spot for himseK to look on ; and if Peace wanted a

temple, let her build it there. But that valley stretched

within the circle where lay my sphere of happy duties !

It was this that gave to every object a mystic power,

which first prepared the heart, and then transferred to

it the whole scene, with the speed and the truth of a

mental photograph. It is there still—there just as at

first, with the same objects, the same hghts and shadows,

the same dear companion watching my emotions with a

brother's eye.

Descending the pass, the hill on our left began to

wear appearances that little harmonized with the feel-

ing hitherto reigning over the place. In a few minutes

the mouldering outline of fortifications was distinctly

visible. Then the path led close by a crowd of graves,

—

" in the garden there was a sepulchre ;" then by the

ruins of an extensive town, where hut and mansion

were crumbling among brushwood, and all as silent as

the hni ! At first sight of this spot, one was ready to

feel as if it had escaped the blight of sin ; but now it

was proved full sadly that death and war had foimd it.

That noiseless hill had listened to the clash of arms.

That stiU rock had echoed the cry of agony and danger.

That gentle turf had drunk human gore. Those beau-

tiful leaves were enriched by the ashes of butchered
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men ! Yes, of men ; for men had been there. "Where

were they now ?

—
"Where were they now ? This was a

sudden turn for the feelings. Such desolation on such

beauty ! It was melancholy as mourning on a laughing

infant. It reminded you of the fine country around,

with its polished manners and dead souls. Then the

heart, softened as it was, might well weep. It was as

when some mighty orator has raised a tear to your eye

with delight, and then brings it do^^^l with sorrow. I

shall never forget the first sight of my Circmt.

These fortified hills (or droogs, as they were called

after the native name) once abounded in the Mysore

;

and the sudden capture of several by our troops has

done far more to impress the peojjle Avith a conviction

that British valour is invincible, than all the grand bat-

tles, or regular sieges. Nundydroog, and Savernch-oog

especially, were held to be beyond any possibility of as-

sault : the latter very much answered to Sallust's de-

scription of that Numidian droog which was lost to

Jugurtha by a Roman soldier's taste for a dish of snails.

The march against them was deemed an impudent ab-

surdity. And even now the villagers talk more of some

ofiiccrs employed in these daring exploits than of Lord

Harris who led the grand army which took Seringapa-

tam, or of Sir David Baird who stormed that citadel.

They say that in our set battles there is little room for

the exercise of personal courage ; that the men are a

machine, and the Aveapon is fire. But when speaking

of the great droogs and their captors, they shrug their

shoulders, shake their heads, cry, " Abdh ! ahdh .'" and

say, " They were as bad as lions."

We spent that night at Toomcoor, in the house of an
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intelligent Indo-Briton apothecary, in the employment

of the government ; and started the next morning for

Goobbee, the place of our destination. Hitherto we

had travelled on a good road, lately formed under the

direction of Captain Dobbs, the valuable superintendant

of the Chittledroog division.* But now leaving all

traces of the English, we struck off to the left, by a

native road. This was no more than a well-beaten

track, occasionally marked by two low fences ; but

more frequently lying across the com fields, or open

plains of grass. The grass is only such as grows spon-

taneously, no pains being taken to improve it, by ma-

nure or irrigation ; it is, consequently, coarse and rnnu-

tritious ; and on this the numerous cattle of the villagers

are miserably pastured.

"Wlien we had ridden about eleven miles, and were

winding round a hQl, we came upon a path, skirted by

two hedgerows, like the road leading to a farm-house.

At the head of this, distant about a furlong, a white

bungalow was glistening in the sun. This was the mis-

sion-house, the scene of my destined labours. Never

did I approach a spot with such feelings. It was a

lonely home ; but it was a post of glorious duty. There

was no Christian congregation with whom to worship

;

but there was the God whom Christians adore. The

people never hailed a Sabbath, nor observed a sacra-

ment ; but in another generation they should. By a

fault of mine, before these heathen, the Redeemer would

be wounded in the house of his friends ; but by grace

* The Mysore is distributed into four pro\-inces or divisions,

—

Astagram, Bangalore, Chittledroog, and Xuggur. The officer

in charge of one of these is called " superintendant."
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and faithfulness his enemies would be won. It was a

position in which there was only One to help ; but He
was nigh.

The mission-house is a cottage of one story, covered

with red tiles, beautifully neat, well furnished, and situ-

ated on the crest of a considerable hill. About it, Mrs.

Jenkins had arranged a tasteful garden, on the parterres

of which pleasant flowers were smiling, and a beautiful

convolvulus wandering among the shrubs of the hedge.

The place had a delightful air of homely cottage com-

fort, far different from what one woidd expect in so

remote a situation. It was sweet, after six months of

wayfaring, to bow before God on the very spot to which

all your journeys had been directed, and there com-

memorate the mercies which had enriched the past, and

pray for those that would cro^vn the future.

The hill on which the mission-house stands com-

mands an extensive prospect. Close round its base

spreads a large tank,—a sheet of water about two miles

long, and one broad. At its opposite side lies a smaller

tank, where large numbers of wild-ducks congregate.

In the interval between these two, stands a grove,

through the branches of which you see the roofs of

Goobbee, and the tower of the chief temple. On the

east the view is bounded by the hills already mentioned,

the woods of Toomcoor nestling at the base ; whence

the blue outline stretches away to Nidjgtd, and the sa-

cred peak of Shivagunga, distant about eighteen miles,

near which at night you see the blaze of fires, lighted

to keep tigers away. Just across the large tank, close

by the water's edge, an old temple is shaded by a group

of decaying trees, and close by, a village lies under its
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tutelage. Behind this, and to its left, you trace other

villages. To its right a high hill rises Avith gradual

swell : it is for the greater part overrun with brush-

wood ; but has a bald piece of ground towards its foot,

on which stands in solitary pride the noblest banyan I

saw in India. It is about two miles from the mission-

house, and, at that distance, looks, as to extent, like a

small grove ; but even there the harmony of outline

gives an impression of unity. There are (as well as

I remember) upwards of thirty trunks, as large as a

middle-sized elm, each of them projecting branches,

from which again pendant roots have struck do'wn into

the earth, and are maturing themselves into auxiliary

stems. The combination of bulk and Aitality is unique,

and consequently impressive. This stately pile of vege-

tative architecture, of which the foundations, pillars,

arches, all are direct from the hand of God, and -sital

with his impulse, forms a shade irresistibly calling to

meditation. But so far from exciting adoration to Him,

amongst the heathen it attracts their worship to itself.

Under it you find a rude empty altar, of which this tree

is the divinity ! To the right of this stretches a plain,

irrigated by the waters of the tank, and covered with

rice-fields and Aillages. Toward the west the eye travels

over a long vaUey, with groves, villages, the tower of a

temple, and a few moimtains peering above the horizon.

The whole scene was neither tame nor savage : its com-

bination of objects gave an air of peacefvd ci\-ilization,

\inited with novelty and boldness. It was fair; but

lonely, passing lonely. There were temples ; but no

tower marked a sanctuary of the living God. There

were men, old and young, " and boys and girls playing
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in the streets ;" but in town or village was not a single

one Avho had even been baptized in the ever-blessed

Name. And there were homes, not the wild wigwam,

nor the miserable kraal, but " fenced towns," with a

busy and polite people ; but you could not take to your

heart the assurance that one of them was the dwelling

of a united family. To one fresh from the land where

a sanctuary is always near, where the fellowship of

saints is familiar, where round many a fireside domestic

love and divine hopes shed their mingled joy, these

thoughts were dreary. But the chill they brought was

warmed away by the recollection, that to this spot had

come at last that Gospel, by which, in time, it would be

graced Avith every object that rejoices an angel's eye.

In the year 1836 Mr. Hodson made a tour in the

Mysore and Coorg, in order to acquire information as

to the general facilities for missionary labours, existing

in the country, and also to fix upon some station for

immediate occupancy. Of that journey interesting re-

cords Avere published at the time in the Missionary

Notices, and I have reason to hope that Mr. Hodson

himself AA'ill give the public some further account of his

missionary operations. Several reasons led to the se-

lection of Goobbee. It was the centre of a large and

accessible population. It Avas far from English soldiery,

by whose example the cause of Christianity might be

prejudiced. The number of resident Bramhans Avas

small, and their influence unimportant. "Whether a

prospect of feeble opposition is a good ground on Avhich

to choose a mission station, it is not necessary here to

inquire. Perhaps the most natural line of proceeding

is both the best, and most accordant Avith apostolic
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example; that is, to carry the Gospel just to those

places where are the greatest number of sinners in need

of it, leaving all questions about opposition and facility

in the hands of God.

When the selection had been made, Mr. Hodson ob-

tained a piece of ground, and began to construct a mud
house for temporary residence. Captain Dobbs kindly

lending him a tent to live in until its completion. One

day, before time was given to take any precaution, a

squall, charged mth a whole cloud of dust, came down

upon them, overwhelmed the tent, fiUed all their stores

M-ith sand, and left both Mr. and Mrs. Hodson to live

in their palankeens tiU the damage was repaired. These

squalls are frequent at one season of the year ; but high

^^'inds and hurricanes are scarcely knowTi. When the

mud house was finished, they were very comfortable till

the wet season came ; but then they would sometimes

awake in the night with the rain pouring on them, and,

no other part of the house being safer, Mr. Hodson

used, as the only available shelter, to sit up in bed,

holding an umbrella over them. After a while he raised

the present substantial building of brick and mud, a

cement which, though inferior to mortar, is not despi-

cable, but used in many a goodly Indian bungalow. It

has this inconvenience, that you are constantly liable to

irruptions of white ants from any part of the walls.

They will break out and spread themselves as rapidly

as an army of Mahrattas, devouring everything in their

way, and sometimes damaging a whole library in the

course of a night. Shortly after the completion of the

house, Mr. Jenkins joined the station, and Mr. Hodson

went to form a new one at the city of Mysore. Mr.
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Jenkins had been there about a twelvemonth at the

time of my arrival.

The tovm of Goobbee,* situated about sixty miles

north-west of Bangalore, has between six and seven

thousand inhabitants. They depend principally on mer-

cantile pursuits ; ha\Tng a weekly market, and carrjdng

on a considerable trade in betel-nut, coffee, and grain,

which they purchase from the people of the western

pro\'ince, Nuggur, (formerly called Bednore,) and sell

in the markets of Bangalore and AVaUajahnuggur. The

place has long enjoyed the reputation of great wealth,

being called Hurna, or " Golden Goobbee." But wealth

in India must not be estimated by English standards.

There a man wlU gladly work for three rupees (six

shillings) per month, and be able to support himself.

His raagi and spices cost but little ; his rent, except in

large towns, scarcely anything ; firing he wants none,

but a few fragments of parched cow-dimg to cook his

two meals
;

(of these one is often eaten cold ;) and if he

has no spare money for clothes, it is very little matter,

—

the climate clothes him. A man with ten rupeesf per

month is in comfortable circumstances ; with twenty,

respectable ; with fifty, prosperous ; and wealthy on a

hundred. The merchant who can command a capital

of five thousand rupees is a sort of prince. Of course

this remark does not apply to large commercial cities,

where the expansion of English trade dilates every-

thing. Beside the merchants and shopkeepers, there

* The nearest points marked on maps are Sera, Toomcoor,
or Cudaba.

t A rupee is two shillings, consequently ten are a pound ; a
hundred, ten pounds ; a thousand, a hundred pounds, and so on.
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are a few weavers ; but their work is of the coarsest

kind ; all fine cloths being obtained from distant parts

of the country. The market is held every Simday, and

is numerously attended.

The town is, like all towns in India, surrounded by

a wall. They are always of mud, varying in height

and thickness according to the importance of the place.

It is, generally, a mere line of wall, capable only of

repelling robbers or wild beasts ; but in larger places

has, at intervals, square projecting towers, intended for

military defence. These mud fortifications have often

proved formidable obstacles to artillery ; the sodden

mass permitting the shot to sink into it, without being

materially shaken. Even small villages, with fifty or a

hundred houses, have their wall. As well as I could

learn, the term " town" {por) is applied only to a place

with both wall and market ;
" village," (Jiully,^ to one

with a wall, but not a market ; and " hamlet," {palya,)

to a group of houses without either. " City" {pat?ia)

is used only of seats of government, or very large

places. A village usually has one gate ; a town two,

at opposite points ; a city several. The gates are of

wood ; and, though ponderous, help one to conceive

how the gigantic strength of Samson might wrest such

from their hinges, and bear them away. The gateway

is a covered passage of several yards long, with a

raised seat on either side. In a country village you

will often find the elders (Jiiriyaru) seated here in the

early morning. It is a position from which they can

speak to the men as they proceed to their duties in the

fields, to the women as they go to draw water, or where

they may be easily found by any one having to seek
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advice, or make complaint. The town of Gobbee con-

sists of two main streets, intersected by several minor

ones. At one side stands the fort, mud, of course,

within which live most of the rich merchants ; several

holding a private residence here, even though they

carry on business in the pettah. On another side is

that unfailing appendage to a Hindu town, the village

of the out-castes. This is a polluted spot. No caste

man, though he be a drudge or a menial, would be -

found here. He will come within call, without touch-

ing the accursed ground, and, bawling out his summons

for the person he may happen to want, continues on his

ovm. sacred ground till the message is conveyed. No
one who has not lived familiarly among the people can

conceive the weight of that curse which Hinduism has

prepared for those unhappy beings who cannot claim a

standing among the accredited castes. The meanest of

the people loathe them as viler than swine. Caste men
have followed me to the very verge of the defiled

groimd, begging me, by all manner of arguments, by

my respectability, my regard for decency, my disap-

proval of every thing disgustful, and by the utter

impossibility of making them understand anything,

not to degrade myself, or affront the people who

had just been listening to me, by going to preach to

wretches wholly incapable of being taught. Servitude

is honour, slavery brotherhood, and public conviction

reward, compared with the fathomless degradation into

which the poor out-caste is plunged. Father, mother,

children, doNvn they are sunk, all trample on them, all

abuse, all revUe, all execrate, all shun ; and this has

been going on for generations. By this horrid proscrip-
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tion, millions of human beings are held in a state of

anomalous slavery. No one claims their person,—it is

too vile ; but with limbs unchained, the man is denied

every right of citizenship ; he and his unborn children,

and his children's children, are doomed to ignorance,

exclusion, and contempt. He is an exile from the

human family, cut off, and cut off for ever, from affec-

tion and improvement. No sum can buy his ransom
;

no monarch make him free. He was born to his curse,

and his offspring is predestinated to the same. Let

him look where he will, he reads the sentence of his

exile, pronounced for a crime he knows not. The

earth rejects him ; he may not own a single rood : the

water rejects him ; his defiled vessel, or more defiled

person, would pollute a whole well ; let him dig in a

corner, or drink with the swine : Law rejects him ; who
is he that he should complain ? Religion rejects him

;

his impure step would contaminate the holiest fane

;

let him crouch to a goblin on his own vHe ground : aye.

Charity herself rejects him ; to give him a morsel

would be "to take the children's bread, and cast it unto

dogs." And this bitterness is in his lot, that he is

dwelling in his o\\ti land, not captured in war, not

sentenced for crime, not banished as dangerous ; but

li\'ing fuU in the sight of all blessings, and denied every

one, because he was born accursed. And vnH it be

believed, that an European, that a Christian missionary,

that the Abbe Dubois, first accurately details their

vices, and then justifies their wrongs ? " If the caste

of the pariahs," says the Abbe, (p. 458,) " be held in

low and \i\e repute, it must be admitted that it deserves

to be so." It is true they are base, filthy, and im-

I
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moral ; and, after ages of such treatment, no wonder.

They would have been more than human, had they not

long ago sunk into everythmg lamentable. But whence

their recklessness, their filth, their voracity ? From op-

pression, from despair, from hunger. They have no

rights to lose ; their fathers had none ; their children

will have none. If every one of them vented a fero-

cious misanthrophy on every human form he could

fasten upon, it would be only a natural result of the

treatment that he and his have borne. The Abbe Du-

bois states, that this wretched section of the Hindu

community " must include, at least, a fifth of the whole

population." (p. 454.) But, in another part of his work,

(p. 2,) he also states that the " cultivators amount, at

least, to five-sixths of the population of India." Now,

if the cultivators are five-sixths of the population,

and the pariahs one-fifth, it follows that the immense

multitudes composing the Bramhan, soldier, merchant,

and artisan castes, are reduced to a fraction less than

nothing ; a result which one hesitates to receive, even

on an authority so high as that generally conceded to

the Abbe Dubois. The proportion of these victims of

the caste system is certainly not so large. They flock

to the places where EurojDcans have settled ; as the

employments which they can there obtain greatly alter

their circumstances, and, indeed, raise them to a kind

of independence of the caste people. But throughout

the country, one in ten is a nearer proportion than one

in five, though I do not pretend to say what the pro-

portion is. But it is a fearful example of what habit

may effect, that the Abbe should quietly resign a mass

of people, more, according to his own calculation, than

o
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those of his native France, to a state of degradation so

directly at variance with every principle of that religion

which he professed to teach,—to contempt, to exclusion,

to slavery
;
(he calls them the " born slaves of the other

tribes ;") yes, to slavery, slavery imposed by custom, a

tyrant the most absolute of all, who, in the foulest in-

justice, is venerable because of age, and because, too,

he makes his throne on the tombs of our fathers, and

calls to his council the ghosts of the dead. He laughs

at such limited powers as statute-books or armies ; and

pours his commands through the milk of every mother,

through the veins of every babe.

The streets of Goobbee are much like those of Banga-

lore, except that instead of the crowd and hurry of a

large city, you have a few people moving about with

the leisurely air of a country town. Almost every

person you meet bears on his breast a bright silver

box, of more than two inches in length, Avhich he tells

you is " god ;" that is, it holds the linga, an idol which

may not even be described. Their complexion is ob-

servably fairer than that of the people at Madras, owing

to the milder climate of the table-land. Almost every

forehead is smeared with the white ashes of cow-dung,

some in stripes, some having the Avhole surface covered,

and others with the bare chest and arms sanctified in

the same way. These marks proclaim them worship-

pers of Shiva. Then you are sure to meet with beg-

gars in some part of the streets, almost covered with

these ashes : while others of the same profession, but

attached to the rival sect of Vishtnuites, have forehead,

chest and arms marked over with huge, ugly tridents.

Thus adorned, bearing a small brass gong and a conch-
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shell, and lustily bellowing the name of Govinda or

Eeshwara, these beggars boldly demand alms, which

they receive not so much as a humane gift, as a religious

debt. They are not the poor who are forced to beg,

but holy monks who have abandoned worldly pursuits.

Woe to the poor man who does not meet their demand

promptly ! Though it were his o^^-n food, it must be

given. The really poor fare ill, beside these sturdy

and licentious vagabonds. It was common on market-

days—Siuxdays—to hear an alms-giving by some rich

man annoiinced with the sound of a trumpet ; but it

was always a feast to these monks.

At the door of some wealthy merchant you would

occasionally see his wife or daughter in full dress of

costly silk, her glossy black hair graced with a round

ornament of gold on the crown ; long pendants from

the ears, the perforation of which had been artificially

increased to the diameter of half an inch ; the edges of

the ears crowded with a succession of rings up to the

very tip ; a ring, large enough for a bunch of keys, in-

serted into the nose,* resting on the cheek, and strimg

with pearls ; a heart-shaped piece of gold suspended

from the centre membrane of the nose, and resting on

the upper lip ; several chains of gold on the neck,

sometimes a richly gemmed collar ; the arms thronged

with bracelets from above the elbow ; a ring or more

* That quaint Avriter Thomas Fuller was not a little puzzled
x^ith the nose-jewel of which the prophet speaks as part of the
finery of the Je'wish women ; conjectui-ing that it must have
hung from the forehead between the eyes : for he thinks they
would never be so foolish as to "make more nostrils than
nature has given us," by boring the nose to insert it there.

Vanity, like necessity, has no law,

o 2
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on every finger ; massive silver anklets loading the feet

and tinkling with every motion, while each toe rejoiced

in a broad ring. In fact, the first trinket graces the

crown, the last decks the little toe, and between these two

points no available spot is without its decoration. Then,

to perfect all, the teeth are stained red, the eyelid a deep

black, and the cheek painted straw colour, with an effu-

sion of saffron. This latter custom is conclusive evi-

dence against some -vraters, who tell us that among the

Hindus a dark complexion is held to be more beautiful

than a fair one. Were dark browTi or jet black most

in esteem, the ladies would paint dark brown or jet

black. They paint the very colour peculiar to the fairest

natives, which sufficiently indicates the prevailing taste.

But every one acquainted with their habits knows, that

to be called kempu, " red or fair," is always deemed a

compliment, while kappu, " black or dark," is about as

much so as " sallow " among ourselves. Then the

statement of Bishop Heber, that there is no observable

connexion between rank and complexion, is an unac-

countable mistake. It is a rule to which the exceptions

are very few, that good families, who can keep their

children from exposure, are several shades fairer than

the labouring classes.

I have seen a little girl not niore than five or six

years of age, with all the finery just described, standing

in her father's door to display it. But I have also seen

a little girl of not more than that age, in one of those

same houses, with every ornament gone, her hair shaved

off, and other signs of widowhood. A poor girl of

three, or five, or seven, may be given by her father to a ,

husband of thirty, or fifty, or seventy. She may never \
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have set her eyes on him, except on the wedding-day

;

she is still living at her father's house ; but if the man

who calls her wife die, she is his widow, and his widow

for life. She is stripped of all her ornaments, her head

shaved, and a widow's robe put on. Then begins a life;

of bitterness : she is charged with her husband's death, '

he has been taken from her to punish her sin in a

former birth ; the younger she is, the greater sinner

she must have been, to be overtaken so soon ; and her

accusations are proportionably malignant ; her presence

is a curse, it must never blight social festivity nor sacred

ritual ; the house is cursed for her sake ; no accident or

misfortune occurs but it is her fault ; she is the drudge,

the butt, the sorrow, the reproach of her family. If

she has the honour to be a Bramhan's widow, in addi-

tion to all other inflictions, she is permitted but one

meal a day. She may not marry again : it would be

more disgraceful than any immorality. With us the

word "widow" sounds tenderly, even on harsh tongues.

In the families of India it is a term of execration. And

spite can find no name so bitter as the " son of a widow."

The influence which this system must exert both on

individual happiness and general morality, must be ap-

parent. It is a strange instance of the fact that fami-

liarity with vice often changes dislike into fascination,

when we learn from the Abbe Dubois that though

quite aware of the " disgusting inequalities of age," and

though, when fresh from Europe, he resented the " cruel

usage" which dooms a girl of seven to be for life the

widow of some dotard
;
yet that in time he " completely

changed his opinion," concluding that " in no view does

society lose anything by this restraint." Were there
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any trutli in metempsychosis, it would be plain that

the soul of Menu had been born, as an European, in the

person of the Abbe Dubois, and had taken a journey to

India for the purpose of vindicating his own institutions.

The to-\\Ti is enriched -nith two or three schools.

These are, generally, like the shops, open in the front.'

As all reading is done in recitative, your ears are re-j

galed from a considerable distance, by the nasal music I

of a score small voices chanting the changes of the

alphabet, arithmetical tables, or the disgusting legends

of some ptirdna. Master and pupils are comfortably

squatted on the earthen floor, which is strewed with

fine sand. On this the younger boys are busily tracing

letters with the forefinger, singing industriously all the

while a long ditty, which with an admirable mastery

of jingle describes the various changes by which each

letter or syllabic form is made. This is the vestibule

of the Hindu temple of knowledge ; and happy and

clever is that urchin who -within the first three months

succeeds in mastering all the forms of the alphabet, so

as to chant correctly the history of their mutations, and

to trace the example as he chants. This tediousness

arises not from any want of aptitude on the part of the

boys ;—indeed I never knew an European to visit a

native school without receiving the impression that the

children were even more apt than among ourselves ;

—

but wholly from the complexity of the alphabet, and

the utter clumsiness of the system on which it is taught.

The alphabetic forms put forth by the missionaries and

in use in mission-schools, reduce the labour far more

than half.

At a short distance outside the eastern gate, close by
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a thick grove, and with an open ground in front, stands

the great temple of the towTi. It occupies the centre

of a considerable area, enclosed by a high stone wall

;

in which, just opposite the front of the temple, stands

a high pyramidal tower, with a gateway at its base.

The temple is raised some feet from the ground, and

then stone pillars support the open front of a low square

apartment, without -window. Behind this is a low nar-

row door, of which the iwojari, the officiating priest,

keeps the key, and in which the god is housed. No
one is permitted to pass the gate without taking off his

shoes ; and, not being disposed to pay such homage, I

never entered. The temples are generally of this cha-

racter : a square area enclosed by a wall, in the centre

a low building mthout any -v^dndow, in the dark recess

of which a holy lamp is glimmering before an image

painted perhaps two or three colours, smeared with oil,

and decked with garlands. When the temple is large,

the outer wall embraces several acres, and is followed

by two or three others before you reach the shrine

;

each wall having perhaps four gates, and every gate its

tower. The only temple of any architectural preten-

sions which I had the opportunity of seeing was at

Nunjangood, between Mysore and the Neilgherry hills.

It is built on the ordinary model, differing only in scale.

The sculpture, however, is most elaborate, the whole

surface of the temple being literally thronged with my-
thological groups. Up to the point of the highest tower

crowds a thick succession of images in every possible

form, size, and posture. There is a countless muster of

shapes, colossal and pigmy, human and animal, actual

and fabulous, devotional and indecent. All the rabble
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of strange beings with which Hinduism peoples its

heaven, might, in the midst of their wars, frolics, and

debaucheries, have been overtaken, like Lot's wife, with

a statuary death, and this temple might be the agglo-

meration of them all. The worst nudes even of the

French school are monitors of modesty compared with

these figures. No man who has once seen the gates

can ever forget them. It is a strange and hideous sight.

And then to see groups of children playing before this

pile of sculptured temptation, looking at it, gazing on

it; and to think that thousands of the youth of both

sexes go round it every year, regarding it as the shrine

and embodiment of religion ! Oh, it brings a feeling

of oppressive sickness. You feel as if Milton's Belial,

" the dissolutest spirit that fell,"' were standing close

by, and, with a hateful leer, pointing to a huge and

audacious monument to the victory he had won over

everything pure in man.

One day in conversing with a Bramhan about China,

a country of which he had only heard the name, he

asked me if it were large, and had many people. ^NTien

told that it had more than all India, his incredulity was

perfect ; for if the Persians say that Ispahan is half the

world, to a Bramhan, India is the whole world, the

comitries lying beyond its sacred frontiers being only

some insignificant spots for " outside barbarians." At

last he demanded, "Well, how many people are there ?"

" ^Vliy, from three hundred and thirty to three hundred

and fifty millions." " Three hundred and thirty mil-

lions !" exclaimed the astounded Bramhan :
" impos-

sible ! Three hundred and thirty millions ! how can

that be ? Why, that is as many as there are of the
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gods !"' Such is the number of beings, various in power

and functions, which the Hindu s/iasfras recognise as

constituting the beatified community of the coelicolce.

Ample, however, as this number of accredited di^'inities

might be deemed, we found that the great god of Goob-

bee did not belong to the ranks of the thirty-three

krores,* but was one unkno^^^l to any altars save those of

the place. About two centuries ago, they say, a school-

master lived in their town, who, by learning, piety, and

wisdom, acquired considerable fame. At his death the

whole town mourned for its wisest man. They buried

him with ceremony, and reared a handsome tomb to

mark his grave. Among his pupils was one called

Burre Gourda, who entered the public service, and,

rising by rapid steps, became a fouzdar, or great officer

of the state. Assembling the elders of his native town,

he said that all his success in life were due to the les-

sons of his distinguished tutor ; and that he was fully

persuaded that one so devout and wise, so virtuous, so

learned, so far above ordinary men, could not be a

common mortal, but must be an avatdra of Shiva. The

elders agreed that he must have been an avatdra.

"Then," said Burre Gourda, "if he were an avatdra, is it

not right that he should have pooja, ' worship r '
" They

said, " He ought to have jooo;a." This point conceded,

Burre Gourda at once volunteered to be at the expense

of erecting a temple, and providing for the due celebra-

tion of pooja, in honour of the new god, who received

the name of Goohhee Appa, " the father of Goobbee."

The present temple was built, a staff of priests and

temple-women appointed, an endowment of land ob-

* A krore or kworti. is ten millions.
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tained, an image made, installed, and in due form tran-

substantiated. Goobbee Appa soon obtained universal

honour in the neighbourhood, and all the older gods

were eclipsed : they are not cast away, they receive

their honours ; but before their rival they are only dii

minores.

This is an illustration of the ease with which objects

of worship are multiplied, when once a course of idolatry

is begun. The knowledge of the true God being lost,

divinity is thought so mean or so terrible, that men are

ready to worship anything they respect or dread. We
are shocked by the darkness which permits the inha-

bitants of Goobbee to adore their schoolmaster ; and

yet these simple towoispeople are only manifesting the

same blindness under which the refined citizens of

Athens sacrificed to Theseus, and those of Rome to

Romulus. The character ascribed to Goobbee Appa is

more entitled to respect than anything recorded of the

Latin bandit, or the Greek chastiser of banditti. It is

most likely that idolatry first began by paying reverence

to an image of some departed hero, various tribes adopt- .

ing that of their progenitor, and communities that of
{

their founder, as those of Athens and Rome.* Popery
[

is embarrassed in the process of apotheosis by the de- i

ference which it is necessary to pay to the Christian

Scriptures. Hence, instead of the convenient and in-

telligible position of a subordinate deity, gifted by the

Supreme with a certain realm and definitive powers,

she is obliged, in theory at least, to place her beatified

* If Eusebius be right, (^Chronieon, Lib. Prior,) the worship
of Baal had a similar origin, being paid to Belus, the hrst king

of Assyria, quem Assyrii Deum nomitiaverunt.
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men in tlie intrusive position of a third party between

God and man, effectually precluding all direct approach

to the great presence. This theoretic disadvantage is

no doubt fully made up to them by the utter oblivion

into which it is cast in the prostrate devotion of the

Avorshipper, who seeks, as the Breviary instructs us to

do in the case of " blessed Nicholas the bishop," that

he may, " by his merits and prayers, be delivered from

the flames of hell."

Amazing reverence, confidence and zeal are mani-

fested by the votaries of Goobbee Appa. I have known
an old woman say, " What, pray no more to Goobbee

Appa ! Why, it is he that gives me health, food, every-

thing. He protects the house from robbers and evil

spirits ; he keeps away sickness ; he gives strength to

work ; he does everything for us. There is no god like

Goobbee Appa : I must pray to Goobbee Appa." The

merchants avow that when any of their transactions has

been successful, they devote part of the profit to Goob-

bee Appa ;
" for," say they, " he gives us health and

success : it is, therefore, just we should acknowledge

his favour. If we did not, we should not deserve to be

favoured in a similar way again." The way to wealth,

station, and domestic happiness, is constantly asserted

and firmly believed to open or close at the will of Goob-

bee Appa. Helenus did not more iirgently impress on

his anxious friend the prime importance of propitiating

the vindictive Juno, than does every father in Goobbee

enforce upon his son the conviction that his sole pros-

pect of a happy life rests in devout and liberal services

to this great disposer. For the terror of all sceptics,

they tell that on one occasion some robbers scaled the
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temple-wall at night, violated the shrine, took all the

valuables, bore away in their sacrilegious hands the

very god, and carried him to a distance of several miles.

But he was not to be kept from his favoured altar. So,

by a single bound, he passed from the hands of the

thieves, and replaced himself in his wonted position,

to the unutterable joy of his worshippers, who, on his

being missed, had spent a sorrowful morning. There

are not wanting those who say, waggishly, that the

pockets of some of the rich men know well how the

miracle was performed.*

The honours of Goobbee Appa are frequent, and

punctually rendered. Every day he has a morning and

evening sacrifice. The holy lamp is trimmed : libations

of oil and ghee (" clarified butter") are poured upon the

god, and before him ; ofierings are presented, according

to the mind of the devotee, of fruit, flowers, ghee, pre-

pared rice, or, in special cases, of clothes, jewels, or

precious metals. The priest waves the offering before

the idol, walks round him with it in his hand, then

* This tale forcibly reminded me of one with which I had
been long familiar. On the coast of !Mayo, between the town
of "Westport and Croagh Patrick, there is a well much resorted

to by pilgrims. Eags of all colours are fixed about the sacred

spot, bleaching in the sun and rain, the hope being that as the

colour leaves them, the sins of the pilgrim are purged. In this

holy well is a holy trout, (idolatry will make anything holy but
the hiunan heart,) -which sometimes rejoices the penitents by
coming out and eating of the crumbs they cast to it. At one
time some Protestant soldiers from the neighbouring town
seized the holy trout, and, carr^-ing him to their baiTacks, were
enjoying the sacrilegious thought of eating that which the de-

luded Papists held sacred. But no sooner did they place him
on a giidlron, than he bounded away to his own dear well,

some mile or two distant ; -where to this day he bears on one

side the mark of the gridiron !
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takes a part, and gives back the rest. Ordinarily the

worshipper is content with an invocation and namas-

Mra, an obeisance, in which the hands are joined and

raised to the forehead, which is bowed low. If, how-

ever, the occasion be solemn, or his devotion great, he

performs the lowlier sashtanga, in which the forehead,

che^t, shoulders, both hands and both feet must simul-

taneously touch the ground. There is no united wor-

ship. At the evening sacrifice it is usual to ring a bell,

which sounds loudly over the town : then the musicians

and temple-women, assembling, play, dance, and sing

before the idol. About the orgies, enacted in the

temples of India, quite as much has been published as

is useful ; but those who have done so have this justi-

fication, that it was necessary to lay bare all the abomi-

nations which riot in Hinduism, that the ties by which

our authorities had bound it to them, if proof against

every milder agency, might be burnt up at last by

shame.

In India no god is thought sufficiently honoured

without a parashe,—a day of devotional festivity, once

a year. With modifications from our climate and local

customs, the parashe is fairly represented by the Patron,

or annual feast-day of a patron-saint or tutelar god, in

Ireland. The Patron is the great day of the year, a

day for the exercise of all kinds of devotion, and the

indulgence of all kinds of depravity, for penances and

gambling, for paying vows and drunkenness, for masses

and match-makings, for invoking saints and feeing

showmen. Such also is a parashe, but with more pa-

rade, less intemperance, and abundantly more of noc-

turnal license. Goobbee Appa being far above the
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ordinary rank of tutelar divinities, his parashe extends

over a whole week. One day, as this festive season

Avas drawing nigh, we saw a train of well-dressed na-

tives make for the mission-house, led hy the sherti and

yajamdna, the two great municipal authorities. Leaving

their slippers at a short distance from the house, they

advanced with that graceful formality in which they

excel, made low salaams, presented some limes and

plantains, and proceeded to pay compliments, which, if

" done into English," would sound more ludicrous than

respectful. After a while, we were informed that they

had come to ask a favour, which they hoped would not

be denied. The parashe was approaching ; but one

wheel of the great car was damaged, and it was found

difficvilt to obtain suitable timber for a new one ; for

they are not made with spokes, but of solid wood, in

the ancient fashion. When Mr. Hodson Avas build-

ing the mission-house, he had bought and felled some

trees ; one of these remained ; it was the very thing for

their purpose ; and now they had come to entreat that

Ave Avould "be favourable, and command them this tree."

In vain did we protest that we coidd not in any Avay

abet idolatry. All Avho have been in India can bear

witness to the importunity of a Hindu applicant. Re-

solute as a barrister, and pertinacious as a tax-gatherer,

he assails you on every side. He seems to make it a

point of honour not to take a denial : it is a reflection

on his poAver of flattery, and knoAvledge of character,

—

on both of Avhich points they pique themselves. You

are entreated, Avheedled, and bepraised, until, if you

persist in refusing till he is beaten ofi", you feel very

much as if you had gained a battle. In the present
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case they did not want for numbers, for skill, or perse-

verance ; they argued, they prayed, they cajoled; but

aU in vain ; it was a matter of conscience, and we stood

there. At length, one who was very familiar with me
turned to me, and said, " Are you not my friend r"

" Certainly." " "Well, then, as you are my friend, and

as you have an objection to give the tree to Goobbee

Appa, you can just make a present of it to me, and I

will be very thankfvJ for it." This was a stroke of

rhetoric by which they plainly thought I was fairly

placed in a dilemma. " It would delight me," I re-

plied, " to give you any private mark of friendship
;

but, knowing that you want it for the service of an

idol, it would be a sin for me to give it to you ; and

one must not commit sin for any friend." This e\'i-

dently disconcerted them ; and I added, " Now, does it

not strike you as strange ? "We came here for the very

purpose of turning you from the worship of Goobbee
Appa, declaring that he is only an image ; that he can

do nothing for you ; that, indeed, he can do nothing

for himself. We have never asked anything from

Goobbee Appa since we came, yet we have everything

we want ; but here comes Goobbee Appa to us, saying,

' I am a very great god, and have many worshippers
;

they are going to make me a grand feast, and I want

to go and see them ; but I am lame, and cannot go

:

won't you help me r' Is it not strange that Goobbee

Appa shovild come as a petitioner to us ?" They soon

took leave, with obeisances far less dignified than those

of their introduction.

Before the day for commencing the feast, the top of

the car was towering among the trees. The prints
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which every one has seen of the car of Jugojernaut, give

a just idea of the vehicles used for idol-processions

all over the country,—a ponderous structure of wood,

rising through several successive stories, in the form

of a tower, and resting on four giant-wheels of solid

wood. On the appointed day, crowds of people flocked

to the sacred spot from every direction. They had no

means of shelter, and therefore selected a place under

some tree where they might sleep, engaging it by pre-

occupation. With the devotees was a proportionate

number of jugglers, showmen, and gamblers. Those

swinging-boxes popular in English fairs, (called, I be-

lieve, " whirligigs,") in which foiu' persons ride at a

time, and, revolving vertically, are in turn above and

below, were whirling boisterous freights of urchins.

Not a few were enjoying the excitement of cock-fights

and ram-fights ; the latter being a favourite pastime

with the Hindus, but the former chiefly practised by

the Mohammedans. Early in the evening, when en-

tering the eastern gate, we were met by a stately pro-

cession. A band of music led the way. Then came a

train of ladies, the wives of the merchants residing in

the fort, who had exhausted their own skill and their

husbands' wealth to make them splendid. Their silks

were costly, their jewels profuse ; they shone with

gold ; and as they walked, sUver music tinkled on their

ankles. Their cheeks were safi'roned, their teeth ver-

millioned, and their black eyes surrounded with a circle

of auxiliary blackness. They marched with a slow and

reverential grace, each lady holding up on the palms

of her hands {palmas supinos) two vessels, some of

polished brass, some of silver, on which were tastefully
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arranged bananas, mangoes, pineapples, pomegranates,

limes, oranges, and tufts of cusha-grass, or the sacred

tulasi. They were on too high an errand to walk on

vulgar earth. Before them a man spread upon the

ground a succession of silk cloths, such as are used by

the ladies for garments ; and on these garments, thus

strewed in the way, they walked the whole distance

from the fort to the temple, about half a mile, that they

might with becoming reverence approach a presence so

august as that of Goobbee Appa, the old schoolmaster !

Towards nightfall the crowd stood densely over all

the ground spreading before the temple. A small mun-

tapa, or domed canopy, supported by stone pillars, and

covering a small raised platform, stood about half way

between the temple and the car, and was used as a sta-

tion, or resting-place, for the idol. Flambeaux gleamed

on the dark faces and variegated attire of the thick

mass. Hosts of musicians tortui-ed the air into excru-

ciating cries, as if it were in mortal pain. Groups of

gaily-dressed temple-women added to the brilliancy and

to the blackness of the scene. Gaudy flags hanging

out from the car waved gently, and a thick rope from

each side stretched far before it. Between it and the

muntapa we stood preaching the gospel of Christ, to a

serried crowd of listeners. Presently came a priest,

bearing in one hand a small brass vessel, and in the

other a bunch of cusha-grass. He walked slowly round

the car, and round the muntapa, which he then as-

cended ; and, dipping the bunch of grass into the holy

water, carefully sprinkled the spot on which the god

was about to rest. By this rite India seemed brought

into present and vivid connexion with ancient and

p
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modern Rome. One might have been watching a

Romish priest, either of our own day or that of Virgil.

Who ever witnessed the close of burial-service in a

church on the Continent, Avithout being vividly re-

minded of the very same scene as occurring at the grave

of the hapless minstrel ?

—

Idem ter socios pura circumtulit unda,

Spargens rore levi, et ramo felicis olivse

:

LustraA^tque wos, dixitque novissima verba.

^H., lib. \-i,, v. 230,

A moment or tAvo after this, a band of music issued

from the temple, accompanied by a blaze of torch-

light, and a troop of dancing girls. Priests and wealthy

votaries followed ; then, borne on men's shoulders, a

richly-caparisoned litter, on Avhich sat the idol, covered

Avith a graceful canopy. On each side Avere men plpng

large fans, to protect him from dust and flies. The

march Avas sIoav, solemn, and devotional. It might

haAe been the ark of the Lord. On reaching the mun-

tapa, they rested the god for a few minutes ; and then,

reaching the car, began to pace round it a slow circuit

;

but when approaching us, the litter suddenly stopped,

and the men moved back a few paces, as if dragged

inA'oluntarily. This Avas repeated several times, leaving

us to infer that the god was offended at our presence,

and Avould not proceed ; but not choosing to see the

cause of his reluctance, Ave kept oui- ground ; and at

length some of the great men, seizing on the pole of the

litter, pulled it heartily forward, by which zeal the in-

dignation of Goobbee Appa Avas appeased ; for he

forthwith proceeded, and in a feAv minutes Avas upon his

lofty throne. A suite of priests surroxmded him, and
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the fan-men fanned lustily. Immediately on seeing him

seated, the people took hold of the ropes in front,

forming two long lines of men, with a space of three or

four yards between. In this space the musicians and

temple-women took their post. At this moment the

car, with its enormous height, its waging flags, and the

airy figures perched on high, towered impressively in

the glaring torch-light. The long avenue of human

beings in front, centred by the group of dancers, gave

it a touch of new and wild sublimity, before which

curiosity, wonder and weeping struggled for the mastery.

The band struck up, the dance began, the men at the

ropes gave a shout, and stretched to the draught.

There was a moment's pause : then the ponderous

vehicle trembled, creaked, shook, and rumbled forward,

with a heavy crashing. At that instant rose from the

centre to the utmost edge of that throng a loud, re-

verent, but exulting cry, Swami! Sioami ! "O God! O
God !

" Thousands of voices swelled that invocation
;

thousands of heads bowed low. The lost race might

have risen to hail the Redeemer, "travelling in the

greatness of his strength, mighty to save." Then from

all sides a shower of plantains rained on the car ; and,

as they rebounded, happy, happy did he seem who se-

cured a fruit sanctified by the touch of a thing so holy.

The moving tower rumbled on, and the hapless people

shouted. Little did they think that that wretched idol

was both the sign of their darkness, and the instrument

of their undoing. Their lamentable glee, and the mag-

nitude of the car, irresistibly reminded you of the

Trojans rejoicing about the pompous trophy that carried,

but concealed, their destruction. And these were men!

p 2
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And they were our fellow-subjects ! And they must

die, and meet God ! And our fathers were once as dark

as they ! A procession of maniacs to hail madness, or

of skeletons to honour famine, or of corpses to welcome

plague, could hardly touch you with a stranger or

sadder thrill.

After the first great day, the attendance on the feast

diminished ; but, throughout the week, the ceremonies

went on. Every night the idol made a procession, the

vehicle being varied each time,—an elephant, a kite, a

peacock, and other forms, being called into requisition.

Every evening we had a large and attentive audience.

We pitched our little tent close by the ground, in order

to be near the people during the heat of the day, that

we might have opportunities of conversing with them.

But our house was such an object of curiosity, that the

numbers coming to see it were quite sufiicient to furnish

us with a perpetual congregation. "While we reasoned

with them freely on religious subjects, we conciliated

them by gratifying their curiosity. It is often said, by

persons who ought to know the Hindus, that they have

no curiosity ; which is just as true as the favourite as-

sertion that they have no gratitude. Their capability

of the latter is not very often tested ; and the existence

of the former is frequently concealed by their good

breeding, or their pride, which does not like to look

ignorant. Everything in our house was wonderful ; for

the domestic inventory of a Hindu is complete when he

has got four walls, a roof, a floor, a few water-pots and

cooking-pots, a pestle and mortar to poimd rice with,*

* This must not be fancied on the scale of a chemist's shop

:

the pestle is a hard stick, as thick and long as a man's arm.
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and a hand-mill, exactly the same as is still found on

the west coast of Ireland, and in. some of the Scottish

isles, under the name of a quern. A mat for a bed is a

comfort ; a ratna cambli (just one of our hearth-rugs)

is the couch of the luxurious ; carpets are for kings.

The dry, clean floor is both chair and table ; the plates

are made daily as the meal is cooking, by stitching to-

gether a few leaves ; knives are not needed to cut rice

;

practised fingers make good spoons ; a Bramhan has as

much notion of a fork as had that worthy Briton Ca-

ractacus ; and a Hindu lady knows as much about a

china service as did King Alfred's mother. The cloth

that covers a man by day, wraps him by night ; a

custom plainly common in the time of Moses, from

Exod. xxii. 26, 27 : "If thou at all take thy neighbour's

raiment to pledge, thou shalt deliver it unto him by

that the sun goeth down ; for that is his covering only,

it is his raiment for his skin : wherein shall he sleep r"

If a man be so luxurious as to have under him a mat or

rug, he is ready, at a moment's warning, to roll up his

bed, put it imder his arm, and walk away. He sleeps

as comfortably under a tree as in a house. The houses

of the rich differ from those of the poor only in being

larger, furnished with better vessels, a few mats and

rugs, and perhaps one or two silver drinking-cups.

Those who came from remote villages stared at our

rooms with, pure bewilderment. The table first took

their notice :
" What is that ? "NMiat is it for ?" And

hard it was to make them comjirehend how we should

need such a cumbrous thing to eat ofi", a matter they

managed v\dth perfect comfort from their knees. A bed

was wonderful, and a chair mysterious. The books
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were objects of special marvelling. One day a fine old

man, -with white hair, after having wondered over and

over again at ever)i;hing in my study, from the steel-

pen to the Venetian blinds, said, pointing across the

verandah to Mr. Male's study, " May I go into that

house?" He had scarcely entered, when his eye fell

on the Centenary volume,* which lay on the table,

beautifully bound in red russia, with gilt edges.

" "Wliat is that ?" he cried
;
pointing to it with delight

and surprise. " A book." " A book ! " exclaimed the /

old man; "that a book?" The printing astounded,^'

and the portraits enraptured him. " ^^Tiat do you do|

with it?" he cried; ""What do you do with it?"

" "Why, read it, to be sure." ""What do you do no-i

thing but read it ? Oh, if we had it in our village, wei

would do pooja (worship) to it
!

" Some of them had

heard of a watch, and craved a sight of that strange

thing. They would eye it at a distance, hearken to the

ticks like a child, then eye it again, venture to take it

in their hand, turn it round and round, and watch the

hands,—uttering notes of high amazement. "What was

it ? How did it know the time ? Where could it be

got ? How long would it live ? And a flood of such

interrogatories poured upon you. They Avould insist

that it was alive. " Look at it, it moves ; listen to it,

it speaks : if speech and motion are not attributes of

life, what are ?" They can themselves tell the time

with remarkable exactness, either by the length of their

shadows, or by the position of the sun in the sky,—

a

hind of horography ill adapted to our cloudy regions.

As the length of the days does not vary more than

* "Centenary of Methodism," by Rev. T. Jackson.
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thirty minutes during the course of the year, they sup-

pose it to be perfectly equable. Owing to this my
watch was in danger of losing its character ; for when,

in December, I happened to say it was not quite six

o'clock, although the sun had set, they replied, " Who
ever heard of the sun setting earlier one day than

another ? No, no ; the sun always sets at six ; he

must be right; the watch is wrong."*

Goobbee Appa is indisputably the most honoured god \

of the town and neighbourhood ; but he is by no means

the only one. To worship only one god, is not in the

nature of Hinduism. A secret distrust of the favou- i

rite deity is manifested by a search after others. The

temple of Goobbee Appa stands, as has been said, out- >

side the eastern gate. A few yards within that gate,

in the main street, an open building attracts your eye to

an altar of the god Mileappa. Facing you, at the head
<

of the same street, is a small building to the goddess

Yellama. It is of mud, mean, and neglected-looking.

But Avhen the cholera was scourging the to^vn, here

centred the general hope. They did not take any me-

dicine : they would say, "Medicine is for diseases ; but

cholera is no disease : Yellama just determines to kill a

certain number of persons, and for that purpose puts a

fire in their belly. To take medicine only enrages her,

and makes her kiU more." Sacrifices are esteemed the

only remedy, and to these they had resort. I saw the

heads of the buffaloes ranged before this disgusting idol,

and the place around slippery with their blood. The

* This, of course, does not apply to the Jotishas, who well
xmderstand the variation in the length of the day. See Vishtnu
Purana.
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priests managed to delay this sacrifice until the disease

was abating ; but the day after it was offered, it broke

out anew. After a fortnight had elapsed without a

case, they repeated it ; but the next day a person was

seized. This gave us a great advantage in reasoning

with them. "WTiere they are within reach of English

doctors, the success of their treatment soon does away

Avith the prejudice against medicine. \

In the same street mth this temple is a large one,

with an immense image of Busawa, the ox. Few idols

are more honoured than he : his temples are numerous,

his worshippers everywhere. He is the vahana, or

" steed," of Shiva. They say, that to honour the steed, /

is to honour the rider; and if they are not worthy to

approach the supreme Shiva, they may yet draw near

to his steed. Two huge bulls, as fat as they could live,

were constantly perambulating the streets, A\dth a seal

on the hip, Avhich served to attest their sacredness.

They seem conscious that they are free of the whole

towTi. You see them quietly walk up to the baskets '

of a grain-dealer, to levy a contribution, which he tries

to make as light as possible by coaxing the god away

;

but woe to the profane -SATetch who would strike his '

sacred hide, no matter how heavily he may tax his

stores ! It has been put to me as a deep question in

ethics, whether it were lawfiil to drive Busawa out of a

corn-field ; and if so, whether violence might be used.

Once an arch ryot said, " Oh yes, it is lawful ; for if

Busawa were left in the field, he might eat too much,

and hurt himself." Their veneration for these animals is

very deep. Sometimes, while sitting in one of the shops,
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a man has broken off the conversation, and run into the

middle of the street, in order to worship one of them

that happened to be passing. No crime is held so re-

volting as cow-murder. Had one of us killed a poor

old woman of the out-castes, it Avould not have raised

a hundredth part of the commotion that would have

followed our getting a beef-steak, or a fillet of veal.

Sometimes, when we had been preaching against sin,

they would say, " You padres are certainly remarkable

men
;
you have only one sin, but that is as bad as all

ours : you are murderers ; we have a great many sins,

but we are not murderers." In this they alluded to our

eating fowls and mutton ; for with them all life-taking

is murder. This prejudice is so deep, that I sometimes

felt disposed to eat only vegetables ; but was decided

against that course from the consideration that it would

be a concession of Scriptural truth, and would seem at

least a recognition of the dogma, " All life is the same,"

out of which this prejudices arises. All that proceeds

from the cow is holy. The domestic uses of her drop-

pings have been already mentioned ; but they have far

higher offices : made into pills, and swallowed, they are

highly effectual for inw^ard purification. The pancha-

gavya, or five products of the cow, including the nauseous

with the pleasant, are, when taken by a penitent, (whose

penitence, by the Avay, consists in taking them,) efiectual,

as the Abbe Dubois, quoting from a native author, in-

forms us, " to the remission of all sins," even when
" committed with a perfect knowledge." It is a won-

derful thing to see a man with strong sense looking you

full in the face, and confidently maintaining this mis-
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chievous absurdity. Monday is specially sacred to

Busawa, and on that day it is not lawful to put him to

the yoke ; but that rule is observed only by few.
i

In the very next street to the temple of Busawa, is

one to Bala Rama,* one of the incarnations of Vishtnu.

To a curse of this god the Bramhans ascribe the exclu-

sion of their caste from the kingly office. He gave

them the whole earth ; and then, to test their gene-

rosity, asked for as much land as he could stand on, that

he might perform austerities. They, Avith their cha-

racteristic greediness,— a disposition they no more

seem to think of concealing, than a soldier thinks of

concealing his bayonet,—at once refused, and began to

upbraid him with the contemptible sin of dataphdra,

" snatching back a gift." Incensed at this, he cursed

them, to the effect that no Bramhan should ever hold

the sovereign right of any land, and should enjoy it

only by grant from a prince of inferior caste. Passing

from this point through a narrow lane, you find a small

mud temple, kept very clean, with an image of Mariama,

the goddess of disease, in the same material. She is

painted, and decked with flowers. In the fort is a

temple to Hanamunta, the monkey generaKssimo ; and

another to Shiva the Destroyer ; or, as one of the Shas-

ti-as calls him, " the fierce lord of devils." His images

usually represent him adorned with coils of serpents,

and a necklace of human skuUs. The head of Brumha

the Creator, which he cut off with his naU, is sometimes \

placed in his hand.

Besides these public altars, every house has its pe-

* There have been three Ramas ; Parusha Rama, Bala Kama,
and Shri or Dasharata Rama.
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nates, they being selected according to preference. Of «

these, perhaps the most important is Vignayshwara,*

the god of difficulties, of wisdom, and of gluttony. This

hideous idol far outdoes Horace's fancy of a human

head on a horse's neck. His form is perfectly unac-

countable. An elephant's head rests stupidly on a

monstrous rotundity of paunch, which a band encircles,

and from behind it two little legs are poking, as if it

were a boy hiding behind a hogshead, and holding on

the top of it an elephant's head. The image is odious

enough; but the explanation increases the disgust.

Born from the excrement of Parvati, Shiva's wife, he

was her door-keeper ; ha\'ing offended Kumara, he cut

off his head, which loss Shiva repaired by decapitating

an elephant, and giving him the severed member. He
avowed an unnatural passion, and was doomed to per-

petual celibacy. On a certain occasion he ate till he

was in the act of bursting, when his brother Verabhudi a

snatched up a snake, and wound it round him, to save

his life ; which explains the band now encircling his

body. Man is far fallen
;
yet one would think it im-

'

possible that he could worship such an image, with such

a hisiory. But the honours of Vignayshwara are not im-

peded either by his deformity or his crimes. He holds

firm monarchy over the hopes of millions. It is his to

give wisdom, and scatter difficulties : nothing can suc-

ceed without his smile. The ceremonies attending the '

various stages of life ; the solemnities of marriage ; the

commencement of a journey, or a book ; in fact, every

important undertaking ; must be preceded by sacrifices

to " the lord of difficulties." One of the finest stanzas

* Called also Ganesa, and PiiUiyar.
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in the opening of the Jymani is in praise of his loath-

some figure, comparing his countenance to the dawning

day!

Another favourite household god is Vencartaramana,

the idol of the great temple at Tripati, from which our

government so long derived a disreputable income, in

the shape of pilgrim-tax. The image used for family

devotion is a copper cast, hardly so large as one's little

finger. Many a time I was told that our countrymen

thought more of him than all the gods, and that his

English name was " the Collector," because he brought

in such handsome revenues.

Krishtna, again, is a favourite family god. He is

worshipped in an image not bigger than an infant's fist,

which represents him as a creeping child, having both

hands filled with butter, just stolen from his mother's

dairy. This feat, performed at the age of nine months,

you are soberly informed, was a proof of his divinity

;

as was also the fact that he had sixteen wives and six-

teen thousand concubines. His history is a concrete of

vices : from very infancy he rejoiced in theft, lying,

libertinism, and murder. All his wives and concubines

had children, every one of whom he killed.

Of all the domestic idols of Goobbee, there is none

for number of votaries, or depth of zeal, to be compared

with the Linga, a word we may not translate. Most

of the people carry it on the chest, in a shining box of

silver ; but some have it bound on the arm, and some

inserted in the hair. It is daily worshipped. Of all

the inventions of Hinduism, this is the most flagitious,

the most loathsome, the most unaccountable. One

cannot but wonder into what strange chaos of lawless
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imaginings temptation has borne him who first conceived

this hateful affront to the conscience of man, to the

dignity of God ; or by what inspiration of satanic au-

dacity he dared to utter the conception when formed,

or by what diabolic pollution the heart of men was so

corrupted, that it did not spurn with impetuous hostility

a dogma so shameful, and scorch with the wrath of ge-

neral society the ^v^etch that ventured to propound it. /

Perhaps to this head of penates properly belongs ther

worship paid to implements of industry. A workman,

before taking up any tool in the morning, usually raises

his hand to his head by way of reverence, that it may
be propitious, and cheerfully serve his purpose. On
the great day of the Gauri feast, every one brings forth

his tools, the clerk his style or pen, the tailor his needles,

the goldsmith his hammer, the blacksmith his bellows,

the barber his razors, the carpenter his hatchet, the la-

bourer his plough, the housewife her baskets, handmill,

and water-pots ; each, having gathered his o\\~a. articles

into a heap, presents an ofi'ering of incense, flowers,

fruit, and grain ; then, falling prostrate, invokes them

as gods, and prays that they avlU continue to be propi-

tious, and afford him the means of subsistence.

During the deevarligay, or " feast of lamps,"—and

for confirmation of this almost incredible statement I-

am glad to refer to the work of the Abbe Dubois,

—

they actually go to the dunghill, place upon it a kindled

lamp, with an offering of prepared rice, fruit, and per-

fume, and, with acts of reverence, pray that it may be

propitious, and fertilize their ground !

The heart grows sick in relating these things ; but

how sick in beholding them ! Yet the description is
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far from complete. Sunday is specially sacred to Ga- *

rurda, the holy vxJture. On that morning I have often

seen a number of Bramhans standing on the north side

of a certain street, and looking intently to the sky.

All the faces Avere intelligent, the air of some highly

contemplative ; and, marking their thoughtful looks and

upward gaze, you would have supposed they were

spuming the ways of vulgar men, and conversing with

holy things. But suddenly one gives a signal to the

rest : in an instant every head turns toward the point

indicated ; then the joined hands are lifted up like a

chUd at prayer, and every lip utters the sacred invoca-

tion, Swami. And as they adored, the white breast

and bright broAATi wing of the Gainirda swept by. ^It.

was a sorrowful sight for a Sabbath mom. This bird

is voracious, and usefvJ because he preys on snakes :

his sacredness makes him tame ; but he is cowardly.

He is the steed of Yishtnu, and his worshippers fre-

quently address him by the name Hari, which belongs

to that high dignitary. One of the Shastras callsj!

Gariirda " the Lord of all things moveable and immov-

able."' Offerings of food are presented to him ; some-

times by being placed on the ground -Rdthin his sight,

sometimes by being thro^vn up into the air, to be caught

in his claws.

In the early morning T have passed an ant-hill, at

the base of which was a hole neatly strewn with flowers.

This hole was a temple, and these flowers ofierings.

The being whose presence gave aAve to this imlikely

shrine, was the potent Adi Shaysha, the cobra di ca-

peUo. The utility of the cow and of the kite, the

monkey's cunning and resemblance to the human figure,
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have raised them to the very accessible elevation of

heathen gods ; and the serpent has gained the same

distinction by his terrors, as did the crocodile in ancient

Egj^t. His image graces most temples, and some are

reared to his sole honour. The most celebrated of these

in the Mysore, and, I believe, one of the largest in

India, is at Soubramanya, a place considerably to the

west of Goobbee. There a spacious temple is devoted]

to serpents, who, under a long protection, have vastly!

increased, and crawl about every comer. A retinue of

priests is in attendance, by whom they are plentifully

served with milk, butter, plantains, and other agreeable

nourishment. (How must a man feel, who is conse-

crated the priest of a snake ?) This temple is very po-

pular ; streams of worshippers pour to its solemnities

from all the surrounding districts. The serpent, great

everywhere, is, on that spot, extolled as supreme. Not

that they believe him to be so ; but they look on flattery

as on ghee,—they love it themselves, and think the gods
|

must love it. No man of the higher castes will kill the
\

cobra, in consequence of which they abound in the

country. At Goobbee I have leaped on the grass within

a foot or two of one ; and Ave have had three killed

in our ground in a day. One morning, when retiuning

after preaching at a distant village, two men were pass-

ing whom I knew, and I entered into conversation with

them. My whip took their attention : they said, the

thong was CAadently made aftei the pattern of a snake.

" Yes," said one, " it is exactly like the one we have^

just seen." This led me to inquire ; and I learned that

they had just watched a cobra into a hole near the

mission-house. " ^Vhy did you not kill it?" I asked.
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" Kill him !" they said, " kill him ! he is our god !"

They were quite willing, however, to show me the hole,

and stood quietly by while I called my horsekeeper

;

when we filled the hole Avith water, waited to see if he

would rise, and poked him with a stick, on which he

jetted up his head, and was speedily despatched. Just

as we set upon him, our two friends uttered some smo-

thered exclamations ; but, as soon as the danger was

over, came forward, and, looking at certain marks on

the neck, said, that a person would only survive his bite

for three hours. This they professed to determine by.

the marks, saying that they indicated the age, just as'''

those in the horns of a cow : and that the virus was

more or less powerful according to age. On another

occasion one was discovered in the " go down," or store-

room, among bottles. Being dusk, it was difficult to

find him ; but, by carefully removing the bottles,—^no

very pleasant task, knowing what was there,—we at

last disturbed him : he hissed loud, and made a rush.

Mr. Squarebridge, who happened to be with us, fastened

him against the wall with the point of a stick ; but in

a position so awkward, that it was impossible to get a

fair blow at him ; and should he slip, some one of us

must sufier. By taking short hold of the end of a whip,

I managed to get at his head, and hit pat, pat, pat,

till he seemed fairly stunned with the number of little

blows. Then we let him free, and soon finished the

contest. It is a singular illustration of the way in which

depravity perverts advantages, that the low-castes kill

this reptile, and the high-castes adore it. ^Vhen my
moonshi, a Bramhan, learned, on the morning just re-

ferred to, what had been done, he quite lost his temper

;
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insisted, with much excitement, that I had been guilty i

of a great crime in killing his god ; and maintained

that the serpent never injured any one : if it did bite a

person, and he died in consequence, it was only because

his fated time had come. They give it great credit for
I

intelligence, asserting that if any one attack it, and fail
,'

to kill it, no matter where he may flee to, it traces him i

out, and never rests till avenged by his death. The ;

ryots are afraid to leave the skeleton in the fields, saying

young serpents rise out of every bone : they burn it.

They also believe that the cobra di capella is only the

female, poiaiting out as the male a larger snake, which

is not venomous, but defends itself by lashing with its

tail ; for which reason it is called the whip-snake. I

have found these generally to measure from eight to

nine feet, while the cobra seldom reaches seven. They

add, that if any one happen to overlook these two

snakes when pairing, they both give chase, and do not

rest till he is destroyed.

Surely this is enough ! enough for wonder, for grief,

for satiety! but not enough to exhaust the manifold

idolatries of Goobbee. Inanimate nature is not over-

looked in the general lavishing of worship. In spring,

when the crops are rising, it is usual to hear frightful

noises about the fields at night. These proceed from

ryots offering sacrifices to Bhoomi, the earth, who is a

goddess. The victim is usually a goat, part of which

is burnt, and in the dark the ashes are carried to the

fields, on the corners of which they are placed in tesse'-

lated marks, to warn away evil spirits, witchcraft or

blighting winds : during this ceremony they set up hori-

rid yells, to scare ofi" devils. In the Goomsoor countryl
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a part of India as yet but little known, this sacrifice de-'

mands a human victim. He is placed alive in the midst

of a host of ryots, each armed with a knife. They tie

him to a post, and at a given signal rush upon him;

each man cuts from his person as large a piece as he

can obtain in the struggle, and immediately divides it

among the people of his own village, who hasten to

their fields and bury in the soil the morsel of palpitating

flesh. In one part of the Himalaya it is done by making

a rope fast at the head and foot of a precipice a mile

high, and forcing the \'ictim to descend. Should he

alight on his feet, he is free ; but if he lose his balance,

even though still holding on sufficiently to prevent his

being killed by the fall, he is at once dispatched on

reaching the ground. If, as is most likely to be the

case, he parts from the rope, of course he is dashed to

pieces.*

The sun, too, is a god, and a great one. The most

sacred of all muntras, (forms of prayer,) the Gayatri, is

an invocation of this luminary. Its virtue is wonderful.

"He who, seated opposite the sun, repeats it, is liberated

from fear and sickness ; misfortunes cease ; and unlaw-

fvd meats, drinks, intercourse and connexions become

pure and lawful."f Of the stin's private history, the

following curious passage is given in the Hart Vamsha.

His wife, the daughter of the Hindu Vulcan, found

the heat of her situation so intense, that, after bearing

it till amost consumed, she at last created out of her

* Wallace's " Memoir of India."

t The Surya Narayana Upanishad, as quoted by Dr. Wilson,
in the "Exposxire of Hinduism."
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o'WTi shadow a goddess, the perfect image of herself,

and set off to her father's house. He refused to sanc-

tion the crime of forsaking her husband, by admitting

her ; on which, rather than return, she transformed

herself to a mare, and betook herself to the wilder-

ness as a solitary ascetic. Surya never suspected the

cheat that had been played upon him until, after the

lapse of years, one day Yemma, his eldest son, came

to him in great trepidation, complaining that his

mother had cursed him Avith a severe doom. Surya

demanded of his wife why she had pronounced such a

doom on her son ; and she justified herself by saying,

he had raised his foot to kick her. He then told

Yemma, that the curse, being pronounced, must take

effect; but asked how he came to think of kicking

his mother. He said, he was provoked by her constant

partiality in dealing with the children, indulging the

younger ones, but being very harsh towards him. The

mother was now called to account, and in her confusion

acknowledged that she was not the mother of Yemma,

but a counterfeit made from her shadow. Grieved and

indignant, Surya hastened to his father-in-law, and

bitterly accused him of concealing his wife. This he

denied; telling him, he was so insufferably hot, she

could not live with him, and that no poAver could in-

duce her to return ; for she had refused even when

driven from his door in disgrace. Plunged into the

utmost sorrow, poor Surya asked if, with all his know-

ledge of the arts, he could not discover means of re-

ducing him to a bearable temperature ; on which the

great mechanic put him on his grindstone, and ground

Q 2
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off an immense host of rays, which he then collected,

and forged into that terrible and mysterious weapon,

the shackra of Vishtnu.*^ The fugitive goddess was

then sought out ; and, perceiving the fires of Surya so

greatly moderated, was prevailed upon to resume her

natural relation. When I first read this strange tale,

it was in the presence of two Bramhans, to v/honi I

freely expressed the incredulity and amusement to which

it gave rise. This they both resented, and vindicated

the truth of every word with what an eloquent writer,

speaking of Charles Simeon's preaching, has called, " a .

contagious intensity of faith." " It must be true," said?

they ; " it is in the Shastra ; the Shastra cannot lie.

If the Shastra lied, where could truth be foimd?" It
j

is easy for those who have been educated in a landj

of Bibles and free thoughts to say, with regard to

the absurdities of superstition, "They cannot believe

them." Yes, they can, they do : men can believe any-

thing.

The moon is not passed by : he is a god ; and his

functions are not confined to nightly illuminations ; but

when the rain has been exhaled from the earth, he re-

ceives and accommodates it, till the proper time for its

return. The clouds also are- personated in the god

Indra, who holds them chained up in eight great masses,

and at his pleasure looses any one. When he angrily
i

smites them with his bolts, it thunders ; and the rain-
j

bow appears when he draws his bow. The wind is a l

* Tlie Vishtnu Pm-ana adds—" The trident of Sliiva, the
weapon of the god of wealth, the lance of Kai-tikeya, and the

weapons of the other gods ; all these "Vishwakaiina fabricated

from the siiperlluoiis rays of the sun."
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god. The sea also is a god, whose waters are signally •

efficacious to purify,—a single bath sufficing to wash

away sin. On the coast, cocoa-nuts, and other offerings,

are cast upon his waves. I

Then the poor soul of the Hindu crouches before

several members of the vegetable family. It has already

been said, that the noble old banyan, before described,

has beneath it an altar to its own honour. The banyan-' \

tree is everywhere held to be divine. The ararle, or l

Jicus religiosa, is worshipped as an avatdra of Vishtnu,
|

who took its shape with the same object as Jupiter had/

in becoming a swan. The beautiful margosa, also, is;

included in the pantheon. It is not unusual to see these
^

two trees growing so closely together, that their branches

intermingle, and surrounded by a low wall, in token that
;

they live in wedlock, the marriage ceremony having been

performed by a priest, with all due solemnities. The herb '

tuldsi, which is used at almost every religious festivity,

is a transformation of one of Vishtnu' s unlawful wives,

to whom he was so devoted, that, when metamorphosed

into a plant, he resolved to abide with her, and for that

purpose became the shalagrdma, a black schistous stone,

which is, on this account, held to be adorable. Mora

Bhatta Dandhekara, in ably defending the superstitions

of his country against Dr. "Wilson of Bombay, asks,

" How can his (God's) honour be tarnished by saying

that fire, the cow, the shalagrdma, and other things, so

holy and purifying, are his very glory ?" These vege-

table deities have sacrifices presented during the feast

of Deevurlagay. The cocoa-nut tree is appropriately

held to be an emblem of gratitude ; for man brings it

water when young and weak, which, when strong, it
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yields him back in a delicious form. It is highly valued

and frequently personated, but does not receive divine

honours. I am not prepared to say that it is never

worshipped : no doubt it is ; for you can hardly fix on

an object, animate or inanimate, useful or noxious, but,

some time or other, has the soul of a man cringing before

it, and calling it god.

These are the leading features in the exterior of re-

ligion in Goobbee. It is a dark picture ; very dark, if

considered merely as to appearances ; but how woeful

does that darkness grow, when we think that it is not a

bare shape, not a fugitive phenomenon, but the living

representative of souls, of their thoughts, their belief,

their hopes, their morals ; of the attributes they assign

to God, the views they have of their o%\ti destiny, the

principles on which they guide their life. WTiat state

of soul is represented by bull-worship, by monkey-wor-

ship, by vulture-worship, by serpent-worship, by imple-

ment-worship, by tree-worship, by the worship of the

dunghill ? "What state of morals is represented by the

worship of Vignayshwara, and Krishtna and the Linga?

What state of hope is represented by the worship of the

fierce and filthy destroyer Shiva ? Who, oh who would

enter into one of those craven bodies, and be a hapless

soul, looking out upon a universe in which every

monster is a god, and every beast an equal ; in which

men are vile, and gods far viler; and in the whole of

which the weary eye cannot rest on one pure being,

worthy to be loved with all the heart, and soul, and

mind, and strength ? Is there any curse one should

feel more dreadful than to be transformed into one of

these dark souls, bereft of all knowledge of the one
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holy and true God, of redemption, of the resurrection

of the dead, or the life of the world to come ; haunted i

by a countlesss horde of "sicious powers, each one

demanding our dread; looked down upon and bidden

to crouch by soil and sea, by tree and beast, by bird

and snake ; and yet our immortality left with us ?

The soul shrieks at the very thought, and cries,

" Make me miserable, or make me mad ; but oh do

not make me a thing like that !" Yet such are the

souls that dwell in Goobbee, and such are the souls

that, in our wonderful realm of India, inhabit a thou-,

sand plains.

In the vicinity of Goobbee were above twenty towns

and vUlages, which were formed into a regular circuit,

and a plan made, by which they were visited in turn.

Biddiri was a considerable market-town. Chayloor,

a large village, with about thirty temples. "WTiussa-

HuUy, Nertagoonta, Naramungala, Lekenahully, and

several others, were populous villages, each with its

gowTrda, or head-man. The go%\Tda is of the same caste

as the rest of the Aillagers, but has great honour paid

him. from his office : he is the umpire in disputes, and

the medium of all negotiations with government. In

Whussa-HuUy was a shakedar, a kind of revenue and

police magistrate, who holds jurisdiction over ten go^vT-

das. A few miles off was Cudaba, a considerable town,

much under the influence of Bramhans, and the resi-

dence of the amildar, who is judge and collector for a

talook, a district including many shakedars. The amil-

dar was a civil and intelUgent Mohammedan, who had

four wives, and married the fifth while I was there.

Chinchethully was a neat village, mainly inhabited by
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potters, who Avork in the open air, shaping their ware

with great dexterity on a simple wheel fixed horizon-

tally, and revolving close upon the gi-ound, so as to

permit the workmen, according to custom, to sit. The

pots are burnt in large open ovens. They make tiles, :

water-pots, and cooking pots ; but the fine wares and

endless variety of articles manufactured by their Chinese

and European brethren are unknown. Their most cu-

rious article is a large vessel for holding grain, much

the shape of a Chinese jar, and capable of containing

several gallons.* One hamlet was inhabited wholly by

stonecutters, who are a low and ignorant caste ; and, if

I remepiber rightly, one of the few castes that permits

a second marriage to young widows. Another hamlet

was occupied by shepherds, who rank far below the

cowherds. They have about them none of the romance

belonging, in our imaginations, to that primitive calling.

Once, in the dusk of the evening, I saw a man running

along the road, with his whole flock in close pursuit,

when, coming up to us, he crossed the road, and Avas
,

followed by every hoof : he stood still as we passed, and

they all clustered behind him. It strongly reminded,

me of the Saviour's words, " My sheep hear my voice,

'

and follow me."

Besides the places close abovit Goobbee, Ave included

in our plan Toomcoor, a large market-toAvn, about

tAvelve miles off. It is the residence of the superin-

tendant of the Chittledroog division, and, in conse-

quence, much resorted to from all the surrounding

country by those Avho have any litigation, or other at-

* A vessel of like size and shape is sIioaati in Colchester

Castle, as of the times of the liomans.
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traction to the seat of authority. It would be
.
an im-

portant post for a missionary, could one be given to it.

We also visited some villages in its neighbourhood. I

cannot pass over this town without naming one affect-

ing occurrence. Close by the travellers' bungalow, far

from any place where Christians bury, stands the lonely

tomb of a British officer. One morning, about three

o'clock, Mr. Jenkins was called up by a man, who de-

livered a note, dated Toomcoor, from a lady with whom
he had some acquaintance, in which she informed him

that her husband was dead, and begged he would hasten

to her assistance. He found that Captain had left

his regiment at Hurryhur, to accompany his wife to

Madras, who was obliged to go to England, by a total

failure of health. Their three children were with them.

On theu' route lay Chittledroog, Avhere the cholera was

raging. "\Vhen between it and Toomcoor, Captain

was seized with those symptoms, dreadful any-

where ; but doubly so on a lonely march. They urged

on in hopes of reaching Toomcoor ; but when seven

miles from it, his sufferings became so great, that he

could proceed no further. The bearers laid him down
on an open plain Avithout either house or tree. He
could not, for agony, remain in the palankeen : he

writhed upon the sand. For hours he lay there en-

during the pain of the disease, aggravated by the bare

ground and burning sun. His poor wife Avas too feeble

even to walk : she could only watch and weep. Shade,

or help, or friend, she had none. The only white faces

n^ar were those of her children, whom she felt to be

already fatherless. They now came to mourn over

papa, and now went off to play. There sat that weakly
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lady, hour after hour, watching her kind and excellent

husband torn with pains, tUl, at last, he lay a corpse on

the lone road side. She got the bearers to carry their

sorrowful burden to Toomcoor, certain, at least, of all

that Christian hospitality could do, in the house of the

estimable Captain Dobbs. But he was from home, and

the servants in charge, finding she had a dead body

A\'ith her, refused admittance. The travellers" bunga-

low, only just built, was incomplete, damp, and un-

furnished. Thither she went, her only care being how
she could place the remains of her husband in a decent

grave. She could not get any one to procure a coffin/

or aught else, fit for interment. She was ill and weak,

and not able to bully the Mussulmaun attendants, who!

care little for a woman in sorrow. Happily, she re-tj

membered there was an Englishman within twelve'

miles. Mr. Jenkins soon obtained the things necessary

for burial, and committed the body to its lonely home.

It was an afi'ecting funeral ; but hope, far better than a

crowd of mourners, was there. Captain had long

been seriously disposed, but a few months before had

evinced a decided religious change. For some days he

had seemed to be imder a presentiment of death, and

spoke of its coming with a Christian's confidence. The

same evening the widow proceeded on her sorrowful

journey.

At the distance of about twenty-five miles from Goob-

bee, is the to\\Ti of Coongull, with a population of about

seven thousand, a considerable manufactory of silk,

and a government depot of young horses intended for

the army. It is situated on a noble tank, ten mUes in

circtunference, the shores of which are variegated with
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groves of date and mulberry, clusters of bare rock, and,

in the distance, blue mountains, among ^^^llich towers

Shivagunga. Morals in India are bad, very bad ; but

in CoonguU they are lower than even the common level.

A large proportion of the inhabitants are Mahommed-
ans, and several of the horsekeepers are Roman Ca-

tholics. These have a small chapel, with suitable fur-

niture of idols ; and it is no injustice to them to say,

that not in any one particular of knowledge or morality

are they before the worst of their neighbours. They

are favoured with an occasional visit from a priest re-

siding at Mysore, who, after the habit of the Jesuits,

calls himself an European Bramhan, and maintains to-

ward the people the relations implied by that caste. If

his teaching were aimed to make the people wise and

good, it was utterly impotent for that ; but it bore the

indubitable voucher of genuine Romanism, in a talis-

manic power to make bigots. The man who could not

make a bigot, would be a poor agent of Popery. This

priest fully authenticated his mission ; for while hea-

then and Mohammedan came to hear the word of God, ;

not one of his people dared. The curse of God and the

priest, denial of absolution, penances, purgatory, and

hell, are mighty things with an ignorant man, when put

before him, not to check a passion, or enforce a virtue,

but to aggravate a fictitious sin, or rouse a feeble pre-

judice.

In 1839, a piece of ground was obtained at Coongull,

on which a house of two small apartments was built for

a missionary, and, close by, a similar one for an assis-

tant missionary. In the opening of 1840, Mr. Square-

bridge and Mr. Webber were appointed to the station.
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It was considered part of the Goobbee circuit ; but,

owing to the distance, the work was conducted on a

separate plan. Here the villages lie even more thickly

than round Goobbee, and about forty of them were

embraced in a regular circuit. They were populous

;

many of them, besides agricidtural pursuits, rearing

silkworms and spinning silk. They were every one

open to our fullest labours.

Measm-ing from Chayloor on the north, to below

CoonguU on the south, the length of oiir circuit Avas

about forty miles ; from Toomcoor on the east to the

most westerly point, the breadth was more than fifteen.

It was not possible to bring every place within these

limits under regular cultivation ; but only the most im-

portant towns, and the villages near to Goobbee, and

Coongull. Exclusive of villages, the tOA^iis alone of

the circuit embraced a population fall four times as

large as that of Tahiti,-" Avhere a whole colony of mis-

sionaries laboured for half a generation, patiently wait-

ing to see fruit, and saw it at last. The population of

the circuit was far greater than that of some whole

groups in the South Seas, and certainly not less than

that of New-Zealand.f Then these were not isolated

fi'om all external influence. The difference between a

circuit like this, formed out of the midst of India, and

one in Tahiti, or Tonga, is, that the one is an island in

an ocean of salt water, and the other is an island in an

ocean of human beings. In the one case every impulse

given terminates at the beach, whence it is reflected

back, to increase the commotion Avithin the narroAV

* Tahiti has 16,000. f Computed at 100,000.
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compass : in the other, when it has reached the boun-

dary-line of your circuit, instead of travelling back to

the centre, it goes on, and on, and on, for a thousand

miles, giving a feeble, but momentous, disturbance to

those cumbrous prejudices which have crushed down,

for ages, inquiry and improvement. You cannot, in

India, concentrate your influence iinder your own eye :

it goes far beyond you, and spends much of its strength

where you cannot follow it. This necessarily gives

your results slowness ; but it gives them width. You \

are not so likely to convert a town in ten years, but far I

more likely to convert a hundred thousand towns in a ]

century. At Goobbee we had no mission-station on the i

east nearer than Bangalore, sixty miles ; none on the '
-

south nearer than Mysore, ninety miles ; none on the

north nearer than Bellary, about two hundred miles

;

and none on the west nearer than Mangalore, the same

or a greater, distance ; and yet every spot enclosed in

these wide outlines, is just as open to the gospel as a
|

village in Yorkshire or Cornwall. There is not a place |

where a single missionary might not go, and though the |

foot of white man, or the name of Jesus, had never

reached it before, he might proclaim his entire message, i

not only with safety to his person, but with the cer- I

tainty of commanding respect for his doctrines. There
f'

never was before the church such a field. To leave

it unfilled, is shortsighted, and scandalous neglect./

When we turned northward, the thought was appalling

:

it was like facing an ocean. Between us and the limit

of India, the vale of Cashmere, lay about fifteen hun-

dred miles of the finest and best-peopled countiy in the

world ; but, diawing a line direct north from Goobbee,
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it did not touch a single missionary post, but at Bellary.

Hundreds of miles to the east of this line, a feAV stations

were lying far scattered. To its west were some at

Bombay, Poonah, and Guzerat ; but, taking the city of

Nagpore as a centre, we could sweep a circle of three

hundred miles' radius, Avithout touching one post, ex-

cept a solitary American missionary at Jaulnah. From

Nagpore to Jeypore, another capital, is quite five hun-

dred miles, in which whole course is no missionary

;

and roimd this centre, again, you can draw the same

ten-ible circle of six hundred miles' diameter, including

only the single station of the Chmxh Missionary Society

at Agra.

Such was my circuit, and so situated : its freedom

from the interruptions incident to an Eviropean settle-

ment, its exclusive intercourse "with the natives, its un-

equalled facilities for studying them, and its boundless

opportunities for spreading the gospel, all combined to

make it just such a field as a young missionary might

rejoice in ; and if there were a feeling in his heart to

be stirred, that field would stir it. The people are

courteous and civil, subjects of our own government

;

bowing to us as the most powerful, and confiding in us

as the wisest of nations. They receive us with frank-

ness, and treat us with respect. Their towns and vil-

lages are as open to the missionary as to the Bramhan.

He may come at any hour, stand in any place, handle

any subject. Business will make room for him in the

market, amusement will yield to him in the feast, de- i

votion will not hunt him from the temple, he may stand;

at its door and illustrate his argument by the idol they!

are then worshipping. Close by the idol car he mayj
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proclaim Him who sitteth on the circle of the heavens :

by the fire where they are performing penance, or the

altar where victims are yet reeking, he may tell of the

one atonement. Everywhere, not only safety, hut re-

spect, awaits him. There never has been, in the his-j

tory of the chiu'ch, a field so perfectly open in the midst

of a great heathen country ; there never can be another

field more open ; and there never can be but one so

extensive,—China. On this field meets every element

of exciting interest : it is a field where a beautiful

country is defaced with obscene idols, where gentle

manners are deformed by rank depravity, and keen in-

tellects are stultified by drivelling superstitions. The
intelligence, polish, and gentleness of the people, make

\

the darkness of their souls a thousand times more /

frightful. There is no savage congruity between their I

superstitions and their manners. You are shocked by

the alliance of education and darkness, of polish and de-

basement. A man makes an elegant bow, pays a grace-
\

ful compliment, discusses metaphysics, writes poetry,

;

calculates an eclipse,—and worships a snake! The
j

abruption is horrible ; the shock far greater than to see7

a similar act done by a savage who never wore a robe,

nor saw a letter. In the one case, Satan stalks as a

marauder ; in the other, sits as a king, with literature,
j

science and antiquity adorning his throne. This ci-

vilized, lettered, accomplished idolatry, is the most

startling thing on earth, man's worst curse, Satan's

highest triumph. It should thrill and rouse us. To
see naked, tatooed savages, with fiendish yells, holding

a cannibal feast on some wild island, would be horrible,
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yet it would be consistent; but who could bear to see)

courtly ladies, in the aisle of a cathedral, and to the

.

sound of Handel's music, eating human limbs ? The \

darkness of the Hindus demands the gospel ; their ac-

cessibleness invites it. It is true, that by castes and

by families, they are in firmly concreted masses ; but

they lay bare the surface to our operations, and already

a quivering passes throughout the entu-e bulk which

attests it, that nothing is needed but a strong and con-

tinuous shock, and it wiU all rend. But to give and
\

sustain that shock, ought not to be left to the hands of
i

a few. The labourers are few, lamentably, shamefiilly
\

few ; but they faint not. They sigh that they are few,
f\

not because they have a single fear of ultimate failure
;

but because, from their fe's\'ness, tens of millions must
•

i

die before they have once been reached. This makes i

them mourn, it bows their strength, it tears their hearts,
\

it shortens their days, it makes them indignant with
|

money-clutching Christians, it makes them cry to God.

But as the faint labourer, with the \\dde field round him,

kneels and lifts up his weary trembling hand, there

comes upon bun a kind of assurance that the day of

redemption draweth nigh, such as no other can feel, i

and such as no doubt can encounter. The prayer of a ,|

missionary, with thick masses of benighted souls on

every hand, is the most poignant, but the happiest,

of prayers. A hundred griefs pierce him; but every

wound makes entrance for a new balm. I am sure

Mr. Jenkins will never forget the feelings we used to

have, when meeting every afternoon to plead together
\

yvith. God, on behalf of the poor souls that were sitting i
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in the shadow of death before our eyes. There was

heaviness and bleeding of heart ; but oh, there was 'vvdth

it an assurance as bright as heaven, that God's good

word woidd accomplish its mission, and that truth and

righteousness, peace and mercy, would one day over-

spread the land that was now so mournful.
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CHAPTER VI.

OXJR "WORK.

Iiitei'preters—Written Sermons—Standard of Attainment

—

Copia Yerborum— Studies—Ryot Dialect
—

"Writing and
Speaking—Native Politeness—Value of a good Pronuncia-
tion—No Impossibilities—Progress and Pleasure—First Ser-

vice—The Sabbath-day Market—The Market-place Prayer
—The Temple Door—Necessity for an Idol—Air and "Water
—A Queer Bath—A Clean Thing brought out of an "Unclean
—Gods many—The luckless Priest—An amiable Bramhan
—Logic—Suspicions—An Enquirer—The sad Resolve—An
Inconsistency on my part—Village Preaching—Ryot objec-

tions—Sense of Guilt—Have they a Conscience?—Plain
"Words needful—Emotion in an Audience—The forsaken

Shrine—The Feast imheeded—Busy Hearers—A lonely but
happy Prayer—A Pilgrim and a Father—Biddiri—The Mar-
ket Stalls—Books and Bindings—Chayloor—Purity of Heart
—Christ the Purifier—Tlie best Beginning—The Pundit
Impro^-isatore—A bold Attack—A warm Engagement—The
Shastri—Tlie open Door—A pleasant "Wrangler—An atten-

tive Audience—The Feast of Yettanhullv—The votive Fire
— The Men -who had a Vow— The Exposttdation—Our
Schools—Bibles and Tracts—The first Book seen and its

Favdt—Our Joys—The Future—The Banyan of hvmiau So-
ciety—Prospects.

The essential preliminary to the entrance of a mission-

ary on his svork, is the acquisition of the language

spoken by the people among whom he is called to

labour. Many have adopted, as a substitute for this,

the plan of preaching through an interpreter ; but that

expedient has never been resorted to in our Canarese

mission, a fact which proves that it is not indispensable.

Many grave objections lie against it : it is cumbrous

;
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it leaves every truth uttered dependent, for its correct

'

transmission, on the talent or fidelity of the interpreter
;

and, by cherishing in the missionary a habit of self- I

distrust and reliance upon another, places him in danger

of contracting an incurable embarrassment. It also

removes the powerful motive to study, which would be

supplied by the feeling on his part, that, tUl sufficiently

acquainted with the language to preach, he is utterly

useless ; and thus, though appearing to anticipate the

time of commencing his public ministry, it really post-

pones, and that indefinitely, the time of his doing so in

the only way that can be either happy to himself, or

effective for his purpose. Let two men of equal talents

begin at the same time in the same language, the one

by using an interpreter, the other by deferring all

attempts to preach till his progress enables him to ven-

ture, and it will be found that, at the end of three

years, the latter has dehvered far more sermons than

the former ; and not only so, but acquired a freedom

and command which it is doubtful whether the other

"will ever gain. Except to a man of genius, or of in-

domitable energy, any lengthened use of an interpreter

is a certain entail, for life, of hesitating and dependent

incapacity.

The habit of reading sermons is also unknoA\Ti in our

Canarese mission. Much may be said in favour of a

beginner, before he has sufficiently mastered the lan-

guage to speak extemporaneously, composing and then

reading a discourse. By this means he may bring the

truth before a congregation, when otherwise he must

have been sUent. On the other hand, every one knows

that even in an audience accustomed aU their days to

K 2
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hear sermons read, only the thinking portion can ordi-

narily keep up their attention throughout, unless the

reader has the attractions of a pleasing or forceful de-

livery. But none of us woidd ever think of expecting

that a congregation of persons not accustomed either to

read themselves, or to hear discourses read, should give

sustained attention to a lecture composed by a German,

or a Frenchman, in stiff, ungainly English, and read

with the hesitancy of inexperience, and the indistinct-

ness of a strong foreign accent. Such an audience

could neither understand nor remember such a diatribe.

Yet such, for the most part, are the congregations the

missionary has to address in India ; and such, at the

outset, his condition to interest them. Again : every

time the preacher trusts to his manuscript, he increases

within himself a dread of extemporaneous effort ; and,

from this circxunstance, many men, of passable talents,

have spent more than half their lifetime, and Avasted

all their energy, before they dare venture to go out

among the people, and, wherever they found them, call

them, like heralds of God, to repentance. It is hard

to conceive a position more distressing than that of a

good man living amid a swarming population of heathen,

and wishful to bring them to God, who yet, by a vicious

training, has rendered himself incompetent to preach to

any of them, but the paltry modicum that may be

minded, at a stated time, to come within the walls of

a place of worship. To any Hindu audience, except

such as long usage may have trained, ten minutes of

animated extemporaneous address would convey more

knowledge, and make upon them a deeper impression,

than a read discourse half an hour long. It should '
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also be especially remembered, that the missionary who

speaks extemporaneously for ten minutes this week,

has overcome a difficulty and acquired a power, that

will fit him to speak, with equal ease, for fifteen next

week ; and a few such eff"orts, made after careful pre-

paration, will introduce him to the delightful liberty of

addressing the people at wiU, on any topic present to

his mind. A young missionary, by a few well-studied

and bold attempts at the first, will escape many a day

of vexatious inaction. Without an early and a resolute

beginning, he need not hope for first-rate success.

Every missionary ought at the very outset to deter-

mine that, by the help of God, he will preach to the

people in their own tongue as well as if he were a

native. To fix an aim lower than this, is suicidal to his

own respectability and influence. The attainment of it

is not hopeless, if he give his life to his work, and

grudge no time nor pains to complete his preparation

for its calls. To preach like a native, four things are

necessary,—a perfect knowledge of the grammatical and

idiomatic structure of the language, a copia verhorum, a

power to write and speak fluently, and a correct pro-

nimciation.

A perfect acquaintance with the gkammae of the

Canarese is not to be obtained without close study ; but

will infallibly reward any one who takes that pains.

The orthography is simple, the etymology compact and

easily mastered ; but there is a novelty in the s}Titax,

and a complexity in the prosody, which render patient

application indispensable to that complete mastery of

them, without which, elegance of style is an impossibi-

lity. In the first stages of this department of study,
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the assistance of an European is most desirable, and,

^vithout that, the student must rely chiefly on himself;

for, in the niceties of grammar, he will receive little

aid from native moonshis. The idioms can become

familiar only by extensive reading, and extensive con-

versation.

Respecting a copia vebborum, it is most necessary

to avoid the impression, that if a man has only acquired

a great stock of vKords, he is therefore furnished, A
copia vei'bornm is not merely a crowd of words, but a

number of words in use among every class of the people,

adequate to intercourse vntb. that class ; and a number

of words on every subject, adequate to the discussion

of that subject. In copious languages, like those of

South India, it requires an extended vocabulary to reach

this standard ; but, generally speaking, the number of

primitive words in a language is not near so great as

people, in their dread of study, suppose ; and when

once master of the root, you easily acquire the deriva-

tives. A person with five thousand roots, gained from

various sources, is not despicably furnished : and who
would be frightened at the prospect of learning that

number of words ? After the first five thousand, the rest

come as of themselves. From Mr. Pope I adopted a

plan that proved of incalculable service : every new
word that occurred in reading was written doAvn, vnth its

derivation and chief meanings ; then, each evening, aU

acquired during the day were transferred to an alpha-

betical vocabulary. Thus, at the cost, it is true, of some

patience, every word once sighted was permanently

housed in the mind. The natives say, that to read a

word once, is worth hearing it three times, and to -vmte
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it once, worth reading it seven times ; and no one can

doubt but that their opinion has some foundation in

fact. But the reason of this is not, as it seems to me,

correctly stated either by them, or by Cobbett and other

English -wTiters, to rest in the fact, that the eye is a

better remembrancer than the ear, and the hand than

the eye. Eye, ear, and hand, are all equally innocent

of efforts of memory. The process by which the mind

is detained for the greatest length of time on a new

word when presented to it, is the process that will most

serve to fix it in the memory ; and the more frequently

the new. word is recalled within a short period of its

first appearance, the more certain does its ultimate re-

tention become. A boy who has seen Sully's name in

a short account of St. Bartholomew's massacre, may,

and most likely will, forget it ; but if he read the his-

tory of France, he never can ; not because he employs

a different remembrancer, for it is the eye in both in-

stances ; but because in the one case the new name was

just looked at, and passed instantly, while, in the other,

it was kept before the mind for a considerable time,

and recalled again and again. After the failure of my
sight, which rendered reading and writing equally im-

possible, it proved that by getting a moonshi to read,

pronoimcing every new word after him, mentally re-

peating it several times, then, after a short interval,

recalling it, and again repeating, all mnemonic purposes

were as well secured as by A\T:iting. It is very doubt-

ful, however, whether this would have been the case at

an earlier stage of acquaintance with the language.

Fables and stories, as replete with the language of

every-day life
;
purdnas and poems, as exhibiting the
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higher styles of diction ; and the Scriptures, as the

grand repository of theological terms ; must be the

sources whence the missionary will gather into his trea-

sury things new and old. Except the Bible, no com-

position but what has come from a native author, ought

to be looked at until the student, by much writing, and

much speaking, has, to some extent, acquired a style of

his OAvn. But did a man read every book in the lan-

guage, that alone would not replenish him for all the

intercoiirse necessary to a successful mission. With-

out conversation on all subjects, with all grades of

people, daily prosecuted, and studiously varied, his

"cistern" may be full, but he will lack "the wheel,"

whereby alone its waters can be dispensed over the land.

My study door, Avhich looked into the verandah, was

always open, and whoever came was welcome. They

Avere encouraged to talk on whatever subject happened

to be uppermost in their minds, and thus led to exhibit

their modes of thinking, their village and household

usages, and their -vdews on all sorts of subjects, as also

their familiar idioms, and the peculiar accents of differ-

ent localities. Frequently a dozen strangers, or more,

would be thus present at a time ; and, on some occa-

sions, it was easy to raise a discussion between parties

belonging to different sects, by which means were

obtained at the same time a valuable lesson in the lan-

guage, a xieyv of their exact shades of religious opinion,

and an exercise in their method of controversy. Their

conversational style ranges, according to the grades of

society,from the vulgar through the passable, the respect-

able, and the elegant, up to the ornate. The difference

does not lie wholly in gradations of propriety, but in a
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free use, among the lower orders, of words belonging

to the old Canarese, which, like our Saxon, forms the

basis of the modem dialect ; while the educated classes

introduce a profusion of terms borrowed from the San-

scrit. To express the idea of falsehood, the Bramhan

uses the word ahudha ; the tradesman, surlu ; the low

ryot, sarte ; and in numbers of equally familiar words

the same diversity is observable. Feeling that an in-

timacy \vith the dialect of the ryots was essential to that

familiar intercourse which is the surest way to confi-

dence, I determined on acquiring it ; and, among other

means, requested my moonshi to converse in it for an

hour each day. To this he stoutly demiuTed, saying that

it was an indignity to a learned Bramhan, to be asked

to speak the vulgar and broken Canarese of the ryot

;

but, on being threatened with having a ryot moonshi

placed by his side, he first laughed heartily at the idea

of a ryot moonshi, and then said he always thought the

purpose of education was to gain polish, not vulgarity

;

but that if I were not content with a Bramhan"s educa-

tion, without that of a ryot in addition, why then he

could become a ryot, or anything else I pleased. After a

while, he caught the spirit of my design, and, ^\dth con-

summate tact, threw himself into the character of a

ryot, personating, in turn, every class of \allager, and

exhausting the whole round of rural incident. The

advantages of this exercise soon became apparent in

conversing with the ryots.

To acquire the poweb, of fluext wkitixg and
SPEAKING, it is imperative that the missionary should

make a commencement in both as soon as he can put

three words together. Cases have been lamentably
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frequent in which, after years of study, the MTiting is

uncouth, and the conversation insufierably foreign. In-

deed, I have kno-mi those who would not converse till

they could do it correctly ; and the consequence was,

they never did so at eJI. It is absurd to attribute this

to the impossibility of mastering the language ; no such

impossibility exists : persons not remarkable either for

native genius or academical aids, are to be found in

India, who, by sheer dint of hard work and common-

sense plans, have gained a perfect command of the most

difficult languages. It is dangerous to begin composi-

tion, in a new language, by translating from a language

pre'siously kno^^^l. It may do well enough to teach

the art of " making Latin ;" but it is not the way to

gain the free, natural, and vigorous style, which a man
ought to possess in a language he must use every day,

and for the most important purposes. On that method,

every word you AVTite, instead of being the expression

of one of your own thoughts, is only the equivalent of

another foreign word ; and each repetition of this pro-

cess, surely, and most injuriously, induces a habit of

interposing a second language between your mind and

the words in which it is seeking to express itself. At-

tempts at communicating your sentiments through a

certain medium, though at first completely unsuccessful,

give the mind a tendency to act through that medium,

and habit soon strengthens this tendency into a power,

which will command its appropriate facilities. No man

will form a correct, much less an elegant, style, without

writing ; but he vrill reap tenfold the advantage from

putting down sentences originated in his own mind,

and such as his stock of words enables him to construct,
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that would accrue from an equal effort of his -wats, and

a greater outlay of his time, made to render into Ca-

narese a sentence previously cast in a mould utterly

dissimilar. If he fail in attempting to express any fact

or sentiment, he has two methods of procedure : the

one, to avail himself of the help of a lexicon ; the other,

and by far the better, to leave his sentence unfinished,

keep the fragment in his mind, and be on the constant

watch for the word or phrase he wants ; a few days, at

most, will bring it : once gained in that way, it ^vill

never be lost again ; and, in the search for it, he will have

foimd many others. Conversation alone must not be

trusted to as the means of learning to speak ^^'ith faci-

lity : nothing can be worse for a missionary, than to

imagine that aU is right because he can converse fluently

with the people in the bazaar, \\-ithout being laughed

at. Laugh at him they wiU not, even though in every

sentence he perpetrate outlandish idioms, barbarous

grammar, and ridiculous pronunciation ; but in that

case he cannot do much good ; for the uneducated have

but a misty view of his meaning, and the educated re-

gard his efforts with contempt. Correct structure of

sentences is not more necessary to the refinement that

will delight the learned, than to the lucidness that ^\ill

be intelligible to the vulgar. On the other hand, if a

man defer his attempts to converse till he has formed

his style by composition, he must either be of a most

happy genius, or his powers of conversation will be

always feeble. The two exercises must go together.

As soon as a man can say, " How do you do ?" let him

begin ; and then, through all the mortifications of false

accent, false grammar, false idiom, false pronuncia-
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tion, misplacements, hesitations, repetitions, blunder-

ings, failures, absurdities, and impossibilities, let him

flounder on, laugh at his own mistakes, try to do better,

fan, laugh again, and combat the embarrassment till

he surmount it. It is essential to have a moonshi who
does not know a word of English. Nor let this frighten

the student : during the first month his temper and per-

severance will be well tried ; his hope will often faint

away ; but at the end of that time it will begin to revive,

and never droop again. He need not fear being laughed

at : the Hindus are too polite. Sometimes, when striv-

ing in vain to make myself understood, I have said,

" How is it you do not laugh at me ?" " Laugh at

you !" they would reply :
" you are a foreigner, and

have only been a short time in our country ; the wonder

is to hear you speak our language at aU ; it would be

rude to laugh at you ; but if one of our own people make

a blunder, he deserves to be laughed at." On one

occasion, just after I had begun to attempt conversing

in public, they charged us with being murderers, be-

cause we used animal food. In reply to this, I told

them, that if to take away animal life were murder,

that crime was chargeable upon them all ; for in walk-

ing along the roads they frequently trod insects to

death ; and then, forming my hand into the kind of

spoon-shape in which they use it to drink with, I

added :
" In this much of your stagnant tank-water

you have often a great many thousand live deer,"

—

intending to say, " li-\ing things ;" but, by one of those

lapses which will happen to a beginner, using the word

jinkigurlu instead of jentugurlu. Supremely ridiculous
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as this blunder was, they did not even smUe, but po-

litely corrected me.

It is to be deeply regretted that in regard to pko-

KTJNCIATION, some missionaries fix their utmost attain-

ment at the point of intelligibihty. No one needs to

be told, that the pronunciation of a foreigner may be

intelligible, and yet very painful ; and it is most unac-

coimtable that any man who has even once in his life

had his ears rasped by rough foreign accents, and wit-

nessed the force of sensible remarks, that were perfectly

understood, nidlified by the amusement or impatience

excited by bad pronunciation, can soberly make up his

mind to talk, and above all to preach, to a people

in a style of pronunciation differing from their OAvn.

Amongst those who are speaking their mother tongue,

you can scarcely have a more ready passport to a man's

attention, than an elegant way of enunciating words

which he is accustomed to have hurled upon his ear in

all the disarray of carelessness, ignorance, or bad taste.

This accomplishment has a still more powerful charm

in a foreigner. ^\Tien a man whose complexion marks

him as born to the tongues of Africa or India, addresses

us in our own ^\dth a natural accent and correct idiom,

who does not feel a lively gratification, and lend a

willing ear ? The people of India are most susceptible

of this impression : among them the grace of correct

pronunciation is so exclusively characteristic of the

Bramhans, that it is not designated by any other term

than " a Bramhan's mouth." A missionary will find

"a Bramhan's mouth" to be on all occasions a gua-

rantee of respect, and over a crowd it wiU give him
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commanding influence. It is amusing to hear the tones

of deep respect in which the less educated will say,

Bramhanara hdyi huntu ! " He has a Bramhan's

mouth !" Careful reading after a native, making him

pronounce difficult words several times over, and fol-

loA\ing him : committing to memory, and daily repeat-

ing verses which contain the most difficult sounds : in

construing, always to read aloud ; and, above all, daily

conversation with persons of different class ; will, in

time, secure to any man of fair abilities a most respectable

pronunciation ; and, if persevered in, will, after a few

years, make him an admiration even to the natives

themselves. I have been present when a missionary,

in order to silence an impudent Bramhan, quoted and

demanded an interpretation of some very difficult verses,

composed expressly to group together all the hardest

sounds in the alphabet; and as he rolled out those

words of " learned length and thundering soimd," I

heard some of the respectable men present saying to

one another, m an under tone, with evident delight,

£di/i kairliri! bdyi kairliri! "Hearken to his mouth!

hearken to his mouth !"

At present the student of the Indian languages has

not to contend with the same difficulties as the first

missionaries, but has every facility furnished to his

hand ; and no man, except those of the slowest talents,

wiU study in the way just indicated, for a twelvemonth,

without being able to preach. He is then in the fair

way for gaining the standard of equality with a native
;

and he wiU gain it if he only refuse to let people per-

suade him that it is an impossibility. Impossibility! let

every young missionary strike that word out of his vo-
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cabulary ; there should be no impossibilities to a young

missionary : in this case there is no impossibility ; diffi-

culty is admitted, considerable difficulty ; but no man,

with the soul of a missionary, wishes to do only work

that may be done by a drone. If one studies languidly,

or confines himself either to books or conversation, he

creates impossibilities : but if he works hard ; if he

divides his time between reading and conversing ; and

above all, if he lives, not among the English, but

among the Hindus, he will certainly preach with ease

by the end of the year ; some will do so in six months,

and the very slowest in eighteen.*

To a student fresh knowledge is always sweet : to a

linguist a new word is always musical ; for it unites

some thought of his to the mind of families of men
from whom it had been previously cut off : to any man,

in any pursuit, progress is buoyant, and acquisition

grateful : but to a missionary, as he consciously sur-

mounts the difficulties of a heathen tongue, all the

pleasures of gain, of improvement, and of learning, are

fused into one feeling of ardent happiness. His ac-

quirements are not hailed by the noisy admiration of

the crowd, nor by the stately approval of academic

tribunals ; but they are hailed by the warm voice of

the angel who hath the everlasting gospel to preach.

In gaining every additional word, or phrase, or idiom,

he grows richer ; and seems to draw nigher to the as-

cending Redeemer, that he may hear again his last
•

* I am glad to refer to the remarkably sensible work of the
Rev. W. Buyers,—"Letters on India,"— in confirmation of the

above views on the practicability of acquiring a perfect know-
ledge of the Indian languages.
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command, that command which is at once the mission-

ary's warrant, and the world's hope. In conquering

every difficulty, he uncoils golden wires ; and, in se-

curing each new word, sets another string necessary to

complete the tones of the harp on which, before the

heathen, he will celebrate Him who loved him, and

washed him from his sins in His own blood. In this

study the missionary has, also, a sense of right to seek

special help from God. Most solemnly do I believe

that no man, learning a language for the sake of preach-

ing in it the gospel of salvation, A\all pray in vain for

wisdom and aptitude more than are at his command for

any common-place exertion.

It was on the morning of Sunday, October 13th,

1839, that I first witnessed a Canarese service in my
own circuit. Before six o'clock I accompanied Mr.

Jenkins and Mr. Franklin into the town. The people

were stirring about, shopmen opening their shops, mer-

chants preparing for the market, women going out of

the gates to draw water, or sweeping and marking with

white stripes the entrance of their houses, children

sitting in the doors, and the devout either carrying their

offerings to Goobbee Appa, or waiting for the appear-

ance of Garurda to perform the accustomed worship.

They knew not that it was a Sabbath, nor what a Sab-

bath meant. On reaching our school-room, which, ac-

cording to usage, was open in the front, Ave found a

man sleeping on the earthern floor ; but he immediately

arose, wrapped up his bed,—only a piece of cloth,

—

and put it under his arm. The service began by singing

a Canarese hjonn, during which several persons entered,

and some stood outside. Then prayer was offered up

;
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and though I could not follow the words, it may be

easily supposed that to kneel there, in the very midst

of idolatries, and surrounded by the people to whom
I had been sent, would call forth, with uncommon
strength, one's " heart's desire and prayer to God, that

they might be saved." Repeated practice in reading

one portion of Scripture had made me so familiar with

it, that Mr. Jenkins thought I might venture to read it

in this quiet service ; and in that humble way I thank-

fully made a commencement of my public duties. Mr.

Franklin then preached a sermon, of which only isolated

words were intelligible to me. And oh how enviable

did it seem, to be able with such freedom to tell these

poor idolaters of the Saviour's love

!

The same morning, at half-past ten o'clock, we pro-

ceeded to a little building on our own ground, which

we dignified with the name of chapel. It was of mud,

and washed beautifully white : a small erection of the

same material, and with the same covering, served for

a pulpit. Seats there were none ; the people, according

to their custom, using the floor. The roof was of tiles,

supported by a frame-work resting on cross-beams of

cocoa-nut trees. It was a lowly sanctuary ; and close

by were costly buildings to the honour of imaginary

and abominable deities ; but it was intensely delightful

there, where, a short time before, altar or servant He
had none, to worship, even with a few, the only God.

Few joined in his praise, few responded to the prayer

;

but the soul felt that all nature was in harmony with

its adorations, and setting to its seal that our God is

true. And yet one in such circumstances could hardly

help finding fault with the lessons of astronomy, which

s
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prevented him from enjoying the delightful illusion that

he was worshipping simidtaneously with the millions of

Christendom. Humble as was the temple, few as were

the congregation, I could not but feel, as Mr. Jenkins

proceeded with the service, that his work had a dignity

and a joy above any duties lying within " a line of

things made ready to our hand."

About four o'clock we sallied out again : the mar-

ket was proceeding busily ; one street especially was

thronged with dealers in grain, frviit, betel-nuts, coffee,

and ornaments. Here we took our stand. A portion

of Scripture was first read, diiring which a number

sufficient to form a considerable audience, leaving their

various occupations, came and stood close around.

They listened throughout the discourse with still atten-

tion ; but at the close a few observations were made.

The service concluded with solemn prayer. Let any

one who loves God just bring these circumstances be-

fore his \'iew. It is the Sabbath ; the peace which on

that day a Christian's soul radiates on all nature, is

beaming on field and sky ; but the hurry of a market

agitates the town ; there, in the midst of barter and

noise, the preacher takes his stand ; the book of grace

is opened ; God's holy word sounds amongst the hum
of unchristian voices ; then the way of salvation is

pointed out to those who are indeed afar ofi"; they

hearken mutely; the sermon is ended; and there, under

that sky from which the countenance of God is shining,

and surrounded by men who never raised their hearts

so high, he lifts up his hands in prayer to the unseen,

all-present Father ; the tones of supplication, of hope,

and faith, the holy promise, the mention of the " blood
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of sprinkling,"' and the name of Jesus Christ,—all as-

cend on the sabbath air, mingled with the murmurs of

adjacent traffic. It was a scene to melt any Christian

heart. Devotion, in her love for the Lord's day, and

Zeal, in her love for souls, both wept over the congre-

gation ; but Faith bent over the preacher with an air of

radiant joy, and whispered, " The sons of these men
will keep another kind of sabbath." In the evening,

few though Ave were, we held a ser\dce at the mission-

house in ovir own language. Then was the promise

welcome, " ^Vhere two or three are gathered together

in my name, there am I in the midst." This was the

usual routine of our sabbath duties : at six o'clock in

the school-room, at half-past ten in the chapel, at four

in the market, and in the evening the English service

at home.

Besides the labours of the Sunday, we gave to the

town of Goobbee a service every Wednesday and Sa-

turday morning, and one every Friday evening. The

morning services were frequently devoted to the out-

castes. Excluded as they are from any education, or

any share in the religious attentions of the Bramhans,

it was to them a matter of surprise that they should be

sought out in their own polluted quarter, and taught

religion at their own door. The transmission, through

many generations, of unmitigated ignorance, combined

with oppression, outlawry, and every form of debase-

ment, has left the mind of this hapless people in la-

mentable imbecility, and their morals in frightful dis-

order. But even in them the human soid asserts itself

inextinguishable : it is there still ; there, with its awe

of an invisible world, and its thoughts of another life.

s 2
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Untaught in the system of Brumha, Budhu, or Mo-
hammed, it collects from the rites of those around a

misty superstition of its O'O'n, and pays timid adoration

to clay images of sanguinary goddesses. With these

poor creatures it is necessary to abound in homely illus-

tration, and to define every principle s^'ith line upon line

;

otherwise the terms used to convey religious truth will

either give them no idea at all, or one utterly foreign

to what was intended. They usually heard us with re-

spectful attention, and frequently we had the painful

duty of reproving them for calling us Dayvaru, " God."

Another favourite preaching-place was the door of

the great temple. We always went at the time of either

the morning or the evening sacrifice, and, though de-

nied admittance within the door, took our stand close

outside. The congregations here were of a kind to

awaken pensive interest ; the missionary stood close

by the door, and, while reading the Bible, became sur-

rounded by a n\imber of respectable people. On taking

his text, he would see many hands holding the ofiierings

they were bearing to the " presence ;" but the mis-

sionary had arrested them on their way : others, again,

had the empty vessels or cloths from which they had

just presented theirs ; and sometimes his eye would fall

on those who were prostrate on the ground before the

idol. Here, in the midst of the votaries, and within

hearing of the altar, it was a stirring thing to stand and

tell them all the truth, to teU them that their god was

an idol, that their services were folly, that their worship

was sin, and that there was " one God, and one Mediator

between God and man, the man Christ Jesus." It was

stirring to look upon them, stirring to see them so de-
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vout to an object so unworthy ; and oh, it made the

very soul pant for their conversion, to witness their

firm confidence, for this life and the future, in a mere

stock ! They often attended to a whole discourse -s^dth

marked interest ; but at other times made frequent en-

deavours to interrupt. I have even known the poojari

(officiating priest) to leave the altar, and come to assist

some of his controversial brethren. They frequently

took strong ground in favour of idolatry, urging that

the human mind is so unstable that it cannot be fixed

on any spiritual object "ndthout some appeal to the

senses ; that, therefore, to worship by mere mental

effort without external aid is impossible ; but that by

placing an image before the eye they can fix the mind

on it, say " Thou art God," and by that means form a

conception, and then worship. It was easy to reply to

this, that however difiicult to stay the thoughts on the

invisible God, and to form suitable conceptions of his

glorious character, by mere contemplation, it becomes

infinitely more so if you make an image of a man, or a

woman, or a monkey, or an ox, or a snake, and, say-

ing, " Thou art God," endeavour to raise in your mind

the desired concejDtions ; for by such a procedure the

thoughts are wholly diverted from God, by being fixed

on another and utterly dissimilar object; just as, al-

though it is very difficult to form an adequate idea of

the universe, it would be much more so were you to

shape an image of a musquito, and say, " Thou art the

universe." Another favourite argument of theirs was,

" We have gods that we can see, we have respecting

them dnislitanta (proof to the eye) ; but you cannot

see your God. How can one be safe, trusting in a
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God of whom he has no dmshtanta ? We are far better

off than you ; for our gods are palpable, yours is im-

palpable." To this we could reply, by saying, that, if

Ave chose, there was nothing to prevent us from making

as many idols as they ; but then Ave could not make

them God ; and that to call them God Avhen they Avere

neither almighty nor all-Avise, Avould do us no good

:

but, on the contrary, Avould be both foolish and Avicked,

Then as to being better off AAdth gods they could see

than Avith one they could not see, let them suppose a

man Avho took it into his head to say, " This air, this

air, I cannot understand this air ! If I look, I cannot

see it ; if I shut my hand I cannot catch it ; I knoAv

nothing about its size, or shape, or colour, or Avhere it

comes from, or AA^hat it is made of.* Surely a man can-

not be safe liA-ing in a thing it is impossible to see or

understand. But there is the AA'ater, there is some un-

derstanding it,—you can see it, and feel it, and know

all about it : I AA^on't stay any longer in this inAdsible,

unintelligible, mysterious air ; but I Avill go and liA-e in

the water, Avhich is tangible." " Noav," Ave Avould ask,

" what would be the residt if he left the intangible air,

because he fancied he had no drushtanta of it, and Avent

to liA^e in the tangible Avatsr?" " "VSTiy," they Avould

instantly reply, laughing, " he Avould be droAATied." The

application AA^as easy. Again, they Avould ask, "Is not

God servavydpi,'' "all-diffused,"—^that being the term

they employ instead of our "omnipresent ;" and to AA-hich,

although aAvare that they give it a perverted applica-

* It must be remembered that they have no knowledge
either of chemistry or pneumatics ; and are not aware that such
tilings as oxygen and nitrogen are in existence, nor that the

atmosphere is blue, nor that its extent is ascertained.

i
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tion, you cannot take an exception, because they would

at once charge you with limiting the divine existence,

and reducing the Deity to a finite being. You must

acknowledge that he is all-diffused. " Very well,"' they

proceed, " if all-diffused, he is in everything, and con-

sequently in the idol." This you admit. " Then, if he

be in the idol, why should we not say, (for God is

there,) 'This is God,' and worship it accordingly?"

Such an argument would be met thus :
" Have you

been to the tank this morning, to bathe r" " Yes."

"Is the water low?" "Very low; we had to walk

ever so far over the mud before we could get to it."

" But why should you be at the trouble of walking over

the mud?" "^Vhy? because we could not otherwise

reach the water." " Oh that is a mistake : is not the

water all-diffused through the mud ?" " Yes, to be

sure ; or else it would be hard and dry." " Very well

;

when you get to the mud, why should you not say,

' There is no use in going further, the water is all-dif-

fused through the mud : I will therefore say to the

mud, (for water is here,) Thou art water, and thus save

myself the trouble of going farther, and bathe in the

mud?' "

They enter into such discussions with exceeding zest

;

and when the disputant is so unfortunate as to be over-

taken by a reductio ad absurdum, all the crowd, though

supporting his opinions, join in a laugh at his discom-

fiture. They generally argue with perfect good hu-

mour; and if such were the missionary's object, he

could at any time raise a hearty laugh at the expense

of the gods. It is only necessary to satirize their im-

potenc)', their uselessness, their fabulous histories, or
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their crimes, to excite a degree of meiTiment which

clearly shows that although the power of custom hinds

these dark people to the altars, yet the gods have no

deep hold on their reverence. Sometimes, however,

Avhen any particular god is assailed, some zealous vo-

tary will become his champion, and boldly defend him

through every passage of a flagitious histor)'. The

grounds usually taken on such occasions are, that Avhat

is sin in a man, is not sin in a god ; that a god can do

what he pleases ; that some of the crimes were com-

mitted on a scale so grand as to be in themselves proofs

of divine power ; and some will even contend, that, in

the gods, the most flagrant immoralities are not only

virtuous, but profitable. Their mode of putting this

is well exemplified in the following passage from Mora

Bhatta, and found in his " Verification of the Hindu

Religion," published with Dr. Wilson's invaluable "Ex-

posiu-e :"—" ' Krishna's committing theft with the cow-

herds, and playing the adulterer with their wives ; Shi-

va's spreading death and destruction by his curses, and

beha"\ing indecently with ParAvati ; Bramha's looking

on his own daughter with the eye of a paramour

;

Rama's crying out, ' Sita sitaT and embracing the

trees in a frenzy such abominable transactions

as these, too bad to be even mentioned,—are these,'

you will say, ' what you adduce, and place on a level

with the good acts of Christ ? What merit will accrue

to you from listening to the tale that narrates them?

And as for purity of heart, not the least of it can be

obtained by means of them. As by listening to love-

songs, lust is inflamed ; and by hearing of the feats of

Sindia and Holkar, the spirit is stirred ; so, by hearing
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of the deeds of the gods formerly referred to, men will

only be prompted to wickedness.' Regarding this ob-

jection, we maintain, agreeably to the word of God,

that all these deeds are so many virtuous actions in the

gods that performed them. We maintain, further, that,

by hearing and speaking of them, the ignorance of the

imprisoned spirit, and its consequent subjection to pas-

sion, are removed ; and that thus they have as much

power as image-worship itself, to create in the soul

pure and holy dispositions." To see a man, with ani-

mated and intelligent countenance, look you right in

the eye, and avow these monstrous opinions as his

solemn creed,—and to hear a whole assembly concur

in the declaration,—would make even an infidel thank

God for Christianity

!

The service on Friday evening was generally of a

conversational character. Selecting a shop that seemed

to promise a good auditory, we would enter, and, making

our salaam, familiarly take our seat on the floor beside

the shopkeeper and his customers. They received us

courteously, and even when busy wotdd desist ; not,

however, without an occasional remonstrance on the

inconvenience of being interrupted. But this was ge-

nerally waived on our saying kindly, that we should be

glad to see them whenever they would favour us with a

visit ; and that, besides, religion was of so much greater

importance than business, that it was quite right the

latter should be set aside now and then, in order to

give the other due attention. If no such remonstrance

Avere made, we would at first spend a little time in

general conversation ; but very soon turn to religion.

Our most ordinary plan of introducing religious topics
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with, a stranger was, to ask him, who was his god. To

this I have seen very respectable men reply, by patting

their person, and saving, Idu nanagay dai/varu ichurte,

" This is my god, my beUy."' Others would lift up their

hand with some rupees, and, shaking it till the money

chinked, would say, Idu nanagaij dayvaru rnpayi, " This

is my god, my rupees." Others, again, would look you

in the face, and, with an obeisance in which re.spect

rose to veneration, would say, Swdmi, neeicu nanagay

dayvaru, " Sicaiui, (God,) you are my God." It may
be easily conceived how we received such declarations

;

but they would coolly defend themselves in this strain

;

" "What is the office of God ? To rule all things : and

what does not the belly rule r A^Tiat is the office of

God r To rule all things : and does not money govern

the world r "\Miat is the office of God ? To govern

and protect : and do not you (meaning the English)

" govern us all, and protect us all r Therefore you are

our God." The grand heresy of man is a vicegerent

godship. This is the first and most prolific of all idola-

• tries ; and the state of mind indicated in the remarks

just quoted is only its legitimate issue. When fairly

left to work its o-^ti results, it brings the mind to regard

any person, or indeed anything, from whom benefit is

derived, or to whom deference is due, as so far God

:

the monarch to his subjects,—as we have gracefully

insinuated in the Sapphics of Horace, and broadly stated

in the pastorals of Virgil,—the husband to his wife, the

father to his child, the priest to his disciple, all are, by

-t-irtue of their office, gods vicegerent. How completely

this is the case -n-ith the husband, the folloM-ing extract

will sufficiently show :
—" Let the wife who wishes to
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perform sacred ablution, wash the feet of her lord, and

drink the water ; for a husband is to a wife greater

than Shankara or Vishtnu. The husband is her god,

and guru, and religion, and its services ; wherefore,

abandoning everything else, she ought chiefly to wor-

ship her husband.""'-' The devotion is not less prostrate

in the case of a disciple toward his priest. They teU a

tale illustrative of the principle, that even a silly or

worthless guru is, by virtue of his order, all in all to

his disciple. During the rainy season, a giwu and his

disciple, on a journey, came to a river so swollen that

there was no possibility of crossing. The disciple,

however, strong in faith, cast himself into the water,

and crying out, Nanna guruvhia padavay gutti, " My
priest's feet are salvation," he was borne safely to

the other side. Seeing this, the guru became elated

with a like faith in his own powers, and casting himself

into the river, he cried lustily, Nanna padavay gutti,

" My feet are salvation ;" but, to the consternation of

the devoted follower who had just made such marvel-

lous proof of his \-irtue, he was borne down by the

stream, and lost. They add, he ought to have used the

same invocation as his disciple, " My priest's feet are

salvation;" for while he was as God to his disciple,

his priest was as God to him. Is not this identical

with a dogma familiar in Europe, that a wicked priest

can absolve a disciple, but cannot absolve himself?

In our conversation we freely discussed any topic of

religion or morality which might arise. Nor did I deem

it right to refuse to enter, occasionally, on general sub-

jects ; for to please the people by attending to their

* Skanda Purana, quoted by Dr. Wilson.
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inqxiiries with regard to England, or public events, or

points of science, conciliated their kindly regards. The

vulgar talk among writers on India about the people

being incapable of gratitude, is sheer nonsense : even

a little polite deference to their wishes will soon show

that they are not inaccessible to that gentle virtue.

When the conversations became controversial, they

were generally conducted on their part with perfect

good humour ; but we often came in contact with one

Brarahan of intense bigotry and explosive temper, with

whom it was impossible to discuss without bringing on

yourself cataracts of insolence. This, though no way

grateful to one's feelings, was not at all dangerous to

our arguments ; for the Hindus appear generally to hold,

that when a disputant becomes angry, he casts the cause

into the hand of his opponent, and both loses and de-

serves to lose. They take lively pleasure in a discus-

sion conducted with skill and good temper.

The logical acumen of the Bramhans has been much

extolled. Xo doubt they have at least an average

.amoimt of natural reasoning power, and by force of

volubility, readiness at illustration, mastery of quibbles,

and unscrupulousness, they are very unmanageable, if

not very formidable, opponents. But of any fair logic

they are perfectly innocent. As all men who reason at

all must do, they frequently throw out the rough form

of one kind of syllogism or another ; but it is done

without any knowledge of the general laws which

would enable them to refer it to its class, or to guard

it against flaws ; and in five cases out of ten, a conclu-

sion no way consequent on the premises is announced

with a profound complacency, which a very little logic
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would disturb. They have no notion of the principles

of deduction, nor of any compact categorical formula,

and as much of analyzing an intricate argument as a

Brazilian-mine slave has of analyzing diamonds. They
never dream of reasoning fairly. A sophism among
Bramhans is like theft among rogues, a crime not as

perpetrated, but as detected. An illustration will always

pass for an argument ; and yoiu- only resort is to give

it some turn in your own favoiu:. They raise subtle

questions, seize readily on a weak point, illustrate pro-

fusely, mystify admirably, and dogmatize to perfection.

But there is far more rhetoric than logic. The figures

of the latter have no chance beside those of her more

showy sister ; Barbara is tame in the presence of Hy-
perbole ; and Camestres insipid in comparison with

Prosopopoeia. It must be acknowledged, however, that

they readily catch the points of a case, and, when an

argument is clearly put, do not manifest the confidence

habitual to those who are incapable of being placed in

a difficulty, because incapable of perceiving sequences :

but, on the contrary, they show that confusion and de-

sire to shift the ground, which are the proofs of a con-

scious dilemma. "VMien you have any important point

to carry, the safest way of reasoning with them is to

begin by getting their adherence to general principles,

from which your conclusion may be clearly deduced.

In most cases this may be done ; for general truths

commend themselves to all. Few dialectic exhibitions

are more amusing than the discomfiture of a pert, high-

headed Bramhan, who has confidently entangled him-

self in mesh after mesh of this Socratic net, when he is
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suddenly arrested and dragged to a conclusion the most

repugnant to his feelings.

We lived among the people on terms of the most

perfect familiarity, making it an object to invite their

approaches. Many of them were in the habit of visit-

ing us, which we were careful to encourage, as it gave

us the opportunity both of conciliating their good feel-

ing, and of conversing at large on religious subjects.

These visits also enabled us to judge of the state of

feeling in the town with regard to our proceedings.

Sometimes we had evidence of bitter opposition ; but

it was manifest that many were no longer at ease in

idolatry, and that the public sentiment, with respect to

it, was passing from profound veneration to dubious re-

gard. We found, also, that as the heathen cannot

conceive of a person devoting himself to live in a

strange country merely from benevolence towards its

inhabitants, they at first regarded us as servants of the

government, enjoying a handsome stipend. We were

most careful to convince them that we stood wholly

disconnected from the Company, without their instruc-

tions, their pay, their sympathy, or other benefit from

them, except that they would protect us as they would

protect any parties residing in their dominions. Our

vouchers were at hand,—the absence of retinue, of

power, of communication with the government ; and all

the intelligent classes soon became satisfied that we
were simply what we professed ourselves.

One day shortly after my arrival at Goobbee, and

when Mr. Jenkins was from home, an intelligent young

Bramhan came into the veranda, and waited till my
moonshi had taken leave. He told me that he lived at
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Cudaba, a few miles distant, and had some time before

made several visits to the mission-house, where Mrs.

Jenkins had kindly given him lessons in English. No
sooner were we alone than he began to converse on

religious subjects ; and, after glancing round timidly,

as if to be assured that no one overheard him, he said

he wanted to know if I could teU him how to obtain

forgiveness of sins, saying, he was convinced that idols

were no gods, and had a strong desire to walk in our

way. He then inquired, with much solicitude, Avhether,

if he joined our caste, he must wear European costume

and eat meat. I put into his hands the foiu-teenth

chapter of Romans, and, as well as I could (for at the

time my acquaintance with the language was very

slight), explained the real demands of Christianity

;

after which he declared that he was most anxious to

serve God in the Christian way, but added, that if he

did so, his friends would beat him, cast him out, and

leave him destitute of subsistence, and asked whether

we would not, in that case, give him "rice and cloth,"

I declined to make any promise to that effect, assuring

him that he must be willing to suffer persecution for the

Lord's sake, and that if he exposed himseK to want,

trusting in God, no evil would befall him. The next

morning, about sunrise, he came again, and declared,

with increased earnestness, that he was in deep sorrow

for his sins, and thirsting for forgiveness ; that he had

utterly abandoned idols ; that he now prayed to the

one God through Christ ; and, moreover, that he was

perfectly willing to lose father, mother, brothers, and

sisters, and to endure any amount of persecution, if he

might only rely on having rice and cloth. This was
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the point of trial. I knew -vvell, that to become a

Christian vras, to him, certain destitution, and was fully

determined that, in such a case, he should not want

while rice and cloth were within our reach ; but it was

most desirable to prove to the utmost his disinterested-

ness, and therefore I avoided making any promise,

simply assuring him that, if he cast himself on the

Lord, he would protect him, and that God"s people

woidd gladly help. To this he replied, that it was easy

for me, who had a good house over my head, with food,

clothes, and friends, to say this ; but what had he to fly

to ? This, and the importunity which followed it, were

very moving ; but I resolved not to make any promise

which might prove to him a temptation to decide in

favour of Christianity from worldly hopes, or to us, in

case he joined us, to suspect his sincerity ; or which

might lead others to believe that the profession of

Christianity was the way to a temporal provision. After

some time, he repeated his visit, avowing the same

feelings ; but after that we could hear no more of him,

and were led to fear that he had been suspected by his

family, and removed to a relative residing at a very

great distance, and high in office under government.

One morning while Mr. Jenkins was preaching in the

shop of a very respectable money-changer, I observed

that the owner of the shop evinced spnptoms of strong

internal emotion. "We had not been at home more

than half an hour, vrhen he came to the mission-house,

frankly acknowledging that he had been following false

gods, that oiu" word was true, and that he felt he ought

to walk in our way. His whole air gave the strongest

indications of a wounded conscience. But, though
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really earnest to enter on the way which he believed

would lead to peace, he felt the power of those tender

entanglements with which every man is surrounded by

the family system of India. He said, that as to the

mere matter of caste, he could make up his mind to

part with that ; but that he lived in the house of his

eldest brother, the yejamana (highest hereditary official)

of the town ; that all his capital was in his brother's

hand, every anna of which would be retained if he

became a Christian ; that his wife and children were

imder his brother's roof, and would be denied him if

he forsook the family faith. These considerations held

him in'esolute. He trembled at the spiritual conse-

quences of remaining a heathen ; and yet shrank from

the temporal consequences of becoming a Christian.

He more than once repeated his -sisit, evidently under

deep anxiety of mind, and apparently meditating some

plan of escape ; but still he came to no decision. After

the lapse of several weeks, I met him alone coming out

of the gate of the to^vTi, and asked him what he intended

to do. With an air of melancholy and shame, he re-

plied, " I have made up my mind to walk a while longer

in the bad way."

Though the people of Goobbee treated us with uni-

form respect, they did not regard our operations with-

out some alarm. Some of the elder and more influential

men frequently besought me to desist from preaching,

and leave them to follow, undisturbed, the way of their

fathers. Toward the latter part of my stay, these re-

quests increased in frequency and earnestness, and were

sometimes backed by appeals to my love of peace. The

yejamdna, and a younger brother of his, pressed this

I
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point, on several occasions, with an anxious importunity

that convinced me they were not wholly ignorant of their

brother's leaning toward Christianity, They would put

the matter thus :
" Does not your religion teach you to

promote peace ?" " Certainly." " Well, then, if you are

faithful to your own religion, you will cease to preach

;

for various opinions are springing up, from which serious

misunderstandings follow ; and if you persist, it is hard

to know what amount of division may be the result.

You,—if you continue in a course that will breed con-

tention, when your religion teaches you to be a peace-

maker,—you are not true to your own religion." They
were surprised to learn that this statement was to me a

strong encouragement to persevere.

On all those mornings of the week which were not

devoted to Goobbee, we visited one or other of the

adjacent villages ; for we deemed it wrong for a mis-

sionary to allow any sun to set without having seen

him preaching the gospel. We always left home in

time to reach our appointed place shortly after sunrise,

at which time the people are stirring, and about to pro-

ceed to their duties in the fields. Leaving our horses

outside, we entered, and generally found some of the

elders sitting in the gates ; and there we took our stand,

unless the village offered a more advantageous place,

in the shape of a school, or open temple. In some

villages our congregations regxilarly comprised a con-

siderable portion of the males, and now and then several

females would join them, though in the towns none

ever ventured to do so, except very old women, or those

of the lowest character. We began by reading a por-

tion of God's word, and then preached. During the
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sermon, the people would freely express their concur-

rence, dissent, or any other feeling which might be

awakened. If remarks likely to lead to controversy

were offered, we did not usually stop to answer them,

judging it more desirable to give the people a statement

of the truth, than to engage in a discussion which might

consume all our time, and oblige us to leave without

having communicated any definite view of the scope of

our message. After making good our exposition of the

gospel, we would freely enter into the consideration of

any objections they might choose to raise. "WTien, in

the course of a sermon, we have alluded to their idols,

sometimes you would see a frowoi on some countenances

;

while others would laugh ; and others cry, " They are

nothing!" and I remember cases in which they have

said, " You need not talk to us any more about the

images : we know they are of no use : we will trust

them no longer." This, coming from plain ryots in

secluded villages, was a welcome, not to say wonderful,

sign of slow, but resistless, conviction. On the other

hand, an opponent would sometimes set himself for-

ward, and contend with, a confidence bearing little pro-

portion to his logic. Objections coming from ryots

were generally of the simplest order ;—they could not

walk in another way than that in which their fathers

walked ; the ancients had been far wiser than they,

and it would be folly to imagine they could improve

upon their customs ; they could not pray without an

image,—that might do for scholars, but ignorant people

must have something to look at ; it was a bad thing

for a man to change his religion ; the gods would be

incensed, and punish or kill them, if they did them

X 2
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dishonour. But on no argument did the ryots more

frequently insist, than on this :
" The Company are far

the wisest rulers we ever had in this country, and un-

derstand things well : now they support the gods by

money and offerings ;" (for what our authorities would

call " presents," they always regard as offerings, not

made to amuse the votaries, but to propitiate the deity ;)

" and if the gods were not powerful, would the Com-

pany do honour to them ?" When we replied, that the

Company supported the gods not at all because they

trusted in them, but only because they wished to please

the people, they would rejoin, " Then, if they know
that the gods are no good, is it not sinful for them to

make offerings ?" This we weie not prepared to deny
;

and sometimes they have added, Avith keen point, " You
ought first to teach your own people not to honour false

gods, and then come and teach us."

It was very common for them to deny that lying and

libertinism Avere sins ; not that they are supported in

such a denial by the authority of the Shastras ; but be-

cause these practices are so universally allowed, that it

was strange to hear them accused as criminal. Their

notions of moral guilt in general are exceedingly vague.

They feel that sin is punishable ; but it is rather a

feeling than a conviction ; rather a conscience inde-

pendent of all teaching or reflection, than a definitive

conclusion of the understanding, drawn from recognised

premises. Their definite ideas of moral turpitude sel-

dom go farther than the blame attachable to the viola-

tion of ceremonial prescriptions, or of social rights

;

which blame is removed by a ceremony, or a restitu-

tion, as the case may be. Hinduism has not the reve-
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lation of a God who disapproves of everything impure,

unjust, untrue, or unkind, because his own nature is of

such goodness, that he cannot look upon such things

but with disapprobation. The toils of many Hindus

after pardon sufficiently show that an inward voice,

which their creeds cannot translate, apprises them of an

awful displeasure impending over their sins,—a dis-

pleasure of which they have sufficient apprehension to

deprecate it with the most painful tortures. But all

this is clouded and inexplicable feeling : they have no

great principle of truth in view by which to account for

it ; no idea of a good Creator, to whom every act of

evil must as necessarily be displeasing as deceitfulness

in a child to a good father, or dishonesty in a subject

to a good king. To give them this idea, to make them

feel the eye of God on their hearts, was our first object

in preaching. We believed that they were likely to be

brought to Christ much sooner by a sense of their sins,

than by a mere conviction that idols were only blocks.

Nor is it so difficult to convey this idea as has been

represented. It is utterly and unaccountably incorrect

to say, as some very respectable men have said, that

they have no conscience. A man without a conscience

would be a demon : God would not suffer him to live.

A nation without a conscience is a physical impossibi-

lity ; society could not cohere. The Hindus have not

the well-taught tender conscience of a Christian ; but

they have that light from God in Christ which enables

them, and enables " every man that cometh into the

world,]' in spite of the preference given by his depraved

affections to evil above good, to discern in good a beauty,

and in evil a stain, which makes the choice of the latter
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defiling. There is quite enough of common ground be-

tween the conscience of the missionary and that of his

hearers, to enable him, in every "accusing" of evil, or

" excusing" of good, to awaken an echo in their breasts.

Mr. Buyers, who thoroughly understands his subject,

and writes with a common sense which, had it always

been used in the works of missionaries on India, woidd

have done no small service, makes the following state-

ment with regard to a Hindu on this very point:—"His

conscience accuses or excuses ; and though he some-

times has recourse to the doctrines of fatalism, or even

of atheism, to defend himself against imputations of per-

sonal guilt, he rarely, if ever, has a solid belief in such

theories as destroy moral responsibility. He may be

addressed by a preacher in nearly the same way as

ungodly men amongst ourselves." One might take it

for granted beforehand, that if he were to address to a

heathen audience a statement of religious truth, in set

order and well-translated theological terms, they would

not readily sympathize with his morality, because they

AVDuld not imderstand it. It is not fair to talk to Hin-

dus in the Sanscrit terms which best translate your

English or Greek ones ; and because they do not con-

cur in your views, deny them a conscience. Many a

good man in England would hesitate to say that " fur-

tive acquisition" was criminal, who would at once

pronounce it sinful " to steal ;" and many a worthy

housewife would plumply deny that it was any duty of

hers to " supervise the domestic economy," who would

at once own that she was bound to " see to the house."

Let the missionary only make himself familiar Avith the

people's modes of thinking, and he will be fully con-
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vinced that if he talk to them in theological fashion,

they will not comprehend him ; but as fully con\'inced

that it is quite possible to convey to their minds every

Christian truth. The most glorious themes in the gospel

are expressed by words for which their language has

no proper equivalent, though furnished with etymolo-

gical synonymes. Their languages (and it is a sad

thing to say) have no word that conveys a true notion

of atonement, intercession, justification, regeneration,

or resurrection. They have terms that wall translate

your terms ; but that is not the thing. The heathen

have not the ideas which these awaken in our minds

;

and consequently a mere word, no matter how correctly

it translates our word, cannot give them our ideas.

But this does not close the medium of communication.

A native will not understand- what you mean by "jus-

tification ; " but will fully understand what you mean

by a man having all his sins forgiven. He will be con-

founded by the term " regeneration," but will readily

comprehend when you speak of making a bad man
good. Thus, by speaking of the thing, rather than

harping on the term, the missionary may easily give

the people his own ideas, and place himself in a posi-

tion to use them in an appeal to the conscience.

On the question of moral guilt, I have seen a village

audience deeply affected. They have very strong views

of the filial duties. The missionary, taking advantage

of this, asked them, " What would you think of a son

who had a very good father, and was frequently in the

habit of refusing to obey him ?" They instantly re-

plied, " He -would be very Avicked." " Suppose he

regularly, every day, broke some commandment of his
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father's?" "He ought to be turned out of doors."

" But suppose he made a practice of disregarding all his

father's commands, and doing the very opposite?"

" Why, such a fellow would not be fit to live." The

missionary then, applying the illustration, showed that

God was our Father,—wiser, kinder, more worthy of

obedience than any earthly father ; that all kinds of

sinfid acts were in direct disobedience to his will ; and

asked, if such blame lay on a child for systematic con-

tempt of his father's authority, what weight of blame

was upon him who, for many years together, never

spent a day without several times breaking the com-

mandments of his great Father in heaven. As he pro-

ceeded in this strain, they listened with the eager atten-

tion of men drinking in a new and startling truth ; and

presently, some of them striking their mouths with the

palm of the hand, as is their habit in astonishment or

grief, cried out, Abah ! abah ! yaynu marda bayku ?

(" Ah I ah I what must we dor") On another occasion,

such was the impression made by a similar strain of

remark, that some, as they would do under any urgent

need, or sudden calamity, began to *' call upon the

name of their gods." To a Christian minister, telling

sinners of their guilt, with the intention of pointing

them to the Lamb of God, it sounded harsh to hear just

before him an invocation of the abominable Shiva
;
yet

it satisfied him not only that his argument was under-

stood, but that the people were brought to feel that

their condition demanded superhuman aid.

Within sight of the mission-house, but distant above

a mile, stood the village of Shingona Hully, with a

temple to Runga, on a knoll a few himdred yards from
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the gate. About the time of my arrival, the inhabitants

of this place declared that they had abandoned idolatry

and would no more honour the temple of Runga. To

test their sincerity, Mr. Jenkins one morning asked

them, whether we might go to the temple. " Oh, by

all means !" " Might we enter ?" " Yes, go where we

liked." "Might we enter without taking off our shoes?"

" Certainly ; we don't care who goes, or how : we have

given up the idol." This was strong proof that their

old feelings had vanished ; and, accordingly, at the

temple we found no obstacle to our entrance. Shod

and covered, we passed up through the outer apartment

to the sanctuary, where sat the grim image of Runga,

incrusted in the congealed oil and ghee of many anoint-

ings, with the lightless lamp before him, faded garlands

hanging round his neck, loads of dust settled on his

person, and part of the roof falling in directly above.

No room remained for doubt. The faith which once

adored Runga had changed into contempt ; and we re-

joiced over that forsaken idol, as an earnest of better

days. On afterwards inquiring what induced them to

withdraw the confidence they had so long reposed in

Runga, they answered, " You" (meaning the mission-

aries) " told VIS that the god did not protect us, but that

we protected the god ; that if we only left him alone,

we should see that he could not take care of himself;

and if he could not take care of himself, how could he

take care of us ? Now we thought that was a hudhi

mdtu, (' a word of sense,') and so we resolved to see

whether he could take care of himself or not ; for we
felt certain that if he could not take care of himself, it

was out of the question that he could take care of us.
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Accordingly, we discontinued pooja. We soon found

lie could not keep the lamp bvu'ning, nor the garlands

fresh, nor the temple clean, nor do a single thing for

himself. The lamp went out, the flowers withered, the

temjjle became dirty ; and then," they added, laughing,

" the roof fell in just over his head, and there he sat

soommanay ('tamely') under it; so we saw very well

he could not take care of himself."

Notwithstanding all this, we had some fears that the

return of their annual feast-day would revive their love

for heathenish merry-makings, with a force too strong

for their new convictions. The day came, and we

watched the village narrowly. There was no car, no

procession, no music ; and, when night came, no tomtom

was beaten, no rocket sent up, nor any other sign that

it was the day of Runga. One morning, when preach-

ing in the village, I observed that the old man who used

to conduct the services of the temple was not in the

congregation ; and feeling, for the moment, a suspicion

lest he should have returned to his former occupation,

I asked, "Where is the puj'dri?" A young man in-

stantly replied, smiling, and patting his person, " Oh he

is gone to the fields with the cattle : now that the

temple is given up, he must do something for his sto-

mach." Their abandonment of idol-worship seemed

complete, and not a few of them averred that they now

off'ered prayer to the one true God
;
yet they evinced no

disposition to embrace the profession of Christianity.

This they accounted for by saying, "Were we to do so

now, we should be persecuted ; we should lose our lands

and our village : but if we wait a while longer, all the

people will be of the same mind, and then we can all

I
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become Christians together, without the risk that would

attend such a step at present." This answer I, at first,

regarded simply as one of those adroit subterfuges in

which a Hindu never fails ; but when I heard it repeated

in different neighbourhoods, and by persons between

whom collusion was impossible, it satisfied me that,

though they had not those poignant convictions of sin

which would impel them to decision at all risks, a per-

suasion was growing upon their minds that the day

drew nigh when our doctrines must prevail. I well re-

member one old man in Shingona Hully, who was very

seldom in our congregations, and showed a remarkable

unwillingness to hear us preach. Yet that man, with

his wife and three sons, has been the first to come out,

and, in the face of considerable opposition, to embrace

the gospel of Christ. This took place about two years

ago ; and of his present character the missionaries on

the spot give this account :
—"Daniel, the father of the

family, is really an interesting man. He is in the con-

stant habit of collecting the people of his village, to

read and to pray with them. Although he cannot him-

self read, he has, through his sons, obtained such a

knowledge of the gospel, and of many parts of the Old

Testament, as makes him an efficient man in discussion

with his countrymen."

It sometimes happened, in visiting a village, that the

people were either so busy or so careless, that a con-

gregation could not be obtained. At such times we
would look round for some person who happened to be

so employed that he need not be interrupted by our con-

versation ; and, attaching ourselves to him, would enter

at once on religious topics. In this way we have often
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spent an hour with a knot of weavers, plying their art

under the open air, and on simple machines with which

their European brethren would deem it almost impossi-

ble to produce any fabric ; or by the wheel of the potter

who, maintaining the whirl, and dextrously shaping

his wares, gave, at the same time, attention, and perhaps

freqent response, to our discovirse. With the shepherd

watching his fold, the ryot measuring his corn, the

pedagogue surrounded by his pupils, the tax-gatherer

collecting his dues, the old woman spinning her cotton,

the housewife grinding at her mill, we have familiarly

talked about the things of God. It was pleasant work

:

we were constantly rejoiced with the conviction that we
were doing good in the name of the Lord, and laying

the foundation of an imperishable edifice. No heart

need wish for a happier feeling than that of a lonely

missionary, who has just been talking about Jesus to

the simple people of a heathen village ; and, in offering

up the prayer in which no one joins, feels a divine as-

surance that the work he is so feebly beginning will be

advanced by the power of the highest, till the whole

scene around is created anew. At that moment, far

above any other, his feelings approach to the rapt an-

ticipations of Isaiah.

One morning, on entering a village a little to the

west of Goobbee, we discovered a man in the act of

rising from the floor of a choultry, where he had been

resting for the night. We found that he had come from

a long distance to the westward, and was on a pilgrim-

age to the temple of Venkartaramana, at Tripati. In

the mean time his wife had risen from the floor, with an

infant on her side. She looked weak and ill ; and,
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persuaded that she was not fit to undertake a journey

of more than two hundred miles, I asked her if she

were not unwell. The husband sulkUy reminded me
that I ought to speak to him, and not to his wife : for

a married woman is expected not to converse with any

man but her ovm husband ; unless, indeed, he be a very

near relative, and then but sparingly. Turning to him,

I insisted that his wife seemed utterly unfit for the

journey they had before them ; but he was not in the

least disposed to hear such representations. At length

the poor woman, imable to restrain herself longer, ex-

claimed, in a piteous way, " Indeed, sir, I am very ill

;

this child was bom only last night upon the road, and I

am not fit to go on." The fellow seemed much pro-

voked that his wife had dared to speak. I kindly urged

him, as he valued her life, and that of his child, to rest

for at least a day or two. But, no ; he muttered, " I

am going to make the sight of the great god, and the

season is far advanced ;" and so saying, he sullenly

walked away, casting a look of angry command to his

poor wife, who with slow^ and fainting step began to

follow him, supporting her infant on her side. I thought,

"And this is the pilgrimage to Tripati, from which a

Cliristian government derives large revenues I"' Thank
God, that such gold no longer pollutes the treasures of

Britain !

One morning, in proceeding to a pretty sequestered

^iUage, called Oodaloor, we were suprised to meet

numbers of the Goobbee people returning from it. On
inquiring what had taken them to Oodaloor so early, we
were informed that they had spent the night there, at a

feast in honour of Mariama, the goddess of disease.
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Outside the gate we found large numbers of persons,

who informed us that the solemnity had been one in

which several individuals lately restored from dangerous

illness, by the clemency of Mariama, passed two or

three times through a fire, in fulfilment of a vow to that

effect made during their sufferings. Just inside the

gate was placed a wooden image of the goddess, before

which lay offerings of plantains and flowers, with a

small censer burning. Mr. Webber, who was with me,

addressed the people at length on the subject of these

wretched penances. A large audience closed round him,

and heard with deep attention. A gaily-dressed temple-

girl, with a retinue of fantastically-painted musicians,

came just by, and danced her most enticing dance, while

her suite exhausted all the powers of instrumental dis-

cord ; but they did not succeed either in interrupting

the preacher, or distracting his congregation.

In India it is not wise to be exposed to the heat of

the sun later than eight o'clock in the morning, or

sooner than from half-past four to five in the afternoon.

In visiting towns too distant to admit of our returning

in good time, we took with us a little tent, and returned

in the cool of the evening, or in some cases stayed all

night, and went to another place the next day. At

Biddiri, where a large market offered an advantageous

opportunity of preaching, we frequently spent a day.

We had a school in the town ; and, on arriving, our

first duty was to examine the boys in the Scriptures,

and in our Catechisms. During the examination, several

respectable men would come in and sit down, while a

still larger number gathered round the open front of the

school. Immediately on concluding with the boys, we
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preached to tliose assembled. Outside the wall of the

town was a miserable group of huts, inhabited by the

out-castes. Hither we proceeded from the school ; and,

in perhaps two or three places, gathering a few of these

degraded beings round us, would in a familiar way ex-

plain to them the salvation of the gospel. By this

time our tent would be pitched, whither we gladly retired

for shade and refreshment. On one occasion, while at

breakfast, we heard a Bramhan outside reading, to a

circle of natives, a tract he had just received. After

breakfast, we found the people assembling, and arrang-

ing their wares. The most weighty commodities were

grains, such as rice, raacfi, and gram, fphaseolus radi-

atusj a valuable legumen used by the English to feed

their horses, but by the natives as an article of diet.

These were carried to market in sacks, slung over the

back of a bullock, one hanging on each side, and ba-

lancing each other. Coffee, also, was becoming an

article of some traffic, and they were anxious to ascer-

tain its use, (for they do not drink either coffee or tea,)

inquiring whether we used it because it intoxicated ? or

was it good for the stomach ? or good for the blood ? or

did it cool the body ? or did it warm it ? And they

seemed puzzled to judge why we should lay out money

for a beverage not distinguished by any of these proper-

ties. The other articles on sale were spices, plantains,

cocoa-nuts, unripe, (for the sake of their milk, which is

good only at that stage,) ripe, (for the nut as an article

of food,) and dried, (for the manufacture of oil,) tobac-

co, onions, various fruits and vegetables, with sweet-

meats, earthenware, cloths, ornaments, and idols. The

stalls consisted of a piece of cloth spread on the ground,
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on which the goods were displayed, the vendor sitting

by. Women frequently had charge, especially of fruit-

stalls, and those devoted to ornaments for the person.

These latter were various,—rings, necklaces, and brace-

lets, with many minor decorations ; but none of them

appeared so much in request as a bracelet formed of a

ring of coloured glass, large enough for the arm. A
village-damsel, after a due length of time spent in se-

lecting, would negotiate a tedious bargain, and then,

sitting down, hold out her hand to the seller, and, with

inimitable patience, submit to the torture of having the

ring forced over her hand. The process took several

minutes, and required no little adroitness in the lady

performing it, to avoid breaking the fragile decoration.

Some have a dozen or more of these glass bracelets on

an arm, both above and below the elbow, coloured red,

green, or yellow, according to taste ; and, if possible,

interspersed with a few of silver.

The commerce of a Hindu market is not so urgent as

to prevent a missionary from gaining attention. The

shade of some trees standing in the market-place en-

abled us to preach in the open air at any hour of the

day. When only a small group assembled, we gave a

short address ; when a large congregation, we discoursed

at length. The anxiety manifested for our books sug-

gested a plan for gaining patient attention. When
preaching in the busiest part of the day, I placed a pile

of books on my left arm. However lengthened the

discourse, this chained the auditory ; for every one

hoped to secure a book at the close, No sooner was

the sermon concluded, than an amusing contest began,

every one striving to distinguish himself by forcible

I
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appeals, or lofty compliments. The strength of their

desire for books was forcibly manifested by one circum-

stance. According to Hindu law, contact with a dead

animal is polluting. Leather is part of a dead animal

;

and, consequently, unclean. It may not be touched

without defilement ; hence it is that none work in leather

but the dregs of the out-castes ; that all shoes are made

with the heel down, capable of being slipped on and off

without touching them with the hand ; that they must

be left outside a temple or a friend's door,—to carry

them in, being in the one case an irreverence, in the

other an insult ; and that no indignity is so outrageous

as to be struck -with a shoe. Owing to this, when books

bound in leather were first offered for distribution, many
regarded it as an attempt upon their caste, and indig-

nantly refused. It was consequently found necessary

to have the greater j^art done up in cloth. Notwith-

standing this, toward the latter part of my stay it was

frequently demanded, Charmada pustaka bayhi, " "We

must have a leather book." " Why a leather book.^"

I would reply :
" is it not contrary to your caste r"

Hoivadaya adaray baharla huttu niluttaduy, " Yes, sir

;

but it stands a long time." And to obtain a book that

would stand a long time, they were willing to contract

a little defilement.

In the intervals of preaching, we frequently walked

roimd the market, entering freely into conversation

with groups or individuals ; thus both winning their

confidence, and familiarly explaining the truths they

had heard us announce. When in our tent, the door

was open, and a tempting pile of books lying on the

table. We were seldom without a visitor ; and thus,

xs
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in one way or other, almost every moment of the day

was turned to account.

A few miles from Biddiri, on a commanding hill, and

overlooking a rich landscape, stood Chayloor. Persons

from this town asked us to establish a school there,

before we had ever visited it. This was done ; and

shortly afterwards we left home one morning, long be-

fore daylight, and arrived before the town about sun-

rise. When entering the gate, we met several women
carrying their water-pots, to draw water. Most pro-

bably they had never seen white men before ; and either

terrified, or doubtfiil what the apparition might signify,

they drew their garments over their faces, turned round,

and hurried back into the town. Some men soon made

their appearance, who gave us a polite welcome, and

led us to the school. In a town where a Christian

had never dwelt, it was no unwelcome thing to find a

number of fine boys, with a Bramhan for their master,

reading our Lord's Sermon on the Mount. Our ap-

pearance soon attracted a concourse : the Bramhans,

and more respectable men, came into the school-room,

and sat down ; the others stood in front. We examined

the boys in the Scriptures, and the Conference Cate-

chism. This excited marked interest among the by-

standers. At its close, selecting from the chapter they

had read the words, " Blessed are the pure in heart,

for they shall see God," and referring to their constant

demand to be shown our God, I insisted that to take

part of a tree or stone, give it a certain shape, and call

it " god," no more enabled us to see God, than to take

another part of the same tree or stone, give it a different

shape, and call it " soul," would enable us to see the
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soul ; and then described that spiritual communion with

God in this life, and that A-ision of his glory hereafter,

which alone can be rationally viewed as seeing God.

This opened the way to show that persons of impure

heart could have no such blessedness ; that our nature

was deeply tainted ; that it was impossible for such a

nature to maintain friendship with a Being wholly good;

that we are unable to effect its renewal ; and, finally,

to declare, that through Christ that renewal might be

obtained, the vilest mind be sanctified, and the soul,

where before no goodness had existed, be replenished

with every virtue. They heard these novel doctrines

with profound attention, and appeared favourably im-

pressed. ^Vhen I concluded, a Bramhan said, " This

is a good word ; no doubt it is true ; what you say

about obtaining purity is good. For you, it is a good

way to obtain purity through Christ ; but it is not the

only way ; there are other ways for us. You find pu-

rity through praying to Jesus Christ ; but we find purity

by other means, such as pooja, bathing, penance, con.^

templation, and pilgrimage." To this we replied, " You
are a man of years, and doubtless of observation. You
are quite aware, that when the heart is pure, the life is

pure: now, will you say whether a case ever came under

your notice, in which, by any of the means you have

named, a man who had long been known as a bad man
was changed into a good man ; say, a cheat into a man
of integrity, or a liar into a man of truth, or a miser into

a man of benevolence ?" He stared in pure amaze-

ment ; and the others stared at him, to see how he

would answer so strange a question. Aware how ut-

terly novel must be the idea of such a transformation,

XT 2
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I said, " Perhaps you are thinking of the Shloka,^' (text

of the Shastras.) " which declares that ' a confirmed

sinner cannot be reformed, even though he were to

wash in the Ganges.'" "Yes," he replied, evidently

relieved ;
" and how could you, knowing that Shldha_^

ask such a question?" "I do ask the question: Did

you ever know a case of the kind?" " Of course I did

not : how could I ? It would he contrary to the scrip-

tures." " I knew what you must say. You never knew

a case in which the means you have named succeeded

in purifying the life ; which abundantly proves that

they do not purify the heart. Now, mark what I say

:

I have known many cases in which, by faith in that

Jesus whom I preach to you, the worst of men have

been suddenly changed into the best of men." This

called forth looks of surprise from all. The Bramhan

observed, '• You do not mean that you kneiv such cases :

you heard of them." " No, no ; I have known the

-thing to occur again and again ; known the persons

and their character, both before and after the change.

And, what is more, I am willing to stake all my repu-

tation among you—to stake my name for truth, and my
character as a padre—on this, that if there is amongst

you any one who in his soul is sorry for his sins, and

anxious to be cleansed from them, if he will this day

trust with his whole heart in Jesus, though he were the

worst man in Chayloor, Jesus will this day change him

into a good man!" This declaration, made with the

air which sincerity always gives, evidently produced a

deep impression. The Bramhans were here confronted

Avith a poAver before unthought of,—a power to purify

the human soul ; not by occult washings, that leave all
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appreciable defilement untouched; but by an actual

change of corrupt into holy affections, attested by an

appropriate change of life. This real, ob^'ious, demon-

strable regeneration was to them a terra incognita

;

they had no sophism prepared to meet it, no hereditary

dictum whereby it could be touched. It was a simple

fact stated on credible evidence ; and they could only

hear the testimony with undisguised astonishment.

Some would gravely question the discretion of thus

at once unfolding to the heathen the peculiar charac-

teristics of the gospel. They would judge it more

prudent first to shake their confidence in pretended re-

velations, and then advance the claims of the true ; to

make them ashamed of the idol, before you turn their

eye to the cross. There is something feasible in such

a view ; but perhaps only feasible. It is more easy to

expel an old sentiment by the introduction of a new

one, than by a simple assault. We might be wrong

;

but it did not strike us that the plan which would post-

pone the cross to the demonstration was suggested

either by wisdom or faith. We did not deem it more

desirable simply to make the impression that we dis-

approved of their customs, than to tell them of that

salvation which they would recognise as above all things

desirable ; which their system had not to offer ; and

the knowledge of which, with the mode of its attain-

ment, was the most precious deposit we could leave in

their minds,—a deposit which, even though they should

never see us again, might prove to them an incorruptible

treasure.

Our little tent was pitched just outside the gate.

Here we spent the heat of the day, receiving -visitors.
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One of these showed himself well acquainted with a

tract which he had received at a distant place. In the

afternoon we again entered the to'tt'n ; but not a Bram-

han was to be seen, and the labouring men were all

out. Numbers of women stood in the doors, watching

us with lively curiosity ; but to attempt a conversation

would have been imprudent ; for while Hinduism, less

severe than Mohammedanism, permits them to be at

large, it makes all their respectabiUt)' to depend on the

most punctilious reserve. After having nearly made

the circuit of the town, we came to the shakedar's

choultry, (police magistrate's office,) and found there

seated a group of Bramhans, numbering not less than

thirty. In front of the group, and a short distance

from each other, sat two Bramhans, face to face. The

junior of the two had a book open on his lap ; the other

was expatiating, in rapid eloquence, to the assembled

Bramhans, who hearkened to his oratory wdth coun-

tenance attent. Thus to hear one of their number,

who has adopted the profession of improvisatore, enlarge

in extemporaneous (though not, like his Italian brother,

poetical) comment on some celebrated work, is one of

the most popular entertainments of the Bramhans. A
junior attends the pundit to read, when he pauses, a

portion to furnish him with matter for additional ha-

rangue. They were at present thus engaged ; and their

assembly gladdened us, as forming an admirable con-

gregation. Advancing to the front of the choultry. Ave

made a low salaam, and politely inquired after their

health. They returned om* salaam in silence, grace-

fully intimating that they must attend to the learned

man. We made several attempts to engage them in
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conversation ; but no, they signified that they must

not be interrupted. At length the pundit paused, and

his junior began to read. We had ah'eady observed

that the book was the Punchatimtara,^'' the most po-

pular of their non-sacred writings. An acquaintance

with it is essential to a foreigner who learns their lan-

guage. Repeated readings had made me familiar with

it ; and while the Bramhan was reading, I resolved,

rather than lose such a congregation, to venture upon

a temerity. When the reader had ceased, and while

the pundit was drawing himself up to re-commence

with due stateliness, I tried to look unconscious of a

breach of manners, and struck in before him, attempt-

ing, to the best of my power, to give an account of that

portion of the work. The pundit stared, and the others

stared with him ; and it must be confessed that their

looks expressed no compliment to my modesty. Re-

solved, however, not to be aware either of my own im-

pudence or their surprise, I proceeded ; till, having

given a summary of the tale hinted at in the passage

read, I added, with the design to engage them in con-

versation, " ^Vhat a thing it is, to see thirty. Bramhans,

thirty learned men, studying a book which, in my coun-

try, we should hand over to school-boys!" "^Vhat!"

they cried, " hand the Punchatuntara over to school-

boys? Why, it is one of the wisest books in the world !"

Their attention was gained, and at any risk it must be

fixed. " Yes," was the reply, " Ave should consign the

Punchatuntara to school-boys ; and, what is more, there

Better kno'ftii in England as the Hitopadesa, a collection of

fables, translated from Sanscrit into English, by Sir William
Jones.
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are the Shastras which you deem so holy, some of which

you Bramhans would not repeat in my hearing, they

are so sacred ; now, I am come to tell you that those

Shastras are false." At those words, amazement, indig-

nation, and horror played with -vivid expression on those

thirty coimtenances. It is hard to conceive a more

striking display of the passions. They all opened upon

us at once, Avith varied and impetuous utterance of the

feelings roused by our astounding words. It was im-

possible, in the vehement strife of voices, to distinguish

the sentences of any one : but the language of a Bram-

han on a like occasion I well remember. " What !"' he

screamed, at the top of his voice, " the Shastras false

!

the four Vaydas, the six Shastras, the eighteen Puranas,

false ! Then you are false, and I am false, the sun is

false, the moon false, heaven false, earth false, the whole

universe false ! The Shastras false ! then there is no-

thing true in the universe." Amid the surges of \\Tath,

the pundit alone appeared self-possessed, evidently pe-

netrating our design to rob him of his auditory. He
lifted up his hands, and endeavoured to calm them

down ; saying, that they had better never mind us ; we

were only foreign padres, with whom they had nothing

to do : let them just attend to him. " But," they im-

patiently replied, " they have attacked the Shastras, and

we must defend them : we should not be Bramhans, if

we did not defend the Shastras." " Yes," I added,

" the Shasti"as are false." Again the full tide of con-

troversial choler rolled upon us, vmrestrained by the

looks of the disappointed pundit. A discussion now
began in good earnest,—they endeavouring to drive us

from the bold stand just assumed, we endeavouring to
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make it good. The pundit made several attempts to

regain his lost audience ; b\it they had become too

deeply engaged with us. Unable to sit by and see us

in possession, he folded up his book, took it under his

arm, and walked away, with a look at us neither com-

plimentary nor thankful. After some time, the argu-

ment on their side fell into two or three hands, and

eventually they all became silent. Mr. Male and I

spoke, for a short time, alternately ; and thus were able

to sustain the discussion with less fatigue and greater

vivacity. A crowd had gathered round, who watched,

with obvious wonder, the progress of this assault on

Bramhanic faith. When the Bramhans had all become

silent, we were left at liberty to enlarge on the nature of

Christianity, expounding its doctrines and its blessings.

During one of the turns when the subject happened to

be in my hands, the shakedar, (a Bramhan,) who had

been sitting in silence, suddenly raised himself, and

beckoning towards the crowd, cried out, Stvdmif " God!"

the term by which a Bramhan wishes always to be ad-

dressed, " come in, come in : they are ruining us, and

nothing at all comes to our mouth to say to them."

Turning round, I perceived, by the bare head, the triple

cord, and other appearances, that the person addressed

was a Bramhan of the viydyeeka, or sacred class ; and

the title " shastri," on many lips, told that he was the

" wise man," the astrologer of the town. I bowed low

to the shastri, pointed to a j^lace among the Bramhans,

waited till he was seated, and then addressed him per-

sonally, stating what had transpired, recapitulating the

points already discussed, and proceeding with the one

then in hand. The looks of the Bramhans told that
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they awaited a reply from the shastri with interest and

confidence. In expectation of this, I paused. No
reply came. Mr. Male took up the thread of the dis-

covirse. There sat the Bramhans, silent as the dumb,

with their eyes on the shastri, who sat in the midst as

silent as they. "Whether, in the words of the shakedar,

" nothing came to his mouth to say to us," we could

not tell ; but certain it was, that nothing came out of

it. That strange silence continued : it was almost in-

credible ; we could hardly believe that thirty Bramhans

were sitting before us without replying a word, while

we endeavoured to establish doctrines which w^ould de-

stroy all that attached their affections, or subserved their

designs. It was so: we wondered, we rejoiced, we

hoped. Our hearts felt glad when, as we gave them our

blessing, and turned away full of prayers that grace

would attend the seed just sown, we heard the people

exclaiming, Abah ! ahah ! idu yaymi huntu ? Bram-

hanara bdyi mutsi hoeeytu ! " Wonderful ! wonderful

!

"What is this that has come to pass r The Bramhan's

mouth is closed!"*

This fact illustrates the opening placed before us in

the interior of India. Here, some days' march from a

British garrison, is a town where the gospel has never

been preached, fuU of idolatry, (having about thirty

temples,) with an influential community of Bramhans
;

and yet here two missionaries impeach the reigning

superstition in the most public way, and enforce the

* A memorandum, discovered since the greater part of the

above was wiitten, shows that I have confounded the services

of two days ; the preaching in the school-room nanated having

taken place on a different day from the argument at the

choultry.
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claims of Christianity without the slightest molestation.

Nor let any one give us credit for courage. "We knew

perfectly well that, however the people might oppose

our doctrines, they Avould never dream of carrying that

opposition farther than words ; and that we ran no more

risk of personal violence than by discussing ethics in a

college, or politics in a drawing-room. At our next

visit to Chayloor, we had in the morning a good con-

gregation in our school, nearly the whole of which fol-

lowed to the shakedar's choidtry, where we preached

again : during the day many \isited us in our tent, and

in the evening we preached first at the school, then to

the out-castes, and lastly in a ryot hamlet outside the

wall, in all which places we were attended by a con-

siderable audience. Thousands of tOAvns, yes, tens of

thousands, as idolatrous as Chayloor, are equally open

;

to^vns M-ithin long, long miles of which the messenger

hath never come " that bringeth good tidings of good,

that publisheth salvation."

In visiting Toomcoor, we usually chose the market-

day, and stayed for the night, preaching to the people

of the toAvn before the market began, again in the mar-

ket, and in one of the adjacent "villages the next morn-

ing. Once, in company with Mr. Sullivan, our assistant

missionary, I took my stand at the comer of a street,

where the Bramhans were passing to their morning ab-

lutions. We soon had a numerous congregation, which

several Bramhans joined. They put questions with a

view of provoking discussion ; but not choosing to lose

such an opportunity of setting forth the gospel, I sig-

nified that they should be answered afterwards, and

proceeded Avith the discourse. They made several fresh
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attempts, which, as the peoiile ga^-e unbroken attention,

it seemed -naser to pass without notice. At length two

or three left, as if on an errand, and soon returned, ac-

companied by another Bramhan. He pushed in among
the crowd, till he stood right before me. His air was

not to be mistaken : he came to play the champion.

He was of middle age, and of a countenance which un-

equivocally marked him as belonging to that class of

clever persons who, with effervescent intellect and aqua-

fortis temper, spend their whole life-time on the selvage

of insanity. He heard a few sentences with a keen

look of derision that augured little good ; and then com-

menced a discharge of words hard as grape-shot and

thick as hail. I tried to speak on, as I had done ^^'ith

the others ; but he raised the pitch of his voice like the

opening of a fresh battery, and. heating his shot, poured

it out in fiery showers. I waited till, haA^ng run him-

self out of breath, he paused, and then attempted to

resume without any allusion to him. But the mere act

of pausing had refreshed him : forth burst his ire more

turbulent than ever. He was innocent of argimient as

a bomb-shell of etiquette
;
yet his magnificent passion

carried away the crowd. At the nest pause, I made

another attempt, and had got a few words uttered,

when, fiercer than before, his thunder-and-lightning

invectives came pealing about our ears. It was quite

ob\-ious that it would be impossible to preach in the

presence of this Nabal, " such a son of Belial that a

man could not speak to him !" And knowing that a

congregation could be obtained in the pettah, I resolved

to lose no time. Feeling, however, that to leave while

he was speaking would seem as if we had taken offence,
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we waited for a pause, and tlien said, in their own
phrase, " We will go and come again," an expression

which implies no promise to return, but is only a mild

announcement of your intention to take leave. He now
lost all bounds, and opened a tirade of personal abuse.

Waiting till this was past, I said, " God bless you, we
must go now ; but I hope God will give you grace, and

that we shall meet in heaven." Passing through the

crowd, we heard them say, in an under-tone, Geddaru,

geddaru, kopa haralilla, " They have won, they have

won, they did not become angry;" an observation which

convinced us that the object of the Bramhans had been

to provoke us into a bad temper, and use that as a proof

that our teaching was not to be heeded.

Tne same afternoon, in the market, we had one of

the largest congregations I had seen. In the very

centre of the traffic a long discourse was heard by hun-

dreds, with scarcely an attempt to interrupt, which,

whenever made, the people themselves put down. After

the sermon, some arguments were started in defence of

the Purdnas, into which we entered at full. The whole

audience remained, nor did they evince the least im-

patience, though the entire service lasted nearly two

hours. I was much struck to see present during the

w'hole time, and wdth a countenance deeply attentive,

the very Bramhan whose expression has been quoted

above to the effect, that if the Shastras were false, sun,

moon, heaven, earth, and all things must be false. He
took no part in the discussion, except once or twice to

I say a word in our favour ; but he came afterwards,

bringing with him a friend from the same neighbour-

hood, and asked for books, saying, he had read atten-
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tively those he previously received, and was much

impressed with the goodness of oiir religion.

We started early one morning to attend a great feast

at Yettanhully, a secluded village about seven miles

distant. We found before the A-illage a spacious green

skirted with trees, and having on one side a small, open

temple of Mariama, the goddess of disease, in whose

honour the festivities of the day were to be celebrated.

Opposite this, distant perhaps a hundred yards, was a

car as tall as any of the trees, which several men were

decking with gay-coloured cotton flags. Several loit-

erers who stood by stared with genuine amazement at

an arrival so unlooked for as ours. We at once joined

them, and, by preaching to them, commenced the la-

bours of the day. We next entered the village, where

oiir appearance excited as great a commotion as woiild

that of a pair of Xamacquas in a midland hamlet, where

an outlandish costume or a black face had never been

seen. Men, women and children hastened to the spec-

tacle. The men and boys closed us round, the women
stood in the distance, the elder girls clung to their

mothers, and the yoimger ones came a pace or two

nearer. We opened to them the fimdamental truths of

the gospel, which they heard with a wondering atten-

tion. Early in the forenoon, the green began, from the

constant arrival of small parties, to wear an animated

aspect. Sometimes they came in procession, the woman
bearing, in brasen vessels, ofierings of fruits for the

goddess, and all waving bunches of the sacred ctisha

grass. They proceeded directly to the temple ; which '

having no door, we coidd see all that occurred. The

worship consisted merely in the performance of the
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nmnaskdra, (a low bow with the joined hands touching

the forehead,) at the same time handing the offering to

the priest, who waved it before the idol, took a part as

his o^^Ti due, placed amid the remainder a light from the

holy lamp, and retm^ned it to the party by whom it was

presented.

During the morning, we witnessed an Eastern greet-

ing of more than usual interest. A young man, who
had evidently come from a considerable distance, was

crossing the green, when he suddenly hastened towards

an old man, who proved to be his father. On reaching

him, he kneeled down on the gi'ound with an air of

strong affection, placed both his hands tenderly on the

feet of the old man, bowed his head low, and, lifting his

hands, rested the forehead upon them for a moment.

The father's countenance beamed with joy to see this

filial reverence.

In every part of the gi'ound we freely conversed with

the people, and preached as often as our strength would

permit. We were not debarred from any place : with-

out hindrance, we proclaimed Jesus, now at the very

front of the temple, and now leaning against the mas-

sive wheels of the car. No attempt Avas made to

restrain us, no murmur at our intrusion on their festivi-

ties. Objections we had ; but we had more expressions

of assent. About the middle of the green, near the car,

and directly opposite the temple, a shallow hole, of

about three feet wide and six or seven long, had been

dug. In the centre of this was a large pile of wood
and leaves. About noon the priest left the temple,

preceded by musical instruments, and bearing in his

hand a light from the altar-lamp. With slow and reve-
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rential formality, the music still before him, he several

times walked round the pile, and then, uttering a muntra,

applied the light. The dry leaves shrivelled up, emit-

ting a faint smoke ; but no flame was "sdsible in the

light of the glorious sun. When satisfied that the pile

was ignited, he marched back to his position at the

altar. The intention of this ceremony was, that those

who had been restored from illness, on vowing to

Mariama that they would " tread the fire," might now

have the opportimity of discharging their vow. By
this time every few minutes brought in a fresh group of

villagers. We were standing close by the temple when

a numerous procession entered. Almost immediately,

soxmds of angry contention arose within. Turning

round, we found priest and people, men and women, in

a violent broil, scolding, clamouring, pushing, and

drasffinsr one another Avith heartv rage. So high did

the dudgeon of some rise, that they even left the tem-

ple with theii" ofierings, without ha^nng them presented.

The dispute rose from the priest demanding a larger

portion of the ofierings than they judged to be his

due.

As the day advanced, several men appeared, naked

from the Avaist up, haA"ing the body pamted with a

chequer of light blue, and each carrying a branch of the

sacred tulasi. These were the parties intending to tread

the fire. Forming a group, and waWng their branches,

they raised a loud shout, and dashed at full speed from

one end of the green to the other, the crowd every-

where making way for them to pass. This they con-

tinued to do for some time, apparently with the design

of raising their spirits for the coming effort. At the
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same time several cars, much smaller than the great

one, but of the same construction, arrived, each at-

tended by a procession and a band. Their numbers

told of the power that superstition still retained
;
yet

their being drawn, not by the people, but by oxen,

spoke of its decadence. The buzz of the crowd, the

movement of the cars, the sight of the votive fire, the

oft-repeated shout and coursing of the devotees, and

the clangor of musical instruments, all stirred the people

to a high excitement. Night was approaching, and we

must leave. The moment was melancholy and rousing.

There were oux rational brethren celebrating with glad

enthusiasm these wretched solemnities. There were

the mingled notes of mirth, fanaticism and lewdness

going up to regale the car of gory Superstition, seated

on her throne of skulls, feasting on human hearts, and

shrieking at each ray of light that fell on her blood-

shot eye. We knew that these multitudes had no better

hopes than she coidd give, no better model than she

presented. We knew that the old men and the children

whom the revellers had left in their villages, were, the

one dying with her talons in their vitals, the other

springing up with her venom in their blood. It is easy

to advise a missionary not to overwork his strength

;

but when a man with zeal for God finds himself sur-

rounded by thousands of heathen, there is a woe in

their condition, and a fire in his soul, before which no

personal considerations can stand. The sinners are

before him ; life is uncertain ; before another opportu-

nity he may be dead, or they may be dead. He must

warn them while he has time. It is true, the efibrt

may close his life ; but that he must leave with God.

X
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Under sucli feelings many a missionary hastes lo an

early gi-ave. It must be so, while the proportion be-

tween the harvest and the labourers continues such as

it is at present. Hoarse and Aveary, I again took my
stand close by the fire. A large audience closed round

me. The train of painted men rushed by with an ex-

ulting shout. I turned and addressed them particularly.

Several stood to hear. Entreating them to consider

whether a being who could delight to see them tread

the fire, were worthy of worship or of execration ; and

whether the ascription of such dispositions to God were

not most sinful ; I urged them, with bold earnestness,

to abandon a design so foolish,—a design which could

only make them more than ever obnoxious to the dis-

pleasure of the Almighty. They uttered not a word

;

but stood like men convinced and ashamed. "WTien

called upon to justify their conduct, they only said, that

they had made the vow, and it must be fulfilled. Night

was falling ; they had not trodden the fire ; but we
were obliged to leave.

Preaching the gospel to the heathen we regarded as

our great work ; but viewed the establishment of schools

as an auxiliary not only legitimate, but important. "We

deemed it neither expedient nor la\\-ful to merge the

evangelist in the schoolmaster ; and deemed a public

announcement of the gospel both the most apostolic

and the most direct way of bringing it to act ujDon the

public mind. At the same time we could not sympa-

thize with those who think that a missionary has no-

thing to do with schools, who expect no good from

them, and who (provoked, it must be admitted, by

assumptions neither reasonable nor modest) decry the
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labours of those who judge themselves called to that

and to no higher sphere. "We felt that, however de-

fective, if standing alone, a system of mere school-

keeping, and however inconsiderate the way in which

it had been advocated, yet that, viewed in connexion

Avith other existing agencies, those excellent men who
devoted themselves to that work were performing a

service of prime importance to Christianity in India.

To rescue youth from the deleterious education given

in Hindu schools, and to store their mind with scrip-

tural truth, is indubitably a benefit to their country,

and a work acceptable to God. Situated as we were,

among a population exclusively heathen, the alternative

lay between very unsatisfactory schools, and no schools

at all. We deemed it well to bring the youth under

our influence, to the extent of which our circumstances

admitted. Accordingly, at a small monthly salary, we
retained a master, stipulating, that no instruction shoidd

be given but such as we approved ; that the Scriptures

should be read daily ; that the Catechisms, with Scrip-

ture proofs, should be committed to memory ; that we
should visit and examine the school at pleasure ; and

that all the boys above a certain age should, once a

month, be brought to the mission-house, to be examined

with those of the other schools. One such school we
established in every village, offering encouragement.

Many of the masters, and also the pupils, were Bram-
hans ; and, though occasional difficulties arose from

admixing the castes, matters proceeded more satisfac-

torily, in the main, than might be anticipated. Many
of our monthly examinations were highly interesting,

the boys of various castes vying \\dth each other in

X 2
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tlieir knowledge of the Scriptures, and of the invalu-

able digest of truth contained in the Catechisms. We
felt that the perfect committal to memory in boyhood

of these manuals, with the frequent examinations, in

which the grand truths of religion, with their proofs,

were enlai'ged, must, at least, so tatoo the things most

essential to be known upon the memory, that they could

not be effaced by any after-process.

Another important branch of operations was, the dis-

tribution of books. The Madras Bible Society liberally

supplied us vAxh. the Gospels, Acts, Psalms, Genesis,

and other portions of Scripture, boimd separately ; for,

as the entire Bible occupies four large volumes, it may

be supposed that it is not possible to distribute it gra-

tuitously to any great extent. The Bangalore Tract

Society readily answered our calls for tracts. For both

classes of books we met with a reception not only ready,

but joyful. Many a stranger left our house bearing

with him, to some distant town, the first record it ever

received of God's love to sinners.

"We were publicly employed three evenings out of

the seven, besides the services ever}' morning. On the

other evenings, I was in the habit of walking on the

highway, and entering into conversation with the first

passenger. This led to many most interesting oppor-

tunities of explaining Christianity to persons from va-

rious districts, and of all classes : now a merchant re-

turning from a distant market ; now a family remo^•ing
;

now a religious mendicant hasting to some new harvest

;

now a pair of itinerant Bramhans, coming to regale the

imagination, and try the liberality, of their brethren

;

.now an old woman, whose age made conversation vAxh.
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her permissible ; now the milkman, leading home his

kine ; now a group of playful boys ; now a pilgrim on

his weary march ;—in fact, every order in turn received

familiar, instructions in the way to God. One evening,

on accosting a fine old man, he said, mth much vivacity,

" I never before was spoken to by an Englishman in

my own language : this is a pleasure ! "WTien we go

to the sirdars, (government officers,) they say, Kone hi?

Now, that is not our language, it is the Turks' lan-

guage ;* and we do not like to be talked to as if we

were Turks." He went on to say, that he knew I must

be the Goobbee padre ; and that he was a gowrda from

Mukanaikanakworte, a place many miles distant. After

some conversation on religion, he said, " Some time

ago, one of our people went to your house : you took

him into your room, and said a great deal of sense to

him, and gave him a book. He brought it home. It

was the first bookf that had ever been in our tOMTi,

and we were all delighted. We assembled, and read

it together. It was certainly a very -ndse book, but had

one fault that much surprised us aU." Of course, I

requested to know what the fault was. " Oh, I must

not tell you ; for you would be angry."' A Hindu will

trust to anything about an Englishman sooner than his

temper. They readily confide in his coxirage, or justice,

or truth; but his patience is in sad discredit. It is

much to be doubted whether this opinion has arisen

from an excess of amiability on the part of our country-

* Hindostani, spoken by the Mussulmans.

t That means, the first printed book, to describe which, as

distinguished horn their oym. manuscript works, they have

adopted our word.
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men. Having repeatedly assm-ed the good man that

he need not fear, he at length said, hut not without a

look askance, to see if my coxmtenance grew stormy,

•• The fault was this : it would not allow of any God

but one I Xow, what do you say to that?" He evi-

dently regarded this, the first truth of all truths, as a

grave blemish in a book otherwise distinguished by

Avisdom.

Thus we pursued our work, every morning and three

evenings in the week preaching to the heathen, visiting

them in their shops and at their doors, receiving them

into OMi studies, mingling in their markets and feasts,

walking with them on the highway, teaching their chil-

dren the ti-uths of grace, and circulating those truths in

a printed form. The servants of God find many happy

duties, but none to equal those. Years have passed

since I preached my last Canarese sermon. I was on

route to embark for England, with the sentence of the

doctors over me, that, on pain of blindness, I must

never again enter the tropics. The feeling that I had

then, returns now,—the feeling that God removed me
from the most blessed office that man can hold, because

I was imworthy. Those parents who consign their

sons, who have the heart for a higher calling, to a

life spent in making bargains, or plodding lawsuits, or

swaying with gentlemanly satisfaction the small sceptre

of some decent neighbourhood, little know the treasures

of grand emotion from which they shut them out,

—

treasures to be found only in preaching Jesus to the

heathen, and for one year's enjo^inent of which any man

^vith faith to look to heaven woidd cast to all the winds

the most grateful respectabilities of private life, the
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most jDompous commercial success, or the most flatter-

ing professional distinctions. He whose heart once

heaved with the desire to Kve and die preaching Christ,

but who, by a preference on his own part, or that of his

parents, for the things precious in this life, has been

withheld from the work, may sit him down and Aveep.

He has lost what he will never regain. He lives a

poorer man, (for wealth consists not in what a man has,

but in what he is,) he will die with an undergroivn soul,

and to all eternity will lack joys and honours that others,

mayhap less fitted to win them, will wear with glorious

triumph. In immortality there will be no secrets. Every

man will know the whole of his history, and the causes

whereby its complexion was decided. FuU many a

Christian father may take to his soul the assurance,

that the son of his doting love will know, that he is for

ever and ever abridged in rewards in consequence of the

influence under which he preferred, to the toil of Jesu's

ministry, comforts the very names of which have pe-

rished, pomp that has been swept from the universe of

God, and pelf that was burnt up with vulgar clay. He
will know that to this influence he owes it that he is

behind others, behind what he might have been ; and

owes it, that he dwells in heaven as a refugee, when he

might have marched among the princes of God ; that

he glimmers in nebulous distance, Avhen he might have

shone " as the sun in the kingdom of his Father." Many
a lofty mother wiU be well humbled when she sees her

peerless boy, who was too good to resign to God, too

precious to be spent for Christ, too tender to toil for

souls, placed, and that irrecoverably, far behind the son

of a lowly neighbour ; when she sees hardships, and
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studies, and torrid heats, the lonely dwelling, the un-

shared anxiety, the untended sickness, all transmuted

into illustrious forms of ornament and joy, enhancing

the bliss of him who suffered them, and of her who, for

Jesu's sake, yielded him up to suffer ; while station

and revenues, mansions and equipage, the stare of the

vulgar and the smiles of the elite, have long, long ago,

ceased to give either satisfaction or excitement. Let

every niother, to whom the Lord has given a son with

a mind capable of a better life than one of barter, know
that she can take no step that will so certainly im-

poverish and abase him, as to pervert his aspirations

from pursuits that lead straight to " glory, honour, and

immortality," into those Avhich are competent to the

most vulgar intellect or the most selfish heart. Next

to the hour that brought me to the love of Christ, I

shall ever most bless that hour when she who loved

me most said, " From the Lord I received thee, and to

the Lord I give thee up." I wept at that parting ; but

I wept far more when parting from the work that had

become dearer than all earthly things. My missionary

race was short. God made it so. But, looking back

this day, I would not for the universe have that brief

space blotted from my existence.

The people of India resemble their own banyan.

Viewing their distinctions of nation, language, and

manners, you would deem them (like the stems of that

noble tree) standing clearly apart ; but you find that,

as those stems have sprung from the same root, and

are pervaded by the same sap, so a common literature,

a common religion, and, above all, the institution of

caste, give to those several nations a remarkable unity,
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—a unity which, serves to transmit through the whole

some effect of an impression produced on any part.

Imperceptibly, but infallibly, every blow dealt on one

point of the Hindu structure affects the entu'e pile.

The impulse given in Tinnevelly vibrates to the Hima-

laya ; the shock felt in Bengal thrills to Travancore.

The whole population is cemented. No individuality

exists. Each family and each caste is impacted in

itself, and concreted with all the others, each person

forming but a particle of the mass. A man's mind con-

sists of the traditions of the ancients, the usages of his

caste, and the dogmas of his sect : independent prin-

ciples, independent convictions, independent habits, he

has none. He is neither more nor less than an atom

of the public mind, bearing the type impressed by those

Avith whom he is in contact. Such he is, and such he

deems it wise to be. He is an integral part of a mental

system, vast by the sweep of nations, solid by the action

of ages, and ponderous by countless accretions. You
cannot move him mthout disintegrating the mass. It

is no light work. A Hindu mind is not dissevered

from the system, but by the application of vast forces.

Slowly and painfully it disengages itself, it halts, and

heaves, and 'WTithes before finally parting :—and many
(even some missionaries) treat this as an obstacle to the

spread of Christianity in India. Is it so ? Most indu-

bitably, if the object of Christianity be to gain, in a

few years, a given number of converts. But if her

object be to pervade all the regions of Hindustan, to

imbue with her truths the people of every hamlet on

those oceanic plains ; then the social bonds which at

first retard individual conversions, so far from being ob-
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stacles to a universal revolution, are but agencies which

infallibly conduct to the remotest depths of the country

the impression made by the missionary at the surface.

He may be impatiently thinking that the solidity caused

bythese bonds has reflected into vacant space the impidse

he had applied ; while, in fact, by that very means it is

transmitted through many a region imseen by him, and

is even then vibrating at the core of the mass. It does

seem clear, that when you have a moral force equal to

effect the change designed, the more close the mutual

dependency of those to be acted upon, the more wide

the influence exerted by every application of that force.

Wliere the population is limited, and the relations of

society are loose, it is, humanly speaking, comparatively

easy to convert a man to Christianity. His conversion

is of unspeakable importance ; it saves a soul from

death. But what relation has this event to the stabi-

lity of Satan's empii-e in the continents that contain

more than hedf the human family r Scarcely any. A
jewel has been snatched from destruction, but no stone

sti'uck from the foundation of the citadel of evil. Not

so with the conversion of one forming part of a system

which embraces a continent. His escape rends a link

in a chain whereby millions upon millions were bound.

Every indiWdual who, overcoming the restraints of

Hinduism, embraces Christianity, effects, however un-

consciously, an achievement by which Asiatic supersti-

tion is one degree weakened, and the way to grace

made, for the people of nations, one degree easier.

Little vmdertakings have speedy issues. Great imder-

takings are of slower consummation : but a large soul

would rather effect the feeblest service toward the ran-
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som of multitudinous people, than reap the hasty de-

lights of a small achievement, begun and ended in a

lifetime, but, when ended, leaving the great interests of

the human kingdom as they were before. To one who
thinks for the present only, the peculiar features of

Hindu society will appear most formidable obstacles

;

to one who thinks for a century, they will appear the

most certain instruments of imiversality in the ultimate

triumph. It Avould be an imdertaking of appalling

magnitude to attempt the conversion by units of two

hundred millions of souls. The ties that bind them

together more increase the hope of universal regenera-

tion, than they diminish the facilities of partial change.

All that we lose in velocity, we gain in power. In no

country will individual conversions, in a given locality,

be slower at first than in India ; in no country will the

abruption of masses from the " great mountain" be so

vast or so rapidly successive. Some time ago, this

would have been called " speculation." The events of

the last seven years prove these views to be just. The

thousands who have lately embraced Chi-istianity in

neighbourhoods long under missionary cidture, are so

many -witnesses in their favour ; witnesses, also, that

the impatience that would decry a great continental

mission, if its conversions be not so rapid as in little

islands of savages, is the residt, in some cases, of un-

belief, and in others of ignorance as to the character of

the enterprise ; an ignorance which frequently consists,

even in its highest degree, with what is called " intel-

ligence."

Around Goobbee appeared many signs of that gradual

change of public opinion which must precede every re-
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volution. Things ancient and venerable were losing

their influence; startling questions Avere broached in

private circles ; the gods were not dreaded or trusted

as before ; and, above all, the whole people avowed a

belief that their religion would pass away. Several

times, when I have said, to persons declaring them-

selves resolved to die in the paths of the ancients, " All

the idols shall perish, and every knee shall bow to the

Lord Jesus ;'' they have replied, in a tone of pensive

assent, Ideetu, " It will be so,"
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CHAPTER VII.

IXDIA : AVHAT IS IT ?

Physical Outlines—Partly Tropical, partlyTemperate—Its Pro-
ductions—Its early Trade—Course and Effects of the Trade
—Its Influence on our Marine—On our Trade— On our social

Life—Arithmetic—Its ancient Science—Its Influence in Re-
ligion—Teaching Eg>-pt—Converting China—Our Conquest
—Its Results—AVhere Hes the World ?—The loud Call.

India is a region more than twenty times as large as

England and Wales, and equal to the united extent of

France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Turkey in

Europe, Austria, Prussia, Bavaria, all the minor Ger-

man States, with Belgium, Holland, and Denmark. Its

people are divided into thirty-five difierent states, speak-

ing thirty different languages.* They number two

hundred millions ; a population equal to that of the

whole continent of Europe, and comprising at least

one-sixth, probably one-fifth, of the entire human race.f

* These languages, though, like the tongues of Europe,

having close affinity one with another, arc quite as widely se-

parated as they, and in some cases more so.

t In a Lecture on the "Extent, &c. of the British Empire,"
I have said, " For proof that this, and not the common esti-

mate of 130,000,000, and such like, is coiTcct, see the works of

the Coiint Bjomstjema and Montgomery Martin. The latter

shows that the population of 422,990 square miles, the only por-

tion of India for which there are correct returns, is 89,577,206 ;

Init the entire area of India is 1,128,800 square miles, conse-

quently these 89,000,000 are the population of little more than

a thu'd of the country, which must therefore contain consider-

ably above 200,000,000.
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China excepted, India is the most populous country in

the world.

Its physical outlines deserve a word. That magni-

ficent mountain-chain which runs eastward from the

Caspian Sea, traversing Asia, is interrujDted as it ap-

proaches the vale of Cashmere by an opening which

parts the Hindu Coosh on the west from the Himalaya

on the east. Through this opening the Indus descends

from the plains of Thibet, and, separating India from

Affghanistan and Beloochistan, forms its western bound-

ary.* On the north, for a length of fifteen hundred

miles, an uninterrupted barrier is formed by the gigantic

Himalaya ; while the Brumhapootra, rounding the fur-

ther extremity of that chain, marks the eastern frontier.

The two sides of the triangular peninsula which consti-

tutes its southern termination rest respectively on the

Arabian Sea, and the Bay of Bengal.

Starting from the Indus, and proceeding eastward,

every stream encountered for about four hundred miles

takes the direction of that great river, and runs south-

erly towards the Arabian Sea. The whole tract covered

by this geological level is called the Plain of the Indus,

and includes the Punjaub, Scinde, and neighbouring

states. Further eastAvard than the above limit, all the

streams are found to take the same direction as the

Ganges, flowing toward the Bay of Bengal. The tract

covered by this level, although extending over a length

of about one thousand two hundred miles, with a

breadth of six hundred, is called the Plain of the Gan-

ges, and includes most of the Bengal provinces. On

* This river is said to discharge in the di-y season eighty

thousand cubic feet per second.
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the southern limit of the Plain of the Ganges, or six

hundred miles south of the Himalaya, you encounter a

lofty range called the Vindhya Mountains ; and south

of these a great river (the Nerbudda) flows to the west,

having a second range of mountains (the Sautpoora) on

its southern bank ; beyond these you find a second

noble river (the Tapty), flowing also to the west, while

southward of it rises a third chain of mountains. But

having ascended these, instead of finding a ready de-

scent to carry you down on the other side, you discover

a plain, level with the summit of the hills, and stretch-

ing in gentle undulations beyond the southern horizon.

Proceeding in that direction to discover a descent from

this wide-topped mountain, you travel eight hundred

miles before passing from the elevation to the same

level as that from which you started. This elevated

tract, varying in breadth from one hundred to five

hundred miles, forms a third geological level, inclining

strongly from west to east, as is indicated by the course

of all its rivers : it includes the Mysore, Ceded Dis-

tricts, Hydrabad, Berar, and Mahratta territories. A
person will form a tolerable conception of the relation

which the countries lying on this plateau occupy to the

rest of India, if he just think,—The island of Great

Britain stand'fe up from the sea at a certain elevation :

now, suppose that elevation increased till every cliff

round the coast were as high as Snowdon, the whole

surface of the country being proportionally raised, then

our fields would hold the same position toward the

beach, as the kingdoms just named do to those lying at

the foot of the Ghauts ; while the mountainous heights

up which one ascending from the beach must climb.
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would exactly represent the Ghauts themselves. A
tract of table-land is in fact the very same natural phe-

nomenon as an island, only that the one is surrounded

by land, the other by the sea.

The Plain of the Indus, the Plain of the Ganges, the

central mountainous district, and the grand plateau, are

the leading physical divisions of India.

It is an error to take India as a whole for a tropical

country. It is true that part of it lies within eight

degrees of the equator ; but then such is its magnitude

that another part lies more northerly than Jerusalem,

and little more than a degree south of Gibraltar. So

far from being all a tropical country, in starting from

the northern limit of Cashmere you travel nearly seven

hundred miles before entering the tropics. Lahore, the

most northerly capital, and Trinchinopoly, the most

southerly, aa-e two cities as far apart as Stockholm and

Naples, and with cliiuates equally diverse. Thus, while

in some of the kingdoms of India snow has never been

known, in others it comes with every winter ; and the

name of that matchless chain which embattles its

northern fi-ontier signifies " the dwelling-place of

snow."* Again, from the circumstance that so large a

* Him-alaya. It has been thought that all land above ten

thousand feet high was pei-petually covered trith snow : but
this opinion is completely contradicted by our knowledge of

the HimCdaya. It is observed also that on the northern side of

this range the line of perpetual snow lies at a much greater

height than on the southern or more sunny side, a result just

the reverse of what might be anticipated. The Coimt Bjom-
stjema remarks, that " the cause of this must be the greater

purity of the atmosphere" on the northern face of the chain.

It would be mvich more natm-al to ascribe it to the fact that

the land of Thibet on the north of the chain lies at an immense
elevation above Hindustan on its south, consequently its heat
affects the mountains to a point correspondmg to its own
height.
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portion of tropical India is table-land, a climate is se-

cured many degrees milder than if it lay at the natural

level. This diversity of climate gives rise to a great

diversity of produce : India rears crops of rice and of

wheat,"* of maize and barley, with equal variety in fruits

and vegetables.

Let it, then, be remembered that India is not one

state, but thirty states ; not a country of one language,

but of thirty languages ; not a tract of uniform heat,

but a region of various climates ; not the residence of

one tribe, but of a sixth of all the men that live. These

things must not merely be read as statements. They

must be -s-iewed, dwelt upon, felt, as facts. Much de-

pends on this : the share of your benevolence given to

India will be ruled by your conception of what it is.

Your heart will never kindle with an interest appro-

priate to its claims, until you carefully and clearly set it

out before your mind, as a large family of popidous

nations, which comprises one-sixth of aU the hearts

that are now throbbing.

The productions of India nearly exhaust the catalogue

of things precious in the mineral, vegetable, and animal

kingdoms. The trader looks at the mercantile worth

of its spices, jewels, grains, sugars, cotton, silk, indigo,

tobacco, woods, ivory, drugs, and perfumes. The na-

turalist pores enamoured over its Fauna, its Flora, and

its mineralogy. But no eye looks so wondering on

those productions as that of the philosophic or the

Christian historian, who traces the power they have in

* It Ls not generally kno^^•n that Indian wheat is an article of

import in England, being used principally for glaire in manu-
faetiires.
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all ages swayed over the social state of the world ; the

ways innumerable in which that power is now per-

vading all civilized life ; and the certainty, every day

growing clearer, that hence will spring changes which,

for the magnitude of the spheres affected, the value of

the benefits conferred, and the splendour of the con-

sequent career, will shine without parallel in the annals

of man.

This, though perfectly intelligible to those versed in

the history of the connexion between the West and the

East, requires, for others, some explanation.

The strongest tie used by Providence to preserve the

relation of people to people, is the craving of men for

productions not indigenous to their own climate. Had
all nations found at home everything necessary and

agreeable, it is impossible to conceive to what extent

their mutual alienation might have proceeded. China

and Japan help us to an idea of that which, in such a

case, would have constituted nationality. But while

God gave to all men the capacity to enjoy every good

thing the earth yielded, he mercifully appointed its

productions so that each individual should receive many

of his gratifications at the hand of his brother who
bore a foreign tint and spoke a foreign tongue. Each

was constituted co-heir of all the riches of the family

estate : but he could inherit only by virtue of a family

compact. Hence arose international commerce ; and,

as its necessary result, intercourse between distant

people, the knowledge of each other's tongues, and

the formation of mutual interests.

The productions natural to India excited from the

earliest times the desires of all nations lying to the
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west ; while their portability facilitated transport even

before the existence of those means of carriage required

by the unwieldy commerce of the present day. Spices,

jewels, perfimies, and silk, while the very articles cer-

tain to be craved for, were yet such that a camel-load

formed a considerable investment.

Persia and Arabia first received these luxuries, and

commimicated the taste for them to their western

neighbours. The Phoenicians, when no longer content

to receive this commerce at second-hand, launched upon

the Red Sea, brought their merchandise direct from the

ports of India, and, conveying it across the Isthmus of

Suez, re-shipped it at Pvhinocalura on the Mediter-

ranean ; hence they carried it to T}Te. The wealth

which they derived from this trafiic so impressed

Alexander when he became their captor, that, in order

to divert it into another channel, he founded a city at

the mouth of the Nile, to which cargoes could be easUy

conveyed from the Red Sea, and from which they

could again be distributed round the European ports.

He had calculated justly : the new city soon became

the entrepot of the Indian trade, and, deriving from it

the same advantages as Tyre, won eminent wealth and

power. Throughout the revolutions of many ages,

Alexandria preserved, by its position, the regular flow

of this trafiic, with all its lucrative results ; nor did

this cease till the Mohammedan conquest cut it off"

from the intercourse of Europe. In the mean time

another branch of the same trade had raised up in the

Syrian desert Palmyra, which, growing upon the wealth

that trade ever conferred, reached great magnificence

and political power ; but after a long struggle fell under

Y 2
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the all-humbling arms of Rome. When, the Mussvil-

mauns had conquered Persia, observing the advantages

which this trade brought with it, they founded Bosrah

with the same views as had dictated the building of

Alexandria; and the new city rose into note with a

rapidity little less remarkable than that of its Egj-ptian

predecessor. At this point we first observe a religious

reaction upon the East from those whom its produce

had led to its shores. The Mohammedans, urging

their way to the eastward of India, where neither the

Tp-ians, the Egj-ptians, nor the Romans had penetrated,

founded settlements on the shores of the great Archi-

pelago, whence arose the extensive difiusion of their

doctrines, now observable in those regions. A day was

to come when the same material channel shoidd convey

to those shores a spuitual power both milder and more

potent.

The wars of Islam for a time closed Alexandria to

the nations of Europe ; but so unconquerable was the

desire for the commodities they had hitherto received

through that port, that, notwithstanding the difficulties

of overland carriage, such was found. The merchan-

dise of India was now borne across the rugged countries

Ij-ing between the Indus and the Oxus, and forwarded

from the latter river to the Black Sea. Constantinople

thus became the emporium of the Indian trade ; and

thence acquired an affluence by which she was enabled

to maintain her political existence much longer than she

could otherwise have done. The tendency of this

trade to aggrandize whatever people happened to

possess it, was forcibly illustrated when the inconsider-

able republic of Venice, gaining the traffic between
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Constantinople and the rest of Europe, rapidly attained

to splendid opulence and formidable power. Genoa

also, for a time supplanting Venice at Constantinople,

gained an eminence very surprising for its limited ex-

tent and unsettled government. The Crusades carried

to the Levant some of the inhabitants of every con-

siderable country in Europe. There they became

acquainted with the productions of India : many now

saw sugar, cotton, silk, and various kinds of spice, for the

first time. The warriors returning home carried back

a relish for these commodities, and inflamed the desire

for them in the minds of their countrymen. Hence

the Indian trade increased beyond all precedent, and

raised Venice to a height of power and magnificence

that moved the envy of all Europe. Every eye turned

covetx)usly toward the region whence flowed these

streams of wealth. Attempts to share the advantages

were made, but rendered abortive either by the power

of Venice, or by the unfriendliness of the Mussulmauns,

who held every path of access to India. At the same

time the descriptions of that region given by Marco

Paulo inflamed to feverish excitement the desire to

reach its shores.

Amid the general devising of projects to arrive at

India, Columbus, arguing from the earth's sphericity,

concluded that country might be foimd by sailing to

the west. He made the attempt ; and, in failing, dis-

covered a new world. At the same time the Portuguese

were led to coast along the African continent, in hope

of discovering a passage to the land of so many real

treasures, and so many fabled wonders. They found

it. With these two discoveries a new era opened on
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Europe, affecting Avitli the most important changes her

politics, her commerce, her manufactures, and even her

social manners ; while revolutions not less signal hast-

ened in every other region of the world. As we look

at those revolutions in their past developments and

future promise, and ask. What was their cause ? the

answer is, Under Providence, the productions of India.

Portugal possessed for nearly a century a monopoly

of the commerce with India, reaping the wealth that

had ever been its fruit. In the mean time England,

searching in the north-west for a passage to the same

region which the Portuguese had reached by the south-

east, formed relations with North America, from which

important effects have flowed both in our OAvn history

and that of the new continent. As if destined, by

elevating inconsiderable states, to demonstrate the real

magnitude of its influence, the eastern commerce passed

from the Portuguese to the Dutch, then a people in

feeble infancy. It raised them to the head of the mari-

time poAvers ; but the stream, turning from them to our

own shore, has steadily flowed thither during the last

century, swelling our affluence to a height never before

seen in the tide of human affairs.*' During that period

has arisen the most wonderful of all the phenomena

resulting from the influence of India's produce. At-

tracted to her shores, and contending for her treasures,

the nations of Europe gradually became mixed up -svith

Indian politics. Hence it has followed that an Eu-

* The best account of this interesting branch of history is in

E-obertson on India, in which the coiu'se and the effects of this

trade are most ably traced. Every man who \\'ishes to under-
stand the history of commerce ought to read that book.
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ropean empire is established over two hundred millions

of Asiatics, that they have been trained in the European

art of war, that their institutions have been ameliorated

by the spirit of British law, that scriptural Christianity

has commenced her action upon their mind, and that

a boundless prospect is opened of grand regenerative

changes.

A moment's reflection on this hasty summary of facts

W'ill show how deeply imiversal history has been affected

by the productions of India. They gave Tyi'e its fame,

and made its merchants princes. They raised Solo-

mon's " Tadmor in the wilderness" to the Palmyra of

stately palaces and potent armaments. They created

Alexandria, and filled its port for ages with the mer-

chants of Greece and Rome. They sustained the

sinking empire of the East, enriching and adorning its

capital long after her western sister had fallen. They,

during the middle ages, enabled petty Italian republics

to outshine even great kingdoms. They stirred the

genius of European enterprise to fret against the limits

that had caged her so long, until at last, breaking forth,

she made the circuit of the world, and brought back to

her children wealth gathered from every land. No
people on earth have been wholly free from the effects

of this influence. The few hapless Carribbs that linger

in the "West Indies, when they think of the wrongs

their fathers sank under, and see the invader rejoicing

over all their isles, may ask, " "NVhat first brought our

destroyers here .^" The reply must be, " India." The

Red Man, as he sees the forests of his tribe turned into

a garden for the stranger, may ask, " "V\'Tiat brought

them first across the great waters?" "India." The
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Esquimaux, seeing our sailors shiver in their snows, or

the Indian of Labrador selling us his furs, may ask,

" What first led them to lands so chilly ?" and he must

be told, " The search for India." The Negro seized

for slavery, the Hottentot staring at civilized industry,

the Kafir ravaging the white man's homestead, the

New Zealander fighting for his field, or hearkening to

the gospel, all may put the same question, " What first

led white men to our shores ?" And to all the reply

must be, "India." That country has been the means

of most powerfully afi"ecting the state of all this world.

Her productions have been the most influential physical

cause in modern history.

To make more palpable the part India has taken in

the history of modern nations, let us consider for a mo-

ment her influence on England, Take our shipping.

The vessel that first brought the produce of the East

direct to England, that in which Drake had circum-

navigated the world, was of one hundred tons' burden !

The length of the voyages which the new discoveries

made necessary, the magnitude of the demand for the

foreign productions, the necessity in times of war to

join defence to carriage, all led the conductors of the

Indian trade to a style of ship-building hitherto un-

known ; and from the example of their magnificent

fleets the whole marine of the country enlarged its pro-

portions. In our COLONIES, again, we have a system by

which our own condition has been materially afiected,

and new states created on other shores. This system

wholly issued from the discoveries made in seeking

various paths to India. To reach India we went west-

ward, and found the West Indies and America. To
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rccach India we went northward, and found Labrador.

To reach India we rounded the termination of South

America, and found the South Seas, where lie Australia

and New Zealand.* To reach India, the coast of Africa

was explored. To enable them to command the trade

with India, the Dutch colonized the Cape of Good
Hope ; and for the very same reason we drove them

from that possession.

Our TRADE, not less than our shipping or colonies,

testifies to the power of India. Those articles which

strike all as the most lucrative are either such as origi-

nally came from India, or to which that country first

introduced us. Tea, for instance, though the produc-

tion of China, became known to us only through our

Indian trade ; and perhaps those who are ready to

imagine that without that beverage daily comfort would

be impossible, will be surprised to learn that no men-

tion of it occurs in the records of the East India Com-
pany tiU sixty-seven years after it had been chartered.

Only then was their factor at Bantam instructed to pro-

cure " lOOfb. weight of the best tay he could gettT The
sugar-cane, again, had been transplanted from India to

western Asia, where it was unknown in earlier times

;

there it was seen by Europeans during the Crusades,

thence brought to different parts of the Mediterranean,

thence introduced to Madeira and the Canaries, finally

to the West Indies and Brazil.f Hence arose the ex-

* These various routes were sought, because the Portuguese
claimed an exclusive right to that which they had discovered *,

and had their claim forfeited by the Pope's authority.

t Some think that the sugar-cane was indigenous to South
America ; but I beUeve all are agreed that for the manufacture
of sugar from the cane we are wholly indebted to India.
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tensive use of that tempting luxury, hence the slave-

trade, hence our missions to the West, hence the noblest

strife of philanthropy, hence the sublimest record of

colonial legislation. Cotton also originally came to us

from India.* By the trade which the Romans main-

tained with that region through Alexandria, this light

and agreeable fabric was first made known to Europeans,

and became valued among the luxuries of the imperial

city. During the middle ages the Venetians supplied

enough to create a desire for more. The Moors intro-

duced the plant itself into Europe, and thus the way

was prepared for its general reception. "When a direct

commerce was opened wdth India, cotton was imported

from Calicut ; and hence the name " calico." Silk was

first introduced to India from China
;

(as cotton was

introduced to China from India ;) but for many ages it

was supplied to Europe wholly through India. With
these facts before us, it is altogether unnecessary to

remark that our manufactures have not less felt the

influence of India, than the other branches of our na-

tional acti\"ity.

To estimate the influence which, through all these

channels, India has exerted on our national character

and domestic habits, is a sheer impossibility. The

changes that have passed upon our homes by the intro-

duction of silk, cotton, tea, sugar, and spices, are now

too distant and too many to permit accurate enumera-

tion. Strike these articles from our imports for a single

year, and you will produce a revolution that would help

to illustrate the magnitude of their influence ; but yet

* Baines's History of the Cotton Manufactory.
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even that would not conduct us back to the same man-

ners, the same modes of thought, and the same phy-

sical condition which began to depart when these new

comforts entered, and have since been gradually yield-

ing to softer and more luxurious habitudes. These

articles have metamorphosed both our persons and our

tables : we neither dress nor eat as did our ancestors.

They have entered not only the highways, but every

bye-path of society, which marches not a step but in

their companionship. Take our remotest homestead

;

and though the inhabitants have no knowledge of foreign

parts, and never considered themselves debtors to India,

yet on every male and female you will find articles of

clothing, and at almost every meal either food, beverage,

or condiment, which were unkno^^•n in their hamlet be-

fore the way to India was opened. The debt to India

is universal ; no man in the community is free from it

;

it contributes to the comforts of all. Everything we
look upon testifies to the gratefiJ influence of its pro-

ductions,—the luxuries of the most refined, the comforts

of the most economical, the garments of all. We do

not survey a room, we do not enter a shop, we do not

take a meal, we do not look upon the dress of a child,

without encountering some memento of the universal

debt to India. In the saloons of our nobles, the man-

sions of our gentry, the houses of our tradesmen, the

cottages of our workmen, and the chambers of our sick,

we find India contributing helps to comfort or amelio-

rations of pain.

^Vho then can look with a well-instructed eye on the

present state of the British nation, without being amazed

at the influence that has been exerted upon us by a
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country so far away : and a country the people of which

never meddled with our concerns r India never sent

an expedition to our shores, and yet it has diffused its

influence through every vein of our national life. We
see it in our refined clothing and our sumptuous boards,

in the stir of our ship-yards, in the magnitude of our

marine, in the splendid heritage of our colonial posses-

sions, in the manifold issue of our factories, and in the

ubiquitous commerce with which we are pervading the

world. Xor have we been alone : changes have passed

over the condition of man from Italy to Scandinavia,

while newly-discovered tribes have shared in the uni-

versal impulse. Let no one, then, regard the produc-

tions which form the chief articles of commerce as

created to gratify foibles, or make fortunes. They are

the ties by which the All-wise has held together the

most distant races of men, provided for the general dif-

fusion of local blessings, and finally called forth the

nations on whom his truth shone, to enlighten their

brethren who sat in darkness.

The influence of India has scarcely presided less over

man's intellectual than over his material history. To

take a very obvious proof: every one feels the prodi-

gious benefit of being able to express the endlessly-

diversified records of arithmetic by only ten ciphers.

Into what consternation would all the counting-houses

and aU the observatories of Europe be thro^vn, were a

decree to reach them that their accounts must be kept,

and their calcidations made, according to the Roman
model, in the letters of the alphabet ! Yet, only a few-

centuries ago, this was their method ; for no language

of Em-ope, or of Western Asia, fm-nished a more com-
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pendious arithmetical notation. The Hindus had in-

vented, in very early times, the system now in universal

use ; from them it had been adopted by the Persians

and Arabs ; and it is matter of dispute whether it reached

Europe before Leonardo of Pisa,* in the thirteenth cen-

tury ; but it seems more probable that it was brought

to Spain by the Moors. Its progress among men of

business was very slow. Had it not been for this in-

vention, the rapidity with which the largest commercial

transactions are now executed would have been impos-

sible ; and if the calculations of astronomy could have

been conducted at all, it would have been with immense

difficulty.!

It must be felt that the nation who took the lead in

astronomical science would gain immense influence over

the mind of other ancient people. Though the contro-

versy on this subject cannot be fairly said to have yet

led to a conclusive decision, yet it has established the

fact that Chaldea, Egypt and China are to be set aside,

and that the whole of what deserves the name of science

lies betwen Greece and India. "With them only has

been discovered knowledge that could serve as a basis

* He made known the system of algebra, also a Hindu in-

vention. For fiill information see the article " Arithmetic,"
Encycloptedia Metropolitana, or Penny Cyclopcrdia.

t Take the quantity 333, and by the Eoman notation you
have just treble the number of tiprures, and those more complex,
ccexxxiii. The principle of the Hindu invention is to increase

tenfold the value of a cipher for ever\' time it is removed from
the final digit of the series. There cannot be a doubt that the
possession of this imequalled vehicle for numbers tempted the
Bramhans into those extravagances by which they play, in

their !5acred books, with billions of years. Archimedes is said

to have written a book for the purpose of pro-ving that it Avas

possible to express such nvmibers as were familiar to every
Bramhan in India.
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to the stupendous fabric of modern times. In com-

paring the system of these two nations, the Hindu

astronomy has been found to be more correct, as re-

gards the precession of the equinoxes, the length of the

tropical year, and the synodic periods of the moon.

Add to this their imquestionable antecedency to the

Greeks in civilization ; their great superiority in arith-

metic ; their sole possession, at first, of algebra ; with

their habitual indisposition to receive instruction from

foreign nations ; and it can scarcely fail to appear that

probability leans rather toward the precedence of the

Hindu, than the Greek, astronomy.* Perhaps when
we have become as familiar \\-ith the history of science

in the East, as we are with its history in the West, this

probability will ripen to demonstration. The early pro-

gress of the Hindus in logic, ethics, poetry, and meta-

physics, is universally acknowledged ; and enabled them

largely to influence the literature of other civilized na-

tions.

But the most gigantic effects produced on the world

by India, have been in the field of religion. The extent

to which the Greeks and Romans, and through them

all Europe, borrowed religious usages and tenets from

the Egyptians, is matter of imiversal notoriety. Even

some of the superstitions now prevalent in Christendom

can be traced, through mediaeval and Roman modifica-

* This is further confirmed by the fact, that while the Greeks
sent their sages to study in India, we have no accoimt of Hindu
sages seeking light ia Greece ; and though it may be true that

the Greeks did not commence this practice till after the solid

foundation of the science had been laid by Hipparchus, yet it

could only have begiin after Hindu learning had been long and
highly prized by their philosophers. This whole subject is well

treated in the Penny Cyclopedia, article " Yiga Ganita."
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tions, to an Egyptian original. When India and ancient

Egypt began to be known, a remarkable similarity was

observed in their rites and institutions. The mutual

divisions of castes, hereditary trades, the worship of the

ox, the resemblance between the linga and the phallus,

the agreement of the mundane egg with the Hindu
doctrine of creation ; all attest a close connexion. The
question arose, Which nation had taught the other. It

was very natural that Europeans should at first attri-

bute the precedency to the country from which the

earliest lights of civilization had reached their own re-

gions. But with the advance of knowledge opinion has

gradually changed ; and now the accurate author of the

"Theogony of the Hindus" appears to have set the

question at rest, adducing proofs, that amount to all

but demonstration, that Egypt derived from India, and

not India from Egypt.* This point once conceded, we
view a prodigious field, on which the mind of India has

moulded the character of man. The prevalence, in

times of authentic history, of the Hindu doctrine of

metempsychosis, is a forcible proof of their religious

ascendancy ; for they not only impelled that dogma
through the schools of Greece, but even into the cre-

* His proofs are: 1. It is testified by Herodotus, Plato,
Solon, Pythagoras, and Philostratus, that "the religion of Egypt
proceeded from India. 2. The monuments of Eg\T)t testifj'

that the religious system gradually descended from the south
towards the north. 3, The chronicles recorded by Josephus
and Ensebius state that the religion of Egypt came from India.
4, Asia ivas first peopled. 5. Tradition marks central Asia as
the first home of man ; consequently, India would be peopled
before the valley of the Nde. G.^Ve have history to this
effect. 7. The Abyssinians have a tradition, that the first in-

habitants of their countrj' came, by way of the Red Sea, from
a remote country in the south.
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dence of the Jews themselves. "WTiether we adopt

the views of Mr. Higgins Avith respect to the " Celtic

Druids," or place that remarkable hierarchy in the

more sober position assigned to it by the author of the

" Religion, of Ancient Britain ;" and whether or not we

join the Count Bjornstjerna in affiliating the Edda* of

Scandinavian mythology to the Veda of India ; we can-

not doubt that at the time of our Lord's appearing,

every civilized people in the world, except (perhaps) the

Chinese, held religious doctrines adopted more or less

directly from the Hindus. Since then a still more signal

illustration has been given to their religious power.

Shortly after the opening of the Christian era, Fo car-

ried into China Budhism,—a religion which had sprung

up in India as a reform of Brahmanism. Such has

been its spread, that, according to some high authori-

ties, it has now three hundred millions of disciples in

that country ; while, I believe, none would demand a

larger deduction from this number than fifty millions.

"WTien to these are added the Budhists of Thibet, Tar-

tary, Birmah, Siam, Japan, and Ceylon, we arrive at

the unquestionable conclusion, that this creed far sur-

passes any other in the number of its adherents. If we

take the Budhists at three hundred and fift}- millions,

(thirty millions less than they are estimated in the

" Theogony of the Hindus,") and the adherents of

Brahmanism at one hundred and fifty millions, we

have then five hundred millions of the world's existing

* The Edda, though not composed till the eleventh or twelfth

centurv", is supposed to embody the tenets introduced by the

second or tbiid "Wodin before the Clii-istian era ; in which
tenets the learned Coimt discovers Budhiim.
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population under the power of creeds originated in India.

Nor will any one attentively survey the countries over

which these systems extend, and compare them with

the Avhole world, without concluding, that, whether

these numbers be too great or too small, at least one-

half of the human race are worshipping at the altars of

Budhism and Brahmanism.

Until within the last eight centuries the Hindus en-

joyed a singular exemption from foreign rule. The

ancient Persians held, for some time, a province on

their north-west frontier ; across the same frontier,

Alexander made a short inroad, which has not left even

a trace in their histories ; but their whole career, up to

the above period, had been free from any grand con-

quest by a foreign power.'^' Hence much of their ma-

turity in political and literary civilization ; for, in do-

mestic civilization, which Christianity alone creates,

they have always been, and still remain, exceedingly

backward. In the beginning of the eleventh century,

the scimitar of Islam inflicted the first severe wound

upon the independence of Hindustan. After the princes

of that fierce faith had been established for about seven

centuries, the whole of India might be regarded as sub-

dued, under the sceptre of Aurengzeb. By a succession

of events, without any parallel in history, and without

any explanation, but in the will of the supreme Ruler,

those nations, so long exempt from conquest, and over

which even Mussulmaun ardour so slowly won do-

minion, have passed one after another, until they are

all now united, under the British power.

* I do not here touch the perplexed question whether the

Bramhans themselves were not a race of invaders.
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This conquest, unique in its rapidity, has been not less

unique in its results. The ordinary effect of conquest

is to abase the vanqviished, to abridge their liberty, check

their enterprise, and preclude all improvement. In this

case it has been just the reverse. The conquered have

augmented their liberty, recruited their commerce, re-

ceived a new impulse in literature, and had cast into

their lap many of the fruits of western civilization. By
this conquest, India, so far from being reduced in moral

influence, has been raised to a position from Avhich she

will lead Asia in the modern march of civilization, as she

did in the old. By its means, she, of all Asiatic coimtries,

first receives the true philosophy, first knows freedom

of person, freedom of commerce, freedom of conscience,

and freedom of the press. She will also be the first on

which the steam-engine and the railway will confer

their prodigious influence. These things give her ad-

vantages to which none of her neighbours can pretend,

and by which she will excite the emulation of them all.

Geographically, she occupies the very focus of Asiatic

power and refinement, having on the one hand and on

the other the countries most important to be influenced,

and most accessible to amelioration. The Budhist of

eastern Asia looks to her as the father-land of his faith

;

the ^lussulmaim of western Asia, as the region where

sparlded the most gorgeous monarchy of Islam ; while

on her plains are the co-religionists of the one and of

the other, to carry out a grand mission when a regene-

ration shall have blessed themselves. Up to the pre-

sent day, Jerusalem, Rome, and Mecca, usually held to

be the chief springs whence religious influences have

gone forth upon the world, have not all of them together
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commanded the faith of so many human beings as Hin-

dustan. The history of the past not only warrants, but

demands, the expectation that the conversion of that

country will bring residts on a scale far grander than

any that have yet been witnessed.

It is strange with what coolness even well-informed

persons speak and -nTite of the few nations of Europe,

as if they constituted the world. True, others are

known to exist ; but, in the usual thinking of most

persons, "all the world" is at peace, when Europe re-

poses; "all the world" in pangs, when Europe is at

war ; and Wellington and Napoleon are celebrated "all

over the world." Alas ! how little is the world of most

minds ! how far short of the wide, wide field, all over

which the hearts of men are throbbing ! Far more than

half the world never heard Napoleon's name ; far more

than half the world neither know nor care what are

the relations of our potentates ; far more than half the

world could not tell you whether Europe is one country

or many. We are not a quarter of the world's popula-

tion ; and yet, because we have received from Chris-

tianity elements of greatness that lift us above our

fellows, we are ready to regard them as but distant

retainers of the human family, we only constituting its

circle. From the soil of Asia man was formed, in Asia

he had his Eden, on a hill in Asia rested the ark that

saved him in the day of ruins, in Asia he spent his early

years, in Asia he has always had his chief dwelling,

and on Asia dropped the blood that bought his ransom.

The eye that watches all the world, has ever seen in

Asia far most hearts beating, far most mothers rejoicing

over their newly-born, far most houses mourning for

z 2
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their dead. If any section of the earth might call itself

the world, Asia would be the world : Europe does not

contain half so many human hearts. The merchant

sees the world where he sees trade, the Uteratus where

he sees readers, the soldier where he sees renown, the

man of fashion where he sees refinements, the politician

where he sees power, and the unreflecting of all nations

see the world in the sphere bounded by their own in-

terests. But when the Christian would see the world,

he looks for one thing,—hearts, human hearts ! These

are the world to him, these are the seat of conflicts like

to his OAvn, these the field on which are decided the

issues of eternity, on which is battled the cause of his

God. Asia is the largest assemblage of human hearts :

thither, then, should the human heart most afiectionately

turn. The darkness of Asia glooms more hearts than

that of all the world beside, and its sunrise will gladden

more. While Asia is alien from Christ, more than half

the world is far away ; but when Asia shall be brought

nigh, it will indeed be the fulness of the Gentiles. Asia

is Satan's stronghold, and wide and proud is the empire

over which he boasts. The lessons of the past, the

movements of the present, and the indications of the

future, aU unite in pointing us, for the key of Asia, to

Hindustan. Let it be won to Christ, and it will win

the tribes surrounding. And, wonderful Providence

!

the whole of that vast land from the Himalaya to Cape

Comorin, and from the Indus to the Brumhapootra, is

open to Christianity ! Head of God's ransomed church !

why hast thou placed before thy people this yaAvning

door, through which we hear, coming from the valley

and shadow of death, the wail of so many souls ?
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What then is India ? The region which of all upon

earth has most affected the history and the habits of

every other ; the region to whose influence are traceable

the most striking characteristics of ancient civilization,

the most notable feats of modern enterprise ; the region

whence sprang the creeds that even now command the

largest number of souls ; the region that offers the best

medium for transmitting moral influences throughout

Asia ; the region that embraces in her arms a host of

human hearts, comprising at least one out of every six

that beat, and, holding them up to the eye of Christian

pity, tells her they are all open to her approach, and

susceptible of her action.

Oh that God would give his church a heart large

enough to feel the sublimity of this call ! Think, Chris-

tians, think on the state of the world. Dream not of

the gospel as already known everywhere. Feel, oh

feel, when you praj% that one half of your brethren

never heard of your Redeemer ! Bone are they of your

bone, flesh of your flesh, conflicting, sighing, bending

to the grave, like you ; but crown for their conflicts,

comforter in their sighs, hope in their grave, they see

none. Think of every land where Satan has his seat,

and give to them all a part in your prayer. But oh

think long on the land where the throne, whose sway

you love, has heathen subjects outnumbering sevenfold

the Christians of the British isles ! Think long, long on

the fact, " I belong to an empire where seven to one

name not the Name that is life to me !" Think that

yonder, under the rule of your own queen, a full sixth

of Adam's children dwell ! take a little leisure, and say,

" Of every six infants, one first sees the light there

:
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To what instruction is it born? Of every six brides

one oflfers her vows there : To what affection is she

destined ? Of every six families one spreads its table

there : "What loves unite their circle ? Of every six

widows one is lamenting there : AMiat consolations will

soothe her ? Of every six orphan girls one is wander-

ing there : \\Tiat charities wdll protect her ? Of every

six wounded consciences one is trembling there : What
balm, what physician, does it know ? Of every six men
that die, one is departing there : What shore is in his

eye?"
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INDIA : ITS PEOPLE.
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Ix thinking of the people of India, you must dismiss

the ideas of jet-black skin, thick lips, flat nose, and

woolly hair, which we too readily associate with all

natives of the tropics. Xone of these belong to the

Hindu ; he bears not the African, but the Caucasian

type. Keep him before your mind as he was described

in our chapter on Madras,—a man about the middle

size, of slender person and graceful carriage, wath good
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features, a soft black eye, a mild expression, and a com-

plexion varying from straw-colour to a deep dusky

browTi, almost black. Instead of the stiff black cylinder

that surmounts the European head, he has a muslin

turban of bright colours and graceful folds ; for shirt,

vest, and coat, he has a simple frock-coat of white

calico, or, in coimtry districts, a long piece of the same

cloth, which he folds so as to cover, at pleasure, a

greater or less part of the person ; for trousers he sub-

stitutes a flowing robe of calico. The female has no

other head-dress than her long, black, glossy hair ; and

for all other garment, a single robe and a simple

bodice.

^\Tien a Hindu honours you wi'h a visit, he leaves

his shoes at some distance from the door, and enters

barefooted, for stockings he has none ; but he wears

his turban : for it would be as disrespectful to appear

before you with his head bare as with his feet covered.

Thus, his politeness and yours are directly opposed.

He approaches with an air at once seK-possessed and

respectful, and, bowing low, lifts his hand in a graceful

sweep, till the fingers touch the front of the turban,

sajing, at the same time, Salaam aya, or Salaam sahib,

according to the language he may employ. Should

your rank, or his circimistances, incline him to still

humbler obeisance, the head is more profoundly bowed,

and the turban touched with both hands. In this case,

a difference is obvious between those who adopt the

" double salaam" of the Mussulmans, and those who
retain the Hindu namaskara. In the former case the

hands are brought to the forehead open, as in a saluta-

tion ; in the other, they are laid together, and raised as
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in the attitude of prayer. This latter salute, when

offered by the poor, is painfully abject ; but even that

does not always suffice for their profound politeness. I

have seen a man of six feet high bow slowly do\\Ti till

his forehead touched the floor, lea^-ing you astounded

equally at his humility and his suppleness. If he come

to pay you a formal ^•isit, he is required by etiquette to

bring some present, as all well know who have had

patience to read the narrative of the \-isits and return-

visits of Lord Valentia. The gifts presented in ordinary

politeness are very simple ; a few limes, plantains,

oranges, or pineapples : but if the visitor have an im-

portant favour to demand, or is approaching a dignified

personage, the present is valuable, and sometimes mag-

nificent. The judges in native courts were generally

favoured with a call from the suitors on both sides of

every weighty cause, before the hearing came on ; and

all were supposed to learn from the judgment delivered

which had been the more liberal. The same politeness

was plentifully accorded to those of our o'^ti country-

men who first imdertook the administration of justice
;

but the government at length felt that such habits were

incompatible with purity, and therefore wisely forbade

their servants to receive presents of value. Though

the natives are aware that this regulation was made for

their benefit, they hardly know how to be pleased -ndth

it, for it grievously interferes with immemorial usage.

To be led before a judge whom you have not conciliated

with a handsome present, is for them a rude, point-

blank way of going to law. I was told of a case in

which the rule was ingeniously evaded, by presenting

the lady of a judge with some fruit on a richly-^^TOught
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silver dish, shaped like a leaf, and then refusing to re-

ceive back " the leaf on which the fruit lay."

A Hindu visitor is of easy manners and fluent con-

versation : a propriety and deference the most flattering

mark his address. If he asks you where you are going,

his politeness couches the question thus :
" What place

are you going to favour?" If he desires you to tell

him anything, he says, " Give your command ;" if

himself desirous of making an observation, he says, "I

will make my petition ;" and thus in various ways he

insinuates a delicate politeness into common-place re-

marks. If he be little acquainted with Europeans, and

at the same time looking for a favour, he will greet you

vsith titles the most sonorous, and overlay you with

compliments the most resplendent. To be called Maha
Rajah, "a great king," is a common matter; while

" Prince of the earth," " Lord of the four worlds,"

and " Lord of the fourteen worlds," are titles at which

my unaccustomed ears have often laughed, when the

countenance dare not for shame keep them company.

The lower classes frequently address you as Swami,
" God ;

" and the lowest as Dayvarii, a still more sacred

appellation of Deity. One day a fine young man came

up to me, and, after the most profound salaams, opened

with a swell and pomp of adulation that might have

proclaimed him captain-general of compliments :
" Great

king, governor of the earth, lord of the fourteen worlds,

your fame is universally difi"used. I have heard it at

Bellary, and am come thence" (a distance of two hun-

dred miles) "just to make the vision of your counte-

nance." " Indeed," rejoined I. trying to preserve a

sober face ; "I was not aware that I had done anything
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to spread my fame as far as Bellary : may I ask what

it is for whicli I am so celebrated ?" With perfect

coolness and complacency he replied, " You are the

ruler of the country, and the benefactor of the people.

You are making roads, and building bridges, and dig-

ging wells, and constructing tanks, and planting groves,

and, in fact, doing everything munificent." " Really,"

said I, with all gravity, " I was not aware that I was

performing such great works : would you have the

goodness to tell me where one could find the roads I

have made, the bridges I have built, and the groves,

tanks, and wells of which you speak ?" He looked

puzzled ; for he had never imagined that any one would

be so dull as to treat those magnificent flights of oratory

in a vulgar, matter-of-fact way ; he meaning by his ex-

pressions nothing at all, but that he wished to be

understood as intending all the civilities imder the sun.

After a second of embarrassment, he recovered his

self-possession, and said, "\\Tiy, your people" (the

English) " are doing all this, and that is just the same

thing !" The whole of this display was only to intro-

duce a request that I would interest myself to procure

him a situation. These excesses of flattery are not

found among natives who have had much intercourse

with Europeans ; their compliments are often really

delicate ; and even the lowest of the people, when

assured by a frank and kindly bearing, soon lay aside

their servility, and become frank and candid in their

turn.

Having now glanced at the person and address of a

Hindu, we shall look at his residence. This wdl not be

correctly fancied, without some care to divest your mind
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of European ideas. It is not a building of many stories

and many windows, nor a red-brick cottage, nor a cot-

tage with stone walls and slated roof, nor with leaded

windows and thatch. Though the Hindus have long

known glass, they have not learned to employ it for the

purpose of introducing broad day \vithin thick walls,

and of happily uniting shade and sun. Set, then, before

your eye a small cabin, seven or eight feet high, without

a single window ; the walls whitewashed, at the base a

broad stripe of red or brown, with a flat roof, or perhaps

a sloping one, of tiles. If the o^^Tier be poor, the house

contains two apartments ; if rich, it forms a small quad-

rangle, open in the centre to the sky, with apartments

lying on each side of the square opening. Entering this

house, you find no boarded floor, no papered walls, no

chairs, no tables, no mantel-pieces, no grates, no delf or

china-ware, no mirrors, no hangings, no time-pieces, no

book-shelves, no todet-tables, and (except among the

great) no carpets or bedsteads. In the nations of the

north, a modest substitute for the latter might be found.

In fact, all your ideas of a home are at faiilt. You

have bare walls and a bare floor
;
you are among a peo-

ple to whom a house is nothing more then a cover from

the weather and the public gaze. A severe climate,

rendering more than mere shelter essential to ease, mul-

tiplies the household inventory ; and domestic happiness

prompts us to adorn the scene of the most select enjoy-

ment. From these two causes have sprung the endless

comforts of an English home : but the Hindu has not

felt either of them ; his native breezes are ever mild,

his family relations ever chill ; and thus, while the gifts

of his clime and the works of his hand have been en-
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richlng distant homes, lie has continued to dwell mthin

tlie same earthen walls, to sleep on the same earthen

floor, and to employ only the same apparatus of brasen

pots which served his fathers three thousand years ago.

Difference of wealth or rank causes little change in the

character of the dwelling : the same simplicity exists

until you go as high in society as a petty rajah. It

must, however, be distinctly borne in mind, that this

statement, and those of this chapter generally, do not

include that small fraction of the people who, inhabiting

large cities, have learned in many things to imitate the

English, and of whose mongrel habits some authors

speak, as if they were those of the Hindus' at large.

The Hindu families are often veiy numerous. Several

sons may be married, and each have children, yet, while

the father lives, it is not unusual for them all to continue

under his roof, and subject to his authority. Generally

they do not receive any separate provision until after his

death ; and even then they sometimes continue to re-

side together, the elder brother succeeding to the father's

power, and to a large extent holding the capital of the

others in his hands. The mother-in-law is supreme

over the females, and strangely deems it part of her

dutj' to prevent great tenderness between her sons and

their wives,—an obligation in the discharge of which

she often wounds so deeply the feelings of the daughter-

in-law, that the latter betakes herself to her father's

roof, and will not return till after negotiations and apolo-

gies. Not even caste itself more tends to compact

Hindu society than this family system ; for a man may
arrive at middle age, or more, before he has a house of

his own : his wiie and children are liable to be taken
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from him in any dispute which would alienate himself

from the family circle. Not a few, when they contem-

plate embracing Christianity, are menaced by this trial,

in addition to others. All the people freely claim the

right of home in the house of a relation. If a man
be in flourishing circumstances, his brothers, uncles,

cousins, and other near kin, Avill live upon him without

scruple, nor concern themselves to obtain an indepen-

dent livelihood, so long as he retains his means ; and I

believe the case is rare in which their claim, however

unreasonable, is rejected.

The private scenes of Hindu life are covered from all

but members of the same caste ; and, as Europeans do

not belong to any of the castes, all family circles are

closed against them. A European may live for years in

a town, and on the most friendly terms with the people

;

but he is debarred their homes. For the most part he

never enters the door ; and if he do, it is only to a con-

versation in the outer apartment with the males of the

family, or to some great entertainment, with nothing

domestic in its character ; and this, instead of showing

him their family life, only shows how far they can suc-

ceed, upon an occasion, in laying out a table in English

style. True, they manage, by garlands, scents, and

dancing-girls, to give the matter a native air ; but

though this enables travellers of a certain class to talk

of entertainments at the houses of natives, to one really

desirous of studying their inner life, it only gives pain-

ful evidence of the care with which it is covered from

his view.

Much knowledge, however, is gained by daily inter-

course with them, and careful observation of their allu-
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sions to in-door acts. The number of their meals is

usually two. The first duty of the morning is, for the

females to proceed to the well to draw water. And as

the men may not partake of the morning meal before

they have performed their ablutions, they go to the tank,

bathe leisurely, wash their clothes, put carefully on their

foreheads the marks of their sect, and repeat forms of

prayer. In these duties the Brahmans are specially

strict ; and the Shudras almost totally negligent. These

ceremonies, and others of a religious character, per-

formed at home, being terminated, the first meal is taken,

about ten o'clock : the second, which is also preceded

by ablutions, is taken about sunset.

" He who eats," says the Vishnu Purana, " without

performing ablutions, is fed in hell with filth ; and he

who repeats not his prayers, with matter and blood

Let the householder, having bathed, and offered

libations to the gods and manes, and decorated his

hands with jewels, proceed to take his meal He
must not eat with a single garment on, nor with wet

hands and feet, but dressed in clean clothes, perfumed,

and wearing garlands of flowers : he must not eat with

his face to any intermediate point of the horizon, but

fronting the east or the north : and thus with a smiling

countenance, happy and attentive, let him jDartake of

food of good quality, wholesome, boiled with clean

water, procured from no vile person nor by improper

means, nor improperly cooked The man who
commences his meal with fluids, then partakes of solid

food, and finishes with fluids again, will ever be strong

and healthy. In this manner let him feed without

fault, silent and contented with his food; taking, with-
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out uttering a word, to the extent of five handfuls, for

the nutriment of the vital principle. Having eaten

sufficiently, the householder is then to rinse his mouth,

with his face turned towards the east or the north, and

ha%-ing again sipped water, he is to wash his hands

from the WTist downwards. With a pleased and tran-

quil spirit, he is then to take a seat, and call to memory
his tutelary deity ; and then he is thus to pray :

' May
fire, excited by air, convert this food into the earthly

elements of this frame, and in the space afibrded by the

ethereal atmosphere cause it to digest, and yield me
satisfaction ! May this food, in its assimilation, con-

tribute to the vigour of the earth, water, fire, and air

of my body, and afibrd unmixed gratification ! May
Agasti, Agni, and submarine fire, effect the digestion

of the food of which I have eaten ; may they grant me
the happiness which "its conversion into nutriment en-

genders ; and may health ever animate my form ! May
Vishnu, who is the chief principle of all invested with

the bodily structure and the organs of sense, be propi-

tiated by my faith in him, and influence the assimila-

tion of the invigorating food which I have eaten ! For

verily Vishnu is the eater, and the food, and the nutri-

ment ; and through this belief, may that which I ha'^'e

eaten be digested I"

"

The Bramhans, the Linga Avorshippers, and large

sections of the other castes, do not touch animal food

;

and the statements made by Montgomery Martin and

others, respecting beef-steaks at Bramhan's tables, and

similar things, can be received only as proof that, in

the centres of English influence, a few individuals begin

to despise the sacred laws of their caste; for it must
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not be for a moment supposed that such offenders are

other than the rarest, and, to the people at large, the

most disgusting, exceptions. Of the many millions

who compose those castes, not one, from birth to death,

tastes anything that has lived, fish included, and even

eggs. They loathe all animal food, as we do human
flesh ; and they profess to know a flesh-eater by his

scent. In some of the northern countries, where caste-

laws are in general less stringently maintained than in

the south, many of the Bramhans eat fish, calling it a

sea-vegetable. Even those castes who allow animal

food, never let beef cross their lips ; that enormity is

left to the out-castes alone ; nor do they kill the cow in

order to obtain it, but only take the carcases of such as

have died. The staple food of the Hindus varies with

the climate of their different countries : rice, Indian

com, raagi, and some other grains, are each, in different

places, the staff of life. Milk, in its various prepara-

tions, is an essential article of food ; curds are highly

esteemed ; but clarified butter in a liquid state elicits

their most dilated praise. It is called ghee, and affirmed

to be quite as much in favour among the gods as among
mortals. As corpulency is indicative of respectability,

(for all poor men are thin,) and as ghee is supposed to

assist in obtaining it, those who can afford to indulge

their vanity use it in large quantities, and sometimes

drink it pure. With their food they freely use spices,

which, mixed and pounded, form currie, the delicious

accompaniment of their boiled rice or other food. This

currie, as eaten by the natives, is frequently so hot, that

no European palate, except one long accustomed to it,

could bear more than a few spoonfuls. Our countrymen

2 A
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universally eat and highly prize it, but in milder forms.

It must be remembered that spices are the only stimu-

lants of the natives at meals ; for even those who do

allow themselves to taste exciting drinks never make

them a beverage at table, if we may speak of a table

where none exists. A currie generally contains ginger,

limes, onions, salt, coriander-seed, cloves, pepper, (red,

and perhaps black.) turmeric, citron, saffron, and gar-

lic ; with cocoa-nut milk, tamarinds, and other ingre-

dients : these are mixed with vegetables fried in ghee,

and form a condiment capable of being varied in endless

ways, and in all its varieties pleasing.*

Temperance is the most striking virtue of the Hindus.

The laws both of the Bramhans and the Linga worship-

pers proscribe all drinks that inebriate ; and the use of

these is confined to the lowest orders, except in rare

and monstrous exceptions. Among respectable persons

drunkenness is held in the utmost detestation ; and in

their eyes Europeans have been more degraded by in-

temperance than by all other causes combined ; because

in this vice they were obviously below themselves.

Such is their horror of spirituous liquors, that when in

fear of cholera, and willing to accept medicine prepared

by Em-opeans, I have known them to declare they would

not touch it, imless satisfied of its freedom from brandy.

Several divisions of the Shudra caste use toddy and

arrack, and so do all the out-castes ; but even these

latter, though more infected -with the vice than any

other class, are not universally chargeable with drunken-

* Those who are curious on Hindu cookery will find a tract

on that subject in the " iliscellaneous Translations" of the

Oriental Translation Fund.
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ness. I doubt, indeed, whether any class of the people

can, as a class, be called drunkards, unless it be in some

large cities where they have long had our example.

In the matter of temperance, both Hindu and INIoham-

medan, with pride and derision, boast their superiority

to the Christian ! Xor is our shame lessened by alleg-

ing nimierous defections among these two classes, when

it is sadly manifest that such apostacies are often due

to our presence.

Toddy is the juice of the palm. In every palm-grove

you see trees with small pots attached to them in dif-

ferent places : these are affixed to an aperture caused

by boring, and receive the exuded juice. They are

changed every morning ; and the liqmd, when fresh, is

said to be delicious, and not intoxicating ; but it is

seldom drunk tiU after fermentation. Axrack is a strong

spirit, distilled from rice, and also from several other

substances. The vendor of these di-inks ranks amongst

the most disreputable professions.

Their temperance is not equally commendable in food

as in di'ink. Though many avoid animal food, such ab-

stinence does not necessarily imply moderation. Taking

but two meals a day, they sit dovra with a sharp appetite

:

and when they rise, their lightly-covered person displays

the effects of the repast. A Bramhan, on seeing me
return to my study after dinner, looked at me, and said,

" "What is the use of your going to dinner ? You come

back just as you went away."' I assured him that my
visit to the table was of very essential utility. " But,"

said he, patting his person, as they always do on any

allusion to gastric operations, " one cannot see that

dinner makes the least alteration in your appearance

:

2 A 2
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you are just as you were before !" A native after dinner

bears symptoms as plain as a colt coming from a field

of clover. Of cooks and epicures the Bramhans claim

to be tbe first-born. It is their birthright, as gods of

the earth, especially to enjoy the fruits of their domain.

\Vhen perfectly at home, and set upon the theme, they

descant with luscious eloquence on their peerless skill

in dressing and enjoying food. They boast much of

their ability to fast ; and when in another humour,

boast as loudly, though less haughtily, of their ability

to feast. They will smile, and quote the Shlokd

:

—
" Dear to Vishnu is veneration

;

Holy unction is dear to Shiva

;

To the Sun adornments are dear,

And to the Bramhan food."

They tell of most extravagant gourmand feasts by mem-
bers of their own fraternity. " Oh," said a panting

Bramhan, after an entertainment, " I am choking with

thirst." " "S\Tiy not take a little water ?" asked a .

friend. " Bah ! you simpleton ; don't you think, if I

had room for water, I would have taken another sweet-

meat ?" I do not mean to charge the people generally

with gluttony, though they misrepresent themselves if

they are not easily tempted to eat to excess; and I

should have regarded the above statements respecting

the Bramhans as slanderous, had they not come from

themselves,

The serAdce of a Hindu meal is primitive as can be.

In Europe, we summon all nature and all art to wait

upon us at dinner, and to do us honour. The forest

yields its costly woods ; the mine its steel, silver, copper

and tin ; the field its fine linen ; the hard flint appears
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in delicate procelain ; the tusk of the elephant presents

our cutlery in smooth cases ; and the sand of the sea

comes in crystal goblets to moisten our lips. Then,

how turner and joiner, weaver and miner, cutler and

silversmith, potter and glass-worker, have showm. their

skill ! But none of this elaboration is known in India.

A good man just sits down upon the floor ; a few leaves

sewn together contain his food ; and with his own
fingers he conveys it to his mouth, as satisfactorily as

if all Sheffield had been at his service. "When the re-

past is over the leaf-plate is thro-wn away, and another

provided as the next meal is preparing.

But the simplicity of a Hindu meal is not more

striking than its loneliness. In all the length and

breadth of vast Hindustan, a family-board is not known !

We look on that simple thing, a family-board, as an

indifierent, almost an unavoidable, accident of family

life ; but go to India, and you have it not. Let all the

homes of that wide continent open to your eye to-day,

and in every one you see a man sitting down alone,

eating in silence ; his wife serving, then taking away

the food, and silently eating in a separate apartment.

You may then exclaim, " Is it possible that even my
family-board is another of the boons for which I am
indebted to the gospel r"

The furniture of a Hindu home is not more inferior in

comfort to that of an English one, than are its domestic

relations in joy. There the heart is ruled by another

code than that which warms ovir hearths. Amongst all

the unaccountable things said about India in Europe,

perhaps, considering the character and opportunities of

Sir Thomas Munro, the most unaccountable is that
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which he said before a committee of the House of Com-

mons, in 1813, respecting the domestic character of the

Hindus :
—" A treatment of the female sex full of con-

fidence, respect, and delicacy." What that most re-

spectable man could mean by these words, I cannot

even conjecture ; unless that, having lived in India from

boyhood, he, in his laudable attachment to the natives,

—an attachment to which they gave a merited return,

—

had learned to appreciate the Hindu treatment of fe-

males, not by the just standard of Christianity, which

he had seen applied in Scotland when a boy, but by

the detestable oppression of Mohammedanism, which

had been under his notice throughout his active life.

The Hindu woman is not, like her more unhappy Mo-
hammedan neighbour, doomed to perpetual prison : she

is privileged like other animals to see the sky, and to

breathe the free air. On this, therefore, may she con-

gratulate herself; but in view of the rights given her

of God she has much ground to complain. Her hus-

band is taught in the popular Punchatuntara, that one

essential quality of a geat man is severity to women.

Wickedness, deceit, impurity, and baseness, are pro-

nounced inseparable from her nature !
" Let the wife,"

says the Skanda Purdna, quoted by Dr. Wilson, "• who
wishes to perform sacred ablution, wash the feet of her

lord, and drink the water ; for a husband is to a wife

greater than Shankara or Vishnu. The husband is her

god, and guru, and religion, and its services; where-

fore, abandoning everything else, she ought chiefly to

worship her husband." From the Padma Purana, Du-

bois cites the following and similar passages :
—" Let

him" (the husband) " be choleric and dissipated, irre-
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gular, a drunkard, a gambler, a debauchee ; suppose

him reckless of domestic affairs,—even agitated like a

demon ; let him live in the world destitute of honour

;

let him be deaf or blind ; his crimes and his infirmities

may weigh him down ; but never shall his wife regard

him but as her god In every stage of life a

woman is created to obey. At first she yields obedience

to her father and mother. "When married, she submits

to her husband, and her father and mother-in-law. In

old age she must be ruled by her children When
in the presence of her husband, a woman must not look

on one side or the other. She must keep her eyes on

her master, to be ready to receive his commands

Her husband may sometimes be in a passion ; he may

threaten her ; he may use imperious language ; nay,

he may unjustly beat her ; but under no circumstances

shall she make any return but meek and soothing

words." These startling extracts show the principles

inculcated upon Hindu husbands by the most venerable

authorities ; but one would suppose that they would

make nature revolt, and thus prove their own antidote.

I often questioned men on this subject ; and, amongst

those v/ho were unaware of the icaij in ichich Christians

feel, invariably found concurrence in the abominable

sentiments of the Shastras. A respectable man said,

in reply to such interrogations, " The most fatal error

one can commit is to treat his wife affectionately. From
the day he exhibits tenderness towards her, his inde-

pendence and his peace are gone. She will dread him

no longer ; all the vices of her nature will break forth
;

his home is no more his own ; and he must bear with

her tongue and her temper all his days. If," added
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he,—and I shall never forget the words,—" if you bear

affection to a parent, a brother, a child, or even a ser-

vant, you may display it ; but if you love your wife,

you must never allow her to suspect that it is so ; or

farewell to peace
!"'

This calamitous sentiment could never be carried into

practice where marriage is a voluntary contract between

persons of mature age. But in India the bride is pro-

bably not older than five or seven : she may be as young

as three. She most likely has never seen her lord be-

fore the wedding-day, and possibly may see him no

more for years. Affection, on the one part or the other,

has no place in originating the vmion ; and that, to any

tender extent, it should arise out of it, at least on the

part of the husband, he is taught to regard as weak

and unseemly. Xo wonder Dubois should have ground

to say, " During the long period of my observance of

them and their habits, I am not sure that I saw two

Hindu marriages that closely \inited the hearts by a

true and inviolable attachment."

A family of cold hearts and chill intercourse is al-

ways an unwelcome scene. But how sad is it to review

the homes of an entii'e continent, and see every husband,

like an irrational animal, eating sUent and lonely ; and

every wife humbly attending at the beck of her lord !

So it is in India. Perhaps only a week ago that couple

became imited for life : no matter, this great gulf Kes

between them. Perhaps they have spent half a cen-

tury in imion : no matter, the ice that parts them yields

not either before the ardour of youth, or the mellowness

of age. " "What woman would think of eating till her

lord had had his fill .'" asks the author of the Pudma
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Purana ; and the same authority gracioiisly adds,

" "WTien he" (the hushand) " goes abroad, if he bids

her go with him, she shall folloic.'''' And follow she

does ; but accompany, never. The woman who woidd

dare to walk side by side with her lord, would be

thought as much out of her place as a fishwoman at a

royal drawing-room ; and the man who would allow his

wife to take his arm, would be universally scouted as a

weakling. No, no ; she must "follow," and that at a

respectful distance. The same vehicle on which the

dignified person of her master is borne is forbidden to

her, except in case of a very long journey, when neces-

sity conquers pride.

Another striking feature of domestic life is the denial

of education to females. Except the hapless girls

destined to the profession of temple-women, no female

is permitted to learn to read or write. Needlework,

also, is out of the question ; for their own dresses, ex-

cept where they adopt a very small bodice, are without

seam, or hook, or button, or pin, or other imaginable

fastening or joining ; being formed, as already stated,

of one long piece of silk or muslin cloth. The same

is the case with the dresses of all children, and also of

the men, except those who wear the frock-coat, which,

though apparently of modem introduction, is now very

general. Besides, to sew woidd be to adopt the pro-

fession of a tailor ; to embroider a piece of muslin

would seem, to a Hindu lady, as much out of her pro-

vince as, to an English one, would driving a waggon.

Of musical instruments, or other accomplishments, they

know nothing. Then the Hindu housewife has no fur-

niture to keep in order, and the washing falls of right
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to professional hands. Thus they are left without any

pastime, or any emplojTnent, save only the spinning-

wheel. I have sometimes asked, "How do your wo-

men employ themselves during the length of the day ?"

—"Dress their hair, and sleep, and talk nonsense."

And, with the exception of cooking two simple meals,

waiting upon her husband, and occasionally spinning,

the occupations of respectable Hindu females are de-

scribed in the dull summary, "to dress her hair, to sleep,

and to talk nonsense." The wives of persons eminent

in rank are, of course, relieved from culinary duties

;

but I believe none of them despise wholly the exercise

of the spinning-wheel. Among the labouring classes,

the women assist the men ; and from the statements of

many credible writers, we must believe that, in several

Indian countries, they endure an oppressive share of the

toil ; but, from my o%vn observations, I should say, that

in the Mysore they have scarcely a larger proportion

than falls to women of the same class at home. That

which struck me as the greatest severity, was, that when
families travel, you have the father walking light and

free, with the wife behind, carrying a child slung upon

her back, and their household goods in a bimdle on her

head.

It is frequently stated, that the men, to account for

and justify the denial of instruction to women, pronounce

them to be destitute of soul and incapable of learning.

This statement must be erroneous ; for Hinduism, so far

from considering woman destitute of a soul, teaches that

a soul is possessed by all living things ; and the rewards

of paradise ever invite woman to her husband's funeral

pile. For my o\^-n part, I never once heard this reason
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assigned. On the contrary, they usually spoke of wo-

men as gifted with much quickness and strength of in-

tellect ; so that, if only permitted to overhear the dis-

cussions of the learned, they rapidly gained knowledge.

With me, they advocated the non-education of women,

not on the ground of mental feebleness, but of moral

perversity. Woman is, according to them, a compound

of all the vices. The following passage, cited by Mill,

accurately expresses (notwithstanding the remarks of

Professor Wilson) the estimate of woman generally

given by the natives in familiar conversation :
—

" Infi-

delity, violence, deceit, envy, extreme avariciousness,

a total want of good qualities, with impurity, are the

innate faults of womankind." " To teach a woman,"

they have said to me, "would be to give a serpent milk;

she would turn her knowledge into venom." And,

again : "Keep our women at what distance we may, it

is hard to govern them ; but did we make them our

equals, by teaching them to read and write, farewell to

the hope of ruling our homes !
" Even the gentlemen

at the court of Ahasuerus were not more jealous than

the meanest Hindu of the right of men to "bear rule in

their o\vn house." They also profess great alarm for

the moral consequences of female education, asking,

—

"If it be almost impossible in the present state of things

to preserve a family from intrigues, how would it be if

the women could send and receive notes?" In addition

to all this, the connexion that has long existed between

an educated and a disreputable woman enlists the pre-

judices even of the females themselves against their own
elevation.

The coolness with which our ^Titers usually handle
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this subject is astounding. They treat it rather as a

curious peculiarity of Hindu society, than as a bold

wickedness, and an execrable deduction from the lawful

sum of human happiness. There is an animal philan-

thropy, never awakening but at the cry of oppression, or

the lash of the slave-whip ; there is an intellectual

philanthrophy, moved to see a mind groping in the

caverns of an unkno^Ti imiverse ; and, more noble and

more tender still, there is a spiritual philanthropy,

which kindles to find a soul wandering through shades

and pollutions to a hapless end. The first, as the most

gross, is the most common ; we need only the instinct

of the gregarious animals to echo the cry of a smitten

man. But the darkness that bewilders an intellect is a

heavier evil than the chain that binds a limb ; and the

sin that dyes a soul ought to make us shudder more

than the blood that stains a brow. The public would

be moved by a tale of a thousand women driven in

captivity across a desert, or barbarously flogged, more

than by the statement that all the women of India, num-

bering a hundred millions, are, from generation to gen-

eration, doomed to perfect intellectual darkness, to

perfect spiritual delusion. Yet this latter is ten thousand

thousand times a greater calamity to the human race.

The eyes that weep will soon be closed ; the limbs that

toil will soon rest ; the frames that bleed will soon

moulder ; and as they pass to their repose, they do not

unavoidably bequeath their agonies. But the mind that

errs never ceases to think, and, from generation to gen-

eration, the follies it left upon earth are preser\'ed and

made fruitful ; the soul that sins never ceases to feel

;

and from greneration to generation, the stains it bore are
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handed dowoi. Oh, if we had fully the spirit of that re-

ligion which repugns every wrong, and takes part Avith

every sufferer, we should confront, with a wrath that

could neither be appeased nor mitigated, the system

that parts humanity into two different natures ; that

m.akes the sister her brother's inferior, the wife her

husband's slave; that shuts up myriads of intellects from

all culture ; that dooms families to despotism ; and that

sweeps from many nations a domestic board. We can-

not too often repeat, nor too deeply ponder, the fact,

that, though India is so wide, none of its homes knows a

family circle. Desolate England, to-morrow, of her

household boards, and not a son of England would care

to remain on her shores. Her fields might smile, and

her streets glitter ; but her heart would then be cold.

Our first fear of God, our warmest throbs of patriotism,

our morning rays of knowledge, our gentlest emotions

of benevolence, and the most softening culture our

hearts ever receive, are all due to that glorious creation

of the gospel, a happy home. Few children of Christi-

anity duly estimate the boon she gave to human society,

when she said :
" Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with

them according to knowledge, giving honour to the wife

as unto the weaker vessel, and as being heirs together

of the grace of life." "Who that has any relish for

human bliss—that catches any peace from a home of

love, any joy from a merry child,—that has one tender

remembrance of motherly teaching or sisterly attach-

ment, does not raise his heart to Him, in whom are to

be blessed all the families of the earth, and vow to

spread afar the knowledge of His name ?

It is well and timely that some English ladies have
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thought upon their sisters in the East, and have devoted,

to their elevation, the intelligence and influence put by
Christianity into their own hands. They have already

efiected much ; their opportunities are growing ; and

the interests of humanity in Asia loudly demand that

they should be enabled, by increased support, to keep

pace with the increase of facilities. That increase •will

be rapid ; for, the usage of ages once violated, and the

prejudice of ages once confronted, right will assert its

claims, and wisdom enforce its lessons.*-

Being now in the family, we may notice the chief

" domestic occurrences." A birth, if it be that of a son,

is hailed with unbounded pride and joy. " By a son,"

* I allude, of course, to the Society for Promoting Female
Education, in the East, which has existed thirteen years, and
sent out nearly sixty agents. Incorrect statements have been
published as to the nvunber of those agents who have honour-
ably fulfilled their term of service. So far from being only a
fraction of the whole, those who have failed are but a fraction

;

and even of them the greater part, having married missionaries,

continued as much to promote female education, after their

nominal removal from the service of the society, as before.

Last year, (1846,) twenty-one of their agents were actually at

theii" post, of whom one had serv^ed for eleven years, two for

eight, two for seven, five for five, and all but five for above
three years. This completely disproves the statement, that

these ladies invariably embrace the earhest opportunity- of
settling in life. Then, it ought to be stated, that the society

does not restrict its aid to schools conducted by its o-\\ti agents,

but readily helps all plans of female improvement, conducted

by any Christian person, and in connexion with any evanyelical

church. I knew of an application made on behalf of a school

at Bangalore, the lady conducting which had no connexion
Avith the society ; and a liberal grant was instantly accorded.

The sphere of the society embraces "Western and Southern
Africa, the Levant, Lidia, and the Eastern Archipelago. Their

income is only some £1,500 per annum; a sum wholly im-
worthy of theu' object, and inadequate to their opportunities.

All religious bodies are interested in their success ; for all are

impartially aided from their funds.
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says Menu, " a man obtains victory over all people ; by

a son's son be enjoys immortality ; and afterwards by a

son of tbat grandson, be reacbes the solar abode."

Tbese prodigious benefits from male offspring are owing

to the fact, tbat tbey only can didy sacrifice to tbe ances-

tral manes ; a rite so essential, tbat if one be not able to

present to tbe Brambans on bebalf of bis ancestors

"land, conveyances, wealtb, or any valuable presents,"

not even "food," or " vinboiled grain," or " sesamum

seeds," ratber tban not sacrifice at all, " he must go to

a forest, and lift up his arms to tbe sun and other re-

gents of tbe spheres, and say aloud,—' I have no money,

nor property, nor grain, nor anything whatever fit for

an ancestral offering. Bowing, therefore, to my ances-

tors, I hope the progenitors will be satisfied with these

arms tossed up in tbe air in devotion.' " If, however,

his lot be more propitious, the sacrifice actually accom-

plished is attended with this prayer :
" May my father,

grandfather, and great-grandfather, in the persons of

tbese Brambans, receive satisfaction I May my father,

grandfather, and great grandfather derive nutriment

from these oblations to fire ! May my father, grand-

father, and great grandfather derive satisfaction from

tbe balls of food placed by me upon tbe ground

!

May my maternal grandfather, bis father, and

bis father also enjoy contentment from my offerings !

May all the gods experience gratification and all evil

being perish!" {Vishnu Purdna.) It is easy, from

this, to comprehend bow the failure of male offspring

is looked upon as a curse from the gods, and how a son

is a crown of joy. The birth of a daughter causes no

paeans ; but it is better tban a want of issue ; and some
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fathers have told me, sub rosd, that they even preferred

daughters, because they produce something when sold

to a husband, whereas it is expensive to buy -wives for

sons. A name for the new-born child is selected care-

fully out of what the Abbe Dubois rather naively calls

" the calendar of their saints ;" and when the child is

twelve* days old, the relatives assemble, when the

father, taking a plate of rice, marks upon it the intended

name, and, after some ceremonies, calls the child by it

three times.

Children are taught blind submission to parental

^^ill : just as a wife, at the bidding of her lord, does

right in committing the greatest sins, even to violation

of her vows ; so the son, at the bidding of his father,

must do any deed whatever, without once suspecting it

to be An-ong ; and should he even see his father commit

murder, he must not judge it a sin. Except in cases

where religious rites—as for instance, suttee—violate

nature, I do not think that a lack of filial regard is ge-

nerally chargeable on the Hindus : high authorities have

given a different opinion ; but my own observation leads

me to distrust the accuracy of theirs. Contempt of

either parent is held to be a frightful crime ; and affec-

tion for the mother seems deep and universal. It has

been quoted to me as a maxim, that the grief of a

father (occasioned by the death of a father) lasts six

* The Vishnu Purana says,—" Ten days after the buth, let

the father give a name to his child, the first term of which shall

be the appellation of a god, the second of a man A name
should not be devoid of meaning ; it shotdd not be indecent,

nor absurd, nor Ul-omened, nor fearful ; it should consist of an
even number of syllables ; it should not be too long, nor too

short, nor too full of long vowels, but contain a due proportion

of short vowels, and be easdy articulated."
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months ; the grief of a son a year ; that of a wife, till

a second marriage ; and that of a mother, till death.

Marriage is a high honour, a signal virtue, and a re-

ligious duty. No parent can perpetrate a greater crime

than to allow a daughter to gain maturity without

having endeavoured his very utmost to procure her a

husband. The same obligation rests upon him to pre-

sent each of his sons with a wife. When a boy has

reached seven, and a girl three, parental anxiety be-

comes wakeful for their settlement. The festivities of

marriage are tedious and costly : presents must be

liberally distributed, and the bride must be bought with

a sum proportioned to the wealth of the family. This

usage of selling wives has not the sanction of the

Shastras, and perhaps is not practised in all the nations

of India ; but I believe it is universal in the south, ex-

cept among the Nairs, where one wife has a plurality

of husbands.*' The costliness of the marriage cere-

mony probably arose as a natural corrective to poly-

gamy, and operates as an important check to that evil

;

for, though it is permitted by the Shastras, few men
are found who have more than one wife, because few

can afford the outlay of more than one wedding. The

only consideration previous to a marriage is, how the

sum necessary for the expenses can be raised. That

obtained at any interest, or on any terms, no thought is

given to other difficulties. To consummate the union

is the one idea ; and no one thinks of asking whether

the young people have the prospect of providing for a

family. Honour and happiness consist not in providing

* See Forbes's " Oriental Memoir." The same habit pre-

vails among some of the Hill tribes of Northern India.

2b
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for a family, but in having one. On no account is

celibacy permitted to a woman ; and every single man
is contemptible ; for it is well known that he woidd not

be so, were he not so destitute of credit that no one will

lend him money, or so ^•ile in reputation that no one

will give him his daughter.* Honour and pocket-

picking united in the same person, is not a conception

more impossible to us, than is that of celibacy and vir-

tue to them. " Are you married r" is one of their first

questions to a missionary ; and if he answer in the ne-

gative, they, unless familiar ^^ith our habits, judge him

accordingly.

A father, having selected a girl for his son, sends an

acquaintance to sound her father as to whether the

alliance would be agreeable. If so, he goes in person,

formally proposes, and offers his price for the bride.

The directions given by the sage Aurva for the choice

of a wife are sufficiently characteristic to merit" quota-

tion. " He must select a maiden who is a third of his

age ; one who has not too much hair, but is not without

any ; one who is not very black nor yellow-com-

plexioned, and who is not from birth a cripple, or de-

formed. He must not marry a girl Avho is vicious, or

unhealthy, of low origin, or labouring under disease
;

one who has been ill brought up, or who talks im-

properly, or who inherits some malady from father or

mother ; one who has a beard, or has a masculine ap-

pearance ; one who speaks thick or thin, or who croaks

like a raven ; one who keeps her eyes shut, or has the

eyes very prominent ; or who has hairy legs, or thick

* Monks are, of course, an exception, celibacy being their

TOW.
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ancles ; or who has dimples in her cheek when she

laughs. Let not a wise and prudent man marry a girl

of such a description : nor let a considerate man wed a

girl with a harsh skin, or with white nails, or with red

eyes, or with very fat hands and feet; or who is a

dwarf, or very tall ; or whose eyebrows meet, or whose

teeth are very far apart, and resemble tusks." He
further prescribes that he select one who is " in kin

five degrees remote from his mother, and seven from

his father." Some native author, whose name I can-

not recall, prescribes that the lady shall have a gait re-

sembling that of a young elephant.

Preliminaries arranged, a day must be fixed. Pro-

perly speaking, this ought to be either in March, April,

May, or June ; for they only are lucky marriage months

;

but the other parts of the year are often ventured upon.

In this case, however, the astrological observations,

which decide the propitious day, have to be taken with

such care, that much delay and anxiety are ine\'itable.

The day at length fixed, the guests assemble at the

house of the bride's father. *f Outside the door is

erected a portico with twelve wooden pillars. Under

this is placed the hideous image of Vignayshvara, the

god of difiiculties, who, if not duly honoured, would

assuredly cast some impediment before the hymeneal

car. Here also the bride and bridegi'oom are seated,

on a small mound of earth, with their faces to the east.

The married women, bearing on a copper plate a lamp

made of rice-paste, and lighted, then approach, and,

holding this as high as the heads of the happy pair,

* In the succeeding details I closely foUow Diibois.

2 B 2
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make several circuits around them. This, called the

sacrifice of Alati, averts the influence of an evil eye,

and is a leading rite in all solemnities. After this, the

whole three hundred and thirty millions of gods are

earnestly invited to come to the wedding, and to stay

throughout the five days during which it lasts ; the

ancestor gods are honoured with the same invitation,

and are intreated to bring with them the still more dis-

tant progenitors. A sacrifice is then ofiiered to Brumha,

the creator. On the second day, the bridegroom makes

large presents to the Bramhans in expiation of his

faults. After this, he feigns a desire to make a pilgri-

mage to Benares, to wash in the sacred Gunga ; he

equips himself for a journey, takes a supply of provi-

sions, and turning his face towards the holy city, takes

his departure in the fashion of an actual pilgrim, pre-

ceded by musical instruments, and accompanied by

friends. He has not proceeded far on his pious journey,

which would probably be fifteen hundred miles long,

before he is met by his intended father-in-law, who in-

quires where he is going, and, on being informed, offers,

if he will return, to reward him -with the hand of his

beautiful daughter. The pilgrim is not obstinate ; and

on his rejoining the party, the ceremonies commence

anew. With much pomp, a piece of saffron is tied

round the wrists of the youthful pair. The bridegroom

is then placed with his face to the east, and the father-

in-law steadily contemplates him, till he fancies that in

his countenance he sees the di^dne Vishnu, upon which

he presents him with a sacrifice. Next he places him

with both his feet in a dish filled with that very sacred

substance, cow-dung, and then, uttering muntras,
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washes his feet first with -water, afterwards with milk,

and again with Avater. This done, he profoundly me-

ditates on the three hundred and thirty millions of gods

unitedly, and invokes by name all whom he can recol-

lect; after these, he invokes the seven rishi's, " sages,"

the five virgins, the ancestor gods, the seven moun-

tains, the woods, the seas, the eight cardinal points, the

fourteen worlds, the year, the season, the month, the

day, the minute,—praying them all to bless the mar-

riage ; then solemnly taking his daughter's hand, he

places it, in sign of surrender, within that of the bride-

groom, and pours water over them both. The young

couple are now surrounded by a number of the attend-

ants, reciting muntras, and invoking the gods and their

wives. "WTiile this is proceeding, enters a salver neatly

graced with flowers , and bearing a small golden orna-

ment, Avith the image of a god engraved upon it, and

having attached a cord composed of a hundred and

eight extremely fine threads. To this ornament incense

is ofiered, and each of the persons present touches it,

invoking blessings upon it. The bride then turns to

the east, and the bridegroom, taking the ornament thus

consecrated, places it in front of her neck, and ties the

cord behind. This is called the tahli, it is their wed-

ding-ring; but, contrary to the usage with us, it is

removed in case of widowhood. Fire is now introduced

;

on this the bridegroom off'ers a sacrifice ; then taking

the bride's hand, they walk thrice round it ; thus rati-

fying their union by the witness of that element which

they hold to be divine. When all the great ceremonies

are concluded the attendants sprinkle A\ath rice the

heads of the newly-married pair. In some cases they
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are placed each standing in a bamboo basket, and each is

furnished with a vessel of pounded rice. The bride-

groom pours the contents of his on the head of the

bride, who returns the compliment ; and this they se-

veral times repeat. The significance of this ceremony,

as emblematic of plenty, is ob'S'ious. On the fourth

day of the nuptials both bride and bridegroom eat off

the same plate : and Dubois says, " "Well may the

woman now continue to eat what the husband leaves,

and after he has done ; for they will never again sit

dovm. to a meal together." The whole is closed by a

torchlight procession, in which both are carried in a

decorated palankeen ; they are hailed by their neigh-

bours with gifts and gratulations, whUe fireworks and

music complete their honours. We may add that the

wife may well enjoy this ride ; for never again, except

in case of a tedious journey, may she mount the same

vehicle with her lord.

The girl thus pompously married is always of im-

mature age, and, after the ceremony, remains in her

father's house for a shorter or longer term, as the case

may be. "SVhen deemed fit to be united to her hus-

band, she is led to his residence, on which occasion

ceremonies are renewed, but on a much smaller scale.

Though we should hold the original ceremony only a

betrothment, they hold it a marriage. From that mo-

ment the man has all the rights of a husband, the girl

all the obligations of a wife ; and should he die, though

she may never have left her father's roof, she is his

widow ; and his mdow all her days she must remain.

The tahli is removed from her neck ; then, one by

one, her articles of jewellery : her dress changed for a
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widow's robe, and her rich black hair shaved, to be

allowed to grow no more. From that day she com-

mences a life of shame. Her lot is not regarded as an

affliction to which all are liable, and which entitles the

sufferer to universal sympathy, but as a retribution for

the vices of a former birth. The gods hold her un-

worthy of the joys and honours of marriage. The hus-

band's relatives do not scruple to charge the loss of

their kinsman on her sins. Then religion teaches that

the only atonement she can make, the only path whereby

she can escape days of infamy and woe, is self-destruc-

tion. She ought to burn with the clay of him whom

she had never seen but at the wedding, or under whom
she had lived in bondage for years. The benign spirit

of Christianity has now averted this final stroke ; but

the life thus spared is a life of sorrow and shame. The

world scorns her ; and the care of her own family is to

keep her steps so watched, her spirits so broken, and

her frame so weak, that she may not bring disgrace

upon them. Should their endeavours fail, her crime

cannot make her condition much more severe. With

us, a widow's weeds are the signals of charity, inviting

commiseration and respect ; in India, they are the brand

of justice, inspiring horror. No human being is more

to be pitied than a young Hindu widow. Then it is

to be remembered, that this class is far more numerous

in India than amongst us : for, first, every man, without

exception, marries and may re-marry as often as he

likes ; secondly, every bride is a young girl—a child
;

thirdly, every female once widowed continues a widow

for life. From these three causes, widows in India must

be at least twice as numerous as in England ; and when
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it is remembered that the population of India is seven-

fold that of the British Isles, it will be seen what a

multitude of breasts are pierced by Hinduism with con-

tinual sorrows.

^Mien a death is approaching in a family, certain

ceremonies are practised which need not be noticed

here, as they belong rather to the head of religion than

of manners. Care is taken that the dying man shall

not be surprised upon his bed, nor even upon a mat

;

for in such a case, his soul, upon entering another body,

would have to carry with it this cumbrous appendage.

To save him this burden, a clean cloth is spread upon

tiie floor, and there he is laid. "SMien death has taken

place, the assembled relatives mourn aloud ; and the

^\•idow, if one be left, is, as well she may, violent in her

sorrows. She passionately reproaches the deceased for

ha^-ing abandoned her, screams, tears her hair, and

gives every testimony of despair.

Among the Bramhans the corpse is carried on a bier,

placed on a pile, and burned. Among some of the

other castes the same usage prevails ; but in others it

is buried, being carried to the grave dressed as in life,

and in a sitting posture. Headstone, tomb, or inscrip-

tion, they use none. The upward-pointing stone tells

of a resurrection which their faith knows not.

From their homes and domestic life we pass to their

villages and towns. Small groups of huts are occa-

sionally found on the open plain ; but they are few,

and inhabited only by the very poor. Xo considerable

village and no town is found without a high, thick wall

of mud, except in those districts which have long en-

joyed the security conferred by British government.
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In the villages the houses are closely grouped together,

without any attention to order or to airiness, and fre-

quently with less cleanliness than could be desired. This

is much owing to the practice of bringing within the walls

every night all their cattle, which are very numerous

;

and their presence leaves effects, even after all their

droppings have been carefully gathered, either for fuel,

or to wash out the houses. The men of the village wear,

for the most part, nothing but a few hand-breadths of

doth ; but the women are always modestly covered,

except, indeed, in those parts of India where it is the

usage for all females, except the immodest, to go un-

covered from the waist up ; a custom which, strange as

it is, they hold so sacred, that it is said that a queen

of Maliyala once ordered a woman to have one of her

breasts cut off, because, on returning from a distant

country, she followed the practice, held by her majesty

to be insufferably foreign, of covering her chest. The

Hindus have a very complete organization for village

government. The smallest village has its head-man,

who leads their councils, arbitrates in disputes, and is

the responsible medium of aU communication with the

government. Everj^ town has a regular staff of officers,

comprising the head-man, the accountant, the tax-

gatherer, the astrologer, the irrigator, the poet, the

schoolmaster, and the watchman; besides whom, the

blacksmith, the joiner, the barber, and the goldsmith,

are often included ; and some add the washerman, the

cowkeeper, the potter, and the dancing-girl. These

officers, having each his defined sphere, preserve perfect

order in local affairs, and much lighten the duties that

would otherwise devolve on the central government.
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For years after the Mysore was taken under our admi-

nistration, each division of the kingdom, including,

perhaps, a population of a million, was superintended

by a single gentleman, without one European assistant.

A fact like this, as indeed the ease with which all India

is governed, strongly illustrates the value of the village

system. Each little community has a head responsible

for its good order ; and every one of these head-men

holds an office venerable by immemorial tradition.

Even the Mussulman governments did not violate these

ancient corporations ; and by the English they are fully

recognised. Over ten head-men is placed a superior

officer, and the native model of rank graduated from

authority over one to authority over ten, a hundred, or

a thousand towns. This complete and simple plan of

local government, Mr. Mill, resolved at all risks to

establish his amusing theory, that the Hindus were bar-

barians, characterizes as "unskilful and rude." Among
the natural effects of this system, is the profound de-

ference for authority universal among the Hindus. Ac-

customed, even in the remotest Aillages, to see persons

govern merely by virtue of office, they are trained to

venerate power, and too often carry that veneration to

servility. The village system is adapted to protect the

rj'ots from the severity of a harsh government ; but it

is also adapted to prevent them from reaping all the

benefits of a mild one ; for as all matters are transacted

through local officials, these are imder strong tempta-

tions to turn their office to personal account. It cannot

be doubted, that in our own territories many villagers

suffer exactions wholly unauthorized ; but it is better
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to submit than to incur the resentment of the official

men and their clique.

Such a number of these villages as any rajah could

bring under subjection formed a kingdom. But it would

not appear that the limits of a monarchical territory

ever remained long settled ; every petty war producing

changes. Nor did such changes materially affect village

interests. " The inhabitants," say the Parliamentary

Committee of 1800, with much truth, " give themselves

no trouble about the breaking up and division of king-

doms : while the village remains entire, they care not

to what poAver it is transferred, or to what sovereign it

devolves ; its internal economy remains unchanged."

Petty officers, intrusted -with the rule of a few toAvns,

and called polffars, {jjdlyagara, literally, "village man,")

took every opportunity of gaining independence, and in

unsettled times were never held by the rajah, but with

a loose and doubtful allegiance. The rajah was always

lord of the soil, and to him were paid all the rents.

Each village community, through its head, rendered a

certain share of its produce, generally in kind. Menu
authorizes the King to take of grain " an eighth part,

or a sixth, or a twelfth ;" but these terms are far milder

than those found in actual use. The committee just

quoted report, that a third, and even a half, of the pro-

duce, was frequently taken by the king ; and that under

the Mohammedan governments, the poor cultivator " sel-

dom retained more than a fifth" of his produce. This

report is founded on the evidence of Place, Munro, and

others, whose authority is conclusive.* The Mussul-

* Mill, vol. i.
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mans also introduced a system of farming to Zemindars

the revenues of a certain district. They paid to the

king a stipulated sum ; and, though frequently re-

strained by conditions as to the terms they would im-

pose on the ryots, generally burdened the latter with

intolerable exactions. Lord Teignmouth unhappily

established this system in many of our provinces : it

still exists, and has many advocates ; but I never con-

versed with a native in the rural districts who did not

testify towards its lively abhorrence, and earnestly de-

precate all second parties between the cultivator and

the government. I cannot conceive of such a system

existing in any country, and, above all, in an Asiatic

country, Avithout exposing the husbandman to numerous

and oppressive wrongs. The more immediately our

government deals with the mass of the people, the more

clearly will be known the equity of their principles,

and the mildness of their intentions. All interposition

is detrimental at once to the interests of the cultivator

and to the popularity of the rulers.

The Hindus have never known any but despotic

governments. "A king," says Menu, "is formed of

particles from the chief guardian deities, and conse-

quently surpasses all mortals in glory. Like the sun,

he burns eyes and heart ; nor can any creature on earth

even gaze on him. He is fire and air ; he, the god of

criminal justice ; he, the genius of wealth ; he, the

regent of waters ; he, the lord of the firmament. A
king, even though a chUd, must not be treated lightly,

from the idea that he is a mere mortal : no, he is a

powerful divinity that appears in human shape. In his

anger, death." But, notwithstanding these extravagant
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concef^sions to royalty, the king has ahvay been required

to hold the Brahmans as his natural council, while laws,

in some cases wise and benign, were instituted to guide

his conduct. On the whole, tjTanny has been the

rule, and a paternal king a very rare exception. Each

subordinate ruler exercised in his own province abso-

lute authority ; but his office and his head were always

at the disposal of the king, unless, indeed, he were

protected by his power, or by troublous times. Revenue

and legal authority were constantly vested in the same

officers. Trial by jury was in use ; the number of

jurors consisting of not less than five ; or whatever

might be the number, it was always odd, in order that,

on a division, there might be a majority, the verdict of

the majority holding good.

In obsening any department of Hindu life, one soon

perceives t^at all its relations are pervaded by a reign-

ing peculiarity. Besides the distinctions of ancestry,

wealth, and education, which everywhere graduate so-

ciety, here exists an artificial order, by which persons

close in neighbourhood, and equal in fortune, are ren-

dered incapable of domestic intercourse. This thick

barrier, caste, is held to be of di\ine origin. " Formerly,"

as the sage Parasara teaches, "when the truth- meditat-

ing Brumha was desirous of creating the world, there

sprang from his mouth beings especially endowed with

the quality of goodness ; others sprang from his breast

pervaded by the quality of foulness ; others from his

thighs, in whom foulness and darkness prevailed ; and

others from his feet, in whom the quality of darkness

predominated. These Avere in succession beings of the

several castes, Bramhans, Kshetriyas, Vaisyas, and
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Sudras, produced from the mouth, the breast, the thighs,

and the feet of Brumha." The popular account describes

the Kshetriya as born from the creator's arm. These

castes have thus distinct origins, and natures equally

distinct. They repel the doctrine, that " God made of

one blood all men to dwell upon the face of the earth;"

and, in opposition to it, maintain, that the different

castes of men have natures as dissimilar as the different

castes of grain, fruit, or animals. Caste is their word

for species. Wheat, rice, and Indian corn are different

castes of grain ; mangoes, bananas, and tamarinds, dif-

ferent castes of fruit ; tigers, camels, and elephants,

different castes of animals ; and Bramhans, Kshetriyas,

Vaisyas, and Shudras, different castes of men. " You
may say, if you please," they will observe, "that Bram-

hans and Shudras are both men. They are both men,

if you will, just as a horse and an ass are both animals
;

but as you never can make an ass of a horse, nor a

horse of an ass, so you can never make a Bramhan of a

Shudra, nor a Shudra of a Bramhan." The idea that

the out-castes are sprung from the same stock as the rest

of mankind is scouted with disgust.

Into these four divisions, then, is society parted

;

each being a separate commonwealth, with its own

heads, its own prejudices, its own pursuits, and its own

laws. The various castes may not eat together, may

not intermarry, may not reside in the same house, and

may not assume each other's professions. Thus they

are really wider apart than if separated by national dis-

tinctions, or even than races alien in blood and com-

plexion. Again, the calling is transmitted from father

to son, and it passes on through indefinite generations.
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The design of this was doubtless to secure perfection in

the various departments of trade. Whether it has done

this or not, it has certainly established professional

genealogies. " Old houses" and "ancient families" are

common things in India. Every tailor may confidently

reckon that his sires clipped and fitted since before the

days of the Caesars, and every barber can boast an an-

cestry of barbers who shaved in remote antiquity : the

weaver, too, the joiner, the potter, the washerman, and

the blacksmith, may each pride himself that the line of

his fathers stretches up through long centuries. How
far this has contributed to the progress of the arts, ap-

pears in the fact, that for ages the arts have made no

progress. This system would, in an unsettled state of

society, prevent arts from being lost, and for some ge-

nerations would promote advancement ; but in the lapse

of ages, stagnation must result ; because natural adap-

tation is violated, and a settled order of proceeding

formed, which all are trained from infancy to revere,

and which no one thinks of breaking. Great nicety in

manual execution might be expected from hereditary

artisans ; and this has been attained in India, perhaps,

more than in any other country,—but at the price of all

originality. With the rude implements used fifty ge-

nerations since, the Hindu weaver, carver, or goldsmith

executes most delicately ; but he would deem it pre-

sumptuous to think of improving on the plans of the

ancients, who were far wiser than men of modern days.

The duties of the several castes are thus defined in

the Vishnu Furdna : " The Bramhan should make gifts,

should worship the gods with sacrifices, should be as-

siduous in studying the Vedas, should perform libations
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and ablutions with water, and should preserve the sacred

flame. For the sake of subsistence he ntiay offer sa-

crifices on behalf of others, and may instruct them in the

Shastras ; and he may accept presents of a liberal

description The man of the warrior-tribe

(Kshetriya) should cheerfully give presents to the

Brahmans, perform various sacrifices, and study the

Scriptures. His especial sources of maintenance are

arms, and the protection of the earth. The guardian-

ship of the earth is, indeed, his especial province : by

the discharge of this duty a king attains his object, and

realizes a share of the merit of all sacrificial rites. By
intimidating the bad, and cherishing the good, the mo-

narch who maintains the discipline of the different castes,

secures whatever region he desires. Bramha, the great

parent of creation, gave to the Vaisya the occupation of

commerce, and agriculture, and the feeding of flocks

and herds, for his means of livelihood ; and sacred study,

sacrifice, and donation, are also his duties, as is the ob-

servance of fixed and occasional rites."

" Attendance on the three regenerate castes is the

province of the Sudra ; and by that he is to subsist, or

by the profits of trade, or the earnings of mechanical

labour. He is also to make gifts ; and he may offer the

sacrifices in which food is presented, as well as obseqiual

offerings."

The Bramhans,the beings who, "especially endowed

with the quality of goodness," sprang from the creator's

mouth, are ranged under two di-vdsions ; the one sacred,

the other secular. Those of the former class can ac-

cept no emplojTnent but one strictly religious or literary

;

the latter may maintain themselves by any honourable
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calling not involving commerce or menial duties. The

Vydyeeka, or sacred Bramhans, form the Gurus, or

religious teachers ; the Purohitas, or priests, officiating

at high solemnities, as also the more ordinary temple

Bramhans, and astrologers. The Loukeeka, or secular

Bramhans, form accountants, magistrates, and other

officers of government ; are employed as moonshies by

Europeans, and even enrol themselves, at least in

Bengal, in the British army. I knew one case of a

Bramhan being engaged in commerce ; but his brethren

did not hear it mentioned without evident pain. They

would not, however, consider it improper to have an

interest either in agriculture or commerce, which did

not require personal services of an undignified kind.

All Bramhans, though dishonoured by trade or labour,

deem begging no degradation: indeed, being gods of the

earth, it is their special right to receive gifts from all

men, and in so doing they only receive their own.

"Whatever exists in the universe," says Menu, "is all

in effect, though not in form, the Avealth of the Bram-

han, since the Bramhan is entitled to all by his pri-

mogeniture and eminence of birth. The Bramhan eats

but his own food, wears but his own apparel, and bestows

but his own alms. Through the benevolence of the

Bramhan, indeed, other mortals enjoy life."

The dignity claimed for this caste is in keeping with

the usual extravagance of Hindu imaginations. "When
a Bramhan springs to light, he is born above the world,

the chief of all creatures." And again : "All the uni--

verse is subject to the gods, the gods are subject to the

Mantras, the Mantras are under the power of the Bram-

hans, and the Bramhans are therefore our gods." And
2 c
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right wondi'ous are the feats which some of these illus-

trious terrestrials have performed. One of them, in

old time, swallowed the sea at three sips ; another

turned the moon into a cinder ; and a third manipulated

and reduced the sun. The person of a Bramhan is

sacred : whatever be his crimes, he must not be put to

death. It required some nerve in our authorities, at

first, to set aside this exemption ; but they did it firmly,

and with success. So far from punishing a Bramhanic

murderer, he who laments the victim of a priestly hand

is required, for so doing, to make an atonement. A
person of inferior caste who strikes a Bramhan with the

design of hurting him, "shall be whirled about for a

century in hell."'

Beside the di^•ision of Bramhans into sacred and

secular, they are subdivided into castes. Of these, four

are called after the four Vaydas ; but that division is

refined upon, in consequence of sectarian distinctions :

Vishnu Bramhans, of two sects, and several divisions

of Shiva Bramhans, contend for the pre-eminence.

Most of these sub-castes will not intermarry or eat to-

gether. All the other castes are in the same manner

split up into sections, each section holding itself in

seclusion fi-om aU the others. In common parlance, you

scarcely ever hear of four, but always of eighteen, castes

;

and even that number is far short of the reality. In

fact, no one can tell into how many of these unsocial

detachments the Hindus, taking all their nations to-

gether, have separated themselves.

The Bramhan, having sprung from the creator's

mouth, is naturally the teacher of aU other men. He
alone may read the holy Vaycla ; for should one of in-
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ferior caste dare to scan even the title of ttose celestial

tomes, his head -would split in twain. The Bramhan,

then, is the depositary of knowledge ; to him alone are

confided the mysteries of religion, and the deep teachings

of astronomy, logic, ethics, and all higher sciences.

Every Bramhan receives an education : with some it

does not proceed beyond the simplest elements ; and I

remember one who had difficulty in reading ; but only

one. They invariably know more tongues than their

own ; and many of them can fluently speak and write

three or four languages, and perhaps speak, without

writing, two or three more. Of Sanscrit the common

order know nothing but a few prayers, or selections

from sacred books, which they cannot translate. But

every man who makes the least pretension to respect-

able attainments, knows something of the sacred tongue.

Celebrated pundits found schools to which students

resort, and with wondrous patience commit to memory

grammars, lexicons, texts, and treatises. It is positively

astounding to hear a Bramhan, when asked the meaning

of any Sanscrit word, rhyming over s}Tionyme after

synonjTne, and counting by his fingers as he goes, till

he has reached perhaps twenty, or more ; and this he

will do with any important Avord that occurs. I do not

mean that every Bramhan who knows Sanscrit can do

so ; for that is not likely : all heads cannot carry a lexi-

con through the world ; but it is more frequent than

we should imagine possible. The study of language is

the one good point in Hindu education ; all the train-

ing this gives to the taste, memory, and judgment, the

educated Bramhans enjoy; audit is this, not any studies

of logic or metaphysics, which give them the mental

2 c 2
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acuteness for which they are remarkable. Of their

logic, such as it is, few, very few, know anything ; and

their metaphysics are not sufficiently studied to form

the general mind.

Poetry is an essential part of polite education. No
man pretends to learning who cannot make verses.

Their rules of composition are very complex, and the

styles of versification manifold. Rhyme takes place,

not on the last syllable, as with us, but either on the

first or second. The poetical genius of the Hindus is,

perhaps, generally ranked too high. Their imagination

is active, and frequently bold ; but their knowledge of

natm-e, whence alone the imagination can draw her

materials, is limited, and, consequently, their similes,

metaphors and allusions are confined to a narrow range.

In modifications endless, the arched eyebrow is pre-

sented to you as a bow, and the flashing eye as a resist-

less arrow. The lotus usurps the place of all flowers
;

its hues, its shape, its scent, and its watery dwelling,

figure in ways so numerous as to surprise you at the

poet's art, but to leave a painful sense of his poverty.

In Hindu poetry, as in all others, the sun and moon
shine with frequent and glorious appearances ; and old

Ocean, enamoured of the lunar beauty, heaves high his

breast for joy, when he sees the sUver countenance

tm'ned fully on him, or beginning to re-appear after

having been averted. The lion, too, though long extinct

in India, still appears in every creation of her poets

with all his wonted majesty and dread. The groves of

India know not the joy of singing-birds ; but the bringa,

a musical insect, is made the most of, and his drowsy

hum introduced as frequently as if it had all the strings
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of that sylvan harp on which our summer delights to

play. Turgid, grotesque, and sometimes admirably

ridiculous, images are paraded with great musical dis-

play ; but, for an European, harmonious numbers flow

in vain to dignify the march of a sun with his head in

a blanket, or a monkey making a pjTamid of his tail

!

One of the finest passages in the Vishnu Purana is

that, describing the birth of Krishna, where Devaki, his

mother, is compared to the da\sni and he to the sun.

Professor "Wilson's prose translation is easily cast into

the following form

:

From Devaki, a fair and glorious dawn

;

Th' Imperishable, earth's protector, lotus ejed.

Arose t' expand the petals of Creation's flower.

The day of that high birth
;
joy the horizon decked,

As when bright moonbeams gild th' entire sphere.

"When the Birth-Giver near'd our mortal air.

Strange pleasure glowed in breasts of holy men,

The strong u-inds held their breath,

And silent lingered the expectant streams.

Then murmured the rude sea harmonious strains,

And to his music new, the spirits bright.

And njTuphs celestial danced for joy and sang.

The gods, walking the radiant sky, poured downward flowers,

And altar fires had in their scented flame

A strange and tender melloMTiess.

In the deep midnight, when the stay of all

Was nigh to birth, the clouds made music low.

And rained a rain of flowers.

Until very lately the Hindus could scarcely be said

to have a prose literature ; and consequently they had

no trustworthy history. The absence of prose has this

advantage for missionaries, that in many of the lan-

guages they -will be the founders of that style of Avriting
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wliicli, as kno%vledge advances, must sway the public

mind. In Canarese, a good prose style is already

formed ; the Bramhans using just that of polite conver-

sation. Authorship, though principally exercised among

the Bramhans, is not confined to them : many works

hare issued from anti-Bramhanical pens ; and not a few

from those of men of the inferior castes. The only

books in general circulation are scraps of the Purdnas,

and collections of fables.

But few of the Bramhans profess astronomy. It is

confined to the Jotishas ; each town has its wise man,

who computes nati^'ities, names the fortunate day for

marriages, and the hour when a journey or other enter-

prise may commence under auspicious stars. The

dread of unlucky days, which even among ourselves is

sometimes grotesquely combined with general intelli-

gence, reigns in India over all classes, from the highest

to the lowest ; and perhaps over the highest most

firmly. Friday is a very unlucky day. Augury also is

associated with astrology : the chief bird of omen being

garurda, the sacred vulture. The raven is unlucky

;

and the house on which an owl lights ought to be for-

saken. Lizards and serpents are also in the secrets of

Fate ; nor are foxes and hares denied a share of her

confidence. A journey is often postponed, or a day's

work abandoned, because a kite, a snake, or a fox has

taken a position that warns of unseen danger. "S^Tien

a man is asked to give his daughter in marriage, he

waits till he hears a lizard chirp, and, when this oracle

has pronounced in favour of the proposed alliance, he

accepts it.

In everything that constitutes general information the
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Bramhan is utterly deficient. He is taught languages,

poetry, metaphysics, mythology, and possibly the ele-

ments of astronomy ; but of the world, its people, and

every subject in natural science, he remains in the most

complete, and the most contented, ignorance. No his-

tory acquaints him with the past ; no travels, with the

homes of other people ; no maps enable him to carry in

his mind a picture of the world ; no geography, to judge

of the position, the productions, and the climate of

places with outlandish names ; no periodical press in-

forms him of passing events ; and no science unfolds

the relations of external nature. By his very education

he becomes more ignorant ; for ignorance consists not

merely in the absence of all ideas on a subject, but also

in the presence of false ones. The savage who has no

idea at all as to the size of the earth, is less ignorant,

and less obstinately so, than the Bramhan who thinks

he has divine authority for belie^dng it to be forty

thousand times larger than it is. Thus it is with every

thing he learns. Were he let alone, he might at least

form some notion of the size of India ; but ha\ing once

read the Purdnas, he is ever after assured that it is

twenty-seven thousand miles long, or considerably more

than the circumference of the whole globe ! So also he

learns that the sun travels in a chariot three thousand

miles long, with a pole of six thousand ; that moun-

tains are placed on the earth to keep it steady ; that

earthquakes result from the yawning of the god-serpent,

who upholds the world on his head ; that the Creator

" formed birds from his vital vigour ; sheep from his

breast
;
goats from his mouth ; kine from his belly and

sides ; and horses, elephants, sarabhas, gayals, deer.
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camels, mules, antelopes, and other animals, from his

feet ; whilst from the hairs of his bodj- sprang herbs,

roots, and fi-uit." Farther, that on four mountains,

around the grand moimt Meru, grow four trees, each

" spreading over one thousand one hundred yojanas,

(five thousand five hundred miles,) and towering aloft

like banners on the mountains ;" and that one of these

" has apples that are as large as elephants ; when they

are rotten, they fall on the crest of the mountain, and

from their juice is formed the Jambu river/' Of that

pleasant phenomenon, " a sunshiny shower," he leams

the following explanation, which he is bound to con-

sider as true, as we will own it is poetical:—"The water

that the sun has dra'v\'n up from the Ganga of the skies,

(the Milky Way,) he quickly pours down with his rays,

and without a cloud : and men who are touched by this

pure rain are cleansed from the soil of sin, and never

see hell : this is called celestial ablution. That rain

Avhich falls when the sun is shining, and without a

cloud, is the water of the heavenly Ganges, (Milky

Way.) shed by the solar rays." Nor are his thoughts

of rain in general much more ^cleared by Puranic en-

lightermient. " The sun, with his scorching rays, ab-

sorbs the moisture of the earth, and with them nourishes

the moon. The moon communicates, through tubes of

air, its dews to the clouds, which being composed of

smoke, fire, and wind, can retain the waters with which

they are charged : they are therefore called abrahs,

because their contents are not dispersed, ^^^len, how-

ever, they are broken to pieces by the wind, their

watery stores descend, bland, and freed from every im-

purity by the sweetening process of time." (Vishnu
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Purdna.) The Ramayana teaches that Ceylon is not

accessible to mortals ; and this is firmly believed by

thousands who are not five himdred mUes from it.

Being crowded with such absurdities on ever}' subject,

the mind of a Bramhan is not merely a dark void

chamber, where light and furniture are lacking, but a

dark, thronged lumber-room, where a sound idea can-

not enter without wounding itself against some store

chest, or losing its eye against some splinter of Puranic

lore.

Their ignorance of the actual world is perfect. Of

the countries bordering on India they have none but the

most foggy ideas. Until our late war with China,

many of them had scarcely heard its name. Of Eng-

land their traditions are choice. " Allien you go from

Madras upon the sea, what do you find beyond the

sea?" once asked a respectable banker, in a crowd;
" is it a single town or an extended country ?" " An
extended country certainly." " Then you have fields ?"

" Of course." " And who cultivates them ?" " Per-

sons who follow that calling." " Yes ; but what kind

of people are they ? are they black or white r" " "VMiite,

to be sure." " "WTiat ! white like yourselves ?" " Yes,

certainly." " And do they labour in the fields like

ryots r" " That they do, and far harder, too." " Only

think," they all cried out, with laughter and astonish-

ment ;
" only think of Englishmen working in the fields

like ryots ! " They had never seen an Englishman, but

as a soldier or a gentleman. Curiosity was whetted by

this discovery, and he proceeded :
" Then what grows

in your fields ? rice r" " Xo." " "What ! no rice ?"

" No." " Xot in the whole country ?" " Not an ear."
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They looked at each other with wide eyes, and cried,

'' Ahali ! ahah ! how queer ! a country without rice!"

My examiner, returning to the charge, said :
" Well,

but if you have no rice, you have at least raagi ?"

" No ; we have no raagi." " No raagi ! neither rice nor

raagi ! Who ever heard of a country without either

rice or raagi ?" Had I told them of a country without

either soil or sky, they could not have stared more ex-

quisitely. "Ah!" exclaimed a youth, less able than

the rest to conceal his thoughts, " I always knew how
it was ; originally they were inhabitants of this country,

but a curse drove them away ; and now they are trying

to retiirn." The men who were taking part in the con-

versation glanced at me to see if I were offended, but

did not seem disposed to differ with their indelicate

neighbour. Not wishing to leave our nation in so Ioav

esteem, I said, " I will tell you a tale out of one of

your o\^^l books." They always relish a tale ; and

forthwith I had every ear. " A white crane was one

day fishing by a tank, when, looking up, he saw a swan,

and, struck with his plumage, thought he must be a

relation of his own. ' Stranger,' he cried, ' whence do

you come, and whither are you bound r' ' I come,'

said the swan, 'from Satyaloka,' (the heaven of Brumha,

whose chariot is drawn by swans,) ' and to Satyaloka

am I returning.' ' And, pray, what kind of a place is

Satyaloka r' ' Oh, it is the dwelling of the glorious

Brumha ; I could not make you understand what kind

of a place it is.' ' But you must tell me ; I desire to

know.' ' Well, if you will know, it is a gorgeous place :

for stones, we have jewels ; for sand, gold dust ; for

water, ambrosia; and everything equally superb.'
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' But,' asked the crane, little excited by such, fineries,

' have you any frogs there?' 'Frogs there!' rejoined

the swan ;
' no ; we have no frogs there.' ' Then,'

observed the crane, ' you may go back to Satyaloka, if

you are in the mind ; but I have no notion of a country

without frogs.' " Ever apt to catch the moral of a

fable, they laughed, pointed to the youth, and said

:

" He, then, is the crane, for thinking your country was

cursed, because you have no rice or raagi." Then fol-

lowed a crowd of questions, as to what we lived upon.

On one occasion, a Bramhan, who had long resided

in Bangalore, asked me to give him some account of

England. Before doing so, I required him to tell me
just what he had heard. He said :

" The common

belief among us is, that when you get beyond the sea,

you find Londonpatam, ' London city ;' and that one

city is the whole of England : it has eighteen streets

;

each street is inhabited by one caste ; each caste is

distinguished from the other by a peculiar head-dress
;

and over all these is the 'klng-dumii/ !'' Though the

word "company" is constantly on their lips, as desig-

nating the power by which they are ruled, scarcely any

of them, beyond the limits of the Presidencies, has the

least idea of its meaning. Whether it be man, woman,

or chUd, a country, king, or army, they cannot tell ; and

very, very few of the nullions who bow before that

potent name, are aware that it denotes a handful of

peaceable merchants. Many, in the neighbourhood of

English settlements, are said to be under the impression

that the Company is an old woman, who never dies

;

but this is very likely to have originated vnth. some

wag among our ovm countrymen.
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Taking, then, the entire mental condition of an edu-

cated Hindu,—that is, of the better order of Bramhans,

—it is very peculiar. He has much mental culture, the

culture of early and close study, of considerable ac-

quirements in language, of an acquaintance with ela-

borate productions, and of poetry as studied, as com-

mitted to memory, and as attempted, if not actually

composed. These qualifications, with some turn for

metaphysics, and considerable practice in familiar argu-

ment, present a mind far advanced in refinement. But

in all its movements you see the fatal efiects of the in-

struction it has received. It has studied, and in study-

ing has grown quick and acquisitive ; but the facts it

has learned are nonsense and absurdity. It is an eye

trained to see in a cavern ; remarkably quick to dis-

cover objects in its own dim light, but unable to bear

the day. The Hindu mind is slow to receive new facts :

leave it among polemics, poesy, speculation, and lan-

guage, it is at home ; but every fact that bursts upon

it from the universe without dazzles and annoys ; and

if you place before it the great field of knowledge, it

cannot endure the blaze, closes before it, and confidently

declares it a wild, meteoric flash. Power of applica-

tion, vigour of memory, quick discernment, and rich

fancy, are the good points of the Bramhanical mind

;

its vice is narrowness,—a narro^vness the most tight

and incurable ; but this is the "sdce not of natural defect,

but of educational perversity. The Bramhan has the

learning of a scholar, with the ignorance of a child, and

the superstition of a savage.

The second caste in rank, the Kshetriya, or warrior-

tribe, sprang from the breast or arm of Brumha, and
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were, as will be remembered, " pervaded by the quality

of foulness ; being thus inferior to the Bramhan, Avho was
" endowed with the quality of goodness." From this

caste all kings ought to be chosen ; but even the prince

is, in birth, second to the meanest Bramhan in his realm.

The Bramhan will fawn upon him with hyperbolical

flatteries, and cringe before him with abject servility

:

but he would not sit down at his board, or drink from

a cup offered by his hand. Did he do so, he would

lose his caste. It is now matter of doubt whether the

Kshetriya caste is not extinct ; but the Rajpoots claim

to be its representatives, as do also some ancient dynas-

ties. From all the glimpses which the native writings

afibrd of military character as existing in this caste,

and from much still observable among the nobler

Rajpoots, it is not to be doubted that they were often

animated by high martial daring. As a soldier, the

Hindu is underrated among us. In their early wars, the

chariot and the elephant figured largely. The variety

of their weapons is great, and frequently the workman-

ship exquisite. Among their more ancient arms are

the bow ; swords, knives, and spears of the finest steel

;

and coats of mail, described as admirably wrought. At
present they produce every description of fire-arm,

from the finest brass cannon down to the most clumsy

matchlock. They also manufacture gunpowder, and

are expert at fireworks.

The success of the English in India has been alto-

gether so marvellous, that, to account for it, the Hindus

are represented as having been in all ages despicable

poltroons. A different opinion, however, is expressed

by those who write more recently, and who have better
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weighed their history. They do not indeed describe

them as possessing, in general, that " bull-dog courage,"

of which our armies boast ; but they acknowledge, that

in every war where their sympathies are engaged, they

entitle themselves to high respect as soldiers. No one

can read the narrative of Arrian, wdthout feeling that even

Alexander, and his conquering phalanxes, found the

Hindus anything but despicable foes. In the first great

battle, after he crossed the Indus, we are told that

nearly all the Indian cavalry were cut in pieces, on tlie

field; that the infantry did not retreat till they saw

their cavalry destroyed, and the elephants in hopeless

confusion ; that two princes, and all the commanders

of both infantry and cavalry, were among the slain

;

and that the defeated king, Porus, retreated with a

fierce calmness, which the Greek historian contrasts

with the conduct of the King of Persia, and which so

moved Alexander, that he took much pains to save and

to conciliate him. Arrian, while he states the fact, that

Alexander, with all his ability and habitude of con-

quest, only subdued a country including two thousand

to's\Tis, certainly leaves the impression that in no part

of Asia did he meet more formidable enemies, or run

greater risks.

Again, if we take Ferishta, also a historian belonging

to an invading nation, we find statements that raise

Hindu coui-age to the loftiest points of the heroic. The

first raja was not defeated till after " an obstinate

battle," and then burned himself alive. Another fought

desperately for four days, then took refuge in a town,

and finally " turned his sword against himself," where-

upon " most of his adherents were slaughtered in at-
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tempting revenge." In another battle " five thousand

Mussahnen in a few minutes drank the wine of martyr-

dom ;" another raja " drew his sword against his own

wife and children, and, having despatched them, turned

it in despair against himself." Again :
" One of the

forts called Munge held out for twenty-five days, being

full of rajputs; but when they found the place no longer

tenable, some rushed through the breaches among the

enemy, and met that death which they no longer de-

sired to avoid. Some threw themselves headlong from

the walls, and were dashed to pieces ; while others

burned themselves in their houses with their wives and

children ; so that not one of the garrison survived this

fatal catastrophe." At Sumnauth, the fame of whose

gates Lord Ellenborough so gratuitously revived, the

Mussalmauns, who came to destroy the celebrated idol

of the place, commenced their attack while the inha-

bitants were praying to their god for help, and at once

efiected an entrance. But they were rushed upon with

such fury that " from the time the king of day expelled

the darkness, till the moon, fair bride of the night,

illuminated the heaven Avith paler rays, the flames of

war were not quenched with blood. The Mussalmen,

wearied out Avith fatigue, were obliged to abandon all

their advantages." The next day was spent in a con-

tinuous assault, which proved " more unsuccessful than

the first." On the third day the Hindus gave battle in

the open field, when Ferishta adds :
" The fires of ad-

verse rage illuminated the gleaming field, and death

stalked with such power and execution around, that

Time, trembling for his empire, wept." These records

are not those of cheap victory over an imbecile foe.
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Our own career in India has elicited, both in our

service and against us, displays of native daring which,

had they occurred in Grecian history, would be on the

lips of all. Heroism was never bolder nor nobler than

in Clive's sepoys at Arcot. At Bhurtpore, the Indian

Badajos, when the gallant 75th recoiled, a sepoy regi-

ment faced and overbore the danger.*' The native needs

the leading of his white officer; but he very seldom

fails to do him honour. Cases of panic have occurred,

as in Frazer"s memorable charge at Per\vunt Durrah ;f

but, in all the daring strokes of his Indian career. Lake

was never so disgracefully forsaken by sepoys as he

had been by British troops at Castlebar. The various

nations of India differ much in bravery, as in every-

thing else. The inhabitants of the low countries on

the coast are far inferior to those in the table lands, the

hilly districts, and especially to those of the north-west

provinces. Had the places chiefly resorted to by Eu-

ropeans lain in the Mysore, the !Mahratta country, Ro-

hilicund, or Delhi, they would have brought away a

diSerent impression of Hindu courage.

Were not this view of native character intimately

connected with important moral considerations it would

be to me a matter of comparatively little interest. We
shall feel more or less deeply our obHgation to benefit

India, in proportion as we do or do not see the hand

of God in bringing it and us into the singular relation

we now sustain. \\Tien we see Clive at Ai-cot with

eighty English and a himdred and twenty sepoys re-

p\ilsing ten thousand men ; in Bengal, defeating, with

* See Wilson's Xotes to iMill.

t BuUer's "Peep at Kurdisthan."
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three thousand, the Soubadhar at the head of fifty-eight

thousand ; acquiring the sovereignty of thirty millions

of souls, when only nine hundred Englishmen had yet

landed among them; and, fifteen years after he had

been an obscure clerk in Madras, disposing at will of

the transcendent empire of the Great Mogul ; when we
see cro'ttTi after crown fall before us as by enchantment,

Tipu vanquished and slain ; the Pindarees annihilated
;

the Mahrattas tamed, the Goorkhas humbled, Scindiah

subjugated, Burmah divided with us, the Punjaub laid

at our feet ; and all within the memory of man,—all,

indeed, while one of the leaders in the last assault on

Tipu (Wellington) still lives : when we see all this, if

we ascribe it only to the dastardly soldiership of the

natives, then the review brings no other feeling than

national pride. But when we remember that never be-

fore did Asiatic or European win over these nations

such miraculous victories ; and that every feat of our

countr}Tnen in this race of conquest has been emulated

by native auxiliaries ; then the impression is resistless,

that the unmatched empire, now reposing under our

eye, has been given to us by what Professor Wilson (a

historian not addicted either to the marvellous or the

spiritual) calls, in reference to the Mahratta war, " an

overruling destiny." Yes, never in human afiairs was

an overruling destiny more conspicuous. Never, since

the world began, was so vast and so cixilized a popula-

tion brought with like speed to be a consolidated and

peaceful empire under foreign sway. Of the campaign

of the Sutledj, Lord Gough said, that "the hand of

God was never more manifest." This may well be ap-

plied to our whole Indian career, from the day when a

2 D
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thunder-storm put us in possession of Arcot,* to the

day when the Sutledj swallowed up the strength of

the Punjaub. God's hand has surely been manifest

:

whither does it point ?

"Whether the military caste be extinct or not, their

peculiar glory is lost. Nearly all the modern kings are

indisputably of lower origin ; recent armies have been

composed mainly of Shudras, and in our service the

castes are all blended.

The third caste, the Vaisya, or merchant, springing

from the Creator's thigh, and being pervaded by the

qualities of foulness and darkness, takes rank below

the Kshetriya. This caste usually receive an education

sufficient for commercial purposes ; and some of them

push their way into elegant literature. None of them

is ever found unable to write and keep accounts, ex-

cept in case of very deep poverty. Their commercial

system is far advanced. Shops of all descriptions

abound ; weekly markets are as common as among our-

selves ; the religious festivals serve for fairs ; and banks

exist ever)"«'here. Their rate of interest is usurious,

graduating from one to five per cent, per month. Their

circulating medium is gold, silver, and copper money,

coined in moulds that will bear comparison with those

of some of our continental neighbours. Their pieces

descend to the fourth of a farthing. In some Indian

countries cowries (a species of small shell) circulate.

They have a system of making bargains by signs ; so

that buyer and seller can put their hands imder a cloth,

and, without being observed, can debate and conclude

the sale by touches of the fingers. This suspicious

* See Orme.
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mode of dealing is not confined to Hindustan, but is

known also in Persia. Their commerce is most de-

fective in means of transport. Except upon a few of

the great rivers, nearly all carriage is effected on the

backs of bullocks : where the English have made roads,

small bullock-carts are in use ; but in the greater part

of the coimtry they have only native roads, which in

the finest weather are scarcely passable for wheels, and

in the rains are utterly impracticable. The ox toils

alone in the work of conveyance : the elephant and

camel are for kings ; the horse is used only as a steed

;

the ass is resigned to the Lumbardi and the washer-

man ; the mule (although, as sho\\Ti in a preceding

extract, the Vishnu Purana gives an account of their

creation as a separate species) is little known ; and the

day of locomotives is to come. The commencement of

that day Tvill mark a new era in the commercial history

of India, and will be fertile of resiJts in universal com-

merce. It will disclose unthought-of resources, and

stir drowsy communities to wakeful enterprise. It will

tend more than any other material cause to break up

the monotony of Hindu life, and to carry all things on-

ward with unheard-of progress. Nor could we easily

overrate its tendency to complete the stability and con-

solidation of the British government, and to aid the

diffusion of that light before which superstition hides.

Marine commerce offends the genius of Hinduism.

It is impossible to be long at sea without violating

ceremonial laws essential to purity. Hence consider-

able difficulty has been found in prevailing on some

native regiments to embark ; and no Bramhan of sound

caste feeling would undertake a long voyage. With

2 D 2
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them, as with the ancient Persians, this prejudice has

much checked naval enterprise : yet a large amount of

shipping exists ; but its character is far below the in-

genuity of the Hindus. That immobility into which

the system of hereditary callings freezes the whole

stream of art, has held naval architecture in precisely

the same place where it stood long centuries ago. But

a new spring is now warming their land, and signs of

progress appear. Ships built on our models are in-

creasing in number ; and at Bombay, as is well known,

they have produced, both for our Indian ti-ade and for

the navy, vessels of the highest order, far exceeding

those built at home in strength and durability.

The fourth caste, the Shudra, springing from the foot

of the Creator, and pervaded by the quality of dark-

ness, is bom to toil and to contempt. To this class

belong all labourers in agriculture, and in arts, either

the useful or the fine. Among them education is at a

low ebb. Many of them cannot read : and compara-

tively few can write and keep accounts. But individuals

are found who, through prosperous circumstances or

bold talent, have gained an education not inferior to the

Bramhans. In some languages also, the most noted

authors have been of the ser%'ile class. The fact that

agriculture and art are placed, in rank, below war and

commerce, would seem already to indicate that the

caste-division was fixed in a state of society, already so

far advanced, that priests had the learning, armies the

power, and merchants the wealth, by which they were

all raised above the industrial classes.

Among the Shudi-as the most numerous and important

class is the ryot, or agriculturist. From the earth our
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frame sprang, and to the earth it must ever bend in

search of renewal ; whence it came itself, comes all its

strength. It receives nourishment only from its mo-

ther's breast. To cultivate this nourishment in flocks

and in fruits is man's original care. As cultivators,

the Hindus are respectable. They are adepts at irriga-

tion, weU understand the seasons, know something of a

rotation of crops, and rear a great variety of grains,

pulse, and fruit. Their toil is softened by their generous

climate. The farmer walks out lightly in the morning,

with his team before him, and his plough on his

shoulder ; or, if it be needful, a plough on each. The

furrow required being only a scratch two or three

inches deep, the plough has neither coulter nor mould-

board ; a piece of wood, tipped with iron, serves for

sole and share ; a long stick fastened into this is the

beam, and a short one the handle. The team consists

of two oxen, or very frequently of an ox and a bufialo.

The latter is invariably yoked opposite the ploughman's

right hand, which is armed with a goad ; for they say

that the bufialo is so lazy, and his hide so dull, that

even the goad would make no impression were it not

applied with the stronger hand. A common proverb,

to express bankruptcy of resources is, " I have neither

an ox for the left hand, nor a buffalo for the right."

The harrow is a few prickly branches; for so mild is

the climate, that the seed prospers though left almost at

the surface. The value and management of manure

are very imperfectly understood. As in commerce, so

in agriculture, horned cattle alone are employed. One

of their duties is to thresh. A pole being fixed in the

ground, a circle round it is swept clean, and strewed
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\vith grain in the straw. An ox is placed close by the

pole, and a rope attached to it passed round his neck

;

to him another is yoked, to him another, and so on to

eight, ten, or even fifteen. They are then driven round

and round, treading upon the grain, and forcing it out

of the husks. As the ox in the centre has scarcely to

move at all, compared with those on the outside, he is

always the oldest and best trained, that he may pre-

serve order. In their rounds they freely help them-

selves ; but this is often prevented by " muzzling the

ox that treadeth out the corn." The carts of the coun-

try are very simple. The wheels support a frame con-

sisting only of two long pieces of wood with cross bars.

From this frame projects a pole, crossed, at its point,

by a bar, so as to form a T. They have no coUars, no

saddles, no traces, no harness whatever, except a short

rope passed round the pole and round the bullock's

neck, and a halter fastened in his snout. One is placed

on each side of the pole ; the cross-bar, or yoke, is laid

upon their necks ; and, instead of drawing, they push

with the top of their shoulders.

As many of the Indian crops do not flourish without

artifical irrigation, to provide which has been one of the

husbandman's chief cares. They have most skiKully

chosen sites for tanks,—a word which conveys a very

inadequate idea of the noble lakes they often form. In

favourable parts of the country, you see these lakes,

after the rains, gleaming in every direction, beautiful

to look upon, and each more valuable than rivers of

wine or oil. When the English government in the My-

sore ordered their engineer to poin out sites for new

tanks, he found that the natives had already occupied
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almost every eligible spot. Mr. Mill, determined that,

right or wrong, the Hindus shall not be only " rude,"

(as he says some thousands of times,) but stupid too, ob-

serves, " The ingenuity of sinking a hole in the ground

to reserve a supply of water, need not be considered

great." Had he seen the spacious tank at Coongull,

ten miles in circumference, or had he spent a single

day in any part of India where tanks exist, he would

never have called them " holes in the ground." In a

former chapter, details of the progress of irrigation

were given.

It is hard to say whether grinding com belongs to

the operations of agriculture or of cookery. With us

it is separated from both. But in India it falls decidedly

under the latter category ; for every housewife grinds

her own corn in a little mill composed of two stones, the

size of Cheshire cheeses. They lie one upon the other.

The under one has in its centre a peg, on which the

upper one revolves, being turned by means of another

peg. A woman sits down with a basket of grain, and

leisurely turns the mill tUl enough for her meal is

ground. Very often you see "two women grinding at

a mill."

Ever since the Deluge, men in the earliest stage of

society have lived chiefly a pastoral life ; herds requiring

less toil than crops. The keeping of cattle is necessa-

rily combined with all husbandry ; and in India is so

to a far greater extent than would be expected, where

the ox is never used for food. The cowherd ranks high

among ryots, and the licentious gambols of Krishna

with members of that caste, serve to give to them in

India all the poetic advantages which, in Europe, have
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been enjoyed by the shepherd from Arcadia to Ettrick.

On the other hand, the keepers of sheep are much de-

spised, live generally in detached hamlets on an uncul-

tivated plain, and have no society but their flocks.

After food comes raiment. The Hindu weaver has

sent his fame to every land. Four materials feed the

loom,—flax, wool, silk, and cotton. In all these the

Hindus work. Flax does not yield a fabric genial to

their climate, nor with silk and cotton is it at all de-

sii'able. It is therefore (at least in the south) vrrought

only in the coarsest form, for sacking and such pur-

poses. Wool, again, they need only in small quantities,

and in light forms ; but in their camlets it is admirably

adapted to their necessities ; and to their shawls, I be-

lieve no rivalry is attempted. Their silk is in every

pocket, and their muslin we have tried in vain to equal.

The loom is placed in the open air, the warp stretched

full length, a hole dug for the treadle, and the weaver

sits on the floor. To see him at work you woTild ex-

pect an article of the rudest kind ; and how he, with

such implements, produces such fabrics, is to us unac-

countable. An interesting description of their instru-

ments, with plates, will be foimd in Hoole's " Madras,

Mysore, and South India ;" and also in Baines on the

Cotton Manufacture.

Amongst us the weaver would toil in vain, were not

his efibrts supplemented by those of the tailor. But in

India millions of men and women live and die, for

whose clothing no instrument beyond the loom has

ever plied. The man girds one long cloth round his

loins, and adjusts another round his shoulders ; the

woman girds herself, covering all the lower part of the
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person, and reserving free a fold for the upper parts.

Their attire is then complete, -without other aid than

the cloth just as it came from the loom. The frock-

coat and bodice, however, are growing more general

;

and for these the tailor is called in. But he and the

weaver accomplish between them the clothing of the

whole community. Hosiers and hatters, button-makers

and pin-makers, with ti'imming manufactures in all va-

rieties, are perfectly unkno^vn ; and a Hindu milliner

is yet unborn.

Fed and clothed, man feels the weather, and must

build him a shade. As architects, the Hindus have

made small progress. For so refined a people, their

houses are mean, and their public buildings, when com-

pared with Egyptian, Greek, or Gothic examples, are

without grandeur. The only attempt at it is in tall

pjTamidal towers ; and even here we find no variety.

They Avere unacquainted with the arch, till learned from

the Mohammedans. Their temples are nearly all on

one model, differing only in scale or sculptxire. They

employ the column in various examples, some graceful,

and some grotesque ; here you see Egyptian affinities.

Many of the structures most lauded by writers are

Moorish ; and I have read praises of Hindu architec-

ture, founded on buildings near Calcutta, in which, from

Europeans, they have copied snatches of Grecian style.

The Hindus cut stone well, make bricks well, biiild

admirably, and in plastering are without rivals ; but as

arcliitects they rank low. The works which display

most talent, such as the vast excavated and above-

ground tanks, belong to the department of engineering.

A house built, it is natxiral that articles of convenience
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and ornament should be demanded for its use. We
have already seen that in this department the Hindus

have required little of art. With us domestic comfort

has done much in miiltiplying and perfecting handi-

crafts ; but in India cabinet-makers, paper-hangers,

glass-blowers, house-painters, glaziers, and upholsterers,

are no more heard of than, in England, are hookah-boys

and palankeen-bearers. The joiner appears only in the

door, and perhaps also in the roof, his other duties lying

exclusively in preparing agricultural implements and

vehicles. In fact, no arts are encouraged by the Indian

household, but those connected with culinary prepara-

tion ; and here the patronage is scanty. "What skill

have not our kitchens and tables called forth among

founders, braziers, tin-smiths, platers, cutlers, potters,

glass-makers, and many a craft beside ? But to the

Hindu fire-side the brazier and potter alone are called,

and they are only required to produce a few pots of

beaten (not cast) brass, and a few of coarse earthenware.

Consequently, though the art of foimding is carried to

a high state of perfection for casting guns and gods, it

has no domestic application. Cutlery exists almost

exclusively for the arsenal ; and porcelain of any kind

is unkno^vn.

The Hindu craftsmen are, however, ready copyists.

They soon become good coach-builders, good cabinet-

makers, or good artisans in any line in which our models

are placed before them. Nor are they slow to adopt

new plans, if they offer a prospect of remuneration

;

but, on the contrary, eagerly and precisely imitate our

furniture, our boots, and our cotton cloths.

The chief, and (except decorative weaving, embroi-
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dery, and dyeing or printing cloth,) almost the only,

ornamental art of India lies in th6 hands of the jeweller

and goldsmith. The fame of these is old and high.

Their chain and filagree-work are exquisite, and, con-

sidering their tools, perfectly marvellous. The gold-

smiths, as a caste, are obnoxious to the Bramhans,

whose dress and appearance they closely imitate, claim-

ing for themselves a far higher rank than their lordly

priests judge seemly.

The idea of fine arts has never had an existence in

India. Man's infantine, almost instinctive, art of draw-

ing nutriment from his mother earth ranks beside pur-

suits that reqvdre the finest endowments. All art is

servile, and consigned to the servile class. Then it is

impossible to adjust the culture of fine arts upon the

hereditary system. It would be rather difficult to legis-

late for lineal generations of musicians, painters, archi-

tects, and 'sculptors. Musicians can never rise above

the level of our ale-house fiddlers
;
painters do not rank

so high as our honest men who make sign-boards ; and

architects and sculptors are all confounded in the herd

of workers in stone. As a necessary consequence, all

these arts are in a contemptible posture. A Hindu

youth of respectability who felt he could draw, would

be under as little temptation to indulge his taste as the

son of an English gentleman who thought he could

make nails. The hereditary system shocks nature, and

stims her with the shock. All men naturally honour

two classes of possessions,—the gifts of God, and the

fruits of industry. Genius is, of all possessions, the

one most immediately the gift of God ; the works of

genius exhibit both God's gift and man's labour ; and
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to tlaem universal instinct hastens with a tribute. To
fix those arts, for success in which genius is indispens-

able, in the crowd of drudgeries for which men Avant

only hands and eyes, is to violate instinct, and to chain

nature.

Their music is wretched, though favoured above the

other arts ; for a Bramhan may play, though he may
never company with the professional musicians. Their

instruments are dissonant and harsh. They have a

gamut, and know sixteen tunes, some say, thirty-two
;

but the natives always told me the former number.

Their singing is a low chant, with considerable sweet-

ness, but little feeling or power. Painting has never

been taken into the service of religion, and is very

backward. They colour incomparably ; but proportion

and perspective are out of the question. They paint

much on talc, of which the polish and transparency

greatly heighten the effect of their brilliant colours.

Sculpture, though so honoured by religion, is not in an

advanced state. I never saw a specimen that would be

tolerated in any European collection, except as a curi-

osity. In carving they have wonderful delicacy of

hand ; but with the same faults that vitiate their paLnt-

ing and sculpture.

The various castes, of which we have thus given a

hasty sketch, dwell completely apart. The prohibition

to intermarry is in itself a great gulf between class and

class ; and the separation is widened by the inability

to eat together ; for, so far are they distant, that a man

cannot eat food cooked by a person of a lower caste,

or served by him, or placed in a vessel he has touched.

The peculiar stamp given to each caste by strict conti-
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nuity in the same pursuit for many generations, parts

them wider still. Two men^may be born in one street,

and may converse every day ; but they are always

strangers, beings of diiFerent species. In consequence,

a man's affections, instead of being free for the whole

community, are wrapped up in his caste. With the

caste he rises or falls, is praised or blamed. The com-

monwealth may prove even ^'ital changes, not one of

which touches him ; but you cannot place at stake the

least interest of his caste, without awaking all his sen-

sibilities. Hence much of what is constantly cited as

their reproach,—a want of patriotism. It is not so

much that they are destitute of feeling, as that the al-

legiance which other nations give to the commonwealth

they give to the caste. In fact, their commonwealth is

the caste, not the nation. " It is not my caste to fight

or govern ; and if those whose caste it is fail, why it is

a pity ; I am sorry to see the reins of power fall into

new hands ; but how can it be helped ?" Such are the

feelings with which a change of government is ^dewed.

But attempt to touch the rights or violate the usages of

the caste, and this same man will rush furiously to its

defence. In such a case no resistance would be too

wild to attempt ; no miseries too hard to endure ; nor

would they be quelled till after ruinous overthrows.

Of all calamities that can befall a Hindu, the sorest

is the loss of caste. This generally arises from some

offence against ceremonial purity, or caste usage : such

as the omission of established rites on occasion of a

marriage, birth, or other important event ; neglecting to

sacrifice to ancestors ; eating with a person of another

caste, or out of vessels that had been used by them

;
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or abandonment of the caste religion. In the case of

a Bramhan, drunkenness ought to be punished with

expulsion ; but that vice is rare ; and I did hear of a

wealthy Bramhan who practised it with impunity. Of
the condition to which a man is reduced by expidsion,

a competent Avitness thus speaks : "He is a man as it

were dead to the world. He is no longer in the society

of men. By losing his caste, the Hindu is bereft of

friends and relations, and often of wife and children,

who will rather forsake him than share in his miserable

lot. No one dares to eat with him, or even to pour

him out a drop of water. If he has marriageable

daughters, they are shunned ; no other girls can be ap-

proached by his sons. Wherever he appears, he is

scorned and pointed at as an out-caste. If he sinks

under the grievous curse, his body is suffered to rot on

the place where he dies. Even if, in losing his caste,

he could descend into an inferior one, the evil woiJd be

less ; but he has no such resource. A Sudra, little

scrupulous as he is about honour or delicacy, would

scorn to give his daughter in marriage even to a Bram-

han thus degraded. If he cannot re-establish himself

in his own caste, he must sink into the infamous tribe

of the Pariah, or mix with persons whose caste is equi-

vocal."

Whether "the infamous tribe of the Pariah," the

unhappy multitude who lie below the sacred line of

caste, are the descendants of those who have been ex-

pelled from all the castes, or whether they represent an

aboriginal race, crushed by a conquest too remote for

any existing record, are points we could not determine,

and need not discuss. But of whatever origin, they are
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found all over India, dmded into Pariahs and Chuck-

lers ; the latter, who find a -wretched living by working

in leather, being as much despised by the other out-castes

as they are by people of caste. The out-caste may not

live in the common street ; and in some parts of the

extreme south, he may not even walk the street where

the Bramhans reside. He is forbidden the house of all

the castes ; but in some districts may enter that part

where the cattle are lodged, and may even show his

head and one foot inside the door of the family apart-

ment. To touch him, to enter his house, to drink wat«:

he had drawn, to eat food he had cooked, to use a ves-

sel he had touched, to sit down beside him, to ride in

the same vehicle, or even to give him a drink of water,

would be unlawful for a man of caste. He would take

a proposal for anything of the kind as a mortal afiront.

The condition of an American or "West Indian slave is

worse than theirs only in one respect,—compulsory la-

bour. But the slave may tread the same floor as his

master, without polluting the whole house ; he may
enter the room where he sits, touch the dish he uses,

sleep under the same roof, and prepare the food he eats.

He is not made to feel that his step defiles a room ; that

his touch infects the purest wares ; and that he carries

in his own body, no matter how clean, a cursed incurable

filthiness which fills with disgust all who have proper

human sentiments. He has at least the privilege of a

domestic animal. Above aU, he may possibly die free;

his children may be intelligent and respectable. But

the out-caste has no hopes ; no manumission can change

his birth ; he must bear his curse down to the grave
;

he must bequeath it to his children, who will bequeath
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it in turn, and from generation to generation on it must

go, nor can any power arrest it, except one, of which he

knows not. Nothing can elevate the out-caste, till the

Gospel has taught his neighbours to own his rights.

Every Englishman would ten thousand times prefer

being a slave, permitted .some semblance of intercourse

with the rest of mankind, and having a possibility of

ransom, with the glorious prospect of leaving his chil-

dren free, to being an out-caste, driven to live beyond the

village-wall, hunted from every door, scorned by the

most base, loathed by the most vile, and knowing that

this malediction awaits his little ones.

The morals and the manners of this hapless race too

well answer to the degradation of their lot. But Dubois's

picture is overdrawn ; I never saw anything that would

warrant such language as, "There is a coarseness about

them which excites abhorrence. Their harsh and rug-

ged features betray their inward character." They are

necessarily inferior in appearance to the caste people
;

but when received as servants into Eurojjean families,

and respectably clothed, many of them are well-looking

and agreeable. Even in their most wretched villages

they excite, not so much abhorrence, as pity. They are

very miserable and very immoral. Their living is pre-

carious : sometimes employed as scavengers, (for which

the same writer holds them up to disgust,) sometimes

as horse-keepers, porters, or messengers ; for the most

part labouring in the fields for three-half-pence or two-

pence a day ; often selling themselves for a term to a

farmer, or reduced to a kind of slavery as payment of

debt, they never venture to hope for aught but poverty

and shame. When labour fails, charity lends no sub-
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stitute ; for, though I find, in the sacred books, direc-

tions for alms to out-castes, I never heard of such a

thing taking place. The out-caste sees costly entertain-

ments for beggars ; but not one of these beggars would

admit him to the honour of washing his dish, or dine in

a room that his presence stained. Thus they are driven

to eat all disgusting things : no sooner does a beast die,

be the disease what it may, than a crowd of these hungry

beings s\xrround the carrion,—and even for carrion

they have generally to pay. Crows, rats, snakes, rep-

tiles, almost everything, is pressed into the service of

destitute nature, and drunkenness follows to crown their

shame and woe.

It is said that, on one part of the Malabar coast, a

section of out-castes is so abhorred that they are not al-

lowed to erect houses, only an open shed supported on

four bamboos ; and that they may not approach a caste

person nearer than a hundred yards, but must give

notice of their approach by a loud cry. To prevent the

danger of contact, they are forbidden the highway.

It is diificult to estimate the number of out-castes
;

possibly they may be a tenth of the whole population.*

If so, we have here twenty millions of human beings

felled to the dust, and stamped upon by t}Tannies almost

incredible. Twenty millions, imder the mild sceptre of

England, who, though their neighbour be as poor, as

ignorant, as vicious as they, dare not touch his hand, or

enter his door ! Twenty millions, who are held to be by

nature filthy, and who, as the snail may not bound nor

the jackal fly, so may not aspire to the society of man !

It is sad. Christianity, her heart touched to see a

* Dubois says a fifth.

2 E
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twentieth of this number bound in the "West, drew their

chain around herself, and, by the heaving of her breast,

rent it in twain. But the chain of this Eastern bondage

cannot be rent ; it must be gently melted. A whole

people must be taught before the out-caste may even

venture to use the plea, by which the negro thrilled

every Christian heart, "Am I not a man and a bro-

ther?" Oh what scorn and wrath would that plea, did

he dare to use it, bring on the head of the out-caste !

It would sound at present as a treason against all order

and all nature. It w^ould shock and revolt the whole

community. He a brother ! No, no ; the frog may as

well announce himself a lion, or the beetle claim kindred

with the dove. England did a great and a kind deed

when she lifted out of the dust a million of men, and

built them a home on the rock of her own constitution

;

but she will do a greater and a kinder when, by the

gracious help of God, she restores, to the frame of hu-

man society, those many millions who have been ampu-

tated and cast away, like a mortified limb.

European influence has already done much for the

out-castes. They have been universally employed as

domestic servants, a privilege never conceded to them

by their own countrymen ; have been admitted to the

army; have in many cases obtained lucrative situations

;

while in mission-schools not a few have received the

forbidden blessing of education. In large English set-

tlements they are now raised above oppression on the

part of the castes, though, of course, stUl subject to

their exclusion. Lord Hardinge's ordinance, opening

public emplojTiient to all who have qualified themselves

by education, will in time much ameliorate their lot.
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And as the character of the English becomes more

kno\vn, their servants will be raised in general esteem.

At first the castes, seeing that Europeans admitted

Pariahs to their houses, and ate food of their preparing,

regarded them with contempt, as belonging to the Pariah

class. On this account, some ^\Titers strongly censured

the English for so outraging the prejudices of the peo-

ple. But English common sense does not honour pre-

judices that rob multitudes of their rights. The con-

sequence will be, that the natives generally will learn to

respect them more for acting on j^rinciples which their

religion hallows ; and at the same time the position of

the out-castes will be insensibly elevated. But the

influence of English life acts only within a narrow pale.

All the British in India, soldiers included, are scarcely

fifty thousand ; if each of these improve on an average

the condition of four out-castes, that is but one in a hun-

dred of the twenty millions. That hapless mass have no

hope but in the general spread of our Saviour's blessed

rule ; and, alas ! as yet their Christian fellow- subjects

are little informed of their numbers or their wrongs.

Roaming the coimtry, and inhabiting the jungles, are

several tribes who have no more relation with society in

general than our gipsies. Among these the most no-

table are the Lumhardi, who stroll about with troops of

asses laden with grain, the sale of which is their osten-

sible vocation. Times of war are their harvest-days
;

for they sell their services dearly as foragers, and reap

loads of plunder. The whole family travels ; they live

in small tents, and enjoy a reputation perfectly unenvied.

All forests are tenanted by inoffensive but miserable

races who precariously subsist on roots and game,

2 E 2
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Some of them are so Avild as to have no hut ; taking

shelter in hollow trees and clefts, and even their women
wearing only a few leaves.

The following touching sketch is from the pen of

Dubois ;

—

"The day after lying-in, the woman is obliged to

scour the woods for food. Before setting out, she suckles

the new-bom infant, digs a little trench in the ground

for a cradle, where she deposits the naked babe upon

the bare earth ; and, trusting to the care of Providence,

goes with her husband and the rest of the family to find

wherewithal to supply the Avants of the day. This is

not quickly obtained ; and it is evening before they re-

turn. From three days old they accustom the child to

solid food, and, in order to inure it betimes to the rigour

of the seasons, they wash it every day in dew collected

from the plants ; and until the infant is able to accom-

pany or follow the mother, it remains in this manner,

from morning to night, in the recesses of the wood, ex-

posed to the rain, the sun, and all the inclemency of the

weather, stretched out in the little tomb that is its only

cradle."

In the various mountain districts, are tribes who differ

in manners, religion, and language, from the people of

the adjacent plains. The clans inhabiting the central

woods and moimtains are black and dwarfish, with fea-

tures after the Afi-ican type. But the aborigines of the

southern hills are fine and robust men, of lighter com-

plexion than those of the lowlands. The Vishnu Pu-

rdna gives this satisfactory account of the origin of the

dwarfish central tribes :—King Vena had been slain for

his impiety, when, his country being without a king.
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disorders arose, whereupon "the sages consulted, and

together rubbed the thigh of the king, who had left no

offspring, to produce a son. From the thigh thus rub-

bed, came forth a being with the complexion of a charred

stake, with flattened features, and of dwarfish stature.

' What am I to do ?
' cried he eagerly to the mimis

(sages ?). 'Sit down,' said they ; and thence his name

was Nishada. His descendants, the inhabitants of the

Vindhya mountains, are still called Nishadas, and are

characterized by the exterior tokens of depravity. By
this means the wickedness of Vena was expelled, these

Nishadas being born of his sins, and carrying them

away. The Bramhans then proceeded to rub the right

arm of the king, from which friction was engendered

the illustrious son of Vena, Prithu, resplendent in per-

son, as if the blazing deity of fire had been manifested."

This is one specimen of the way in which every dis-

advantage of person or circumstances is ascribed to a

defiled nature, and therefore made a reason for abhor-

rence.

The mountain and forest clans are now generally re-

garded as the descendants of an aboriginal race, ante-

cedent to the Bramhans, who, rather than submit to the

latter, took refuge in the natural strongholds of the

country. It is, however, impossible for mountainous

and Avoody retreats to exist without gradually receiving

a thin population driven into them by war, the chase,

and crime : and such a population must soon widely

differ from their settled neighbours. A resemblance,

however, is traceable in the language and usages of

some of these wild tribes, inhabiting mountains very

far apart, which countenances the opinion of a common
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origin. The number of these savages is estimated by

a well-informed writer, in the " North British Review,"

at eight or nine millions ! India has so many nations,

that even the chaff of their population is, in the eye of

Christian philanthropy, of immense value. Here, in

tribes of which many an Englishman, residing in India,

never sees an individual, we have a population equal to

that of Sweden, Denmark, and Holland. Adding those

who roam in woods and hills to those who pine under

the out-caste anathema, we have most probably a num-

ber of human souls as great as that in the British Isles.

What a field for philanthropy !

It is now necessary that we should shortly glance at

the morality of the Hindus. Here, Professor Wilson

much objects to the evidence of missionaries ; on this

subject they ought not to be heard, because as a class

they are of keen " moral sensitiveness," and are, more-

over, " on the look-out for vice." This is as reason-

able as to refuse, on warlike matters, the evidence of

military men ; that of civilians, on native jurisprudence
;

of engineers, on their public works : or of merchants

on their commerce. It seems to us probable that the

class who " are on the look-out" for facts on a given

subject, will be, on that subject, the best informed.

And as to the value of promiscuous evidence on the

morality of the Hindus, I, as a very humble missionary,

and though favoiured with but a comparatively short

time to study the natives, declare, A\dthout fear, that

several of the opinions quoted by Professor Wilson,

from the Parliamentary Report of 1813, woidd never

have come from Hindus, imless they were the wary in-

habitants of a Presidency, or were previously informed
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of the importance that would be attached to their tes-

timony. That I am not disposed to exaggerate Hindu

faults, the foregoing pages testify ; but it is useless to

deny that many of the opinions quoted by the learned

Professor, must pass, and in India will pass, simply as

generous eulogies. That truth, as declared by Sir John

Malcolm, distinguishes the Hindus, is a statement which

every Hindu I ever asked plumply denied. Xor did I

ever meet with an European in the country Avho hesi-

tated to pronounce the natives universal and accom-

plished liars ; but Europeans in the country are not, on

such points, good judges ; for, except their o^\ti ser-

vants, many know nothing of the natives. The people

themselves, if interrogated upon their o-svn veracity, or

honesty, or chastity, as compared with those of other

nations, might from vanity give a favourable reply ; but

if simply questioned as to the state of society, without

any national references, they say to a man, that no

one can be trusted in any case Avhere falsehood would

be of the least advantage. Nor is it necessary to

repeat what every native talks of as a matter of

course, and what every magistrate in India knows too

well, that it is impossible to judge of a case in a

court of justice by the evidence ; for scarcely a witness

can be found who will not swear according to his wishes

;

and any suitor may, for paltry bribes, procure whatever

evidence he pleases ; a facility which they seldom ne-

glect. Ram Mohun Roy touches this point with much
address, in saying, that the inhabitants of towns where

courts are held faU in virtue far below the rustic popu-

lation, and " are often made tools of in the nefarious

work of perjury and forgery." The fact is, they con-
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stantly seek employers for this nefarious work, and not

one suitor in a thousand leaves the " innocent, tempe-

rate, and moral" villages, of which Ram Mohun Roy
speaks, A\ithout being predetermined to spend every

joz'ce he can scrape in "making tools" for "nefarious

work."

Intimately connected with lying is duplicity. In this

they are adepts : their power of dissimulation passes

all praise. Sully's portrait of our first James would

not be too finished for even a common village Bram-

han. They can sound forth compliments as absurd as

to introduce Punch with a royal salute ; and all the

while look perfectly earnest and sincere. With this is

coupled much servility; and even the Bramhans, though

lofty toward all their inferiors, will cringe and flatter

distressingly, when they have any point to gain with a

superior. At the same time, those who pronounce all

Hindus incapable of frankness, must either have main-

tained a bearing that did not encourage it, or must

have been restricted to intercourse with the more feeble

and timid nations of the low counti-ies. The Mysoreans

have much independency, and, treated Avith suitable re-

spect and confidence, are capable of very great frank-

ness, and even boldness. The same is said to be the

case with the nations of the north-west.

Honest)'^ is not in the main a Hindu virtue. Com-

mercial honour must, of course, exist in some cases

;

but the mutual distrust shown in all transactions mani-

fests a con-vdction that integrity is rare. As to the up-

rightness of persons in oificial situations, I never met

with a native who would hear of it. They have so-

lemnly assured me, that, if the most honest man on
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earth accepted public employment, with the utmost

resolution to maintain his rectitude, such is their skill

in bribery, that before a twelvemonth he must be cor-

rupt. How far this is true, I cannot say ; all I can

vouch for is that the natives firmly believe it. Yet you

scarcely ever meet with a Hindu but is capable of pro-

fessional honesty. If caste or personal interests are at

stake, he can generally manage to keep his fingers pure.

You may leave any article in your palankeen, even to

your watch, and not one of the bearers will touch it

;

but if they are tempted by the fruits or vegetables of

persons residing on their route, they use no such ab-

stinence. Their dishonesty results not from a mere

itch to steal, but from a want of moral principle. This

is singularly illustrated by the fact, that at Trichino-

poly no English family can keep their property safe

without taking into pay a professed thief ; but from the

moment he enters their service, all they have is tabooed;

he is not only honest (as to his patron) himself, but he

is guarantee for his brethren, procuring again any

article they may pilfer. At housebreaking they are

most adroit. Without any noise they bore through the

mud-wall of a native house, and carry oflT every article

from the very apartment where the family are asleep.

" In the dark they dig through houses, which they had

marked for themselves in the day-time." (Job.)

Perhaps no country has furnished such powerful

troops of brigands as India. The Pindarees, a band of

robbers, who lived without wives, and recruited their

ranks by capturing boys and training them, once

mounted thirty thousand men. The Mahrattas, too,

were only nations of organized and magnificent robbers.
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It is also a familiar fact, that, in many, if not all, na-

tive states, bands of ruffians liad license from the autho-

rities to plunder, on condition that they observed certain

limits, and paid a tax upon their booty ! The horrors

of decoity or gang robbery are portrayed by Mill, with

a minuteness which shows that no savages on earth can

perpetrate more cold or \-iolent cruelties than the mild

Hindu. Even to the present day our own government

has much difficulty to suppress, in the northern coun-

tries, this cherished remnant of former times.

But of all the organizations to which Hindu brigand-

ism gave birth, the most startling is that of the Thugs.

These are a fraternity, composed both of Hindus and

Mussulmauns, who agree to worship the goddess-Karli,

and to spend their lives in presenting to her the greatest

possible number of human sacrifices. They usually

travel in gangs under the guise of merchants. In their

noviciate they practise first as grave-diggers, disposing

of the corpses of victims, and afterwards as entrappers,

leading parties into the company of the gang. After

due time they are initiated into the more honourable

order of stranglers, who at a given signal cast over the

head of the victim a noose formed on a handkerchief,

and dispatch him in an instant. Higher than the

strangler ranks the guru, who instructs novices in the

art of strangling ; and each gang has its sirdar, or cap-

tain. They proceed in all things by religious laws
;

never start on an expedition without favourable omens

;

and every murder is followed by a sacrifice to their

goddess. The entrappers ha\'ing led \-ictims into the

snare, a favourable place is chosen for a halt ; the

grave-diggers prepare the holes ; the stranglers in the
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mean time take their stations ; at the signal the noose is

thrown, and in a few minutes the bodies are so neatly

buried that only a practised eye would suspect a grave.

The existence of this fearful confederacy, which spread

over all India, can be traced as far back as the eighth

century. The confessions of some captured Thugs

have been most astounding ; not only as regards the

number and address of their murders, but also for the

firm conviction that their calling was religious, and that

their trouble came only because they had neglected some

rules of their sacred ritual.*'

Benevolence is little understood by the Hindus, ex-

cept in the form of hospitality to members of the same

caste, and in that of aid to poor relatives ; two points

in which they are worthy of imitation. " A guest," says

the Vishnu Purdna, " disappointed by a housekeeper,

who turns away from his door, transfers to the latter

all his own misdeeds, and bears away all his religious

merits." So that the worse the character of the person

refused hospitality, the worse for him who refuses.

And again :
" He who feeds himself, and neglects the

poor and friendless stranger in want of hospitality, goes

to hell." Throughout India a man travelling may count

on a reception in the house of those of his own caste.

Almsgiving also is strongly recommended in the Shas-

tras, and much practised. But it is always for the

benefit of the Bramhans, or those wandering monks
who " subsist upon alms, and lead an erratic life of

self-denial. They wander over the world to see the

* A clear and interesting account of Thuggee will be found
in the " Edinbiugh Review," Number CXXX. : as also in the
works of its distingviished enemy, Colonel Sleeman.
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earth, and perform their ablutions, according to rules

prescribed by the Vedas." All alms are reserved for

those gentlemen who choose the pleasures, or, as the

Shastra has it, the " self-denial," of a life at once

vagrant and sacred. But to those who are poor by

birth, or by misfortune, to the widow, the orphan, the

infirm, or the blind, charity is rarely extended. If the

parties be of the same caste, they may have a claim

;

but within that limit sympathy is bound up ; and to all

suffering beyond it, the Hindu heart is deathly callous.

A Bramhan would, without moving a muscle, pass an

out-caste dying by the roadside, nor would he give him

a drink of water to save his life. He would rather let

the filthy Avretch die, than pollute himself with his

touch. The fact is stale, that while you find Bramhans

supporting hospitals for animals and reptiles, you find

nothing of the kind for men.

The Hindu has little active cruelty. He would sel-

dom infiict pain for the sake of inflicting it : he would

not, like Domitian, take the trouble of catching the fly

for the pleasure of killing it. But he has an apathy

which enables him to look on the most harrowing

miseries without a pang. This natural apathy is in-

creased by the joint influence of the caste system, the

doctrine of transmigration, and their barbarous penances.

Caste severs the cord of botherhood, by which every

suffering man can draw the Christian heart to himself.

" Who is that dying in the tope of cholera ? " " Oh,

it's a Shudra." This is quite enough: to say it was

an eagle or a dolphin would not more effectually disen-

gage the sympathies. Transmigration again shuts the

heart against all sufierings from natviral defects or heavy
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misfortimes : these occur only as judgments for the vices

of a former birth : if people are crippled, or blind, or

bereaved, or left penniless, it is because they deserve

so to be. These are just the infamous marks branded,

by Providence, on those who ought to be abhorred.

Their penances also often exhibit voluntary torments to

us all but incredible, familiarity with which, and admi-

ration of them, deaden the compassion for less severe,

though involuntary, pains. Then the Hindu is remark-

ably impassive. Scarcely any other human being can

bear fatigue, hunger and pain as he can. Bearers will

carry a heavy traveller, in a heavy palankeen, forty miles

in one night, and commence afresh the next evening.

All these causes make the Hindu remarkably cold of

heart. He wUl not go out of his way to torture human
beings ; but if revenge or the hope of gain stimulate

him, he will do so to the utmost pitch, and as unmoved

as if he were cutting sticks. His revenge once roused

is imsparing and unquenchable. Coolly and yet fu-

riously he pursues his victim : he vdU spend his last

farthing at law rather than fail to ruin him ; and many
cases have occurred in which, to bring upon him public

odium, he has starved himself to death.

On their matrimonial morality it is neither necessary

nor desirable to enlarge. It is such as might be ex-

pected from those whose sacred books are feculent,

whose di^-inities are patterns of license, some of whose

rites are Bacchanalian, and some of whose idols are

" a shame even to mention." The pictures of society

usually given by the natives themselves are truly de-

plorable. Honour and purity, in any such sense as

we understand them, they regard, if existing at all, as
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only the attributes of rare and transcendent characters.

Actual blamelessncss they know to be frequent, but

ascribe it not at all to principle, but wholly to surveil-

lance. With the settled axiom, that evil is prevented

only by lack of opportunity, society is so framed that

one cannot but wonder how the icy peace left by such

a system can ever be broken. But a few hours' familiar

talk with the people of any country town, will painfully

demonstrate that the prevalent disorder full often over-

leaps those walls within which conscious guilt seeks to

preserve, for its own pride, compulsory innocence.

The temper of the Hindu is generally even. He
lacks vivacity and fire. He is seldom giddy, seldom

gloomy ; for the most part, sedate and mild ; but it is

the mildness of apathy, not of benignity. He is avari-

cious of money
;
greedy to seize it, firm to hold ; but

little given to care. His apathy protects him from an-

ticipatory troubles. With Europeans the warmth of do-

mestic anxieties, and the changes in their social standing

made by prosperity or reverses, are the springs of many

cares. But as to the Hindu, his social jDOsition was

immutably fixed at birth, and his family affections are

moderate. Care therefore loses its sting. An eccentric

prodigality chequers their habitual avarice. They Avill

sometimes give amazing sums to erect or adorn a temple,

to feast the Bramhans, or to reward the address of an

expert flatterer. They have also a passion for fame,

and are therefore sensitive to praise, and captivated

with any project that will make men " mention their

name."

The good points of Hindu character are mildness,

temperance, hospitality, and submissiveness ; the bad
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points are falsehood, duplicity, apathy, selfishness, ava-

rice, sensuality, and dishonesty. In point of gratitude,

and a capability of becoming attached to their masters,

the Hindus have been much belied. Considering their

religious and moral instructions they are not below

other nations in these particulars.

The Hindu mind is patient, fertile, and astute ; close

in application, prolific in fancy, and keen in discern-

ment. It lacks breadth and fire. Its education nar-

rows while it refines ; its religion holds up to the heart

no grand pure object; and its domestic affections are,

like the feet of a Chinese lady, cased in iron from child-

hood, and ever retain a fixed and feeble stiffness. As

a result, fervour and tenderness are not there. But

give the Hindu an education large as known truth ; a

religion calling up his emotions to a stainless blessed

God ; a home where mutual love wants no chill pro-

tections ; and then that mind of his will spread a broad

wing, and take a bold flight in the upper ways of in-

tellect. It is not likely that in any material enterprise

they will ever display the rough energy of our harder

clime. But in works of the mind, they will toil as hard,

and build as high, as we.

Mr. Mill learnedly and elaborately argues that the

Hindus are " a rude people." Professor Wilson repels

the accusation. Bishop Heber pronounces them ci'vi-

lized. And Sir Thomas Munro avers that, " If civiliza-

tion is to become an article of trade between the two

countries, I am persuaded that this country will gain

by the import cargo." Nothing can be plainer than

this, that, if M. Guizot's principle be correct, that the

main element of civilization is progress, then for many
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ages the Hindus have been barbarians. But the Ro-

mans were more ci\'ilized under Nero, than under Nimia,

though making far less progress ; and the New Zea-

landers are not so civilized as the Austrians, though at

this moment advancing much faster. And though the

Hindus, for several generations, have been either sta-

tionary or retrograding, they have not lost their ci\ili-

zation. Civilization supposes the order, the arts, and the

enlightenment, necessary to the maintenance of civil life
;

of life in large and settled communities, as distinguished

from wandering tribes, or ill-regulated clans. "^ These

have from time immemorial been enjoyed by the Hin-

dus, and produced their natural fruits,—elegance of ap-

pearance, polish of manners, and respect for learning.

So far as perfect municipal order, regular agriculture,

well-conducted commerce, ingenious manufactures, ge-

neral arts, refined address, literary taste, high attain-

ments in poetry, and respectable progress in science,

constitute civilization, the people of India claim a place

among the civilized. But in one essential they fail.

Civilization is the art of social life. At the basis of all

social organization lies the family. CiA-ilization ought

to begin by justly fixing family relations, and wisely

forming family manners. Here Hinduism is at fault,

but at fault only in common with every system on earth,

except one. The Hindu is a civilized man in the street,

the market, the shop, the office, the court of law ; but

the moment he enters his ovm. door he is a barbarian.

We ought not to study even a stone merely for the

sake of knowing what sort of a stone it is. "We ought

* " Ci\'ilized, polite, turbane," all, from their derivation, con-

vey the idea of city life.
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to make its composition and its uses disclose to us

somewhat of its Maker's wisdom, and teach us, like

Him, to do our works that they may be useM. But to

study men, merely for the sake of knowing what sort of

men they are, is " a grand imjDertinence." It is heart-

less to inform ourselves of the customs of other races

just with the view that, they when are spoken of

by the travelled, or the well-read, we may be able to

join in the conversation, instead of looking out of the

wdndow. Some labour much, as they say, for " a know-

ledge of human nature." To gain this, what jungles

of fiction do they explore ! But of the " knowledge of

human nature" so won, we find small fruit, either in

the increased wisdom or the increased philanthropy of

those who, for the sake of this precious light, have en-

dured such worlds of nonsense. All your knowledge of

human nature is not worth a straw, unless it prompt

you to benefit human nature. You may as well study

bats as men, unless your knowledge lead you to do

them good. To read of such a people as the Hindus,

to be interested in their history, to admire their polish,

to be entertained with their customs, to laugh at their

absurdities, is all perfectly right. To wish, when they

are spoken of, to be able to take an intelligent part in

the conversation, is natural and wise. Do this : but do

not stop there. Human homes and human hearts are

not mere curiosities. They are sacred things. From
the moment you become acquainted with them, a new
duty opens before you,—the duty of doing all your cir-

cumstances permit to bless those homes and to cheer

those hearts.

Regarding Indian society, think not the selfish

2 F
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thought, What can I remember that is most interest-

ing? Think the Christian thovight, "What can I re-

member that most needs amelioration ? Think of the

eight millions of wild men who haunt the woods and

hUls ; think of the twenty millions of out-castes whose

lot is vile and bitter ; think of the two, or three, or four

millions of widows, browbeaten and friendless ; think

of the homes of thirty nations where no common board

is spread, and no fond circle twined.
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CHAPTER IX.

INDIA : ITS RELIGION.

No regular System—The four Yecla?—Their Age
—

"\i\Tiere vrriU

ten—Character of the Yedas—Bacchanalianism—Absurdi-
ties—Shastras and Pui-anas—Doctrines—Extracts fi-om the

Vedas—The Veda on the Clouds—Tlie Veda on the Sun

—

The Veda on Water and Fire

—

Tiie Veda on Moon-plant
Wine—The A'eda on the Wind—The Da^vni—Pairs and Trios

of Gods—Sacred Vulture—Pantheism—Para Bramha—The
Triad—The Avataras—Ivi-ishna—TTie Preserver a Deceiver
—The Destroyer—!Modes of making Gods—Idolatry—Pollu-

tion of Diyinities— God one, Gods many—Confused Ideas

—

The Soul di-\-ine

—

AH Life one—Heaven and Hell—Caste
Heavens—Rites for the Dead—Effects of ^letempsychosis

—

The Fall—Pardon—Meditation—Penances—Self-tortures

—

Ablution—Methods of Salvation—Purification—The Way
to Mercy— Morality— Principles and Perversions— The
Priesthood—Sacerdotal Life—Ceremonial Purity—Stages of
Priestly Life—Different Orders of Priests—The Guru—His
Splendour—His Power—Zeal and Influence of the Priests

—

Men better than Gods—Ritual—Daily Sacrifice—Various
Oblations—Prayers—The Gayatri—Prayers fi-om the Veda
—The sacred Omkara—Rites for all Ages—Extreme L^nction

—Transubstantiation—Temple Serv-ice—Karli—Sects—Foes
—Romish ^lissions—Carey—The Danish Flag—Symptoms

—

Changes-—Decay of Hinduism—Progress of Christianity

—

A gencies—Successes—A great Opening—Liberality of Con^
verts—Wni Cliiistianity prevail r

No one, acquainted with the religion of India, will

attempt to reduce it to an harmonious system. Its sa-

cred books advocate many conflicting doctrines ; and

its current opinions are varied by the local superstitions

of ten thousand neighbom-hoods. All, therefore, we

shall attempt, is, to give a general idea of religion as

actually existing, particularly on the j^joints most pro-

2 F 2
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minent in every religion that has any pretension to be

called a system ; namely, its standards, its doctrines,

its morals, its ministry, and its litual.

The Stajjdaeds of Hinduism are popularly stated

to consist in four Yedas, six Shastras, and eighteen

Puranas ; but the term " Shastra" is also employed to

denote all the sacred books taken collectively. This

division differs from that of the Vishnu Purana, and

also from that generally furnished by the most learned.

They speak of four Vedas, four Upavedas, or sub-

Vedas, six Angas, and the Upangas, or sub-Angas,

including theology, logic, law, and the Puranas. But

in our remarks the popular division will be followed,

as the more simple. Of all these writings, the Vedas

are the most ancient and sacred. To elucidate the sub-

lime mysteries taught in these, the Shastras have been

written by a second inspiration, and by a third, the

Puranas, further to unfold the revelation. All these

books have never been collected, nor is it probable that

such a collection can now be made. If it could, we

have every reason to believe that no lifetime, however

protracted, would suffice to read all the tomes. They

are written in the Sanscrit, a tongue grammatically per-

fect beyond every other, and held by the natives to be

the vernacular of heaven, never spoken on earth, nor per-

mitted to descend, but to give mortals celestial teach-

ing. The Vedas, and, I believe, also the Shastras, re-

main covered from "vulgar eyes in the sacred tongue

;

but the Puranas are translated into the various Hindu

languages, and circulated freely.

The names of the four Vedas are the Rig Veda, the

Yajur Veda, the Sama Veda, and the Athar^a Veda.
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The Vishnu Parana states that, " originally there was

but one Yajur Veda," and that now " the branches of

the great tree of the Vedas are so numerous, that it is

impossible to describe them at length." The Vedas

are considered not merely as a revelation from God,

but are mystically identified with the Supreme Being

himself. " He, composed of the Rig, Sama, and Yajur

Vedas, is at the same time their essence, as he is the

soul of all embodied spirits. He, distinguished as con-

sisting of the Vedas, creates the Vedas, and divides

them by many subdivisions into branches. He is the

author of those Vedas : he is those aggregated branches

:

for he, the eternal Lord, is the essence of true know-

ledge." (Vishnu Purana.) With such a theory, none

but the most extravagant veneration would comport;

accordingly, the Vedas are extolled above the gods, and

the perusal of them is strictly forbidden to all mortals,

but a priest in the line of direct succession from the

creator's mouth. Those of the Pvajah caste are permitted

to hear them read ; but the Bramhan who would utter a

syllable of them in the hearing of a Shudra or of a

European, or who would allow a line of them to fall

into such hands, would commit a heinous sin. I shall

never forget the horror of some Bramhans, upon seeing

in our impure hands the transcendental syllables of the

Gayatri, a prayer from the Vedas. But, in the present

degenerate condition of Bramhanism, most, if not all,

of these immaculate texts have come into the hands of

our scholars. Only the Sama Veda, translated by Dr.

Stephenson of Bombay, has yet appeared in our lan-

guage. It will, no doubt, be eventually followed by
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the others ; and, in the mean time, affords much insight

into the character of these books.

The antiquity of the Vedas is a point of much inte-

rest. Placed by the natives at a date antecedent to

Adam, they were held, by our own earlier writers, to

be at least iive thousand years old. The Sama Veda

was e^'idently written by persons knowing something

of literature and arts, but leading a pastoral life. Fre-

quent reference is made in the work to war and to cha-

riots, showing the previous establishment of separate

states, as also the cultivation of military art. The men-

tion of poets as a class, of a golden cup, of habitual

bathing, and of the preparation of intoxicating drinks,

are all evidence of some degree of advancement. It is

also evident that a sacrificial ritual had already been

fixed, that mythological legends abounded, and that

Bramhans were known ; but the use of that appellation

does not warrant the inference that it refen-ed to per-

sons closely resembling the hierarchy whom it now de-

signates. The composition of the book being in several

kinds of verse, further indicates a stata of society some-

what cultivated. At the same time all the allusions to

actual life are those of a pastoral people. The buok

never was ^^Titten by persons who had been born in a

city ; for cows, milk, butter, horses, calves, and the

like, are the ordinary materials for similes. Pure rus-

ticity and some refinement are strangely combined.

"Oh, worthy of all praise!" (Indra.) "let our encha-

ristic songs fix thee as firmly as the charioteer is fixed

in his seat, and let their symphony sound before thee

like the lowing of newly-calved cows for their calves."

The chariot and the symphony relish of civilization

;
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but a keeper of cattle was lie, who for music found a

likeness in the " lowing of herds." Dr. Stephenson

draws attention to one passage, in which wealth is made

to consist in " horses, cows, and barley," remarking

that bufialoes, rice, and wheat, now so common in India,

are not mentioned ; and leading us to the inference that

the Vedas were not composed in India, but in some

more northern country, whence the Bramhans migrated

at a period so remote as to lie beyond all discovered

records. But the possession of rice and wheat would

suppose an agricultural rather than a pastoral life ; and

in another passage, to express eminence, it is said, "As
the buffalo is among horned cattle," so that the proper

inference from the omission of that animal in an enu^

meration of treasures is, not that the enumerator wrote

in a country where the buffalo was imknown, but that

he WTote before it had been domesticated. Throughout

the volume we find no reference to the sheep. Now, in

all temperate countries, the wool of that animal makes it

invaluable ; and pastoral life never exists without it.

Its absence from the Sama Veda affords, therefore, a

strong presumption that the book was produced in

India. The ocean also is referred to and invoked,

clearly proving the writer to have inhabited a maritime

country. Except the shores of the Caspian, none of

the various regions to which scholars have pointed, as

the probable birthplace of the Bramhans, would ac-

count for the maritime characteristics of the Sama

Veda. Nor is it very probable that phenomena less

grand than those of the Indian Ocean would lead to the

exaltation of the sea into the same divine rank as the

sun and the winds. The Rig Veda has an expression
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which, proves not only a maritime country, but marine

commerce, " as merchants greedy of wealth approach

the sea to embark."* Nothing is more evident than

that, to the mind of the authors, rain was the chief

want. Jndra, "the personified clouds," is worshipped

mth copious devotions, as are also the other agents in

regulating the supply of rain,—the sun, wind, and sea.

This is rather in favour of an Indian origin, especially

taken in connexion wdth the deification and worship of

rivers. In this latter respect the Rig Veda is more ex-

plicit than the Sama, having the words, " I invoke the

goddess, the waters, whence our cows drink : sacrifice

is due to rivers,"! Frost and snow are not aUuded to

;

a circumstance strongly against any of the temperate

countries north of India. Perhaps, also, a feather is

cast into the scale in favour of the latter, by the mention

of peacocks.

But whether composed in India, or in some trans-

Indian coxmtry, the Vedas are plainly the production of

an early age, in which life was pastoral, with scarcely

any arts but poetry and war. Professor Wilson gives

his high authority to the supposition, that they may

date about thirteen centuries before the Christian era

;

a term which further investigation will more probably

abridge than extend. But if it be nearly accurate, the

antiquity of the Vedas is brought within rational

* Oceanum veluti, proficiscendi caussa, mercatores divitiarum

cupidi adeunt.—Rosen's Latin translation of the Rig Veda.

t Agnas deas invoco, unde vaccce bibitnt nostra;: Jluminibus

faciendum est sacrificium.—Rosen. The words which follow

show that the present notions of the natives on the medical

value of water are not of recent origin: "/n Aquis nectar, in

Aquis tyiedicamen : Aqxiarum etiam ad laudem, sacerdotes! estate

impigri."
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bounds ; and yet they remain the most ancient poems

in existence, except the book of Job, which now appears

to be proved with tolerable certainty to date higher.*

The translation of the Sama Veda is a happy circum-

stance. Not only apocryphal authorities, like Maurice,

but many trustworthy writers, have ascribed to the Vedas

much purity, sublimity, and ^\'isdom. From this and

other reasons, I took up the Sama Veda in strong hope

of finding that those distant generations enjoyed, at

least, the fading beams of patriarchal light. But that

hope soon passed away, and I laid down the volume

with sorrow. It is only a heap of hymns without co-

herency or sense, and woefully devoid of pure theology

or morals. In fact, it is not conceivable that its authors

ever intended it to assume the place of a revelation from

God. It makes no such claim, nor does it declare the

virtue to attend its persual ascribed by the Puranas to

that of their legends. Comparing it Avith the Vishnu

Purana, you find that the latter has the air and the

claims of a revelation, while the former has nothing of

the kind. At the same time, no notice is found in the

Veda of image-worship ; but nearly aU the myths which

are elaborated in the Puranas, respecting the gods, are

here referred to as accepted facts in religion.

The book, we have said, consists of hymns, which are

those chanted at the moon-plant sacrifice. This plant

(a species of asclepias) is full of acrid, milky juice,

which, when expressed and allowed to ferment, becomes

strongly intoxicating. This liquor is offered in libation

to the gods ; and such ofiering is the occasion on which

these far-famed anthems are chanted. Dr. Stephenson

• See a recent volume entitled *' Sacred Annals."
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states that the sacrifice is accompanied with the death

of a ram ; but the Veda itself declares, " O ye gods ! we
slaughter no victim, we use no sacrificial stake, we wor-

ship by the repetition of sacred verse ;" and Dubois, in

his very detailed account of the sacrifice of the ram,

makes no mention whatever of the moon-plant. It may
therefore admit of doubt whether the Bramhans who
communicated with Dr. Stephenson did not confound

two distinct sacrifices.

Were the Sama Veda discovered by a European who
knew nothing of its pretensions, he would take it for the

effusion of some jovial bard, who, to honour his cups,

had formed nature into a bacchanalian pantheon, and

had sung his wassails on oriental plains covered with

herds of kine. "Thou, O Soma !" addressing his po-

tion, "art the embroiler of all things in thy drunken

frolics. O moon-plant ! those drenched with thy spark-

ling juice, in their inebriating cups slew the Rakshasa

band."' Again : "The supporter of the heavens about

to become a liquid ! the strengthener of the mighty

gods, the intoxicator, the green, fugacious herb is not

prepared in vain by holy men." Again : "O priests !

we praise all day long that renowned foe-destroying

Indra of yours, who gets muzzy on the sacrificial beve-

rage placed in the sacred vessels." Again : ""\Mien in

his cups, Indra siezes his adorable, easily-handled bow."

And finally :
" Soma ! purify for Indra the most

sweet and richly-prepared spirituous liquors, the mighty,

light- diff'using liquor. O lord of food, increase our pro-

visions and our mighty renown ! god, mix the mid-

day bowl beloved by the gods ! praise and sprinkle on

all sides, as you would do to a horse, the sacrificial
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moon-plant juice, which procures salvation, runs

through the world, is diffused through water, and puri-

fied by mixture with other liquids." Poets, no doubt,

have often loved and honoured their cups ; but neither

Burns nor Horace extolled the potions yielded by his

native hills, as does the author of these verses the

"most inebriating juice," which "performs its frolics

like the waves of the sea."

Besides its bacchanalian character, the Sama Veda

has a fair amount of absurdities. We are told that "the

ancient sages once trod the soil on which men now walk,

and produced the sun for the purpose of giving light."

Also, that Affni (fire) has "green mustachios ;" and that

the " heavenly cows, beloved of Indra, hurl the destruc-

tive thunderbolt." Then: "It is Sottici, (moon-plant

wine,) that yokes the horses of the sun, when he is about

to move through the heavens over the abode of men."

"Soma is my master," says the svm, "and yokes his

gold-coloured horses to the chariot, for the purpose of

departing." Xor does the following specimen of phi-

losophy stand alone:—"This all-moving radiance pro-

ceeds from the east, and takes its seat in mother earth.

Afterwards, the ever-moving body proceeds to father

heaven. Its rays move within man, and from the

higher Aital air, extract and carry dovra the lower vital

air, and the same mighty God enlightens the firmament.

The manifestations of the sun in day and night, by their

radiance, enlighten the thirty horal mansions, and the

voice (of our chanters) sustains the solar manifesta-

tions."

On laying do^vn the Sama Veda, instead of feeling,

as I had hoped, assured that the truth Noah taught had
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survived amongst the wiser and better portion of men
at least to the date of the Vedas, I felt bitterly, that,

were I to teach a Dyak or a Feejean to read, and put

that book into his hand, I could not assure myself that

it would give him one truth of theology, or one princi-

ple of virtue. But it would not be fair to judge the

other three Vedas by the Sama : they may contain the

wisdom and the sublimity of which we have heard
;
yet

after such a disappointment, our expectation is naturally

low. A considerable part of the Rig Veda has been

translated into Latin by the late Dr. Rosen. It is also

a series of hymns to the sun, fire, the soma-juice, the

clouds, and the sea ; the dawn also has more worship

than she receives in the Sama ; while the same refer-

ences to cows and horses, with the same prayers for

wealth and victory, abound. In some respects it is

superior to the Sama ; but in others it is more gross
;

and, on the whole, does not alter our estimate of the

Vedas. The Atharva Veda is, on all hands, acknow-

ledged to contain much that is of a magical character,

intended to teach the method of destroying foes by in-

cantation. The Bramhans who follow this Veda often

conceal their knowledge of it from dread of the universal

hatred against the " art that none may name." It then

remains alone for the Yajur Veda to display the cha-

racteristics so confidently ascribed to these ancient

writings, by authors of all schools. Awaiting its trans-

lation, I must confess, that the following testimony has

now great weight, though before reading the two Vedas

translated it seemed unaccountable :
—" They have no-

thing but their antiquity to recommend them. They

include all the absurdities of Hindu paganism, not only
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such as it has originally been, but also the pitiful details

of fables which are at present current in the country,

relating to the fantastical austerities of the hermits, to

the metamorphoses of Vishnu, or the abominations of

the Lingam. I could easily prove my assertion by

many passages extracted from these books, if my limits

allowed me. The fourth of them, called Antharva Veda,

is the most dangerous of all for a people so entirely

sunk in superstition, because it teaches the art of magic,

or the method of injuring men by the use of witchcraft,

and incantation." (Dubois.) It is a matter of much
importance, that every missionary going to India should

possess and read the two published Vedas. They will,

at a small expense of time, put him in possession of the

real character of Hindu theology, and completely eman-

cipate him from all impression that some bright deposit

of truth may, after all, lie hidden in those much-vene-

rated tomes.

The six Angas, or Shastras, are thus described in the

Vishnu Purana :
—" Shiksha, the rules of reciting the

prayers ; the accents and tones to be observed ; Kulpa,

ritual ; Vyakarna, grammar ; Nirukta, glossorial com-

ment; C/wnf^as, metre ; and e/b^^'scA, astronomy." The

same authority subjoins theology, logic, law, the art of

government, medical science, archery, and the use of

arms, with the arts of music, dancing, and the drama.

These works, though some of them on subjects so little

religious, are all invested with the authority of inspira-

tion.

The eighteen Puranas, which alone are in general

circulation, more fully express the actual faith of the

Hindu than either the Vedas or Shastras. They con-
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sist of cosmogony, mythology, and speculation, with

attempts at histoiy, which, however, are no more than

genealogies and legends. No harmony of doctrine is

pretended ; for they openly advocate the rival claims of

the gods Vishnu and Shiva, and on many other ques-

tions differ, yet all have a oneness in leading points of

faith.

Professor Wilson is of opinion, that none of the Pu-

ranas " assumed their present state earlier than the

time of Sankara Acharya, the great Saiva reformer, who

flourished, in all likelihood, in the eighth or ninth cen-

tury." From that period he traces the dates of several

Puranas to the tweKth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centu-

ries, sajing that no portion of the Padma Purana is

probably older than the twelfth century, and that the

last parts may be as recent as the fifteenth or sixteenth.

Of the Yamana Pui-ana he says :
—" It has not the air

of antiquity, and its composition may have amused the

leisure of some Bramhans at Benares, three or four cen-

turies ago." Taking all the sacred -wi-itings together,

the quantity is prodigious. The Puranas alone are

stated to contain one million, six hundred thousand

lines, and some statements raise the amount to ten, or

even to a thousand, millions.

Of Doctrines, all systems of religion have three

great sections : those respecting God, those respecting

man, and those which, treating of the relations of the

two, describe the way of salvation.

Respecting God, it is plain, from the Hindu scrip-

tures, that the primeval doctrine of the divine unity has

never been wholly lost. It is, however, equally plain,

that even as early as the epoch of the Vedas, that truth
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had ceased to possess the slightest value. With God's

xinity is coupled his infinity. These truths blend, and

suggest each the other. Infinity, again, involves omni-

presence, and omnipresence forbids the idea of any

place where God is not. He cannot, therefore, be ex-

cluded from the space occupied by material bodies ; but

is as much in that which a mountain occupies, as in

that above its head. To be omnipresent, then, he must

be " all-pervasive." This word appears to be that by

which the Hindu, from the earliest times, designated

omnipresence. To persons untaught in physical science,

it is hard to conceive of two things or two agents oc-

cupying the same space at the same time. Many a

good man in England thinks he accepts a great mystery,

when he believes that the space occupied by creatures

should at the same time be filled by the Creator. But

he forgets that even of sensible objects or agents, such

as light, sound, odour, heat, and magnetism, four or

five may pervade the same space, and each act, without

in any way disturbing one another. Forgetfulness of

this fact appears to have been the point whence the

fathers of Hinduism commenced their fatal wanderings

from the one true God. They believed him to be every-

where ; if everywhere, he must be in everything ; if in

everything, how could he and the thing in which he

was be distinct ^ they must be regarded as one. Thus

God became everything, and everything became God.

This is the very process of reasoning by which the

Hindus now support their pantheism, and is jDrobably

that from which it originated. Once admit the doctrine

that God is everything, and you may select any object

whatever, and call it God. Such a selection would, at
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first, natm-ally fall on objects presenting in themselves

forcible displays of God's power and glory. Thus we
find in the Yedas that the sun, moon, wind, clouds, ocean,

and fire, are all identified with the Supreme Spirit, and

all adored. And though the principle had not then, so

far as we can learn from these books, received its last

degradation by being applied to images
;
yet it had

already descended far, when it could deify the intoxi-

cating moon-plant juice.

We covdd not make so fully imderstood the views of

the Divine Being contained in the Yedas, by any de-

scription, as by the following extracts. We first give

a series of passages, addressed to, or referring to, Indra,

that is, " the clouds :"

—

" Indra ! there is no god thy superior, none more

powerful than thou art : nor, indeed, O slayer of Uritra,

is there one that can be put on a level with thee
! '

'

(Pages 36, 37.)

" O, thunderbolt-wielding Indra ! were there a hun-

dred heavens, and a hundred earths, and in addition to

them a thousand suns, and any other supposable crea-

tures, they could not contain thee ; for thou encirclest

heaven and earth."' (Page 51.)

" Come close to us, O Indi-a ! bringing with thee the

aids resulting from sacrifices to the spirits of the de-

parted. Come, O most felicitous divinity, with those

most happy beings to whom we, in a special manner,

ofi'er oblations ! Come, O great Father, along with the

spirits of our fathers !"' (Page 52.)

" We worship Indra, who ever slays his foes, and

ever subdues them like a mighty hero, (Indra.) the great,

the unequalled, the supreme." (Page 64.)
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• This I am determined to execute tlirough thy aid."'

(Page 64
)

" Indra the supreme, who is but one, and whom no

one dares speak against, bestows wealth on the man
who offers sacrifice." (Page 204.)

" O, my friends ! praise no other being than Indra
;

v.hy w'ould you draw on yourselves destruction?"

(Page 207.)

" Thy internal vigour is great, thy prowess is all-

powerful, and thy intellect sharpens thy illustrious

Vajra. Heaven, O Indra, extols thy heroisn, the earth

publishes thy fame I thee the waters and mountains

serve as their Lord. The mighty, all-preserving Vishnu,

and Mitra, and Varuna, praise thee ; thee also the pow-

erful bands of Maruts delight." (Page 250.)

Did this stand alone we should deem it to contain a

clear proof of the knowledge and worship of one only

God ; but how far this is the case Ave shall presently

see. The reader will observe that Vishnu is here made

inferior to Indra ; a position directly contradictory to

the now prevailing doctrine.

The next series of quotations is addressed to the sun,

whose names are Mitra, Aditya, Savita, and Surya.

" Truly thou art mighty, O Sun : truly thou art

mighty, descendant of Aditi, we adore the splendour of

thy essence, thy majesty, and thy glory : for mighty

art thou, O divine (sun) !" (Page 51.)

" I worship the god Savita, parent of heaven and

earth, who superintends the sacrifices of the wise, who
makes sacred rites to prosper, who bestows gifts, is

altogether lovely by the possession of intelligence, and

whose radiance from on high, through the words of the

2g
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"wise, shines around the place of sacrifice, whilst the

golden-handed performer of merit-conferring deeds pro-

ceeds to the heaven of mercy." (Page 88.)

" Let the glorious (solar) luminary drink the power-

ful spirit of the moon-plant liquor, and bestow upon the

institutor of this sacrifice a life free from adversity.

The luminary that is moved round by the aerial vortex,

that preserves the world by its own might, and that

nourishes all its inhabitants, and pours forth floods of

light; the glorious, mighty, all-embracing, food-pro-

ducing, unfading luminary, placed on the ground of the

heaven-sustaining circle, the destroyer of the unfriendly

slayer of foes, the exterminator of the injurious, the

destroyer of the Asurs, and the slayer of our envious

kindred, has been manifested. The all-surpassing,

most excellent light of lights, all-conquering, and

wealth-producing, is termed the mighty radiance. The

glorious, radiant, mighty sun, sheds abroad his attend-

ant, mighty, indestructible influence, to give light to

the world." (Page 231.)

" Truly, O Surya, thou art mighty ! Truly, O Aditya,

thou art mighty ! And the might of thee, the mighty,

(God,) is above all praise. O glorious divinity, thou

art mighty through thy inherent might. Truly thou

art mighty, O Siirya, through thy fame ! Thou art in-

deed mighty, brilliant god ! Thou, by thy might art

the destroyer of Asurs, and the instructor of the gods,

whose radiance is aU-expansive and indestructible."

(Page 269.)

The honours of the ocean, under the name Varuna,

are represented in the following extracts :

—

" We, desirous of wives, and desirous of sons, ever
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first to move the sacrifice, the givers of distinguished

gifts, invoke (Saraswan) the god Oceanus. Also let

(Saraswati) the river goddess, beloved above beloveds

by the sevenfold sisterhood, the much-extolled goddess,

be praised by us." (Page 222.)

" O Varuna ! hear this my invitation and have mercy

on me : for I, desirous of thy aid, especially address

thee. O rainer of felicity ! what is thy persevering

march with which thou comest to make us joyful ? and

what is that with which thou comest, bringing gifts to

him who chants thy praise ?" (Page 241.)

" O ye Avaters, be to us promoters of happiness, and

stand on our side to procure for us provisions and highly

felicitous foresight. Let youi- most prospering juices

be ministered to us in this world with the readiness

that affectionate mothers supply their infants. We
cast you on (our bodies) with celerity, you who delight

us by the destruction of our sins. Ye waters, also pro-

cure for us an (illustrious) progeny." (Page 277.)

Now follow the more exalted adorations of fire,

Agni :

—

" O Agni, thou art to us the chief of the gods, our

saviour, the conferrer of bliss, the subject of our higher

praises." (Page 85.)

" O divine Agni, we light up thee, the shining, in-

destructible divinity. In whatever part of the heavens

thy flame, worthy of all praise, emits its radiance, from

thence do thou bring food for those that celebrate thy

praise. O Agni, lord of light ! the sacrifice, accom-

panied with sacred hymns, is being offered up to thee,

the radiant god. O possessor of all joy, destroyer (of

foes), lord of men, bearer away of the oblation, it is

2 G 2
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being offered to thee ! bring food to those who celebrate

thy praise. O possessor of all joy, lord of men, thou

receivest the oblation-presenting spoon and its cover

both mto thy mouth ! lord of strength, during the

singing of the hymns, grant our desire, and bring food

to those who celebrate thy praise !" (Page 164.)

" O Agni ! I, Vatsa, wish to bring down thy spirit

from the lofty, shining heavens. I wish to bring thee

hither by a soul-delighting song. Thy eye is steadily

fixed on many regions, and thou art the lord of all those

regions ; therefore we call on thee in all our conflicts.

Desirous of food, we in all our conflicts call to our aid

Agni, who possesses treasures accumulated in his

wars.^' (Page 182.)

" O ye gods I cause jour brilliant Agni, who is served

by all the other fires, and is worthy of oblations, to as-

sume his form of messenger in this faultless sacrifice :

for he takes up his abode among men, is the receiver

of oblations ; whose brilliance is scorching, who is fed

with clarified butter, and is our purifier. Uttering a

noise like a horse when satisfied with grass, the mighty

divinity, breaking over his bonds, fixes himself in some

suitable place ; and thou, O Agni, thy brilliance, follow-

ing the course of the wind, moves along, and the road

thou followest is darkness." (Page 188.)

" We worship the deity who, even among the gods,

is worthy of admiration, the inA-iter of the gods, the im-

mortal, the carrier on of the sacrifice to perfection ; the

preserver of liquids, possessor of brilliant treasures, the

all-resplendent Agni, encompassed with surpassing ra-

diance." (Page 215.)

" O Agni. thou art the head of the gods, overtopping
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the heavens, resembling the eminence on a bullock's

shoulders ; the lord of earth, the inspirer of delight

into all animate and inanimate beings, O Agni, lord

of heaven ! thou art the lord of wealth, worthy of being

praised and of being bestowed. It is thou that bestowest

happiness ; let me, then, be the celebrator of thy praise.

O Agni ! thy pure, white, shining rays urge onwards

thy brilliant flames." (Page 233.)

Possibly it may interest geologists to learn that Agni

is, according to the Rig Veda, caput cceli, umbilicus terrce,

—" the head of heaven, and navel of earth." Can this

be an allusion to central fires ?

The next strange deity is Soma, the moon-plant

wine.

" O, mighty Soma, father of the gods, all-diffusive as

the sea, do thou come to this holy place !" (Page 82.)

" That saving moon-plant, by its stream of pressed

sacrificial viands, makes us pure. That saving moon-

plant makes us pure." (Page 84.)

" Soma is being purified : he is the father of intelli-

gences, the father of heaven, the father of fire, the father

of the sun, the father of Indra, the father even of Vish-

nu." (Page 98.)

" O Soma, rainer of blessings, thou art glorious ! O
rainer of blessings, brilliant deity, thou art the producer

of rain, thou art the supporter of religious rites ! O
rainer of blessings, thy might causes rain, thy juice

causes rain ! and, O rainer of blessings, thy person

causes rain ! Thou, O rainer of blessings, makest a

noise like that of a horse ! O Soma, send us cows, send

us horses ; open to us the door of wealth." (Page 129.)

" (0 Soma), lord of incantations, thy holy essence is
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everywhere shed abroad ! O author of being, thou en-

compassest every member all around ! It was through

his wisdom that the Avisdom-possessing gods performed

the act of creation, and the men-surveying patriarchs

established the race of man." (Page 142.)

" Soma is flowing down pure ; he is the creator of

intellect, the creator of heaven, the creator of earth,

the creator of the sun, the creator of fire, the creator of

Indra. Soma, when he goes sounding to the holy place,

is Bramha among the gods, the fixer of their respective

merits among the poets, the Rishi among the Bramhans,

the buffalo among the horned animals, the hawk among

the vulture tribe, the sword among cutting instruments.

Soma, the pacifier, with vibratory motion, inspires us

with songs and soul-moving hymns, sending forth as

rivers a flood of sound. Soma, who was the inward

soul, and is the rainer of felicity, sits down among us,

with his unmatched strength, and is well skilled in the

matter of cows." (Page 162.)

Here we perceive, that though both Indra and Agni

had been honoured with the assurance of their being

supreme among the gods, the same distinction is con-

ferred on " the juicy god," as the poet calls his beloved

Soma. The wind also, under the name Vayu and Maruts,

has his praises and his prayers.

" Confer on us for our preservation, an intellect for

obtaining cows, horses, food, and heroes."

" O (Maruts), heroes possessed of substantial might,

grant his desire to the hymning, sweating, moving

chanter." (Page 243.)

O Vayu ! I, rendered glorious by the performance of

sacred rites, and desirous of heaven, come to thee the
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first with the sweet moon-plant juice. god ! worthy

of all regard, come to our moon-plant banquet, drawn

by thy million of horses ! India and Vayu ! ye are

worthy to drink of that expressed moon-plant juice
;

for the streams of liquid flow together naturally unto

you as waters into a pit. O Vayu and Indra ! mighty,

and the lords of might, do ye come to the moon-plant

banquet for our protection, in your chariot drawn by a

million of horses." (Page 248.)

" O wind, let thy soothing, delicious medicine enter

our breasts, and do thou greatly extend our term of life I

O wind, thou art to us even as a father, even as a

brother, to us even as an intimate friend. Do thou work

with us for the preservation of the life-preserving sacri-

fice. O wind ! bestow on us, to afford us a living, a

portion of that unfailing (wealth) which is in thy house

carefully stored up." (Page 279.)

Nor is the da\vn overlooked in the general lavishing

of worship.

"The goddess Aurora, in the form of the dawn,

comes from the distant regions of the moon to this

nether world, and diffuses her splendour all around."

(Page 39.)

"O brilliant Aurora! enlighten our minds as thou

hast enlightened us in times past, that this day we may
obtain much wealth. thou of glorious origin, by whose

aid we obtain horses, (favour me,) Satyasvaras, son of

Vajya ! O recipient of praise, bringer of bi'illiant desires,

destroyer of darkness, daughter of heaven, powerful

goddess ! give us a place of abode." (Page 262.)

" These intelligence-giving rays of morn spread light

over the eastern aerial region ; and the morning, crea-
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tive. generative, warming rays, march forth like strong

men arrayed in armour. The resplendent rays proceed

forward with freedom, and, self-yoked, the glorious

beams unite themselves (to the chariot). All intelli-

gences awake with the morning, and the before-men-

tioned rays of the brilliant (goddess) pay their re.spects

to the radiant sun. The sacrifice-recei\ing Aurora is

worshipped by one effort, even from afar, and brings

food without fail to the pious, bountiful master of the

moon-plant banquet." (Page 265.)

After these quotations, it will be obvious that, at the

time when this book was composed, the doctrine of

God's unity, with the cognate truths of his infinity,

omniscience, and omnipresence, had become so cor-

rupted as to have lost their identity. A som-ce of being

is mistily conceived ; but the personality of that source

is so completely lost, that any object may be honoured

with the supreme name. We have here no clear idea

of a Being whose nature so differs from that of all

created things, as to forbid the thought of his fusion or

identification with any,—a Being who, in his essential

personality, pervades all, sustains all, directs all, yet re-

mains distinct, as the "s-ital air from the animal frame,

or as the magnetic principle from the metal where it

could not be discovered a day ago, but which it is per-

vading now.

On the surface of these quotations, it would seem as

if several supreme beings were recognized ; but the

meaning probably is, that each adorable object is de-

clared supreme, because identified with the First Cause,

and therefore with the other objects of worship ; as, for

example, " Agni is radiance, and radiance is Agni

;
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Indra is radiance, and radiance is Indra ; the sun is ra-

diance, and radiance is the sun." The deities are also

invoked by couples or trios :

—

" Let me have all the glorious, irresistible aids of the

mighty trio,—Mitra, Aryama, and Varuna. (Page 33.)

" O ye priests, celebrate Mitra and Varuna in songs

at the height of your voice, and do you both, possessed

of great strength, come to the long-continuing sacrifice.

Ye who are the universal lords, the womb of the waters,

yourselves di\inities, and mighty among the gods."

(Page 179.)

Even in these extracts proofs appear, which are

abundantly increased on reading the entire volume,

that those by whom it was composed received a system

of mythology comprising gods and goddesses, celestial

broils, and celestial excesses. Xor is even pantheism

consistently preserved, for some of the divinities are less

distinctly pronounced supreme than others ; whereas

were each one equally the Eternal, no gradations could

exist. Though image-worship is not sanctioned, ani-

mal-worship is so very clearly, in this prayer to Garuda,

the sacred ^nilture :

—

" Garuda, the men whose breasts are filled with

devotional feeling see thee while moving thy wings

gracefxdly in the heavens, as thou art radiant like gold,

and the messenger of Varuna, art the bird that pro-

ducest in the womb of Yama the all-enthralling (Agni),

and art the nourisher (of men). The water-preserving,

aloft-going Garuda takes his station before us in. the

heavens, lays hold of his variegated armom-, and cover-

ing himself with his own glorious plumage, like the

sun, to await our reverential view, he gives to the
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adorable, beloved (showers of rain). Covered with

watery drops in the heavens, and shining with the light

of the water-collecting sun, he goes to the fluid-receiv-

ing (cloud) ; and the sun, shining with his white radi-

ance, produces through the three worlds the delightful

(rain.)" (Page 278.)

Upon the subject of the Divine nature the Puranas

do not materially diverge from the Vedas ; except that

according to the sect of the authors, now Vishnu and

now Shiva is declared to be supreme. In the Vishnu

Purana, the one lesson inculcated is, that all the uni-

verse is not one existence save Vishnu alone. " Thou

art sacrifice, thou art oblation, thou art the mystic Om-
kara, thou art the sacrificial fires ; thou art the Vedas,

and their dependent sciences ; thou art, Hari, the object

of all worship. The sun, the stars, the planets, the

whole world ; all that is formless or that has form ; all

that is visible or invisible ; all, Purishottama, that I

have said, or left unsaid : all this, supreme, thou art."

(Page 29.) In another page we read, " Gods, men,

animals, birds, reptiles—all are but forms of one eternal

Vishnu, existing, as it were, apart from himself." In

another passage Bramha addresses Vishnu thus :
" O

thou who art distinct from holy WTit, whose double

nature is twofold wisdom, superior and inferior, and

who art the essential end of both ; who, alike devoid

and possessed of form, art the twofold Bramha, smallest

of the least, and largest of the large ; all, and knowing

all things ; that spirit which is language ; that spirit

which is supreme ; that which is Bramha, and of which

Bramha is composed ! Thou art the Rig, the Yajur,

the Sama, and the Atharva Vedas. Thou art accele-
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ration, ritual, signification, metre, and astronomy ; his-

tory, tradition, grammar, theology, logic, and law. Thou

art inscrutihle. Thou art the doctrine that investigates

the distinction between soul and life and body, and

matter endowed with qualities ; and that doctrine is

nothing but thy nature inherent in and presiding over

it. Thou art imperceptible, indescribable, inconceiv-

able, without name, or colour, or hands, or feet
;
pure,

eternal, and infinite. Thou hearest without ears, and

seest without eyes. Thou art one and multiform. Thou

movest without feet, and seizest ^^^thout hands. Thou

knowest all, but art not by all to be known. He who

beholds thee as the most subtle of atoms, not substan-

tially existent, puts an end to ignorance ; and final

emancipation is the reward of that wise man whose

understanding cherishes nothing other than thee in the

form of supreme delight." It is here manifest how
consistently the doctrine of pantheism is pushed to all

its consequences, however revolting or absurd; and

even among the most ignorant of the people, similar

views prevail, thou vaguely conceived, and held with a

thousand inconsistencies.

The common statement, that the Hindus have neither

temple nor worship for Para Bramha, the great First

Cause, is correct ; and yet it conveys an impression

beyond the truth. Para Bramha is a virtual nonentity,

existing for ever in profound sleep, unaware even of his

own existence. The expression of the last-quoted pas-

sage, " the most subtle of all atoms, not substantially

existent," hints at this view of his nature ; a view not

well consisting with pantheism. To this inconceivable

abstraction it is impossible that worship shoidd be ren-
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dered. But the Shiva worshipper holds Shiva to be

supreme, and the Vishnu worshipper holds Vishnu to

be supreme, each regarding the homage paid to these

gods as paid to Him who is all and all.* The panthe-

istic principle, first employed to deify the great agents

of nature, is thus secondly applied to imaginary celestial

beings, and finally subserves the vilest idolatry. He
who believes that birds and reptiles are only forms of

the Supreme, may readily adore the vulture or the

snake.

With all their folly, it wiU be observed that some of

the pasages cited nobly express the divine glory. In

what follows this is still more conspicious. " We bow

to him whose glory is the perpetual theme of every

speech ; him first, him last ; the supreme Lord of the

boundless world ; who is primeval light ; who is without

his like ; indi^isible and infinite ; the origin of aU ex-

istent things moveable or stationary." How readUy

and happily should we conclude that the ^\Titer of this

really knew the truth of one glorious eternal Spirit

!

But the very next sentence is to this effect :
—" To that

supreme being who is one with time, whose first forms,

though he be without form, are day and evening, and

night, be adoration." This (and countless citations

more humbling still might be made) shows that terms

which to us convey large and glorious conceptions of

* Voltaire, with his iisual acuteness and spite, replies to the

accusation of not worshipping the Supreme, which had been
made against the Hmdus by Romish priests :

" "\Miat could

Chinese, Tartars, Ai^abs, Persians, Tiu'ks, thuik, if they saw so

many chiuches dedicated to St. January, St. Anthony, St.

Fiancis, St. Fiacre, &c., and not one to the lord of natiire, the

supreme essence by whom we Uve r"

—

Fragm, stir Vhide.
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what God is, are used by the Hindu without any cor-

responding idea. Perhaps Mr. Mill errs in ascribing

the origin of such terms to the love of flattery ; and

certainly his opponents err in arguing that the use of

the terms implies the existence of their appropriate

ideas. The terms are proof that at one time true ideas

of God sought and received true expression ; but the

use of those terms now does not prove that the primi-

tive ideas are preserved ; it only proves that those who
employ the terms have an impression that they are

laudatory and acceptable. My own observation would

lead me to say, that among the people (and even the

few passages of the sacred books cited, will show that

in them also) these lofty appellations much resemble

the title " Maha Rajah," on a letter to a Mahratta ac-

countant or tailor. The correspondent has no idea of

asserting that the accountant or the tailor is a great

king ; but he wishes to be polite, and therefore uses

the royal title, without for one moment thinking what

it means. So, in sounding epithets in praise of Vishnu

or Saivh, the Hindu means to be as laudatory as pos-

sible ; but as to the words, they are words of air.

One of the many points in which Hinduism is incon-

sistent Avith the fundamental dogma of Pantheism, is the

recognition of a triad,—Bramha, the creator ; Vishnu,

the preserver; and Shiva, the destroyer,—who rule

heaven and earth, men and gods. Respecting this triad

many theories exist. One declares them to be only

Para Bramha manifesting himself now in creation, now

in preservation, and now in destruction. Another pro-

claims Shiva head and somxe of the triad and of all

things, Bramha and Vishnu being only his subordi-
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nates. A third claims the reversal of this order in fa-

vour of Vishnu ; and a fourth declares that the whole

triad are only the first created and highest of creature-

gods, who are charged with the care of the universe

while the First Cause enjoys his sleep.

Beamha, the creator, has a vile and disastrous history.

The only references to him which I remember in the

Sama Veda are the following, in which the epithet

"first-born"' seems to designate him, rather than Para

Bramha:—"The first-born glorious Bramha has, from

of old, shed abroad his brilliant rays to the utmost

bounds of space, and now sheds them abroad to the re-

gents of all the different points in the heavens, which

are the reducers to form of this world, and everywhere

residing in the wombs of truth and falsehood." (Pp. 60,

61.)

In another place, "Bramha among the gods," is a

mark of eminence. His office is not only creative but

also rectoral, he guards the holy Vedas without which

neither heaven nor earth could stand ; and as each child

is born, he predestinates all its acts of piety or crime,

with its portion of sorrow or happiness, writing the

whole upon its forehead. For an vmpardonable domestic

offence against Shiva, one of his heads was cut off, and

for another still ^iler, he was cursed so heavily that he

has not been since honoured with the temples or the

worship, according to the other gods. Yet on certain

occasions sacrifices are offered to him ; and in some

neighbourhoods he has temples.

Vishnu is honoured even in the Sama Veda, with, the

title "All-preserving," and in one passage is referred to

in a way that places him above Indra. Yet the latter
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receives, throughout the work, a thousandfold more

honour than Vishnu, who is declared worthy of respect,

because he is "the intimate friend and companion of

India." But in Hinduism as now existing, Indra is a

second-rate god, while Vishnu shines in the Triad. As

preserver, it has frequently become his duty to suffer

incarnation. The first was the Matsya (fish) Avatdra,

or incarnation. In a drowsy fit Bramha had let the

Vedas escape. On their flight they Avere siezed by a

giant, who, to retain his prize, dived to the bottom of the

sea. To repair the fatal loss, Vishnu became a fish,

hasted to the depths where the giant lay, penetrated

into his body, and thence bore away the celestial trea-

sure. The second was the Kiirma, or turtle, Avatdra.

The gods, desirous of maritime discoveries, embarked

on a craft such as Lloyds never registered, namely Mun-

dara Parvata, a huge mountain. Their bark began to

sink ; they, at the point of drowning, cried to the great

Preserver, and he, to rescue the immortals, became a

turtle, dived into the sea, placed himself under the

mountain, and heaved it up with his back.

The Varaha, or boar, Avatdra, followed. A giant

had become so dangerous that his destruction was ne-

cessary. But he was ensconced in the lowest of the

seven lower worlds. Vishnu, to reach him, became a

boar, and with his snout scooped a passage through the

earth, and right down to the infernal regions, where he

slew the giant. The Vishnu Purana diflferently relates

this Avatdra, saying that its object was to raise the

earth out of the waters. "The mighty boar, whose

eyes were like the lotus, and whose body, vast as the

Nila mountain, was of the dark colour of the lotus leaves.
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uplifted upon his ample tusks the earth from the lowest

regions." We are further informed that the sages

"sought for shelter among the bristles on the scriptural

body of the boar, trembling as he rose up supporting

the earth, and dripping -svith moisture." This boar was

not made in good proportion, for we are told in another

Purana, that he was ten yojanas in breadth, and a thou-

sand thousand high ; that is fifty mUes, by five thou-

sand.

The fourth was the man-lion, Avatdra. A devout

servant of Vishnu had a father opposed to his worship

;

and who, one day contending with his son, denied the

omnipresence of Vishnu, and striking a pUlar declared

he was not there. The preserver issued from the pillar

as half a man, haK a lion ; tore open the infidel's body,

sucked his blood, and made necklaces of his intestines.

Then came the dwarf-Bramhan, or Vamana, Avatdra.

Bali, a giant to whose depredations the Rig Veda often

refers, had reduced the gods to great straits. Mshnu
appeared before him as a pigmy Bramhan, soliciting as

much ground as he could cover with three jDrints of his

tiny foot. The giant, amused at the request, granted

it. Vishnu instantly dilated to vast proportions, with

the first step covered all the earth, with the second all

the space between earth and heaven, and, ha^^ng no

place for the third, he la'id it on the head of Bali, crush-

ing him ^through the earth to heU. This Avatdra is

plainly referred to in the Sama Veda. '"This Vishnu,

when he made his toui* of the world, put down his feet

but three times, and covered all the earth w4th the

dusty sole of his foot. Vishnu, the preserver, the in-
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defatigable, made the journey in three steps, and thus

uj^held the performance of sacred rites."

The sixth Avatara was Parusha Rama, a heroic man,

victor in dreadful wars. The seventh was Rama Chan-

dra, whose conquest of Ceylon, by an army of monkeys,

was sketched in a former chapter. These two Avatdras

were contemporary, and being mutually ignorant that

each was the great Vishnu, went to war the one with

the other. The eighth Avafdra was Bala Rama, who

with a mighty snake destroyed hosts of giants. The

ninth Avatdra was into the Arali tree, and was assumed

for the same purpose as the golden shower. The tenth,

which has not yet occurred, is to be in the form of a

horse.

Besides these nine Avatdras, that of Krishna is cele-

brated at great length in some of the Puranas ; and all

India resormds with ballads commemorating his mirth,

his might, and his licentiousness. I have remarked, at

least, three instances, in which the Rig Veda mentions

Krishna ; but they are obscure, leaving it very doubtful

whether the same personage is intended. At page 205,

Indra is commended for having " killed the women
pregnant by Krishna, the Asura, or giant."* This looks

very like an allusion to the husband of sixteen thousand

wives. But this being placed among the giants some-

what obscures it ; though at pages 246 and 248, the

Asvini are praised for having restored a lost son, Vish-

napvan, to his father, a son of Krishna. Thus, Avhile

in the one case merit attended the destruction of his

offspring, on the other it attended their preservation.

* Mulieres, a Krishna, Asura gravidas, necavit.—Rosen.

2 H
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One trait in the character of the Preserver is very

remarkable. Hinduism carries the doctrine of super-

errogation to such length, that ascetics may gain merit,

not only sufficient to cover their o^vn sins, and to benefit

other mortals ; but sufficient also to give them fearful

powers, which, at discretion, may be turned against the

gods. "WTien one of these holy men threatens the ce-

lestials, nothing can rescue them, but to deprive him of

his merit by leading him ini.o sin. Thus, in order to

seduce men of transcendant piety, the Preserver has

several times become a teacher of error. Of these abo-

minable missions, the Purana wholly devoted to the

praise of Vishnu supplies the following example. The

gods after a severe defeat pitiously appealed to Vishnu,

saying :
" Have compassion on us, Lord, and protect

us who have come to thee for succour, from the Daityas.

They have seized upon the three worlds, and appro-

priated to themselves the ofierings which are our por-

tion, taking care not to transgress the precepts of the

Vedas Engaged in the duties of their respec-

tive orders, and following the paths prescribed by holy

RTit, practising also religious penance, it is impossible

for us to destroy them. Do thou instruct us in some

device whereby we may exterminate the enemies of the

gods." WTien the mighty Vishnu heard their request

he emitted from his body an illusory form which he

gave to the gods, and thus spake :
" This deceptive

vision shall wholly beguile the Daityas, so that, being

led astray from the path of the Vedas, they may be put

to death ; for all gods, demons, or others who shall be

opposed to the Veda, shall perish by my might, whilst

exercised for the preservation of the world. Go then,
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and fear not : let this delusive vision precede you ; it

shall this day be of great service to you, gods ! " In

the case of Devodasa, given by Dr. Wilson, of Bombay,

Vishnu is at much pains to corrupt the holiest of mor-

tals ; and at length succeeds.

Of Shiva, the Destroyer, it is not possible to say

much without citing impurities better avoided. Wrath,

lust, and filth, are the sum of his character. In one of

his wars, Mandara Purvata (the mountain on which the

gods embarked) was his bow, a vast serpent the string,

Vishnu his arrow, and for a shield, having split the

earth asunder, he took one half. His repeated crimes

brought upon him curses manifold, and, some of them,

unmentionable. His dwelling was among the ashes of

the dead, his avocation begging, his robe a tiger's skin,

his alms-box a human skull, and his rosarj" a string

of skulls. Among his names are the " Furious," the

" Hide-clad," the " Ugly-eyed," and the " Devil-king."

Upon his character all the vices have exhausted their

imagination ; and yet, overflowing with impurities as

that character is, his worship is the most ancient of the

sectarian divisions in India, and perhaps even yet, the

most numerous. His office is to destroy all things ; an

event frequently occurring, according to Hinduism ; oc-

curring, indeed, whenever Bramha takes a sleep.'" He
seems to be fully recognized in his character of De-

stroyer in the Rig Veda. " Slay not, O Rudra, (Shiva.)

our old, nor our young, our unborn, {generans,) nor our

newly-born, our father, nor our mother; nor afflict tie

I do not attempt to give a view of Hindu cosmogony, a.s it

wotild require much, space, and is not a necessani' part of their

religion; though necessarily invoh-ing the credit ofthe Shastras,

3 H 2
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bodies we love ! In son, in grandson, in kinsman, in

COWS, or in horses, chastise us not ; nor in anger smite

our men, Rudra ! Far from us be thy weapon

which slays cows,* and slays men, O Destroyer of men !

Be felicity accorded to us of thee ; favour us, and un-

dertake our cause, O god ! O gi^'e us salvation !"

Each of the Triad has a heaven of his own ; Indra

too, has a heaven, and several heavens beside are men-

tioned. These abodes are thronged by three hundred

and thirty millions of gods ; in v/hose character is neither

grandeur nor worth. They luxuriate in crime, and are

frequently worsted in battle. Krishna called them " the

vile and contemptible denizens of heaven," and also "the

evil-minded and unprincipled gods ;" terms admirably

characteristic. These gods are considered immortal

;

but not properly divine ; except, indeed, as any object

may be identified with the supreme spirit, and so be

called di\ine. In the Canarese, and some other Indian

tongues, though not in all, they are not called Deva,

the name " God" as applied to the Triad and a few

others ; but Devita, " little gods," dii minores. You

cannot, however, find two Bramhans who agree as to

the number of celestials entitled to be called Deva. Of

course it is not attempted to give a catalogue of the

Devita ; and only a few, comparatively, receive separate

worship. At certain ceremonies, and in urgent distress,

they are invoked in mass.

Perhaps it may admit of doubt whether any of the

gods receiving separate worship belong properly to the

class of Devita, and whether they are not all of other

* " Vaccans necans ;" this I take to be a misprint for vaccas,

and render it accordingly.
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orders ; being cither deified natural agents, deified men,

deified animals ; or else imaginary regents governing

certain provinces, as Kumara, " God of war," and Vig-

nayshvara, " God of difficulties." If this be correct,

then the three himdred and thirty millions come from

a corruption of the patriarchal doctrine of angels ; and

to furnish the pantheon of divinities separately adored,

three processes have been employed ;

—

Personifica-

Tiox, applied at nail to any inanimate object, even so

low as moon-plant wine, but especially to the nobler

ones, as the sun, moon, ocean, kc: Apotheosis, ex-

ercised not only on men, but also on beasts, birds, and

reptiles ; and Invextio:n', resorted to when any class

of facts had been observed, and it was deemed neces-

sary to assign them a director. Such conceptions as

Virgil's Fame, or Ovid's Envy, if put forth, in India,

by good authority, would be generally accepted as

models of goddesses. From conceptions similar, if not

in poetry, at least in principle, have sprung the host of

official gods ; a class which includes even the Triad.

The debased and polluting idolatry to which these

doctrines naturally lead, has been illustrated at length

in former pages. It is now, therefore, only necessary

to recall the fact, that the fair and spacious continent

of Hindustan is inimdated vnih idols—idols of from the

size of an elephant to that of a bee ; of every material,

from gold to clay ; and of every form, from monster to

reptile—idols in Avhich all decency is outraged, and all

modesty decried—idols which meet you at every turn,

until you are ready to repeat the old satire on Athens,

that it is more easy to find a god than a man. Then,

with these loathsome claimants of divine honours are
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associated trees, hills, waters, kings, husbands, priests,

and patrons, cows, birds, snakes, and monkeys, and even

implements of handicraft. Nor are these debasements

confined to the ignorant and low. In the Vishnu Pu-

1 ana we are told, that Krishna utters the following sen-

timents :
—" Practical science is agriculture, commerce,

and tending of cattle Thus the knowledge of the

means of support is threefold. The object that is cul-

tivated by any one should be to him as his chief divi-

nity ; that should be venerated and worshipped as it is

his benefactor We then" (he was a cowherd)

" are boimd to worship the mountains and to offer sacri-

fices to cattle. What have we to do with Indra ? Cattle

and mountains are our gods. Bramhans offer worship

Avith prayer ; cultivators of the earth adore their land-

marks ; but we, who tend our herds in the forests and

mountains, should worship them and our kine." (Page

524.)

Painful as is the darkness of the Hindu on the natural

attributes of God, it is more painful stUl respecting His

moral glories. Whether we take one god or another,

celestial life or terrestrial incarnations, the primitive

Veda or the modern Purana, in aU we find the revolting

alliance of divinity and pollution. It is safe to say that

in the Purana legends of the amours, envies, and errors

of the gods, we have, from the creator down, a record

of turpitude far exceeding that of any prison in exist-

ence. Deeds we should blush to name, are sung in

lofty verse, and as the performance of glorious godhead.

To excuse these monstrosities we are told that as to

God " no actions affect him." Were it not that our

eyes have light from above, this answer might blind
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US, as it does the astute Hindu, and like him we might

forget that it is not the action which affects the

agent ; but the agent who affects the action, displaying

his own character in the character he gives to his deeds.

Laboriously and painfully does the Hindu set himself

to prove that actions which in himself would be cul-

pable, are in his god, wise and pure. This one fact

forcibly illustrates two Scriptural declarations ; namely,

that the heathen know not God ; and that they have a

law written on their heart. In their ignorance of God,

they forget that principles too vile for man, cannot be

those of the Eternal ; and by the law written on their

hearts, they feel that to copy the supposed divine ex-

ample would involve guilt. The truth that a clean

thing cannot be brought out of an unclean, has a sor-

rowful evidence in the fact that every effort of the hu-

man soul to evolve, independent of revelation, an idea

of God, has only produced a huge being of eccentric

power, and blemished morals.

The idea of God as taught in the Shastras, is lament-

ably entangled and obscure ; but as existing in the po-

pular mind is even more so. They say, " God is one
;"

but when asked Who ? or. Of what character ? some

will reply, " the god at Shivagunga ;" some, " Hana-

munta;" some," Goobbee Appa ;" some, "Runga," and

so on. "With the more intelligent the proposition, " God

is one," is only the first of a series of propositions of

which the last is, " There are gods many and lords

many." One class, if they could analyse their reason-

ing, would state it thus :
" God is one : this one Being

is supreme ; the Supreme must be perfectly happy ; to

be perfectly happy, he must be free from all care ; to
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be free from all care, he must be unconscious : there-

fore God is free from consciousness, that is, he is for

ever asleep. A being who is asleep does not govern

the universe ; but the universe is governed ; and must

be governed by some divine being ; thus there must be

some divine being who is not asleep, and consequently

who is not the supreme." And then, it is easy to prove

from the Shastras that the government of the universe

is not in one hand, but in many, therefore the gods are

many. Another class arrives at the same conclusion,

thus :
" God is one ; from him sprang all things ; He

is in all things ; so that on whatever we look we look

on God. It is false to say of anything it is not God,

for nothing exists without God ; therefore God is every-

thing, and everything is God." Their views of God's

omnipresence, though thus adequate as to extent, are

^\Tetchedly gross. Of omniscience they have scarce a

thought ; Para Bramha being ignorant that he is even

asleep, and all the Shastras describing the highest gods

as often in difficulties from ignorance, it is not wonderful

that the people insist on the necessity of several gods
;

because, say they, no king could attend to a whole king-

dom without pro\'incial officers ; so God cannot attend

to all affairs without assistant deities. They sometimes

worthily express omnipotence ; but a moment after show

that they have not any true conception on the subject

;

and indeed, even in the Shastras, halts, obstacles, and

embarrassments retard every movement of alleged om-

nipotence, and impede even the work of creation.

When, even in the Shastras, the acts of deity constantly

flow from, or are mingled with, what they themselves

term, " foulness, passion, and darkness," we could
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only expect, what we find sadly realized, that in the

thoughts of the people the deity stands apart from all idea

of justice, fidelity, and truth. Yet they have universally

the conviction, that sin will be punished; a conviction,

however, taught chiefly by a voice quoting the sanctions

of a law written on their heart. I never could discover

in a Hindu mind, the idea of one great Being, holy and

good, who is distinct from all He upholds as His own

light from all it beautifies. Others beside theological

observers, have been struck with the absence in Hindu

piety of any sentiment like the love of God. Colonel

Kennedy has said respecting the Shastras, that, " It is

singxilar that such expressions as the love and fear of

God, never occur in those sacred books."*

The doctrines concerning max, are next in impor-

tance to those concerning God. It is aifirmed on all

hands that the Hindus have always taught the immor-

tality of the soul. But in this statement immortality is

confounded with future existence, The Hindus hold

that the soul exists after death ; but, in our sense, or

in any true sense, they do not hold it to be immortal.

To the idea of life, especially of spiritual life, both

personality and consciousness are essential. By the

immortality of the soul, we understand, that to all

eternity the soul will exist as a real being ; and therefore

wiU for ever think, feel, and act. This the Hindus do

not hold. Their doctrine is not the immortality, but

the divinity, of the soid. The soul, according to them,

is not a creature of God, which it is not His wUl ever

to annihilate ; but it is a part of God, which he has de-

luded into the belief that it is a separate being. In

• Quoted by Dr. Wilson.
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consequence of this delusion it suffers, on quitting the

present body it will enter anotlier, there it wUl suffer

also, and so on until, recovering from its error, it will

recognize itself as God, whereupon its suffering and its

consciousness wUl terminate, by re-absorption into the

Supreme. To a soid, the termination of conscious ex-

istence is not only death, but annihilation ; it would,

therefore, be more correct to say that the Hindus be-

lieve in the divinity of the soul, than that they believe in

its immortality.

The soul is, according to Hinduism, ever and only a

part of God ; and yet its condition after death depends

on its merit in life. If virtuous it may be born a goat

or even a cow ; if pious, a man ; if saintly, a Bramhan;

if immortal, a cat, a tiger, a crow, or a bug. Its pro-

gress in hoKness is followed by a progressive elevation

of birth, tiU absorption crowns its reward. Thus, upon

the whole earth, only one kind of living being exists
;

" all life is one," "A man, a woman, a cow, a goat, a

horse, an elephant, a bird, a tree," (for some include

vegetables with animals,) "are names" says the Vishnu

Purana, " assigned to various bodies which are the con-

sequences of acts. Man is neither a god, nor a man,

nor a brute, nor a tree : these are mere varieties of shape,

the effects of acts." This occiurs in a passage often

quoted by Bramhans in conversation with myself. The

same Purana recites the history of a prince, who after

death was born a dog, then a jackal, then a wolf, then

a vulture, then a crow, then a peacock, and finally a

prince again.

It will be observed that in this doctrine heaven and

hell have no place. Sin is punished by repeated gifts
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of existence, and piety rewarded by privation of exist-

tance for ever. Had these views prevailed from the

beginning, no such idea as that of heaven or hell would

have existed. Yet allusions to those places of punish-

ment and reward are of constant occurrence, nor do the

sacred writers preserve their grand theory of transmi-

grations free from intrusions of the older truth. For

instance, the lot of the prince, whose migrations we
have just noticed, is described in terms wholly inconsis-

tent with the dogma of absorption. " The king then,

along Avith his princess, ascended beyond the sphere of

Indru, to the region where all desires are for ever grati-

fied, obtaining ever-during and unequalled happiness

in heaven." The same inconsistency prevades all their

moral sanctions ; for instance, the Vishnu Purana, in

one sentence, declares the punishment of an adulterer

to be hell, and in the next to be birth as a reptile. To
accommodate the theory of heaven and hell, with that

of metempsychosis, they are sometimes represented as

only temporary abodes, whence, eventually, the soul

issues for a new round of births. But the existence of

the names and ideas of these worlds, with such expres-

sions as those just quoted, " ever-during," and " for

ever gratified," strongly indicate a theology which had

formed language before the doctrine of transmigration

was invented.

So definitively does the idea of heaven and hell exist

among the Hindus, that a heaven is assigned to each

caste, and terrible descriptions are given of hell. " The

heaven of the Pitris," says Parasara, " is the region of

the devout Bramhans. The sphere of Indra, of Kshet-

riyas who fly not from the field. The region of the
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winds is assigned to the Vaisyas, who are diligent in

their occupation and submissive. Sudras are elevated

to the sphere of the Gandharbas. Those Bramhans

who lead religious lives, go to the world of the eighty-

eight thousand saints : and that of the seven Rishis, is

the seat of pious anchorets and hermits. The world of

ancestors is that of respectable householders : and the

region of Bramha is the asylum of religious mendicants.

The imperishable region of the Yogis, (ascetic hermits,)

is the highest seat of Vishnu, where they perpetually

meditate on the supreme being, with minds intent on

him alone : the sphere where they reside the gods

themselves cannot behold. The sun, the moon, the

planets shall repeatedly be and cease to be ; but those

who internally repeat the mystic adoration of the di^•i-

nity shall never know decay." This last sentence is a

bold and express declaration of immortality ; but it is

not the doctrine of the writer by whom it was penned
;

as might be shown from nimierous passages in his work,

in which it is declared that no state is " imperishable,"

and that the Yogis, so far from enjojing or desiring an

existence that " shall never know decay," part only tn

lose all existence by becoming a particle of God. The

doctrine of these two sentences is plainly a ray of earlier

light stni flitting among the shades that had fallen so

thickly.

Besides this truly Hindu division of heaven into

caste asylums, they enumerate popularly four hea-

vens, one for each member of the Triad, and one for

Indra, Bramha's heaven is Satyaloha, the Realm of

Truth, where the creator dwells royally -with his swan-

drawn chariot, and where only Bramhans are received.
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Vishnu reigns in Vaikunka, a sublime mountain in the

north, into which all the excellent are admitted irre-

spective of sect or caste. Shiva too, the destroyer, has

his heaven, Kylasa, a glorious moimt of silver, which

like that of Vishnu is free for all the good. But the

favourite heaven of all, is Swarga, where in the region

of the air Indra reigns over the three hundred and

thirty milhons of gods, and wherein abound the dance,

the song, and all sensual joy.

The same authority from whom we quoted the above

account of heaven, says :
—" For those who neglect

their duties, who revile the Vedas and obstruct re-

ligious rites, the places assigned after death are the

terrific regions of darkness, of deep gloom, of fear, and

of great terror ; the fearful hell of sharp swords, the

hell of scoui'ges, and of a waveless sea." This is a

much loftier view of the punishment than is given in

other parts of the sacred writings, where the torments

are particularized, and nearly all ridiculous, filth and

feculence bearing the principal part. They also name
punishments not unlike those of IVIilton. Over hell,

(^patdrla,) presides Yemma, the child of the Sun. The

sufferings of hell are not eternal ; but in themselves

expiate the offences for which they are inflicted, and

purify the sufferer, who is eventually emancipated.

Probably from this latter belief sprang the sacrifice

to departed souls, evidently as ancient as the Vedas,

and still so much insisted upon. This rite also is in-

compatible with metempsychosis ; for the manes are

declared to receive pleasure from the offering, Avhich

could not be the case were they tenanting new bodies

and perfectly unconscious of their previous history. We
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conclude that the sacrifice is more ancient than the

doctrine of transmigration, because it is very improba-

ble that it should originate after that doctrine had been

received ; and also because its counter-part is disco-

verable amongst nearly all heathen people. In China,

as in India, food is presented for the benefit of the

dead ; in "West Africa, slaves ; in Kafferland, cows
;

and in North America, a rifle.

In the Vedas nothing is distinctly said on the nature

or destiny of the soul ; but from such expressions as

" the next world," and " immortality ;" it is plaiii that

a future life was part of the faith of the writers. And
it seems doubtful whether even they had not a con-

fused mixture of the notions of transmigration and im-

mortality. For we find moon-plant wine thus addressed.

" O divine Soma, the bestower of holy future births,

thou art most heavenly and art praised for the procur-

ing of immortality." Here the two doctrines seem

unconsciously blended. But the phrase, " this world

and the next," belongs palpably to the true doctrine of

a future life ; as does also " by means of these purify-

ing verses a man reaches paradise, enjojingly obtaining

food, the reward of merit, and then goes to the abode of

immortality."

It is generally assumed that metempsychosis was in-

vented to promote humanity to animals. But perhaps

it was only one of the most natural consequences of

confounding visible agents with the imasible God. Once

suppose fire, air, and the like to be God manifesting

himself in different forms, and when you come to pro-

nounce what living beings are, you cannot easily escape

the same conclusion. The doctrine invented, it would
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be deemed apt to promote all virtue, by exhibiting to

men palpable retributions, and especially to promote

tenderness to brutes, by teaching the identity of all life.

On these two grounds, some have, naturally enough,

considered the doctrine useful and humane. But truth

is sacred; and he that, like Jeroboam, lifts a hand against

her, no matter how wise the pretence, will, like Jero-

boam, suffer. Man, in mutilating truth, by metem-

psychosis, has greviously wounded himself. He learns

not to kill cows ; but he learns at the same time not to

pity afflicted men. His new doctrine protects the mon-

key, but curses the widow ; saves the crow, but exe-

crates the cripple. You must not kill a scorpion, for it

may be your father ; and you must not pity a leper, for

his disease only tells what a miscreant he has been.

Thus, while animal life is saved, human hearts are

hardened, and human woes made doubly bitter.

It will be remembered, that from the Hindu account

of our origin, the race was created of four different

natures. The Bramhan, pervaded by the quality of

goodness ; the Kshetriya, by that of foulness ; the

Vaishya, by foulness and darkness ; and the Shudra, by

darkness alone. Thus the chief part of men were at

first replete with evil qualities, and no fall or apostacy

was necessary to account for the vices that inundated

the earth. They would be only the natural develop-

ment of the qualities of foulness and darkness so largely

bestowed upon us by the Creator. But in every sec-

tion of Hindu doctrine, we catch gleams of a theology

antecedent to the Bramhanical system, and inconsistent

with it. Just after recording the four distinct creations,

the Vishnu Purana proceeds :
—" The beings who were
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created by Bramha, of these four castes, at first were

endowed with righteousness and perfect faith ; they

abode wherever they pleased, unchecked by any impe-

diment ; their hearts were free from giule ; they were

pure, made free from soil by observance of sacred in-

stitutes. In their sanctified minds Hari dwelt : and

they were filled with perfect wisdom, by which they

contemplated the glory of Vishnu. After a while that

portion of Hari (Vishnu) which has been described as

one with time, infused into created beings sin, as yet

feeble, though formidable, or passion and the like : the

impediment of the sovd"s liberation, the seed of iniquity

sprang from darkness and desire. The innate perfect-

ness of human nature was then no more evolved ; the

eight kinds of perfection were impaired; and these

being enfeebled, and sin gaining strength, mortals were

afflicted with pain, arising from susceptibility to con-

trasts, as heat and cold and the like.'' Here we have

a doctrine clearly opposed to that which brings us from

the hand of the Creator, full of " darkness and foulness,"

and yet even here our corruption is made the immediate

act of deity, and that too of the Preserver

!

The sinfulness of man once acknowledged, it is ne-

cessary to put before the sinner a way to pardon. To

do this Hinduism elaborately toils. Among the means

of salvation proposed by it, Meditaxiox appears to

stand first. This consists in fixing the mind steadily

on the Supreme, abstracting it from any other object.

To promote such abstraction suppression of the breath

is enjoined. The nostrils being closed with the finger

and thumb, the mouth is to be firmly shut. Mental

philosophers may doubt, if they please, whether much
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aid ^vill be rendered by this specific to clear and close

thought; but of its moral efficacy the Hindu has autho-

ritative assurance. " For," says Menu, " as the dross

and impurities of metallic ores are consumed by fire,

thus are the sinful acts of the human organs consumed

by suppression of the breath." Should this saintly

exercise be continued for such a length of time, that the

soul can no longer abide in the body, it will escape

through the cro\vn of the head, and instantly be re-

warded for its piety by union with Para Bramha ! Alas,

how long must a conscience have vainly asked, " TVTiat

must I do to be saved ?" before it could accept such an

answer as this ! The Vishnu Purana mingles with

many puerilities on the subject of meditation, some high

and beautiful touches, clearly pointing to patriarchal

theolog)'. A contemplatist, in order to perfection must

forget all attachments—wife, children, parents, friends
;

must abjure every passion, lose every remembrance,

and even every perception but that of God ; must see

in food, raiment, friends, foes, weapons, nought but

God alone, and finally must recognize himself as God.

Praladha, a most perfect contemplatist, thus terminates

one of his meditations :
" Glory, again and again, to

that being to whom aU returns, and from whom all pro-

ceeds ; who is all, and in whom all things are ; to him

whom I also am ; for he is everywhere ; and through

whom all things are from me, who am everlasting. I

am imdecayable, ever enduring, the receptacle of the

spirit of the Supreme. Bramha is my name ; the su-

preme soul, that is before all things, that is after the

end of aU."

Their methods of attaining to this transcendental

2 I
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elevation are such as we should deem little adapted to

the end. On one solemn occasion the worshipper is to

conceive that " Bramha, with five faces and a red com-

plexion, resides in his navel ; Vishnu with four arms

and a black complexion, in his heart ; and Shiva, with

five faces and a white complexion, in his forehead,"

Dubois was told by one, that his guru prescribed, as es-

sential to contemplation, gazing upon the sky without a

wink ; an exercise by which the guru himself had lost

one eye. This sage further instructed his disciple that

" the hinge on which spirituality turns, is to keep all

the orifices of the body so closely shut that none of the

winds from within shall escape."

Perhaps, among the means of salvation. Penance
ranks next to meditation. The most popular form of

penance is pilgrimage. To a shrine of local reputation

persons congregated from a distance of fifty or sixty

miles ; but to one of wide fame they fiock from the ex-

tremes of Hindustan. Every day in the year numerous

companies are wandering over some of the plains of

India, in search of rest for their souls. To Benares,

Ramisseram, Juggernaut, Tripety, and other places of

noted sanctity, every year brings pilgrims from a dis-

tance of eight, ten, or even fifteen hundred miles.

Through fatigue, accident, and infection, many lives are

lost, and vokmtary immolations swell the record of

mortality. When we consider the gigantic scale on

which this popular penance exists ; could all those who

perish during pilgrimage, the weakly, the aged, those

who, being attacked by sickness, die of neglect, children

brought forth on the journey, mothers hurried on be-

fore recovery, and sinking through fatigue ; with the
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%'ictims of contagion which seldom misses the wander-

ing bands
;
perhaps it would be found that the middle

passage has a rival in destructiveness.

But pilgrimage is not the only penance, solitude and

torture are emphatically enjoined. The highest state of

piety is that in which home, family, and all things are

forsaken, the body stripped naked, and a desert place

chosen where the life may be wholly passed in austeri-

ties. Here the ascetic is to bear with equal pleasure,

OT rather Avithout acknowledging either pleasure or pain,

light and darkness, sun and rain, heat and cold. He
must completely eschew all caste and family prejudices,

with all desire for comforts or pleasures ; he must eat

all things promiscuously, no matter how revolting,

Sannyasis, or monks, sometimes traverse the country in

a state of nudity ; and a few of them boast of being

able to eat fseces. Monstrous as this is, it is not all,

for incredible tortures are often added. One wears

round his neck for years a broad iron plate with a hole

in the centre, which renders it impossible ever to rest

the head. Another forces spikes through his lips or

cheeks. Another stands upright, in the forest, till his

legs swell, suppurate, and refuse to bear his weight

;

yet he retains his upright posture by leaning on d pil-

low SAVung from a tree. One holds up his hand till it

stiffens and cannot be brought down again ; another

looks over his shoulder till his head, becoming fixed,

refuses to turn, and he must be fed with liquids

;

another walks on spiked sandals ; another buries him-

self up to the neck ; another carries on his head a

copper vessel containing fire ; and one more holy than

2 I 2
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all tortures himseK thus :—A Yogi seen by Fryer *

" after having seated himseK on a quadrangular stage,

fell prostrate, and continued fervent in his devotions till

the sun began to have considerable power." (It was the

hot season.) " He then rose and stood on one leg gazing

stedfastly at the sun, while fires, each large enough,

says the traveller, to roast an ox, were kindled at the

four corners of the stage ; the penitent counting his

beads, and occasionally, with his pot of incense, throw-

ing combustible materials into the fire to increase the

flames. He next bowed himself down in the centre of

the four fires, keeping his eyes still fixed upon the sun.

Afterwards, placing himself upright on his head, he

stood for the extraordinary space of three hours upright,

in that position ; he then seated himseK with his legs

across, and thus remained sustaining the raging heat of

the sun and of the fires till the end of the day." To

us it is incomprehensible how such torments can be en-

dm-ed, nor could we even credit it, but on evidence

painfully conclusive. It is not surprising that when, at

a missionary meeting in an English coxmty, an officer

from India stated that he had seen a Yogi who had held

his hand closed until the nails had grown through it

and come out at the back, a good man qmetly rose and

making his Avay to the door, observed, " If he says that,

he"U say aught."

After meditation and penance, perhaps the means of

salvation deemed most efiectual is Ablxttiok. " He
who, after having offered sacrifice to the Pitris, bathes in

the Ganges, Sutledge, Beyah, Saraswatti, or in the

Gomati at Naimisha, expiates all his sins." A single

* See Wilson's MiU, i. 480.
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bath in the sea is of similar efficacy. Of the virtue of

the Ganges, we have the following assurance in the

Vishnu Purana :
—" Such is the efficacj^ of the stream

that flows from the toe of Vishnu, that it confers heaven

upon all who bathe in it designedly, or who even be-

come accidentally immersed in it : those even shall obtain

Swarga, (Indra's heaven,) whose bones, skin, fibres,

hair, or any other part shall be left after death upon the

earth which is contiguous to the Ganges." The con-

fluence of two rivers is always effectual to save those

who there bathe. Lakes, though not so potent as seas

or streams, are not wholly powerless ; some of their

number, as those at Kumbakum and Tirthamalay, are

of excellent virtue. At stated periods the saving pro-

perties of such lakes, as also of the confluence of rivers,

rise to a wondrous potency. When such a time ap-

proaches, multitudes are assembled on the holy spot

awaiting the moment of destiny. This is ascertained

by the Jotisha, who no sooner proclaims it, than a

frantic rush is made, all are bruised, the feeble are

trodden under foot, multitudes are maimed, while be-

tween trampling and drowning many lose their lives.

A gentleman high in the Bengal service, has informed

me, that on one such occasion, the crowd was so dense,

and (on the signal being given) the rush so furious,

that one or two hundred persons were actually killed

in an upright position by mere pressure. Such victims

are envied as martyrs, whose better zeal called down

upon their heads a crown denied to others. Waters

assume a double virtue at every eclipse, on which occa-

sion, a bath, no matter where performed, surely purifies

from sin.
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Nor are these the only cheap methods of salvation :

the repetition of the Muntras (forms of prayer) infallibly

purges every stain. Scarcely a legend of the Puranas

closes without the assurance that whoever reads or hears

it read, thereby expiates all offences, and in somes cases

it is added that he shall no more commit evil actions.

The bare sight of some mountains takes away sin

!

Then, if the panchagavija, or five products of the cow,

be mixed together, a draught of the compound is not

more distasteful to the palate, than it is advantageous to

the soul ; and many a thoughtful, sensible man, devoutly

takes that filthy mixtiire, deeming it his salvation. In

ancient times purification was consummated by the peni-

tent being purged by fire, in order to which he offered

himself up a Avhole burnt-offering. The appearance of

this strange fanaticism in Russia, since the introduction

of Christianity, and under a Christian guise, increases

the curious proofs abounding in history, of our prone-

ness to delusion.

"SVhen the Hindus speak of purification, it must not

be supposed that they mean any change by which sin

shall disappear, and truth and goodness spring up in a

soul where they were not. Their purification is an

occult nothing, whereby a superstition coquets with

conscience, assuring it of health while the sore ran-

kles as of old. In some passages of the Shastras,

faint streaks of older and better doctrine glimmer, or

seem to glimmer, through the shade ; but they are seen

faintly and uncertainly as a new moon in a night of

clouds.-^ But you find not even this glimmer in the mind

* Obscuram, qualem primo qiii siu-jjcrc mense
Aiit videt, aut vidisse piitat, per nubila, liuiam.
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of the living Hindu. Alas, no ! Not once, in long and

earnest conversations with that most interesting people,

did I discover in any soul a ray of hope that he would be-

come on earth a new and holy man. Once, wishing to lead

a Bramhan to the essential question, " What must I do

to be saved," I said, "You know that you are a sinner.

" No," replied he with some displeasure, " I am a

Bramhan." Resolved not to concede this point, I said

earnestly, " You know that you are a sinner
;
your corw

science tells you so
;
you must admit it." Confused,

and apparently fearing additional humiliation before

those present, he said, "Well, then, for the sake of

argument I will admit it." " Admitting, then, that you

are a sinner, you must also admit that one of two things

follow—either you must be pardoned or you must be

punished." He paused, reflected for a moment, and

said, " That is plain, if a sinner do not expiate his sin,

he must suffer for it." " Then finding yourself in a

position in which you must bear punishment unless you

obtain pardon, you will name the means whereby you

may certainly escape the one and secure the other."

The persons present gazed at him : his countenance fell;

he said hesitatingly, swalpa iru, swalpa ini, " wait a

moment, wait a moment," and after a second or two of

thought he replied with vivacity, " This is it : if I

steal, that is a sin : the way to obtain pardon for that

sin is to take refuge at the feet of the god who has been

celebrated for theft. If I lie, that is a sin : the way to

obtain pardon for that sin is to take refuge at the feet

of the god who has been noted for falsehood." And
thus he ran through a dark list of transgressions, pro-

posing to expiate each by adoring a celestial who,
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ha^dng shared his weakness, might pity his danger.

This man was past middle age ; he was a priest ; his

son was sitting by, and some of the inferior people were

there to hear his answer to the grand question. He
gave the hopeless humbling answer just recorded, with

an air of good faith and complacency. And how many

of our fellow-subjects, when their conscience forces

upon them the question, What can I do to be saved ?

can give no better reply !

"

On minor points of doctrine, however interesting, we

cannot pause. On the Moeals of Hinduism we need

not speak at large. In the Shastras are found dispersed

many precepts of admirable morality ; but taking those

books as a whole, no works of our most shameless

authors, are so unblushing, or so deleterious. The

Sama Veda treats drunkenness as a celestial pastime
;

and yet of all vices this is the most repugnant to the

genius of modern Hinduism, Again, all the gods are re-

presented as playing at will with truth, honour, chastity,

natural affection, and every \-irtue ; running, for sport,

into the vilest excess, and consecrating by their ex-

ample all hateful deeds. Falsehood, if with a pious

motive, has direct sanction. Menu declares that, " A
giver of false evidence from a pious motive, even though

he know the truth, shall not lose a seat in heaven :

such evidence men call divine speech." Shortly after

he supplies us with a list of the occasions in which such

pious motive may be claimed :
" In the case of courte-

zans, of marriages, of food eaten by cows, of fuel for a

sacrifice, or a benefit or protection accruing to a Bram-

han, there is no sin in an oath," Vishnu has often

preserved the gods, by the most wicked impostures.
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Lies flow familiarly from divine lips, and thus lose all

disrepute in mortal eyes. The amours of the gods are

so detailed as inevitably to corrujot all who read and

admire them ; while they argue, on the part of the

writers, a horrible familiarity with every variety of de-

bauch. In the lofty poetry of the sacred books are

musically sung expressions of a coarseness that would

be spurned from the vilest ballad."^' Part of the retinue

of every temple consists of priestesses, who are the only

educated women in the country, and whose profession

it is to corrupt the public morals. Of the secret Avor-

ship of the Shakties, or procreative energies, which

takes place under Bramhanical sanction, it would be

wrong to say a word beyond this, that on such occasions

the prejudices of caste are equally disregarded with the

laws of God. In some of the temples, excesses are, at

certain times, openly committed, which would be con-

cealed even in our lowest dens of vice. It is very easy

for those who are not too sensible on such points, to

say that missionaries are ; but it is not so easy to an-

swer the question of Ward :
" Is there such a strong

bias in human nature to virtue, that a man will be pure

in spite of the example of his gods, and when

the very services of his temple present the most fasci-

nating temptations to impurity?" No parent watchful

of the morality of his children, would allow them to

read the tomes, to which our brethren in the East

devoutly resort for heavenly instruction.

* It may be judged what will be the character of the his-

tories, when, even in a hymn of the comparatively pure Kig
Veda, we have such language as this : Mulier obtmet maritum,
excitant geyiitale semen ; concijnendv virilem humorem luor ex-

trahit.—Kosex.
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We may give an illustration of the fact, that it is im-

possible to judge of the real sentiments of the Hindus,

merely by detached sentences of the sacred books.

That the true character of an action is fixed, not by its

outward appearance, but by the heart of him who
performs it, is a principle lying deep at the basis of all

moralit}-. "We find that principle annoimced by the

Hindus. Carrying to the words our own ideas, we should

hail them as proof of clear light on morals. But should

we meet with a little book of popular tales, we find one

designed to illustrate this principle : it runs thus :—In

a certain to%^Ti lived two merchants, bosom friends, who

met daily, after business, to enjoy each other's society.

On parting, one of the friends, being devout, went to

the temple : the other, being licentious, went to the

home of the priestesses. Thus matters proceeded till

they both died, when the devotee was sent to hell, and

the libertine was received to heaven. A sage, surprised

at this, went to Bramha and demanded the reason why
a devout man was consigned to torment, and a wicked

man exalted to bliss. Bramha replied, " "When they

daily parted, he who went among the priestesses often

thought of his devout friend, and reflected how much
better it would have been, had he gone -wdth him to

worship in the temple. Thus, though outwardly com-

mitting sin, his heart was occupied -R-ith pious thoughts.

The other, while in the temple, often thought of his

voluptuous friend, and of the manner in which he was

engaged. Thus, though actually performing a holy

work, his heart was revolving impure subjects : and

you are aware," added Bramha, "that the character of

actions depends on the state of the heart ; therefore I
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have received to heaven him Avhose heart was piously

disposed, and sent to hell him whose heart was licen-

tious." We should have deemed it impossible so

exactly to pervert a good principle, or at least, impos-

sible that any man should accept the perversion. But

this story, with its hateful moral, has been zealously

defended, against my censures, by learned and sincere

Bramhans. There is a fearful art in error, to transmute

into noxious vapour truths the most luminous and

solid.

Perhaps the most natural place in which to consider

the Ministry of a religious system is after its doctrines

and its morals, but before its ritual. The ministry of

Hinduism is well defined. It is a priesthood holding

the functions of teachers in addition to those which are

purely sacerdotal. This office can be held only in a

line of inviolable succession. No power can introduce

to it one whom the gods did not predestinate to its

honours, by giving him a Bramhan birth. But birth

alone does not constitute the priest. " By birth," says

the Shastras, " his caste is that of a Shudra ; by the

initiatory sacrament, his caste is that of the twice-born."

This initiatory sacrament is performed when the boy has

reached the age of seven or nine years. An assembly

of the Bramhans being convoked, and solemn sacrifices

offered, the boy is shaved, washed, and girded ; when

the father, placing him with his face to the east, re-

peats in his ear some portion of the holy Veda, of which,

up to that hour, he has not been permitted to hear a

word. Three fine cords, in the shape of a skein of

thread, are then passed imder one arm, and over the

opposite shoulder, so as to hang across the chest ; and
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this triple cord is the sign of his actual admisssion to

the priestly office. It is made of cotton which Bram-

hanical hands alone have plucked from, the bush, pre-

pared, spun, and twisted ; for no mortal of lower birth

is worthy to touch the sacred fibre destined to form the

badge of a terrestrial god. From the moment of this

investiture, the Bramhan is declared dvi-jana, " born

again;" so that the doctrine of regeneration by an

initial right is not confined to Europe.

The priesthood, thus conferred, cannot be lost, ex-

cept by some infamy that drives the Bramhan from his

caste. His ignorance may be great, his calling secular,

and his character disreputable ; but the sacefdotmm

abides intact. From the day of investiture he possesses

six rights : that of reading the Vedas, and that of getting

them read ; that of making the sacrifice of yajna, and

that of causing it to be made ; that of receiving alms,

and that of giving alms to the Bramhans. Of these

privileges, reading the Vedas, and making or causing

the ynjna, are exclusively confined to the sacred caste.

The king caste are permitted to hear the Vedas, though

not to read them ; and in the privilege of giving alms

to the Bramhans, they graciously permit even a Shudra

to participate ; but I believe no out-caste dare aspire to

that honour. Among the civil immunities accorded to

the priestly office are, exemption from house-tax, from

local duties on goods, and from corporal punishment.

They divide sacerdotal life into four stages ; on the

first of which, that of Bramhachari, or " student," the

youth enters at his initiation. He must now daily bathe,

and twice a day ofier the sacrifice of the homam. He
at once begins to study, first learning to read and write,
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then proceeding to the sacred books, and adding lan-

guages and sciences according to his talents or his

funds. The number of Bramhans Avho understand the

Vedas is "very limited. They will repeat muntras all

their lives without understanding a word of them. A
Romish missionary has aptly said, " They may be com-

pared to the peasantry in the Catholic countries of

Europe, who learn to read Latin, that they may be

able to chant the psalms on Sundays at church." A
friend of mine once, hearing schoolboys reciting San-

scrit verses, demanded to know the meaning. The

poor urchins referred him to their master, and the

master frankly OAvned he did not know.

Even the Bramhan least addicted to study is careful

to maintain that ceremonial purity, by which they hold

themselves above all other mortals. They bathe at

least once a day, generally twice, and if rigid thrice

:

this is persevered in through the coldest weather, and

is matter of much spiritual pride. Never did Pharisee

more complacently regard his superiority to other men,

than does a Bramhan the unmatched sanctity of his

ablutions. When he returns from intercourse with the

world, to his own house, the clothes he wore are left in

an outer room, and the stains which the touch or the

breath of less holy beings may have left on his person

are carefully washed away. Some physicians, when
feeling the pulse of a Shudra, will place their silk be-

tween their finger and his skin. In walking or sitting,

he must carefully avoid the touch of bones, rags, saliva,

and countless things beside ; to avoid that of a dog he

would run far ; that of a Pariah would set him frantic.

Nor is that of a European much more welcome ; but
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interest checks tlie expression of disgust. Upon the

vessels he uses in cooking no eye may fall but one of

the sacred caste ; should any less holy glance, by mis-

fortune, meet one of these illustrious pots, it is for ever

polluted and must be destroyed. In ^rawing water,

should his vessel touch one belonging to a man of dif-

ferent caste, his, if earthenware, must be broken; if

brass, long and laboriously scoured. "WTienever it is

possible, they have wells reserved for their ov.'n use

;

and hard indeed is their lot, when necessity compels

them to draw from a well where even an out-caste may
come. Once, in showing a Bramhan a simple experi-

ment, I accidentally threw water upon him from a glass.

Had it been aquafortis, he could not have more vigor-

ously leaped and screamed. It was a severe misfor-

tune ; he soberly declared that he almost doubted

whether he were any longer a Bramhan ; and many a

bathing, at least, that staLa from clear water would cost

him.

Fasting is among the essential duties of a Bramhan.

From aU animal food he constantly abstains, as also

from all intoxicating drinks, and all bulbous roots. ^' In

addition to which, he is obliged to keep a fast day at

the change and fidl of the moon, on the eleventh day

of each moon, and at the solstices, equinoxes, and

ecHpses. Their fast is not absolute, for though they

do not take any meal till after sunset, they may freely

use mUk and fruit, which are at all times chief articles

of their diet. The Abbe Dubois thus estimates the re-

ligious value of their abstinence :
—" These fasts have

* On these pohits the northern Bramhans have giowii very

lax.
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for their objects two purposes, which would do credit to

a religion more pure than that of the Bramhans. The

first is to obtain by this act of penitence the forgiveness

of their sins ; and the second, to avert the malign in-

fluence of the stars." It would seem, then, that the

worthy priest concurred in the view of God's govern-

ment, which supposes that offences against law are com-

pensated by bodily pain ; and that our lot is affected

for good or ill by the mute stars !

Upon marriage, the Bramhan becomes a householder,

or Geihasta ; thus entering upon the second stage of

his priestly career. His conduct is now regulated by

multifarious rules referring to ablution, recitation of

prayers, giving alms to the Bramhans, the practising

hospitality, and the study of sacred books ; but many

of these points will be more naturally reviewed, when

we examine Hindu ritual.

The third stage of priestly life is that of VAJfAP-

BASHTA, or ascetic, in which the Bramhan abandons

all society but that of his wife, and with her resides in

a forest, wholly given up to devotions. In ancient

times, man}'^ Bramhans practised this mode of life ; but

now it is chiefly left to men of inferior caste, who, as

Orme remarks, " seek to obtain, by severities, the reli-

gious veneration accorded to the Bramhans on account

of birth alone." It would appear that, even in the days

of Alexander, the Bramhans did not monopolize ascetic

life ; for Arrian, in noting the fact that the Indians

were " not allowed to exercise two vocations, nor to

change from one to another," adds, " except to that of

the Gymnosophists, which is of all professions the most

austere." The Gymnosophists he had previously de-
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scribed as being the highest class of Hindus, and as the

priests, adding, that not even a private sacrifice was

considered " pleasing to the gods," unless presented by

them. He states, also, that " they practised divination,

went naked, and lived on fruits."

The fourth, and highest stage of priestly life is that

of Sannyasi, or hermit, in which the Bramhan re-

nounces wife, family, caste, goods, and all earthly

things, devoting himself wholly to contemplation, and to

such voluntary torments as we have already described.

This division of the Bramhans into four stages is

now little more than nominal ; for the Vanajorashta and

Sannyasi are very rare, and the Bramhachari are only

boys. The Grihasta, or householder Bramhans may,

therefore, be said to include nearly all the adults of the

caste. Their real divisions are into the two classes,

sacred and secular ; into the four classes, each of whom
follows one of the four Vedas ; and into Vishnuite,

Shivaite, or Neutrals, according to their sectarian creed.

Each sect has, among the Bramhans of its sacred class,

two different orders of Priests. Of these the lower is

the PuROHiTA, who ranks above the ordinary Bramhan
;

and the higher is the Guru, who ranks above Bramhan,

Purohita, and all beings not divine.

The duties of the Purohita are ceremonial. He is

not a teacher, vmless one choose to consider as teaching

the annual publication of the almanac, which devolves

upon him, as does, also, the duty of announcing, on the

first day of the year, who is to be, for the year, king of

the gods, which star is to be lord of the stars, what

deity %vill have charge of the crops, how much rain will

fall, how the harvest will turn out, what amount of
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vermin will disturb good people in theii* slumbers, and

other matters equally important to be known, and equally

in his power to reveal. His substantial duties are to

calculate nativities, to choose names for children, to

bless, by his muntras, houses, tanks, and wells, at their

opening ; to consecrate new temples, and to transub-

stantiate new idols. He also celebrates all marriages

and funerals ; no other Bramhan being instructed in all

the motions, flexions, repetitions, and particvdarities ne-

cessary to the due performance of these rites. The

Purohita is looked up to by all classes, even including

the Bramhans. Every prince keeps one at court, -with-

out whose sanction he will not set out to hunt, under-

take a war, or embark in any concern of moment. All

Purohitas must be married, and, if left widowers, must

re-marry before they can again perform theu- most im-

portant duties. They are careful to train only their own
sons in the ceremonial minutiae, by which caution the

honours and gains of office are preserved in the family.

The Guru is more a teacher and ruler than an offici-

ating priest. Did I give a faithful account of this

hierarchy, it would be impossible to escape the suspicion

of designedly insinuating resemblances between them

and their European brethren. All, therefore, which I

say respecting them shall be in the words of a Roman
Catholic priest, altering, for sake of clearness, the ar-

rangement :
—" Each caste has its particular Guru ; but

all of them are not invested with an equal degree of

authority. There is a gradation among the Gurus

themselves, according to the dignity of the castes they

belong to ; and a kind of hierarchy has gro^ATi up among

them, which preserves the subordination of one to

2 K
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another. In short, there is an inferior clergy, very nu-

merous in every qiiarter ; while every sect has its par-

ticular high priests, who are but few in number. The

place of residence of the Hindu pontiffs is commonly

called Singhasana, which signifies ' a throne.' .'

Those who are elevated to this great dignity, receive in

most cases marks of reverence, or rather of adoration,

Avhich are not rendered even to the gods themselves . .

Some of the Gurus are married ; but in general

they live in celibacy Except during their A^isita-

tions, the Gitrus live in retu-ement. They commonly

reside in a kind of monasteries, or insulated hermitages.

The Gurus generally make a tour, from time to time,

among their disciples, perhaps in a circle of two hun-

di'ed miles from their place of residence. During this

visitation, their principal, and, I may say, their only

object, is to amass money. Besides the fines which

they leA-y from persons guilty of offences, or any breach

of the ceremonies of the caste or sect, they often exact

from their adherents a tribute to the utmost extent of

their means The great Gui-us never appear in

public without the utmost degree of pomp ; but it is

when they proceed to a visitation of their district that

they are surroimded with theii' whole splendour. They

commonly make the procession on the back of an ele-

jjhant, or seated in a rich palankeen. Some of them

have a guard of horse, and are siirrounded with nume-

rous troops, both cavalry and infantry. Several bands

of musicians precede them. Flags, in all the varieties

of colour, wave round them, adorned with the pictures

of their gods. Some of their officers take the lead,

singing odes in their praise, or acmonishing the specta-
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tors to be prepared to pay the mighty Guru, as he comes

up, the honour and reverence which are due to hinu

Incense and other perfumes are burnt in profusion

;

new clothes are spread before him on the road ; boughs

of trees, forming triumphal arches, are expanded in

many places on the way through which he passes.

Bands of young women, or the dancing- girls of the

temples, relieve each other, and keep up A\'ith the pro-

cession, enlivening it with lewd songs and lascivious

dances. This pompous show attracts a crowd of peo-

ple, who throng to prostrate themselves before the

Guru."

The Guru is by this author stated to have temporal

power, " which consists chiefly in a superintendance

over the different castes, by enforcing the due observance

of their general and particular customs, and punishing

the refractory. They have also the power of expelling

from the tribe, and of restoring those who had been ex-

pelled They possess an equal extent of spiritual

jurisdiction. The Sashtangam, or prostration of the

eight members, is made before them ; and when fol-

lowed by their benediction, or asirvadam, is effectual

for the remission of all sins. The look even of a Guru

has the same efficacy But if the benediction of

the Gurus and the other little tokens of their favour,

which they bestow on their disciples, have so wonderful

an influence in attracting the respect and reverence of

the silly populace, their curse, which is not less power-

ful, fills them with terror and awe. The Hindu is per-

suaded that it never fails to take effect, whether justly

or unjustly incurred Sometimes they tell of a

person struck dead on the spot by the curse of the

2 K 2
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Guru ; sometimes of one suddenly seized with a shiver-

ing through every joint, which goes on, and will never

cease until the malediction is stayed. At other times,

it is a pregnant woman whom they describe as miscar-

rj'ing by it ; or a labourer, perhaps, Avho was doomed

to see all his cattle perish in a moment. Nay, I have

heard from these men stories still more ridiciJous, and

given with the utmost gravity : of a man, for example,

being changed into a stone, and of another converted

into a hog by their Guru's malediction."*

The ministry of Hinduism, then, includes all the best-

educated men of the country, whom honours, rights,

and education enlist to defend it manfully. Large num-

bers of them carry their influence into the various walks

of secular life. Many, also, are supported in leisure,

partly by presents, partly by temple revenues, and partly

by landed endo^^'n^ents given by the devout of other

times, who thereby earned the reputation of piety, and

hoped to make peace for their souls. The peculiar

honours of this numerous caste depend on their religion

;

by it, also, the pecuniary interests of all are advanced,

and upon it the livelihood of many wholly depends.

These considerations, added to natui-al prepossessions,

make them almost universally zealous defenders of their

system. It is an error, incident to those who judge

others by their own light, to deem it impossible that

men of keen intellect, like the Bramhans, can believe

the absurdities of the Shastras. The human mind has

not a more difiicult work than to emancipate itself from

views inculcated in childhood, identified with every in-

* " Description of the People of India," &c,, pp. 6-t, et seq.
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terest, and sweetened by gifting ourselves with flattering

distinctions.* From detached portions of the Shastras

a few Bramhans have extracted a philosophical system,

holding which they despise the grosser superstitions as

only for the mass. Perhaps an equal number believe

all religion to be a grand imposture. But the great

bulk of them sincerely believe and uphold the reigning

system. On points of religion, their clear intellects are

completely and woefully benighted.

Of the morals of the Bramhans, and, indeed, of the

people in general, it may be said that, though deplorably

low, they are not near so bad as the gods they serve.

Had their system of religion been suffered by Provi-

dence to produce all its legitimate effects, Hindustan

would have been a Sodom, in which even an angel

might dread to pass a day. But while man's bad heart

has been allowed to exhibit its own shame, by the abo-

minations it has brought forth under guise of religion,

Divine Mercy has restrained the practical workings of

its corruption within limits Avhich permitted the exist-

ence of society. Perhaps, in general morality, the

* Voltaire, in his zeal to prove heathenism immaculate,

rejects as impossible, superstitions that, had he lived a little

longer, he miist have recognised as existing. Respecting the

alleged worship of the devil, he says :
" One must have much

hardiliood, and little reason, m order to believe it possible to

take for a god a being supposed to be condemned of God to

punishment and shame eternal, an abominable and ridiculous

phantom, occupied in throwing us into the abyss of his tor-

ments." Alas for human natm-e ! Many a man, of natural

intellect perhaps not behind that of Voltaire himself, is this

day the melancholy proof that " one must have much hardihood

and little reason" to assert, L'idee d'achrer le diahle n estjamais

tombie dans la tite d'aucun ho7)ime. Had Voltau'e been born in

a Ceylonese \allage, instead of in Christendom, he might him-
self have " adored the devil."
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Bramhans are rather above tlian below the rest of the

people. Their avarice, however, and excessive eating

are proverbial, their pride excessive ; and in all public

offices they oppress and exact without mercy. They
are consequently more dreaded than venerated. In

their absence, the lower classes bitingly express

hatred ; but no sooner does one appear, than his influ-

ence is manifest. At all grand ceremonies their pre-

sence is essential ; and this, with their fasts, their

ablutions, the power ascribed to their muiitras, and,

perhaps more than all, their great superiority in edu-

cation and manners, gives them a high command over

the whole people. Their bearing is always proud,

sometimes really noble. Many carry all the marks of

high intellectualism. To our eye, the bro'v^m com-

plexion is less favourable to the expression of mind

than the white ; but I have seen some Bramhans on

whom it was impossible to look without an impression

of the kind received from those elite faces among our-

selves, where, at a glance, you see history, classics, and

poetry, researches, arguments, and meditations, all

bound in the clear vellum of the brow, and lettered in

lines of thought. It may be fairly doubted, whether

this remarkable priesthood would not present as large

a proi^ortion of persons capable of high mental efibrt,

as any other class of men in the world ; and sure it is

that, when the day of India's regeneration has come,

it will yield choice examples of those rare and lovely

mortals in whom the gentleman, the genius, and the

Christian combine.

The Ritual of Hinduism is hj-per-redundant.

Taking the Bramhan at the moment of rising, it directs
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him in the most private acts, with a minuteness we may
not copy. The method of cleaning his teeth follows,

with the tree off which he must break a twig for a

brush, the prayer he m.ust offer to the tree for leave,

and the kind of place where he may throw away his

twig-brush when he has done. Then follows the rubric

of the bath, how he is to perform it, what prayers he is

to say while in it, and what on emerging out of it.

Dubois says :
" It would be tedious to describe the

variety of gestures and movements which the Bramhan

exhibits in such cases. But we may select one in par-

ticular, namely, the sign of the cross, which he dis-

tinctly makes as a salutation to his head, his belly, his

right and left shoulders." He is also instructed how
to sacrifice to the sun, to adorn his forehead, to hold

his breath, and to pray to the true Ravi. Then are

carefully prescribed his acts on returning home, his pre-

paratory sacrifice before meals, his offering of part of

the food to the dead, and his mode of eating. But, as

necessary to give even the faintest idea of the overload

of ceremony laid on the poor Bramhan, we give Cole-

brooke's description of the rites by which those who

have an earthly calling are permitted to escape the more

cumbrous duties binding on a Bramhan not so limited

for time. When about to partake of his morning meal,

" sitting down in a place free from all impurities, and

setting a vessel containing fire on his right hand, the

worshipper hallows the ground by throwing away a

lighted piece of cusa-grass, while he recites the appro-

priate text, and then places his fire on the consecrated

spot, repeating the prayer which is used, when the

household and sacrificial fires are kindled by the attri
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tion of wood. He next lays cusa-grass on the eastern

side of the fire, with its tips pointed towards the north,

exclaiming, 'I praise divine fire, primevally consecrated,

the efficient performer of a solemn ceremony, the chief

agent of a sacrifice, the most liberal giver of gems.' He
spreads it on the southern side, with its points towards

the east, repeating the commencement of the Yajur

Veda. 1. 'I gather thee for the sake of rain.' 2. ' I

pluck thee' (at this he is supposed to break ofi" the

branch of a tree) ' for the sake of strength.' 3, ' Ye
are' (he touches calves with the branch he has pulled

off") 'like unto air. May the liberal generator of worlds

make you' (here he touches, or is supposed to touch,

milch cows Avith the same branch) ' happily reach this

most excellent sacrifice.' In like manner he lays grass

on the two other sides of the fire, on the western side

with the tips to the north, crying, ' Fire ! approach to

taste my off'ering ; thou who art praised for the gift of

oblations ; sit down on this grass, thou who art the

complete performer of the solemn sacrifices.' And on

the northern side, with the tips pointed to the east,

saying, ' May divine waters be auspicious to us,' &c.

When all these ceremonies are completed, he stirs the

fire, and sprinkles water upon it ; after which, having

his hands smeared with clarified butter, he offers food

three several times, repeating, ' Earth ! sky ! heaven !

'

Five similat oblations are then performed : one to the

regent of fire ; one to the god of medicine ; one to the

assembled deities ; one to the lord of created beings
;

and one to the creator of the universe. Six more

oblations are then offered with six prayers, each obla-

tion having its separate prayer. 1 . ' Fire ! thou dost
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expiate a sin against the gods ; may this oblation be

efficacious!' 2. ' Thou dost expiate a sin against man.'

3. ' Thou dost expiate a sin against the manes.' 4.

' Thou dost expiate repeated sins.' 5. ' Thou dost ex-

piate every sin I have committed, whether willingly or

unintentionally : may this oblation be efficacious
!

' He
next worships the fire, making an oblation with the

following prayer :
—

' Fire ! seven are thy fuels ; seven

thy tongues ; seven thy holy sages ; seven thy beloved

abodes ; seven ways do seven sacrifices worship thee
;

thy sources are seven ; be content with this clarified

butter ; may this oblation be efficacious
!

' As the sacred

lamp was lighted for the repulsion of evil spirits,

before the oblations to the gods and manes were pre-

sented, it is now extinguished, while recitation is made
of the following text :

—
' In solemn acts of religion,

whatever fails through the negligence of those Avho

perform the c'eremony, may be perfected solely through

meditation on Vishnu.' The oblations to spirits are

next offered ; the performer depositing portions of food

in the several places prescribed for it, having previously

swept each place with his hand, and sprinkled it with

water. Near the spot where the vessel of water stands,

he makes three offerings, saying, ' Salutation to rain

!

to water ! to the earth !
' He makes them at both doors

of his house to Dhatri and Vidhatri, or Bramha, the

protector and creator. He presents them to the eight

points of the compass, adding a salution to them and to

the regents of them. To Bramha, to the sky, and to

the sun, he makes oblations with salutation, in the mid-

dle of the house. He then offers similar oblations to

all the gods, to all beings. After the sacrament of
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spirits, thus performed, the worshipper, shifting the

sacramental cord, and looking towards the south, drops

upon one knee, and presents a sacrifice to the manes of

ancestors, saying, ' Salutation to progenitors ! may this

ancestral food be acceptable !
'
" After all this, he may

take his meal. But, as we before remarked, these are

only the abridged forms prescribed for those whose

circumstances debar them from performing the full

service, which is of five-fold tediousness. Did any

Bramhan seriously undertake to observe every direction

of his rubric, not a single moment of his life would re-

main for any useful purpose.

The sacrifices clothed in such voluminous ceremony

are, in themselves, very simple. The Alati consists

only in holding on a copper plate a lighted lamp of rice

paste, and in making several circles ; and the more

august Homan, in kindling the sacred fire, pouring

upon it oil or liquid butter, and throwing into it some

grains of rice. It will be observed, that both fire and

water are made holy by the onuntras of the Parohita,

and are important in every sacrifice, and to keep up a

perpetual fire was a privilege of the highest order.*

Of the prayers used on various occasions, many spe-

cimens have been already furnished. Mere repetition

of the difierent names of a god is a form of prayer much
approved. To show its virtue, the natives often refer-

red me to a case narrated in the Vishnu Pui-ana, where

a hater of Vishnu Avas so full of animosity, that he

never ceased abusing him, and thus necessarily repeated

his appellations, the consequence of which was, that

* It is said that the last perjietual fu-e which was kept up in

Bengal, by the Rajah of Burdevan, is now extinct.
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though killed by Krishna, for his wickedness, he ob-

tained instantly the highest of all rewards—absorption.

You often hear the mendicant friars rhyming at great

length the names of their favourite deity. Of aU

prayers, the Gayatri has the most marvellous powers.

It is addressed to the sun, and is thus rendered by Dr.

Wilson of Bombay :
" O earth ! sky ! heavens ! we

meditate on that adorable light of the resplendent stm,

may it direct our intellects !
" This prayer is from the

Rig Veda, and is a holiness altogether transcendental

in Bramhanical esteem. From the Yajur Yeda, Dubois

quotes the following morning prayer : " May the sun,

may sovereign will, may the gods who preside over our

will, and chiefly thou, O moon ! pardon the sins I have

this night committed by my will, by my memorj', by

my speech, by my hands, by my feet, by my belly."

He gives also the following prayer to the tree Ravi, after

one of similar import to the sun :
" Thou art the king

of the trees ; thy root resembles Bramha, thy branches

are like Shiva ; thou grantest the remission of sins, and

a blessed world after death, to those who have honoured

thee in their lives by the ceremonies of the cord and of

marriage, to those who have offered thee sacrifices,

have gone round about thee, have saluted and honoured

thee. Destroy my sins, and grant me a happy world

after I die." Of the prayers contained in the Sama
Veda, several have been given \mder different heads

;

but we add one or two more :

—

" O Indra ! wherever, whether in some strong chest,

or in some hill or well, treasure worthy of regard is laid

up, thence do thou bring it to us." (Page 39.)

" O most powerful Indra, we desire that joyous sen-
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sation, which, arising from plenteous potations of the

moon-plant juice, delights the mind, and under the

influence of which thou slewest the cannibal Atrina."

(Page 39.)

" Confer on us for our preservation an intellect for

obtaining cows, horses, and heroes." (Page 143.)

" Grant, O ye gods that receive sacrifice, that we may
hear only what is auspicious with our ears, and see only

what is auspicious with our eyes ! and may we who
propitiate the gods arrive at the age laid do^Mi by the

divinity with undiminished mental and bodily vigour.

May Indra, served with many sacrificial Aiands, grant

us prosperity ! May the nourishing sun, who knows

all things, grant us prosperity ! May Parshya Rishi,

the ring of whose chariot-wheel could not be cut, grant

us prosperity. (0 triune divinity !) may Vrihaspati

grant us prosperity. (Triune divinity ! grant us pros-

perity.") (Page 283.)

This last is the conclusion of the Sama Veda. The
expression which Dr. Stephenson has judged it right

to translate by " triune divinity," is the syllable Om,

composed of the letters A, U, M, which are the symbols

of Bramha, Vishnu, and Shiva. All s icred prayers are

preceded by inaudible repetition of this syllable ; and

all pauses are filled up in the same way. It is the

highest and holiest of all sanctities. Its powers to

cleanse and to ennoble are boundless ; and it is pro-

nounced with a reverence analogous to that of the

Rabbis for the name Jehovah. Every man professing

devotion is furnished with a long rosary, by which he

helps his memory as to the number of prayers said

;

for Hinduism is fully embued with the strange, but
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wide-spread error, that salvation is sold for syllables,

and that, conseqviently, in proportion to the prayers

recited, is the advance made in the favovir of God.

So completely does Hindu ritual embrace all stages

of life, that ceremonies are prescribed for the time at

which hope first arises, that a human being is about to

receive existence, while each month before the birth

has its appropriate observances. On the eleventh day

after the birth comes the purification of the mother,

who, holding her infant in her arms, sits do^vn with her

husband by her side. The Purohita consecrates some

water; " part of which," to quote Dubois, "he pours

into the hands of the husband and wife, who drop

part on their heads, and drink the rest; after which

the house is sprinkled with holy water, of which the

remainder is thrown into the well." On the next day

comes the ceremony of naming the child, described in

the last chapter. At the age of six months he first re-

ceives solid food, on which occasion the Bramhans are

feasted, the sacrifice of Homam and Alati performed,

and to a dish, " turned into a god by the power of the

muntras of the Purohita^' all the married women pre-

sent* bow with clasped hands, and, praying that the

child may thrive, rub his lips with boiled rice. As
nearly all Hindus shave the head, the first occurrence

of that operation is marked with similar rites. The

same is the case when the ears are pierced. After this,

in the Bramhan, Rajah, and Merchant castes, follows

the ceremony of the triple cord ; and then comes the

* It must always be remembered, that widows are not in-

cluded in the tenn "manied women." Theii- presence is not
allowed.
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marriage, of the ceremonies attendant on which our

rather lengthy account was but an imperfect outline.

"\^Tien death approaches, the Purohita is again called.

The dying man is laid upon the ground, that his soul

may not have to carry into its next body the incum-

brance of either bed or mat. He then gives leave to

perform the ceremony of expiation. The Pvirohita

pours into his mouth some of the punchagavya, or five

products of the cow, by which nauseous draught all cor-

poral defilement is purged. The patient is then re-

quired to say certain miintras, whereby all his sins are

expiated. A cow, with her calf, is now introduced,

having her horns graced with rings, and her neck

with garlands. The dying mun takes hold of her tail,

while the Purohita and others chant lyiuntras, praying

that she may conduct him safely to the other world.

He then presents the cow to a Bramhan, by that ofier-

ing procui'ing his soul a safe passage across the river of

fire which forms the frontier of the lower sphere. Here,

as everywhere in Hindu usages, we see that, though

transmigration is universally received, it is not the ori-

ginal doctrine that shapes their ceremonies.

After death, the body being borne to the place of

burial, the spot of ground selected for the pyre is

slightly hollowed, and consecrated by the Purohita.

The body being stretched on the wood, the sacrifice of

Hoynam is ofiered on its chest, the fuel being dried

cow-dung. Then comes the extreme unction, in which

certain tmintras are addressed to every aperture in the

frame, and then each anointed with ghee. Finally, be-

fore ignition, the corpse and pile are sprinkled with the
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jmnchagavya, and with water. Those who would wish

a fidler detail of these ceremonies will find it in Dubois.

Besides the direction of personal and family religion,

the ritual provides also for public worship. Amongst
the rites coming under this class, perhaps the most re-

markable is that for producing gods ; for these are not

so much the creation of the artificer as of the Purohita.

When the sciilptor, founder, goldsmith, or carver, has

completed an image, a Hindu would no more worship

it than would a Roman Catholic worship the wafer be-

fore consecration. On the contrary, he lets the most

impure handle it, sells it for value, and calls it not a

god, but an image. To become a god, it must have

pronounced over it, by the Purohita, the muntra ofpra-

napatishta, " giving of life." As these potent words

pass the sacerdotal lips, the Jcarle, " glory," of the god
in question enters the image, and there takes up its

abode : henceforth, therefore, that which Avas only an

image is a god—is, in fact, transubstantiated. That in

using this word, I do not insinuate a resemblance gra-

tuitously, is very plain from the language of Mora
Bhatta, of Bombay. In defending idolatry, he says :

—

" If, then, it is admitted that there is power in human
words, it cannot be doubted that there is power in those

which are divine, and altogether true and faithful. In

these circumstances, by means of the muntras, the Deity

is, according to the rules of the sacred books, called

into the image ; and thus the immaterial god obtains

an imperceptible imagined body. "When he is thus

endowed with a body, he is, according to the rules laid

doAvn in the sacred books, treated as one having a body,

and from the experience of this treatment he derives
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pleasure." It is also plain, that though the Abbe Du-
bois abstains from noting the agreement of the Hindu
doctrine with his ov,!!, he did not fail to perceive it.

At page 73, among the duties of the Purohita, he

classes " to give life to the statues and other objects

of an idolatrous worship, and to imbue them tvifh the

divine essence."' At page 87: "This dish has already

been turned into a god by virtue of the muntras of the

Purohita." Page 94 :
" They are often contented with

setting up a cone made of mud or cow-dung, to repre-

sent that deity, (Vignayshvara,) which, by ^ii'tue of the

Pui'ohita's muntram, becomes a god." Page 96: "The
Purohita enters, carrying fii'e in an earthen vessel, which

he places upon the pile, and by means of the muntram

he makes this fire a god."

A god, once made, is well honoured. A holy light

bums in his presence ; he is often anointed ; fragrant

garlands deck his person ; and daily are gifts presented to

please him and benefit his priest. Each temple has one

or more priests, and all of any extent have priestesses,

who, besides dancing and singing at procession, often

do so in the temple, thus making it the theatre where

to display their venal charms. I have been told that

this shameless part of temple retinue is not near so

conrmon in Bengal as in the south, and yet it appears

very familiar to A\Titers Avhose observation has been

confined to that Presidency. No public instruction is

given in the temple, nor does anything occur that can

properly be called united worship. Morning and even-

ing the devotees repair to the shrine, many of them

every day in the year; and each independently per-

forms his devotions. The whole service consists in
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anointing the idol with liquid butter, or sometimes with

milk, or even curds or honey, or, to make up their fa-

vourite number of five, sugar is added to the anointing

substances ; clothes, sandal-wood, and garlands, are

presented ; the lamp kindled, and incense burnt ; eat-

ables and money offered ; then they walk round the

idol a greater or less number of times according to the

fervour of their devotion, and strew it over with flowers.

All these acts, however, are seldom performed except

by the priest ; the ordinary worshipper only presenting

an ofiering of eatables or flowers, performing an obeis-

ance, or a prostration, and perhaps also walking round

the idol. Sometimes they add voiciferous invocation,

rapidly rhyming over all the names of their deity. NeA\-

moons, eclipses, and such times are marked by special

temple services ; any public calamity increases the

number of worshippers, and the value of ofierings ; and

annually every god has his fete or Parasha, which calls

forth ofterings, processions, amusements, and immo-

ralities.

In addition to the simple sacrifices already noticed,

blood is often shed, though not by the Bramhans ex-

cept in the case of human victims, such as the suttee.

The earth is worshipped according to the usage of dif-

ferent tribes, with sacrifices of goats, children, or men
;

the first being by far the most numerous. To the god-

dess of disease, sheep and bufialoes are freely ofiered.

To Karli, nothing seems acceptable but blood ; he alone

is devout who pepetrates at her altar some outrage either

on himself or others. Not many years ago a priest of

hers at Calcutta, showed his piety by averting the sa-

crificial knife from a sheep, and plunging it in his own
2l
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vitals. The only sacrifice at which, the Bramhans take

the life of an animal is that of the Yajna ; but even

here they do not shed blood, for the victim, a ram,

is Smothered and beaten to death. At this sacrifice,

Bramhans of at least three Vedas, (according to some,

of the four Vedas,) must be present, all being sump-

tuously entertained, and honoured with costly presents.

These expenses cause this most august of sacrifices to be

very rare. Human sacrifices, if in the fonn of volun-

tary immolation, are no way repugnant to Hinduism,

By fire, by tortures, by dro^vTiing in sacred streams, by

excessive restraint of the breath, or by the wheels of

the holy car, the worshipper may devote his life, and

thereby certainly earns paradise. Nor was the sacrifice

of suttee always in the proper sense voluntary', though

it Avas submitted to by the victim. Dubois asserts that

the sacrifice of a girl was common among the Bram-

hans of the Atharva Veda, and he believes that " this

horrible ceremony" is recognized by that book.

Of what may be called Supplementary Ritual, it

vfould be impossible for us to speak. All the appli-

ances of superstition abound, holy water, holy stones,

holy earth, relics, rosaries, way-side oratories, and amu-

lets. The amulet is generally a piece of silk thread,

or a circle of some precious metal, placed on the arm

with a prayer ; and this protects from an evil eye, and

from witches.

The great religious system of which we have now
furnished a very imperfect review, has sufi'ered both by

dissensions and assaults. India has had its Lucians,

who, in bold satire, have laughed at the Bramhans,

Shastras, gods, and all their sacred things. It has also
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had its sectaries, who, disowning the Bramhans, have

established rival priesthoods, and rival shrines. Of

these the Budhists have, long ago, been expelled from

the Intra-Gangetic continent ; but the Jains, the Linga

worshippers, and several minor sects hold their ground.

Were the sectaries of all Indian nations assembled to-

gether, the anti-Bramhanical host would appear formi-

dable ; but taking those nations as a whole, Bramhanism

is their religion. It, however, varies much in its aspect,

freely accommodating itself to local superstitions, pro-

vided that sacerdotal eminence is not impugned.

The first system, coming from without, that chal-

lenged Bramhanism was Christianity. It does not,

however, appear to have made a powerful impression

on any Indian country except Travancore, into which it

was originally introduced. There it existed, and to

some extent, throve, up to the era of European dis-

covery. About eight centuries and a haK ago Moham-
medanism first formally reared its baimer in India.

Since then its votaries have won in the sacred land of

the Bramhan magnificent triumphs, and resplendent

empire. Consequently, scarce a village exists without

some followers of the prophet ; and in such coxmtries

as are still under a Mussulmaun prince, they form a

considerable proportion of the people. But their nimx-

bers and their influence are on the wane ; their own
faith is corrupted by Hindu superstitions, and though

an important section of the population, they still leave

Bramhanism the religion of India. One important effect

of their power is the diminished lustre of the native

hiei'archy. In the north, where their dominion was

first established, and where it always held its centre,

2 L 2
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Bramhanical pride and caste scruples are much abated.

In the south, also, the same effects are visible but in a

less degree, for there the foreign yoke was imposed

much later and less completely. In some districts of

the extreme south where the Bramhans were never

fairly humbled by Mussulmaun rule, they bear them-

selves Avith a loftiness now unknown in the other parts

of India.

The arrival of the Portuguese brought a fresh rival to

the pretensions of the Bramhans. The new teachers

had claims of a divine mission more distinct than the

native sectaries, and more ancient than the Mussul-

mauns. They had also, with the people, the advantage

of demanding but very inconsiderable changes. They

called themselves Bramhans from the north, thus ac-

counting for a lighter complexion and foreign tongue.

They left caste untouched, image worship they slightly

modified ; but monasticism, penance, and processions

were fully confirmed. Then the most nominal adhesion

constituted discipleship ; and all, of whatever character,

who would submit to baptism were numbered with the

flock. For a time their success was great ; their num-

bers and their power became considerable. But, bitter

internal dissensions, the proverbial bad character of

their converts, and the rigours of their inquisition, com-

bined to check their advance ; and political influences

becoming adverse large defections resulted.

When the Romish missions were in their decadence,

a new agency entered the field. This was at first re-

presented by a few Germans and Danes, men of simple

mind and fervent zeal. When they had already begun

to reap encom-aging fruits in the south, fellow-labourers
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appeared in Bengal. A poor and humble man in Eng-

land had become inspired with the sublime resolution

to attempt to confer on India the boon of Christianity.

His work and his weapon were truth. He sought not

to reconcile native superstitions and Christian laws, or

to raise a host of untaught proselytes. He believed, in

good faith, that truth existed under the sun ; that to

mix it with error, was to destroy its identity ; and that

God Avho gave it would make it prevail by its own mild

light. Simply to spread that light was his task. In

this he and his brethren in the south were one. They,

each in his own sphere, brought into action three agen-

cies hitherto little known in India as the instruments of

Christianity, namely, the sermon, the book, and the

school.

The surrender of a foreign flag to that of England

flatters our pride, and when that surrender is made

without bloodshed a Briton's heart is warmed. But

one flag has, not long ago, been peacefully struck in

favour of our own, which I would fain have had to

wave while the world stands. There was a day wlien

an English nobleman formed the resolution to drive our

bright Christianity from the shores of India ; because

she disturbed native priestcraft, and exposed English

crimes. The apostolic Carey, disowned by the standard

of Britain, took shelter under that of Denmark, at

Serampore. Our governor-general demanded that he

should be delivered up ! The noble Dane refused, and

added that should the missionary be taken by force, he

would strike the flag of his nation. That flag was re-

spected ; Carey pursued his work ; helpers came to his

side ; the sermon, the book, the school multiplied them-
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selves ; an invisible hand passed over the thrones of

India and levelled every barrier that shut out these

three agents ; until at this day they speak and spread

wherever the churches will. I say again, that I should

have loved that Danish flag to wave over Serampore to

the world's end.

Bramhanism might still laugh at the Protestant mis-

sionaries, if it regarded only their numbers. Two or

three hundred strangers attacking a system that has

stood for three thousand years, and is defended by mil-

lions of hereditary priests, Avould not, ordinarily, cause

alarm. But alarmed and disheartened the Bramhans

are. The new teachers have met them in a way be-

fore unknown. They have published in nearly all their

tongues another Shastra, of which the strange purity

casts the very gods into disrepute. They command un-

heard-of lights of science, whereby they give dazzling

proof that on every possible subject the Shastras abound

in lies. They circulate, far and wide, books and pamph-

lets of immaculate ethics, and high doctrine ; they care-

fully teach the young, and powerfully address the po-

pulace. Though so contemptible in numbers, they have

about them a deep faith that they are sent of God,

which in itself makes them terrible ; and in ardent

prayers they appeal to Almighty power to work in some

wondrous ways the overthrow of all the Bramhans ve-

nerate. Already their zeal has made impression ; and

unlikely answers to their prayers have seemed to fall

from above. The sacrifice of suttee, which apj^eared

secure beyond any daring, is offered up no more ; and

the worthiest compatriots of the Bramhans join in the

gratulation of their foes. The British government gave
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to idolatry a powerful support, which being at once

flattering to the crowd, advantageous to hierarchy, and

gainful to the executive, seemed to be, as both governors

and Bramhans wished it to be, perpetual. As though

an invisible hand had moved at the prayers of the

strangers, this support has sunk away. A law was ad-

ministered by the tribunals, disinheriting every man
who forsook the creed of his fathers. That law alone

was a wall of fire around the altar of the Bramhan ; but

it has disappeared, and the most timid now may desert

the ancient fanes, nor fear to be consumed.* Caste

itself, old, they thought, as creation, and immutable as

the hills, has begun to waver. The schools of the

Christian teachers confer on base-bom out-castes lights

by which, in some respects, even the Bramhan is out-

shone ; and now offices and honours are laid open to

all who can make good the vulgar claim of ability. In

many places too, the sacred rites of other times are

openly laughed to scorn, the dread of the priest is gone
;

and that of the gods, passing away. Cases too, ever

and anon occur in which the foreign creed is delibe-

rately embraced, all persecutions being unheeded, by

the apostate, and all argument foiled. Again and again

the world hears of even a son of the sacerdotal line

resigning the pride of his birthright, and meekly accept-

ing from a foreign guru, the sign of discipleship in

another faith. " It is foretold," does many a Bramhan

say, " that in the degenerate Kali Yiiga, a time will

* Since this was sent to press I have learned that, with a
pusillanimity the most hiunbling, the law of religious freedom
though promulged is still suspended ; and we continue to make
it a civil crime for a Hindu to become a Christian

!
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come when all power will pass from the hands of the

Bramhans : and, alas, the time is come ! " " It is fore-

told," will others say, " that in the degenerate Kali

Yuga, a religion will come from the West, before which

all others will disappear : and, alas, the time is come !"

In speaking of the decay of Hinduism it is unde-

sirable to use expressions that may be misinterpreted.

To say that its foundations crumble ; that its sun has

set ; that its citadels capitulate ; that it is feeble with

age ; that it lies on its death-bed, and similar meta-

phors, may, with the ^vriter or speaker, have a clear and

a just meaning. But a reader or hearer does not in-

terpret language by previous information ; he looks for

information to language, and nine out of every ten will

take from such expressions a meaning far beyond the

truth ; while not a few will expect to hear forthwith of

the abolition of idolatry all over Hindustan. Noav all

that can truly be said is something to this purport:

veneration for the Shastras, fear of the priests and belief

in the divinity of caste have much declined, and are

rapidly declining ; around all the older mission stations

great numbers despise the prevalent superstition ; this

feeling is fast extending
;
just views of Christianity and

prepossessions in its favour are daily spreading ; num-

bers of natives have embraced the Christian faith, and

not a few are intelligent labourers in its cause ; the

building of a temple or other sign of vigour in Hinduism

is rare ; the Bramhans are generally alarmed ; and all

close observers find in their system marked symptoms

of decadence. Thus much may, thank God, be safely

stated of India as a whole. But it must be remembered

that many Hindu nations have not, as yet, received
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from Christianity the least impulse, except in an indi-

rect way. Perhaps it could not be affirmed that, in

any one country of Hindustan, Bramhanism and caste

hold at present ground equally high with that which

they occupied fifty years ago. But in several of those

countries the change is very slight, and not the result

of direct Christian labours, for these have not been

given ; but the resiilt of political changes, of such public

measures as Christian influence has won, and of the in-

sensible spread of new feelings. That Bramhanism is

declining cannot be denied, nor do any admit it more

fully than the Bramhans themselves.

But we could not fairly estimate the extent to which

Hinduism has been impaired, or is likely to be impaired,

by Christianity, without noting the proofs of growth

exhibited by the latter. The appearance of that excel-

lent compendium, the Year-Book of Missions, puts the

public in a condition to do this such as it has not en-

joyed before. Within the last ten years the number of

missionaries has rapidly increased, so that now nearly

three hundred are in the field. This number includes

many Germans and Americans, who nobly join with us

in the effort to Christianize the nations committed by

Providence to our more special responsibility. Under

these three hundred missionaries a large number of

natives are employed in diffusing the gospel. Some of

them are fully invested with the Christian ministry,

which they worthily sustain ; many act as catechists,

and still more as schoolmasters. Taken altogether,

they would number about a thousand ; but of the school-

masters several are not Christians, but only employed to

give secvdar instruction in establishments conducted for
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the purpose of inculcating Christian doctrine. The

statistical returns of some missionary societies are so

defective, as to leave it impossible, even with such aid

as the Year-Book of Missions, to state precisely the

amount of agency ; or to state even proximately, the

number of actual converts. With regard to the latter,

all who have attentively observed Indian missions are

aware that, taking them in all, the last seven years have

been fruitful above all that went before. In various

parts of the north, though no general movement has

occurred, gratifying numbers have been added to the

churches by individual conversion. But the scene of

chief success has been in the extreme south, in the pro-

vince of Tinnevelly. This province, though having

only a population under a million, has received special

care from the two societies connected with the Church

of England ; which, taken together, have there at pre-

sent about thirty missionaries. On one station we find

a missionary, nine native catechists, and twenty-eight

native teachers ; on another, a missionary, sixteen na-

tive catechists, and twenty-four native teachers ; and

others in similar strength. One missionary gives re-

turns " showing an increase of seven hundred and ninety-

seven during the year ;" another says, " no fewer than

one thousand four hundred and two souls have em-

braced the Christian religion during the last six months."

Another shows " an increase of six thousand five hun-

dred and eighty souls brought, in one year, out of the

darkness of heathenism to the light of the gospel."

Another states, " by comparing the returns for 1844,

with those of the past year, there is an increase of a

thousand converts." The Bishop of Madras says, " In
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four years and a half the Christian community of Tin-

nevelly has doubled itself, the increase during that

period being equal to the total increase of fifty-four

years that preceded it." The converts are of two

classes, the baptized, and those under instruction, that

is, who have renounced heathenism, but have not yet

been admitted to baptism. After an extraordinary

movement, by which, in four years, eighteen thousand

persons had renounced idolatry, the heathen became

enraged, and violently persecuted the converts. During

these severities many who had been baptized drew

back ; but even then the number of the baptized steadily

increased ; and now the prospects are brighter than

ever. One missionary makes a statement very remark-

able for India :
—" There are comparatively few heathen

in the eight villages forming the Athiseyapooram dis-

trict." Again, "At the morning service all the inhabi-

tants of Pannpivilei joined the congregation, at the head

of them an old Pandaram,"j927ynm monk. Though these

converts are poor,—not as poverty is understood in

England, but as it is understood in India, where the

wages of one of our mechanics would be a gentleman's

revenue ; they have liberally raised subscriptions for

" Poor Funds, Tract and Book Societies," and " other

charitable and religious objects." Several substantial

churches have been built by their own money, some

villages raising as much as four hundred and fifty or

five hundred and fifty rupees (forty-five, or fifty-five

pounds,) sums, I will venture to say, that no one would

have imagined it possible to raise for any disinterested

object. It is to be regretted that the returns do not

enable us to specify exactly the number of baptized con-
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verts ; but so far as I can gather they must be nearly

thirty thousand, or about one thousand, on the average,

under the care of each missionary. The Bishop of

Madras has such a -s-iew of the present opening in Tin-

nevelly, that he does not doubt that any additional mis-

sionaries sent thither would each " collect around him

a congregation of one thousand or one thousand five

hundred souls in a few months." It is to be hoped that

the two societies whose labours have been so blessed of

the Lord, may be enabled to prosecute, with still greater

strength, the glorious beginnings already made.

In the adjacent province of Travancore, the missions

of the London Society have a most encouraging posi-

tion. Seventeen thousand persons are returned as re-

gularly under insti'uction, with a hopeful array of

schools, congregations, church-members, and bible-

classes. In one village " twelve families have, in a

year, openly declared themselves Christians ;" in another

district " there has been an addition of one hundred

and forty-seven families, to those who have assumed

the profession of Christianity ; while the church and

schools have been proportionably augmented."' Those

who know the Hindus will regard as a strong proof of

the reality of their convictions the fact, that on one

station they have contributed two hundred and seventy

pounds " for the support and spread of the gospel."' In

this pro^-ince, also, the Church Missionary Society is

labouring with great effect.

" Do you seriously believe that India will be con-

verted to Christianity r" is a very natural question. If

put by a man of the world, I should reply to it by ask-

ing, Do you seriously believe that a people so rational
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and enquiring as the Hindu3 will for ever worship

stocks, cows, birds, monkeys, and snakes? Do you

seriously believe that they can long continue to do so

after the light of Christianity has reached them ? But

if that question come from a Christian, I reply, Yes

:

and Do you seriously doubt that th« power which con-

verted your soul is unequal to the conversion of the

Hindus ? I do seriously and joyfully believe that the

rapid conquest gained over India by British arms, is the

preparation and will prove the type of the conquest to

be gained over it by the glorious gospel. " If," said the

venerable Bishop of Calcutta, preaching before the

Church Missionary Society, " the succeeding ten years

should be blessed at the same ratio as the last ten, half

a million of souls would be brought under Christian

instruction in India alone, and at the end of a period

equal to the length of the Society's past labours (say

forty years) the whole population of British Hindustan

would be the Lord's." Nor can this chapter be more

impressively closed thanl n. the sage and moving words

of that same ajDostolic discourse :
—" And yet we are

inert. The immense number of families enriched by

India are asleep. The spiritual church shrinks back.

Selfishness lays its icy hand on the warm seat of life.

The mother sta'rts at the thought of parting with her

beloved son. The kindred interpose between Christ

and the testimony of his blood before the nations. Our

universities and colleges refuse the flower of their

students An outburst of inquiry is beginning.

India is in a state of transition from a prostrate, timid,

slavish apathy, to thought, activity, and enterprise. . . .

.... God is at work. I firmly believe that, from the
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first promulgation of the gospel, a crisis of sucli im-

portance as the present, for the salvation of such a

population as India, has not occurred. Occupy it then.

Not a moment is to be lost. Eternity presses on.

Souls are perishing."
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The work of our mission was proceeding peacefully,

when one Saturday night, the eldest child of my excel-

lent colleague, Mr. Male, was seized with croup.

Medical aid there was none within two days' journey.

During the Sabbath night, the child died, and we buried

him the day following. On the next morning my eyes

were slightly inflamed, and incapable of reading. In a

few days the inflammation disappeared ; but the weak-

ness continued. After a month had passed, hoping fcr

advantage from a change, I joined Mr. Squarebridge at

CoonguU. We spent a happy week in brotherly inter-

course, in preaching to the heathen, and in praying for

their conversion. On the day fixed for my return, we
came to Heboor, a large town lying between Goobbee

and CoonguU, where we spent the morning in preaching,

and intended that in the evening each should return lo

his station. In the afternoon a messensrer brought the
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painful news that ^Ir. Male's only remaining child, a

little girl a few months old, was alarmingly ill with the

same disease that had carried off her brother. We
started instantly, and rode fast, praying that the Lord

would spare this second blow to hearts already wounded.

On nearing the mjpsion-house, we passed the grave

of the little boy : beside it two men were digging

another.

A few months afterwards, a breathless messenger

presented a note from CoongulL It informed us that

the cholera, then raging in the place, had seized Mr.

Squarebridge. Mr. Male instantly hastened to join him.

The next morning Ave learned that a brother most dearly

beloved had passed from the fellowship of our toils to

that of the Redeemer's glory.

The affection of my eyes continued to resist all efforts

for its removal. Perfect rest from study, the best advice

in Bangalore and Madras,*' and the salubrious air of

the Neilgherri-Hills, all failed to make the least im-

pression. The medical men unanimously declared that

I must leave the country, predicting a certain recovery

in England ; but also insisting that a return to the tro-

pics would be followed by a relapse. On April 20th,

1841, I embarked at Madras, bidding farewell to the

land where T had hoped "to spend and be spent"

preaching Christ, My feelings at the time I find thus

expressed in a letter to a relative, written on board :

—

" You may think that it savours little of affection to

* Missionaries owe a debt to the medical officers of the Indian
army ; who, in the most generous Avay, give tliem their best

attentions without fee. I shall ever remember the kindness of

ilr. !5mith, Mr. Hay, and the late lamented Dr. Lane.
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say, that I left the shores of India, and turned my face

toward home, with the deepest regret. This, however,

did not arise from any want of attachment to home or

friends ; but the people of my mission had become in-

expressibly dear to me : I saw their woeful need of the

gospel, and longed to spend my life jn making it known
to them. Gladly would I have resigned every hope of

seeing in this life a single relation, had the Lord only

counted me worthy to preach among the Gentiles the

unsearchable riches of Christ. But his will was other-

wise."

Our ship formed a strong contrast with the one in

which I had gone out. Small, old, and of unpromising

appearance, she obtained passengers only because it

happened that there was no other vessel for England at

the time. My cabin measured five feet eleven by four

feet six, with an aperture of about six inches in diameter

for light and air. Here were accommodated bed, toilet

and clothes for a voyage of (it was expected) four

months. The straitness of the dimensions ensured this

advantage, that you always put a thing in its own place,

because there was no other. In temperate weather one

was very comfortable ; but in the tropics it was other-

wise, and to remain long with a closed door was im-

possible, especially at first, when the place was scented

by a rich coat of fresh white paint.

Our party consisted of Mr. Beauchamp, a civilian

proceeding to the Cape for his health ; Mr. M'Dowall,

a fine young officer of cavalry, sufiering from diseased

liver ; Dr. Boeke, of the Danish garrison of Tranquebar,

returning to Europe with a constitution shattered by

cholera ; and two orphan children of an officer lately

2 M
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deceased. A young man of highly respectable con-

nexions was a steerage passenger. The captain also

had on board his wife and a little daughter ; the former

of whom was suffering from dysentery, which had at-

tacked her at Madras.

For the first week the air was almost still, ^vith a

cloudless sky, and vertical sun ; the heat was extreme
;

but the sea appeared to revive us all, while the cap-

tain's wife and Mr. M'Dowall observably improved. At

length a good breeze relieved us from the intense heat,

and the discomfort of inaction ; but, at the same time,

made the disclosure, that our ship was a most wretched

sailer, and, moreover, leaky. With regard to the former,

the captain assured us that, " though she was slow, she

was STire ;" and, with regard to the latter, that we need

apprehend no danger, for the leak was " all in the upper

seams." We were very soon led to suspect that we

should have no more reason to congrat\ilate ourselves

on the commissariat of our good ship than on her speed

and tightness.

One day, while seated at dinner, we heard ''Ned"'

repeatedly called with such emphasis, that it seemed

impossible that any one on board should fail to hear,

whether asleep or awake. " Ned " did not auFwer.

During the morning the second mate and several of the

men had been in the after-hold stowing the ship's stores.

The chief mate, apparently suspecting that " Ned" was

among the stores, suddenly started from the table, and

dashing down a hatch, soon emerged, di-agging with

him a tall, lumbering young sailor, who was evidently

intoxicated, and whom he was greeting in terms of the

least imaginable suavity. " Ned" had scarcely gained
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the deck before we heard a violent struggle. To ex-

onerate himself, he had declared that the second mate

had given him the spirits, whereupon that officer struck

him, and, in return, received a very unhandsome black

eye. It proved that he had intoxicated himself and

every man on board but two or three. He was de-

graded on the spot, and ordered to go before the mast,*

which order he peremptorily refused to obey. In the

evening we had a second disturbance, between the cap-

tain and a quiet, inoffensive sailor, who had fallen into

the same snare as the others. The captain upbraided

" Jim" for being drunk ;
" Jim"' retorted by a remark

not complimentary to the captain's abstinence; and im-

mediately ensued a hand-to-hand contest. " Jim" tore

the captain's shu't off his back ; but the captain hurled

him bodily down the after-hatch. A man was sent

down after him to put him in irons, who, during the

operation, moralized for our comfort, by saying, " A
pretty mess we shall be in if a squall takes us, and not

a hand to furl a sail." Mercifully, we had no squall.

In the morning the men were "called aft:"f in the

presence of Mr. Beauchamp and myself, the captain

explained the aggravated character of their offence ; at

his request, Mr. Beauchamp read the ship's articles, in

which they had promised good conduct. We then said

a word or two, urging them to observe the articles in

future; after which "Jim" was removed from irons,

and they were all pardoned but the mate, against whom
the sentence of degradation was confirmed. He per-

sisted in refusing to go before the mast, and conse-

* To take the place of a common sailor,

t Sxunmoned to the quaiter-deck.

2 M 2
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quently remained idle. The ship's articles apprized us

that her registered tonnage, instead of four hundred, as

had been advertised, was two hundred and sixty ; that

the crew shipped in London, mates, men, and all except

an apprentice, had deserted at Van Diemen's Land; and

that of our present hands only three were able seamen.

The others were various : one was a joiner, another a

barber, another a butcher. The whole voyage had been

disastrous. Sailing from London for Launceston, (V.

D.,) with a full complement of passengers, the passage

had been spent in Avretched disputes, and tei-minated

by being driven ashore near their port. The vessel

was saved, but none of the crew waited to take their

homeward ^^assage in her. She was ordered to the

Burmese coast for a cargo of timber; but after several

adventures among the Nicobar Islands, found herself

on the west side of the Bay of Bengal instead of the

east, at Madras instead of Moulmein,—two ports as far

apart as Plymouth and Lisbon. A carpenter had been

shipped at Launceston, who was accompanied by his

Avife : while they lay at Madras intrigues and disputes

arose, during which she leaped overboard at midnight,

and was seen no more. Her husband left the ship,

which, leaky as she was, thus remained without a

carpenter.

From the first, we had two services every Sabbath.

The state of my eyes disabled me from reading ; but

my excellent fellow-passenger, Mr. Beauchamp, admi-

rably performed that part of the service. The men

usually heard with attention ; but their ignorance and

thoughtlessness were lamentable. The first Monday

evening of the voyage, seeing them at tea, I went and
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entered into conversation. " Ned," who has already

been introduced, said, ""We was just a talkin' about

your sermon, sir ; and Tom P." (for we had three Toms)
" says as how you said it was never too late to repent

;

and so he says we needn't trouble our heads about it

;

it'll be time enough any day. Now I says, that what

you meant was, that the sooner we do it the better for

us." " Yes," replied Tom, smiling incredulously, " Ned

says he does it every day." Turning to Ned for his

explanation, he said, with unusual gravity, " Well, sir,

the last time I was at home, my mother took me to

the Methodist chapel, and ever since then, every night

when I turns in, I says a prayer ; and so, you see, sir,

I clears off as I goes on." Poor Ned evidently thought

that he thus obeyed the call received at the Methodist

chapel, and took all needful steps for his salvation.

They paid much attention to my remarks, and at all

times were willing to be instructed.

The convalescence of the captain's wife soon proved

to be deceptive : her disease made rapid progress ; and

Dr. Boeke, who paid all possible attention, found such

deficiency in both the medicine-chest and the steward's

pantry, that he had neither the remedies nor the cordials

necessary. She died ; and a melancholy death-bed it

was ; by it I watched, and prayed, and mourned. We
committed her to the deep with heavy hearts, fearing

that we should soon have other burials. Shortly before

her death, the captain had fallen seriously ill ; and

about the same time Mr. M'Dowall had a frightful re-

lapse. The illness of the latter gradually assumed a

fatal aspect ; that of the former exhibited unaccountable

fluctuations. Mr. M'Dowall was " the only son of his
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mother, and she a widow." Almost to the very last,

he anticipated recovery : only a few days before his end,

he said to me, " I do not feel like a dj-ing man." This

very expectation of life made more striking the evi-

dences which he gave of sincere repentance. From

the first he showed tenderness of heart, and readily

heard of the things of God. Mr. Beauchamp was un-

remitting in his attentions, and most happy in his in-

fluence. He lent him Legh Richmond's " Annals of the

Poor.'' which he eagerly read, and said, with much

simplicity, " I feel just as that young cottager felt," I

can see him now, as he lay on his couch pale and feeble,

turning on me a look of timid anxiety, and asking, " Do
you think there is any hope for me:'' Gradually his

conviction of sin, his sorrow for the past, his thirst for

mercy, became stronger ; and at length gave place to

a sober, but most cheerful, reliance on the Saviour's

blood. StiU anticipating life, he spoke with dread of

its temptations ; and, with a pleasing distrust of his

own strength, expressed his earnest hope that God
woxild give him grace to resist the world, and follow

only Christ. "When convinced that all prospect of re-

covery was past, he peacefully accepted the alterna-

tive, and continued to rest upon Christ, cherishmg

sweet hopes of heaven. I watched by him the last

night : he lay still as death, and from moment to mo-

ment I waited to see the end. There was no sound

but the ripple of the waters as the ship glided through :

the lamp, agitated by the motion of the vessel, cast a

wavy light on his wan features, which, in every interval

of consciousness, quietly beamed with hope, and even

in those slumbers, so like death, and so near it, were
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sweetly peaceful. Separated only by a thin partition,

and watched over by a sailor, was the captain at the

point of death. I occasionally went in during the night

:

there lay he who had lately been so strong, incapable

of life's least action, utterly insensible, and occasionally

emitting a childish whine. In the one cabin and in the

other the sufferer was at the very brink, and none could

tell which would first be launched upon the viewless

ocean. Just as I was alternately watching the dying

looks of the young soldier, and the morning light coming

in at the cabin window, my fellow-watcher came to say

the captain was no more. About noon we committed

him to the wide grave, in which a fortnight before we
had laid his wife : his little girl was with us to see her

father disappear in the same waters where her mother

had so lately gone. We had but just returned from

this mournful scene, when poor M'Dowall passed away,

to use the words of his final message to his mother,

"in hope of everlasting life." "In sure and certain

hope of a joyful resurrection," we watched him into the

peaceful wave ; and felt that the joy of that sure hope

gratefully lightened a dark and cloudy day.

Such a state of feeling had unhappily existed between

the captain and his officers, that when he became ill,

he would not permit the mate to use his chronometers,

which he kept in is own cabin. We soon discovered

that they had run down. AU who know anything of

navigation are well aware that, without a chronometer,

it is impossible to ascertain your longitude at sea.

However certain of your latitude, the chronometer

alone can enable you to determine whether you are

nearer the Cape of Good Hope or Swan-River, St,
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Helena or Bahia, the Cape Verds or the Antilles.* "We

were thrown into no little trepidation. Providentially,

Mr. Beauchamp had set his watch by the best chrono-

meter a few days before ; and the mate using it, decided

that the nearest land was the island of Rodriguez, for

which we accordingly shaped our course. To our great

surprise, we fell in with the island the next morning
;

for Ave had not expected to do so until after at least

another day's sail. Now, knowing exactly our position,

we resumed our course. The next day we rejoiced to

see a sail ; for though in so early a stage of the voyage,

our provisions were already short. We had killed the

last sheep the day we crossed the Line ; the few remain-

ing fowls had for some time been in reserve for the sick

;

and bread, and many other articles, were either want-

ing, or of a quality utterly unfit for persons in delicate

health. It was at once resolved to apply to the stranger.

The captain was dying, the second mate was off duty,

and the first mate had to abide by the ship : it fell upon

me to take charge of a boat, though little accustomed to

command on the high seas. Mr. Beauchamp, judging

that our " owner" would be as well pleased that our

comforts should cost him nothing, put me in a condition

to pay for whatever we might obtain, by giving me a

blank check on his agents. The doctor accompanied

me, in hope of finding some medicines. The stranger

* The method is very simple. The chronometer keeps
GreenA\dch time. You observe the sun at noon, and for every

minute that he reaches the meridian before your chi'onometer

points to twelve, you are one-fourth of a degree to the east, for

every minute after, one-fourth of a degree to the west, of

Green-wich. Every four minutes of difference between the sun

and the chronometer is a degree ; every hour, fifteen degrees.
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proved to be a Scotch barque, without passengers, and

bound for the Mauritius. Being so near her port, the

stores were low : one solitary fowl was the only live

stock ; this the captain offered, but we declined it. We
obtained two bags of yams, and one of bread ; while

the doctor, besides some drugs, found one bottle of

port wine, and one of brandy,—both of which articles

were desiderata in our ship. The bread, though common

sailors' biscuit, was free from vermin, and therefore a

most welcome addition to our luxuries.

By this time our regular leakage, when we had any-

thing of a breeze, was seven inches per hour. The

pumps were of the old up-and-down model, and drew

off the water slowly ; so that every hour the men had a

long " spell," against the labour of which they mur-

mured sorely ; sometimes expressing their fears that the

** old basket" (a term applied to a leaky, as " tub" is

to a slow, vessel) was bound for the bottom ; and often

wishing that they had the " owner" at the pump,

promising him such entertainment as would teach him

not to deal in leaky ships. So long as the poor captain

was about, he firmly defended the chaiacter of his ves-

sel; averring that she was the best craft his "owner"

had ever possessed ; that he had brought home three

leaky ships for him, and he would bring her home ; and

that she would make a good passage of it yet. To

console us for the scantiness of provisions, he assured

us that, on the voyage to Van-Diemen's Land, they had

lived with even lavish profusion.

It was the most stormy season of the year when we
neared the Cape ; and there was every reason to fear

that one severe gale would increase the leak to a fatal
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amount. When approaching the land, a fine stiff breeze,

lasting for three successive days, sorely tried our pumps,

and made the men more than once exclaim, " If we get

her into port, it will be the greatest mercy that ever

was !
" but it is also sped us forward ; and, after bring-

ing us close upon the land, fell into a mild breeze.

Our navigation was not remarkably accurate ; wide dis-

a'spancies frequently occurred between the reckoning of

two successive days ; but it was all laid upon the cur-

rents. To-day the current would set us half a degree

to the east ; tomorrow, two degrees to the west ! This

made an approach to land rather anxious ; for though,

in the wide sea, one can very well afford to blunder a

few degrees, it will not do for a dangerous coast. No
one on board had been into the Cape ; nor had we
" Horsburgh," that faithful guide to eastern navigation

;

but, instead, we had the remains of a Directory, vene-

rable, if not for authority, at least for age. One day

the mate confidently predicted that we should " sight

the land " before sunset : two or three times the men

thought they saw it ; but soon reported that it had been

" Cape Fly-away ;" and sunset came without any land.

We stood on, with a brilliant moon. About one o'clock

in the morning, the mate called me to see the ship

" hove-to close under the land." There lay the little

barque riding the waves, with her sails glistening in the

moon: close by, against the deep blue heaven, was

reared a pile of black cliffs, skirted at the base by a

waving line of white, where the breakers were loudly

sounding. The mate said we were off the mouth of

False-Bay, and only waiting for the morning, to enter.

We presently saw a sail just to the eastward ; and a
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trim schooner, sweeping along, in the moonlight, with

exquisite grace, passed close by us. I advised the mate

to speak her ; but we had no trumpet ! and though she

came so close, that he might have put a question with-

out it, he felt so confident of his position, that he did

not think it worth while. Not being equally confident,

I watched the direction of the schooner ; and left the

deck with an impression, that if w^e were in the mouth

of False-Bay, she was standing right for the rocks, and

this I deemed the less probable alternative of the two.

On the w'estern coast of Africa, about thirty miles

from its southern extremity, is Table-Bay ; immediately

to the east of that extremity is False-Bay ; Cape-Town

is situated on the former, Simon's-Town on the latter.

The neck of land between the two bays is about twenty

miles wide ; and the strip of land, which they form into

a little peninsula, is an elevated ridge running for about

thirty miles from north to south, and terminating on the

north in Table-Mountain, on the south in the Cape of

Good Hope. Table-Bay is exposed to the gales which

prevail in winter, and is then unsafe ; False-Bay, being

sheltered from those gales, is at that season the prefer-

able harbour. Arriving in the depth of the southern

Avinter, (July,) we made for False-Bay.

In the morning I found that a thick fog concealed

the whole coast, except a low headland to the east, and

a flat-headed eminence, for which we appeared to be

steering. A curvature was observable ; but it at once

struck me as being far too slight to answer to an open-

ing so spacious as False-Bay. The more I looked, the

stronger this doubt became ; till at length I ventured to

express it. The mate assured me we were entering the
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bay. " That,'" pointing to the low headland, " is Cape

Lagullas ; and that," pointing to the eminence, " is

Table-Mountain." " "Why," I replied, " Cape Lagullas

and Table-Mountain are ninety miles apart : it is im-

possible we should see them both at the same time."

Rather embarrassed, he went below; and, on returning,

said," I have examined the chart, and no other part of

the coast answers to the bearings." I presently con-

sulted the chart and Directory, which convinced me
that our " Table Mountain" was the Gunner's Quoin,

.situated seventy miles from that celebrated elevation.

Returning on deck, I found we were rapidly nearing

the coast ; on our larboard, the land was seen very dis-

tinctly ; we could hear the surf rolling ; but before us

the mist covered all, except "Table Mountain." The

oldest of the sailors happened to pass me, and grumbled,

" I wonder where we're a goin' to : there's no bay

there, I know." Thus confirmed in the impression

already made by the coast and the chart, I asked

whether the high land might not be the Gunner's

Quoin. The mate was piqued, asserted that he was

I'ight, and added, "You may depend that you will dine

in Simon's-Town." Most willing to believe what was

so desirable, though unable to reconcile appearances, I

went below to arrange matters for landing. In a few

minutes, Mr. Beauchamp came down, smiling, and said,

" The fog has cleared away : there is no bay, and

'Table-Mountain' is the Gunner's Quoin." We were

now inside a long reef of rocks ; and had the Avind

either increased or changed, should have been placed in

circumstances the least desirable. But Providence

favoured us ; the wind blew steadily from the safest
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quarter, presently the heavy old ship was clear of the

breakers : and we began to run along the coast towards

the west.

The day and the scene were charming : the bluff,

blue headlands stood up boldly between sea and sky,

the wind swept along with equable vigour, the sea

rolled in fvdl round waves, and the sky glowed as on a

bright May-day in England. Ever and anon, in the

west, we observed a blue speck in the sea, cut off by

the waves from the line of coast ; but as we approached

it rose and spread, till at length it stood out infuin-iew,

not an island, but a sea-side hill. Towards evening,

one of these appeared far beyond the most distant point

in the continuous range of coast, and evidently not in

the same line. Its insular character appeared unques-

tionable ; and yet the chart did not indicate an island

there. Presently a second island appeared by its side :

the chart was still at fault. The sun was hasting down
;

it was the very season for those terrible " south-westers,

which lay so many gallant ships on that hard coast

;

and this unexpected island perplexed us as to our posi-

tion. We eagerly resorted to the old Du-ectory : a hint

was discovered, that, in coming from the east, the Cape

itseK first appears like an island ; the rapid rise out of

the sea of a line of coast running north and south, and

terminating in the supposed island, satisfied us that this

solution of the diificulty, which was so welcome, was

also true. We no longer doubted that we were in the

mouth of our " desired haven;" and, fearful to risk a

gale in the bay during the night, we hove-to.

The following morning was foggy, with scarcely any

wind : we crept slowly up the bay, straining our eyes,
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and teasing our glasses, to distinguish Table-Mountain

;

but in vain. That celebrated land-mark was not to be

found ; and though all other appearances accredited

False-Bay, we felt a slight misgiving, " Where is

Table-Mountain ?" asked every one ; and no one could

answer. Could it be possible that we were wrong

again ? Most narrowly we scanned every lineament of

the hill-tops ; but could find no table. As we ap-

proached nearer and nearer to the north-west corner of

the bay, where we ought to find Simon's-Town, our

anxiety to discover the decisive land-mark increased

;

but no trace of it appeared. At length, on the bleak

side of the mountain, we observed a solitary patch of

white, like a cottage ; and, examined by the glass, it

proved to be a neat little house, commanding the en-

trance of the bay, and apparently of European mould :

but no other habitation of man was visible. About the

same moment, some one declared he fancied that he

saw the masts of a ship : this was denied, corroborated,

denied again, and finally confirmed by the glass. Pre-

sently some one announced a buo}' : the mate, turning

his glass on the spot, declared it a buoy with a flag
;

but it proved to be a boat, bearing the owner of the

cottage on the mountain-side, who sailed under the

welcome colours of the British pilot-flag. One of the

first questions asked him was, " Where is Table-Moun-

tain?" " "\Maat !" said he, with an air of surprise,

" did you expect to see Table-Mountain from False-

Bay ? You must get to the other side of the Cape,

fu'st." The fault was chargeable partlj' on our ovm igno-

rance, partly on a miserable Directory. Just as twilight

was falling on the hills which all along the bay rise
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precipitously from the water's edge, they broke off into

an equally precipitous crescent, within the arms of

which lay a smooth basin, where rode two large India-

men, and a man-of-war brig. Simon's-Town ran for a

considerable distance round the foot of the concave

hill, and at some points stretched up its sides : one

building stood above all the rest, and from it the sab-

bath-bell was chiming. Those Avere the very tones

that, at the close of an anxious voyage, one would have

wished to hear first from the land. I little thought

that they were calling a congregation to the funeral

sermon of one whom I had seen depart from England

in the full vigour of youth ; but so it was. That build-

ing was the Wesleyan chapel ; and that night the

people were admonished to profit by the early removal

of Mr. Goodrick, one of their pastors, who had just

closed a career bright with unusual piety and zeal. The

sound of the bell made me long to be there ; but the

necessity of waiting till the ship had been visited by a

medical officer, prevented our landing that night.

The two large Indiamen had just arrived, and both

of them had suffered heavily in storms off the Cape.

The larger of the two, a noble ship of one thousand

four hundred tons, had lost her fore and mizen top-

masts, and her main top-gallant-mast, beside having one

of her officers carried overboard. As it was almost

certain that our crazy barque would have perished in

such a storm, we saw more and more our debt to that

Providence which had sheltered us from it, though

coming from the same direction as the vessels that

encountered it, and nearly at the same time.

Simon's-Town is a neat, quiet, little place ; but we
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remained there only long enough, to procure a convey-

ance to Cape-Town. Our diiver was a Malay, insinu-

ating, talkative, and sinister
;
greatly in love with the

English, and no admirer of the Dutch : how he would

have found his taste had his passengers been of the

latter nation, I cannot answer. His countrymen exist

in considerable numbers at the Cape ; the Dutch having

draughted into that colony, as into Ceylon, Malay regi-

ments from Java. They preserve their costume, their

language, and their Mohammedanism. Wynberg, lying

between Simon's-Town and Cape-Town, is a lovely vil-

lage ; a charming medium between England and India,

with many of the beauties of the one and of the other,

and yet presenting a whole different from both. Near

it lies Constantia, celebrated for its luscious wine.

WjTiberg offers a delightful residence to the conva-

lescent " Indians," who resort in great numbers to the

Cape. I stopped here to see Captain Dobbs, who had

been compelled by ill health to leave India, about a

year and a half before ; and was delighted to find him

with looks far different from those with which I had

seen him start from Toomcoor. It was just the hour for

a religious meeting at the house of one of his friends

:

I joined with lively delight a numerous company, com-

posed chiefly of gentlemen from India, with their ladies,

and heard the excellent captain give them a faithful

exhortation to holiness of life.

The locomotive genius of the age is displayed even

at Wynberg : I travelled thence to Cape-Town in an

omnibus ! an omnibus, it is true, that would look pri-

mitive beside its London prototypes ; but, at the same

time, tr veiling with creditable celerity. I met with
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reception truly brotherly from the excellent Mr. Hodg-

son. Cape-Town is well built and clean, with streets

of tolerable width, in some cases shaded by rows of oak

and elm. The grouping in the streets is singularly

varied : Europe, Asia, and America meet upon the soil

of Africa. Perhaps in the very same street, and blended

in picturesque relations, you see the free, familiar air of

the Englishman ; the conical cap and eastern counte-

nance of the Malay ; the lusty Dutch burgher ; the

British soldier ; the turbaned Hindu, who has followed

his master from India ; the elegant European carriage
;

the semi-savage air of the Brazilian slave-dealer, ap-

parently cursing the English for having robbed him of

his prey ; the comfortable, well-clad Dutch housewife
;

the waggon drawn heavily by twelve, fourteen, or six-

teen giant bullocks, with wide, rambling horns, and

driven by a Hottentot whom English generosity has

lifted out of slavery ; the wiry frame and swarthy visage

of the Anglo-American; the tall cap and flowing robe of

a Persian horse-dealer ; the dark, meanly-clad African

woman ; and the light waggon drawn by eight horses,

a farmer driving the eight in hand at a smart trot,

while an assistant by his side has charge of the whip.

To the east of the town, and commanding the bay,

stands the castle, an extensive pentagonal fortress,

having a deep fosse, regular outworks, and a rampart

connecting it with two forts which lie farther to the

east. On the other side of the town, Table-Mountain

rises to the height of three thousand five hundred and

sixty- seven feet, having the first nine hvmdred feet of

vertical schistus, the next nine hundred of granite, then

two hundred of horizontal red sandstone, and from that

2 N
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to the top an indurated sandstone, white, and embed-

ding numerous pieces of quartz. Upon it are said to be

found nearly thirty different varieties of heath. Table-

Bay, spacious, and flanked on either side by bold rug-

ged hills, has at its mouth an island of considerable size,

which serves as a penal station ; and beyond it spread

the waters of the wide Atlantic. From that bay, forty

years ago,*"- the peaceful and saintly Henry Martyn

watched the British forces drive, from height to height,

the Dutch, defending in vain, for the second and last

time, this possession which they had held for a century

and a half. The English, Scotch, and Dutch churches

in the town are supported by government. The only

religious service which I had the opportunity of attend-

ing was a Dutch prayer meeting conducted by Mr.

Hodgson. The language was unkno^^^l to me, and the

faces nearly all black ; but the attendance was good,

and seemed to be pervaded by a spirit of fervent de-

votion.

After a stay of only two days, we were recalled to

Simon's-Town. The mate (henceforth to be called the

captain) assured us that the faulty seams had been dis-

covered and caulked, and that he had laid in ample

stores. The wind detained us for some days, duiing

Avhich I received the utmost hospitality fi-om a Dutch

family, and preached twice in our neat chapel to con-

gregations composed of English, Irish, Scotch, Dutch,

Hottentot, Boshmen, and Mosambiques. One day en-

tering the shop of Lloyd's agent, I heard the captain in

high debate with the man he had employed to caulk

the ship :
" You will have a pretty sight of leakage on

* 111 1806.
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the way home, I know," said the shipwright. " AVe

have got some pumps aboard," replied the captain.

" You will have need of them," rejoined the other.

This was not encouraging. The second mate had been

restored to his office on the captain's death ; but at the

Cape he and the other quarrelled, and he took leave, as

did also the invalid sailor. Glad to secure any aid, we

shipped in their place a policeman, who said he was a

sailor, and really proved to be the best hand on board.

After a few days one of the other men was made first,

and he second, mate. When the order to weigh anchor

was given, the men refused, alleging that the crew was

"short," the stores insufficient, and the caulking effected

little v.'orth. The captain was by far the most powerful

man on board, with a fierce look, a thundering voice,

little delicacy, and abundant resolution. He soon ter-

rified the men into " duty ; " but we had not been long

under weigh before we found that the leak was nearly

as bad as ever : long before the pilot left, we had co-

pious pumpings. The men looked disheartened : some

said, " I told you how it 'ud be, but ye would up an-

chor;" and the new man called himself "a fool" for

having engaged without first coming on board; "for,"

said he, (alluding to the brightness acquired by tlie

irons of a hard-worked pump,) " one wink at the pump-

gear would have cured me." All this made me seriously

doubt whether to put to sea in such a ship were not

tempting Providence ; and for some time I felt strongly

disposed to return with the pilot, but at last yielded to

the fear of seeming afraid. For some days we loitered

along with light winds, but in about a week were met

by a strong breeze from the north : the ship laboured

2 N 2
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hard, leaking in proportion, and we pumped every

hour. I was exceedingly sea-sick, for that aflBiction

followed me to the very last day of the voyage ; and,

lying on my berth, I heard the long and frequent pump-

ings. Some time after night, amidst the whistling of

the wind, the dashing of the waves, and the creaking

of the ship, the clink, clink, clink of the pump sounded

long and drearily. At length the second mate came

do\\'n, and said to the captain, who was in the cabin,

" "We can't get her to suck, sir." " Pump till you can."

Up he went, but soon returned, " We can't get her to

suck, sir."' "How long have you been pumping:"'

" More than twenty minutes." " "NMien did you pump
last:" "At eight bells"* (an hour before). They

went up together, and the pumping continued. I soon

rose : it was solemn to kneel do\\Ti on that dark night

amid the groaning of the unquiet ship, and the cheer-

less sound of the pump, which some despairing excla-

mations coming from the deck made to sound like a

kneU. To commit myseK, for life or death, into my
Redeemer's hand, was the work of a moment ; then the

souls of those who were with me in the ship called for

;inxious prayei' ; but one feeling, concern for the perish-

ing Hindus, rose above every other, and expressed

it-self with a force, the effect of which, I pray, may never

be lost, in a resolution, that, if my moments on earth

should be but few, I would devote them to prayer, and,

if lengthened, no matter in what land, to labour, for

their regeneration. On deck the night was dark, the

* Eight o'clock. A beU is struck one stroke for every half

hour: "eight bells" always announces the close of a watch,

each of which ib fo'or hoiu-.s long.
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wind boisterous, and the sailors uttering broken mur-

murs of despondency. Presently they cried joyfully,

" She sucks !" An inquiry ensued, on which it ap-

peared that they had been thirty- six minutes pumjjing

out the leakage of a single hour. The men demanded

with one voice that Ave should put back ; but the cap-

tain informed them, in no meek terms, that he would

do nothing of the kind. " But we cannot keep her

afloat." " We have got some boats to take to."

" Little chance here in such boats as them." " Well,

we shan't put back, I can tell you : my life is no more

than another dog's." We could not account for it

;

but the next hour the leak fell back to six or seven

inches ; the wind became fair soon after, and for six

weeks from that night we had not a foul breeze nor a

rough one.

The provisioning effected at the Cape was of a piece

with the caulking : for the cabin-table, including five

adults and three children, the whole store of bread, for

a voyage of ten weeks, was a hundred pounds of bis-

cuits : we consoled ourselves by the hope of a supply

at St. Helena. One day, when all above and below

was glowing with the utmost beauty, the captain an-

nounced that about three o'clock we should sight the

iiiland. Three o'clock came, a man went to the mast-

head, the captain paced the deck and watched ; we all

did the same ; but the sun set on a bright circle of un-

broken water. AVe then made for Ascension : in a few

days our observations indicated the Isle of Turtles as

right a-head : we waited patiently for its appearance ;

but it came not. Those naughty currents, which had
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played us so many strange tricks in making land before,

were at work again I

The men were now eating, for bread, the residue of

what had been on board when the ship was stranded,

which had been then damaged with the salt water, had

afterwards been carried in bags about the tropics for

several months, and was now nothing more than a mass

of animated powder, with occasional bits of indurated

biscuit too hard even for the vermin. How they

managed to eat it, and how they lived after eat'ng it,

Avas a mystery. For our part, we had old ship-biscuit

of the common kind, abounding in maggots, and in

monstrous brown insects called " weavels," a kind of

younger black-beetle. On the Line we were becalmed

for several days within two or three miles of another ves-

sel, and the poor men repeatedly craved permission to go

and ask for bread. The captain, without positively re-

fusing, displayed much reluctance to beg, so soon after

leaving port. One evening we saw a well-manned boat

sweeping over the glassy sea towards our ship ; and

forthwith a tall, sinewy, middle-aged sailor, in his

shirt-sleeves, announced himself, in an accent richly

American, as captain of the whaler " Sophie," of Bre-

men in Germany. He proved a shrewd, observant man,

and was returning from a successful voyage to the South

Seas. Our captain could not avoid asking him if he had

any bread to spare : he said it was not good, but he had

plenty of it, and would be happy to give us as much as

we might want. Our captain promised to send for it.

Xo sooner were the strangers gone than the men, doubt-

less informed by the steward of what had passed in the
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cabin, asked if tliey might lower the boat. " No."

They remonstrated ; but in vain.

On gaining the north-east trade-wind, we daily sighted

ships ; but the captain would not hear of begging, and

soon became wary even of speaking them ; for one

morning the captain of a trim barque, bound from

Ijiverpool to Valparaiso, on hearing the name of our

ship, cried, " ^^'^lat, the old , formerly of Whitby !"

" Yes," replied our captain, little complimented. "Oh,"

rejoined the other, in a tone not to be mistaken, " I

know her well!" We all (except perhaps the captain)

echoed the words, " I know her well !" This daily re-

fusal to obtain help when it was at hand made the men
furious ; they had no sugar, no pork, no grog, the little

flour they got was damaged, and the stuff in the old

bread-bags (for bread it was no longer) positively loath-

some. Had "the owner" heard their remarks on his

conduct, he would have shivered in his bed. It is gross

iniquity, when men employing servants in duties suffi-

ciently hazardous at the best, wantonly increase their

danger by sending out worn-out ships on voyages for

which only the strongest are fit; and add to the injury

by starving them, when their complaints can reach only

the ear of some man who has but one consideration,

and that to be in favour with " his owner ;" for such

owners can obtain only such captains. Unquestionably

among English ship-owners the cases are rare ; but

there are individuals who make a fortune by buying

superannuated vessels, sending them on long voyages,

employing captains of little character, and making them

save from the just provisions of men and passengers

every farthing that brazen dishonesty can screw. Day
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after day, as the men looked on the ships passmg, they

would say, " They are not pumping and fasting there ;"

and add their opinion of their owner, suggesting a motto

to be placed over his door.* The condition of the rig-

ging was deplorable, and we had no sail-maker; neither

had we any more canvas : a bad sail was mended by

cutting up a worse one; twine to sew them was obtained

by ripping up the sleeping cot of the late captain's

daughter ; and in default of pitch to make the twine

work, I melted my candles, which produced tolerable

wax.f The leeward pump became useless : we had no

carpenter to repair it, and neither leather nor pump-

nails, should the valves of the other fail. One day the

captain told me that he had found two feet of water in

the fore-hold. Soon afterwards a brisk gale opened on

us suddenly, one night after sunset : oux masts were in

little danger, for the sails split before the halyards

could be let go. As the men had just double-reefed the

topsail, it split again under the reef: they were few,

the wind gusty, the rain violent, and the pitching

heavy ; consequently they were long in making " ail

snug." In the meantime it was necessary to look to

the pump, a duty which was undertaken by the steerage

passenger and myself, occasionally assisted by the cook

and steward. We worked hard, in short, but frequent,

" spells," the pump-water gushing on our feet, the rain

pouring from above, and a wave erery now and then

adding a copious spray : overhead the impatient shouts

* WTietlier original or not, I cannot say ; but it was so often
repeated that I remember it well :

—

" Hard work and sore abuse,

Kept here for sailors' use."

t "We never set a royal dwing the voyage

!
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of the sailors struggling against the wind and rain

sounded wildly in the storm. The next day the cap-

tain looked very grave, and, observing that she was

making more water, hinted that he thought of putting

into the "Western Isles. We proceeded for a day or

two : the pumping became almost ceaseless, and at

length the captain said she was making twelve inches

per hour, while the first mate said twenty. The men

clamoured to lighten the ship : the captain threw over-

board two or three casks of water I I asked him if he

still intended to put into the islands. " No, sir." At

length they discovered in the forecastle an aperture

through which a large quantity of water was entering,

and by cutting away one of the timbers, succeeded in so

caulking it, that the leakage was considerably reducetl.

The next day the men learned that there was flour only

for another day ; and they firmly demanded that the

ship should be carried into some port in the Isles, the

second mate joining them. The captain refused : they

insisted that they were not able to work the pump. " I

can't help it." They urged him: he became furious,

raised his hand, and shouted, " You may let her go to

the bottom if you like ; but as to putting back, I won't

put back ; no, not if God Almighty were to come out

of the grave and order me I" The men were cowed,

they slunk back one by one, scowling and muttering

;

and the captain, intimidated in his turn by their appear-

ance, softened his tone, and solemnly promised them

that he would apply for provisions to the first ship with

which he should meet. On the afternoon of the follow-

ing day, two vessels came in sight at the same instant,

the one ahead and the other astern. The one ahead
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was bearing down upon us, and we were soon very

near ; but just as we were getting the boat ready to

lower, the stranger '• hauled his wind,'" and took a

coiirse we could not follow. "Ah I'' they cried, " he

sees we're parish rigged, and he doesn't want to have

anything to do with us : he's a Yankee ;" adding, what

I hope is not true, that American ships are in the habit

of avoiding vessels in distress. The wind was so slight,

that they thought we could overtake the fugitive in

the boat ; but no sooner had we started than the boat

proved more leaky than the ship : I was furnished with

a large pot, and baled hard, but could not keep her

from filling. The men insisted on proceeding, the cap-

tain would not ; and with sorrowful countenances we
were received again on board. It was now too late to

hope that the other ship would come up before night

;

and we knew that if there were any wind she would

be far beyond our reach in the morning, for nothing

sailed so slowly as our own craft; but it became a

perfect calm, and the men said, exultingly, " We can

sail as fast in a calm as she can."

The state of Dr. Boeke's health was now much worse

than on leaving India ; and, between sea-sickness, hard

fare, and pumping, I was ill and weak. We both re-

solved, that if we could obtain places in the stranger,

we would change ships. The captain had all along

treated me with much personal ci\ ility, and I thought

it only right to inform him of my design, though the

doctor, who had been differently treated, feared to do

so. My communication was received with manifest

chagrin ; but he acknowledged that he was not sur-

prised, and promised to interpose no difficulty. The
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whole night and part of the morning heing calm, our

neighbour did not approach till after breakfast. The

day before, the steward had announced, at the top of

his voice, that he had found " another shot in the

locker," this consisted in a small bag of paddy which

had been shipped to feed fowls ; but which (failing

fowls? to be fed) had remained unused. This " paddy''

was light, bad rice in the husks ; not very dainty, it is

true ; but we were in no case to be dainty ; and, there-

fore, I breakfasted on the paddy. The captain soon

displayed a disposition to evade his promise: after

looking at the stranger through his glass, he said,

" Thafs a Frenchman : there's no use in boarding him."

After a while he said, " He is outward bound : we

could not reach him." I had heard expressions among

the men that satisfied me they were prepared for some

very resolute step, if they found themselves deceived

;

and therefore I reasoned with the captain, urging him

to board. He doggedly refused : the men were leaning

on the bulwarks, casting alternate looks at the strange

ship and at their master; one of them came aft, and

asked if he were going to board. He replied, " She is

outward bound." " We have been too long at sea for

that, sir," said the man, with a look that reminded me

tliat I had heard them say the day before, " So and so

knows enough of navigation to find a port." I again

Tirged upon the captain to board ; but he was inexorable.

It was an anxious moment : before another hour we

might have mutiny and bloodshed :—I went into my
cabin, and closed my door. On returning to the deck,

the ship was still to windward of us, the men with the

same looks, and the captain pacing the aecks ill at ease.
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I at once joined him, and besought him to board : he

persisted in the absurd subterfuge that she was out-

ward-bound. I had been careful not to let the men
hear my conversation with the captain ; but seeing their

eyes fixed on us, and fearing that they would take the

matter into their own hands, I reiterated my request.

The doctor, who was within hearing, finding that I did

not prevail, lost the patience he had kept so long, and

striking the poop-rail with his hand, said, in the hear-

ing of all, " I declare, as a medical man, there is not

food in this ship fit for a human being to eat ; the stuff

the men are using would not be wholesome for pigs

;

and I will not answer for our lives, if we do not get

proper food." The captain flew into a rage ; further

restraint was useless ; and, adding my protest to the

doctor's, I said, that my health and life were in danger,

and that, as a passenger, I demanded that food be ob-

tained if it could. The captain refused, stormed, paced

the decks, went below, returned, and said to the man
at the wheel, " Bear away," and to another, " Bring

the ensign." These words changed the looks of all

:

in a moment the helm was hard-up, the sails trimmed

close upon the wind, and we were bearing down to

intercept the stranger. " Shall we hoist the ensign

with the union down?" (the signal of distress,) asked

some of the men ; but this was not allowed. "VVe had

not been long in our altered course, when the boat,

which had been well seasoned by the soaking of the

jjreceding night, was ordered to be lowered. Before

we started, the doctor charged me to secure him a place

at all risks, saying, " If she is going to Algiers, I'll go

in her ; and if they have no place but the deck, I'll
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take It." Just as I got into the boat', a sailor said,

'' This is a trick, sir ; that ship is three miles off,

lie thinks we can never make her; but we'll try,"

After a long pull, the captain said, " Now you see

tliat ship is gaining on us : you can never make
her." "Ay, ay, sir," replied the men, "we understand

that ; but anything for life, and anything for grub, sir :

we'll try." They stretched to the oar with desperate

energy, the boat shot over the long round waves, and

the captain succumbed to the resolution of hungry men.

The pull was long, and the success doubtful ; for we
could not but see that both ships were going ahead of

us. The red English ensign was waving over the

stranger : this gave the men new strength ; they pulled,

perspired, and panted. At length she hove too : we
soon read on her stern, " British Isles, London," and in

another moment Avere on the deck, where we were

received by the captain and a group of passengers.

" Well," said the captain, with good-tempered dis-

pleasm-e, " you may thank my black boy that you were

not left in the sea ; for I never dreamed of people put-

ting out a boat at that distance : the boy went aloft

about something, and cried out that be saw a large black

fish ; I Avent up with my glass, and was astounded to

find it Avas a boat
;
you Avere out of sight of your OAvn

ship ;" (this, Ave afterwards learned, Avas correct;) " and

had it not been for that boy, you Avould have been left

behind." Our commander eA-idently felt little flattered

by this speech. " Well," continued the other, " I see

you are in distress: do youAvant Avater.^" "No." That

was true. " Do you Avant pork :" " No." There had

not been a morsel on board for some time. " Do you
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want beef?" " Xo." The last cask had been serving

all hands for ten days. " Then what do you want r Do
you want bread?"' "Yes, a little bread."' "Much?"
" No ; only a few pounds." This was immediately

ordered, and I asked to speak with the captain. "Have

you got a cabin to spare ?" " Xo, my cabins are all en-

gaged."' " Can you make no arrangement to receive

two passengers r" " Why, I never knew such a thing

as passengers changing ships on the high seas :" and,

looking very suspicious, "Why do you want to change ?"*

" I assure you we have sufficient reason ; but there is

not time to explain now : if you fear that we should

prove troublesome, we willingly refer you to the captain,

whom we wish to leave."' Still he declined. I again

assured him that our reasons for changing were solely

on the score of health and safety, adding, "I am a

Wesleyan missionary." " Oh,"' he replied, " that"s

enough. I know what kind of gentlemen they are ; I

have no fear of trouble from you : there is a cabin which

the steward has been using." He showed me a very

neat cabin with double berth, with which I was abun-

dantly satisfied : he then inquired as to my companion

;

and on learning that he was a gentleman, and of un-

exceptionable character, he said, " Well. I ^^•ill just

name the matter to the passengers." They readily

agreed to increase their party ; and the good captain,

on being requested to state terms, named a very mo-

derate sum. I stayed below to write a letter, in case

the old ship should first come to land. On reaching

the deck I found the two ships close together. "^Vhy,

bless you," said Captain Muirhead, of the " British

Isles," to his neighbour, " those sails will never carry
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you to England." " I have got a better suit below !"

With a large bag of bread, some pump-nails and leather,

we returned to the wretched-looking old ship. The-

men were glad to see the bread, and the doctor over-

joyed to find that, instead of a deck-passage to Algiers,

or longer imprisonment in the , he had a place se-

cured for London in a good ship. We hastily put a

few articles into the boat, the captain was egregiously

civil, the men surrounded us, and I took leave of them

Avith blessings and prayers, which they heartily returned.

I was most grieved to leave the poor children and the

steerage passenger on board ; but I could not interfere

to remove them, and there was one comfort, that they

would have so much the better fare for our absence ; for

the captain did not know that the doctor was going to

leave till after he had ordered his " few pounds" of

bread. No sooner were we on board our new ship,

which was fi-om Demerara, than the passengers sur-

rounded us to hear our tale : whilst we were reciting it,

the steward came up and cried, " Lunch." That was

a strange word to us, but not at all unwelcome. 1 shall

not easily forget the doctor's joy on seeing upon the

cabin-table a bread-basket filled with nice white bread;

nor is it to be denied, that, after my breakfast of paddy,

I thought it a very pleasant sight. Captain Muirhead

proved a kind and able commander, the passengers

agreeable, the table all that could be desired, and the

" British Isles" a right good ship. The doctor's health

immediately began to improve, and our convalescence

was mutual.

In less than a fortnight, on the morning of September

26th, from the cabin-window, I saw a high clifi" crowned
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by Dover Castle. "We were lying-to for a pilot : and

before midnight we moored abreast the entrance to the

I "West India Docks. The care of God had been con-

spicuous throughout the voyage ; its close was c^o^vned

with mercies ; and as, looking round on the flashing

lights of London, I felt that all its dangers were past,

and the desired harbour gained, my whole soul was

moved to thanksgiving. Kneeling down to utter those

thanksgivings, the recollection came, that the separation

from my mission was now consummated : even in the

joy of that moment the reflection brought a pang, which

led to a solemn renewal of the resolution, that, live

where I might, the best of my strength should be de-

voted to the interests of India.

MEADEX, PRINTER, CLAPBAH.
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